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We have studied the magnetic and structural propenies of synthetic and meteoritic face 

centred cubic $CC) Fe-Ni ailoys in an effon to understand the underlying mechanisms 

responsible for the Invar and ami-Invu effects. 

We have performed a detailed " ~ e  Mossbauer spectroscopic and electronic imaging study 

of the Santa Cacharina meteorite, an FCC Fe-Ni meteorite with a bulk composition close to that 

of Invar (Fe&,d. Its microstructure consists of islands of tetrataenite in a matrix of Fe-rich 

antitaenite. Using Mossbauer spectroscopy (MS) and electron probe microandysis PPMA), we 

have determined that antitaenite is a low moment alloy with an Fe content of 88 * 2 at. %. 

Antitaenite appears to be nabilized in the FCC phase by its epitaxial relation with tetrataenite. 

Its Néel temperature is -60 K and its isomer shift (15) is close to rhat of y-Fe. The effect of the 

magnetic interaction with tetrataenite has been studied by Monte Cu10 (MC) simulations and 

have been shown to be consistent with the anomalous temperature dependence of the width of 

the antitaenite's Mossbauer spectrum. 

Using elearonic structure caiculations (ESCs), we have studied the T = O K propenies of 

chernicaily ordered and disordered FCC Fe-Ni alloys in the ferromagnetic (FM), non-magnetic 

0 and disordered local moment (DLM) states. A significant drop in the IS and in the atomic 

volume are shown to occur at the transition from the high moment (HM) FM phase to the NM 

phase which occurs, according to our calulations, at 74.5 at. % Fe. Our calcularions of the DLM 

and FM nates show drat in Fcrich Invar aiioys, the FM order contributes CO nabilizing large 

moment magnitudes. Our systematic study of the hyperfine fields (HF) by ESCs supports the 

phenomenological mode1 of Dang and Rancourt (19963. Caldations on a supercell of Fe,,Ni, 

show the effms of nearest neighbour (NN) chernicai and magnetic environrnents on the local 

magnetic moment magnitude and the HF distribution, thereby explaining the main observed 

features in Fe-rich doys. 

Using the IS as a direct probe of the eiectronic structure, a HM/LM flow moment) 

transition has been unambiguously observed to occur at -70 at. % Fe. This is the f int  

txperimental evidence of the HMMM uuisition in FCC FcNi which had been predicted by 

ESCs. The presence of this transition e x p l k  the anomaious decrease of the atomic volume 

observed at these compositions. High temperature Mossbauer mevurements have reveded a 



thermal stabilization of the HM phase in ami-Invu alloys, the mon Fe-rich FCC Fe-Ni alloys 

that are in a UI phase at low temperatura. We bave argued that the ami-kivu effect is due to 

the entropic drive to increase the moment magnitude in syaems which exhibit a magneto- 

volume instability. Contrary to the present dominant view, our results have ailowed us ro 

conclude that the Invar effect in FeNi is not directly c a w d  by W L M  admixture or s o s d e d  

2-ynate like excitations. 

MC cdculations using a local moment mode1 with a large volume dependence of the Fe- 

Fe magnetic exchmge parameter p an court, 199611 adequately teproduce the temperature uid 

composition dependence of the magnetic and a rumra i  anomalies in Invar dloys. The luge 

Uiteratornic distance dependence of the NN Fe-Fe magnetic exchange parameter has been shown 

to be corrobonted by ESCs. The Invar effect in Fe-Ni mua therefore be undernood as a volume 

expansion mediated by magnetic order in a predominantly HM local moment syaem having a 

large Fe-Fe magneto-volume coupling. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Anornaious Propercies of FCC FcNi Alloys 

Ever since the dixovery of the invar effect in the Fe,Ni,, alloy by Guillaume in 1897 

[Guillaume97], the experimental quest for characrerising and the theoretical quest for 

understanding anomalies in Fe-Ni d o y s  has been a significant research topic in many fields 

related to materials science. In 1920, Guillaume wu awarded the Nobel Prke in Physics for his 

discovery of the Invar effect. Guillaume's work has since inspired many physicins, material 

xieatisu and metdurgists to undemuid and exploit this dixovery. Though rnuch work has 

been done to explain the effect, mon of the evly outcome of the discovery has been purely 

experimental, as many other sirnilar effects and anomdous propenies of Fe-Ni alloys were being 

examinecl. 

The Invar effea, as characterized by Guillaume, occun in FCC Fe-Ni alloys with a 

composition of -65 at. % Fe and is characterized by an unusually low linear thermal expansion 

coefficient of a, i 2 x 10' k' over a broad range of temperatures around RT, as opposed to 13.4 

x IO6 K.' for Ni and 11.8 x 10' KL for Fe, for example. In addition to the Invar effect, 

syaematic investigations of FcNi alloys have resulted in the discovery of other similarly 

anomalous effects: Elinvar is a material that has a very low thennoelastic coefficient (i.e., 

Young's modulus is temperature independent) and permalloys (e.g., Permalloy 45: 

Fe,,Ni,5M&J are materials th have a high magnetic permeability. When alloyed with other 

elements (Mn, Al, Cu, etc.) a great number of different alioys with unique and technologically 

appealing propenies c m  be manufactured. As in the case of neels, several derivatives have been 

developed for techological purposes, such as stainiess Invar, and are now of wide-spread use. 

Apart from increasing at lem ten-fold the precision of mechanical watches (which was one of 

Guillaume's motivations, being the son of watchrnakea [Gdlaume2OD, h a r  has found its place 
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in many cornmon-place and highiech technologies such as in thermostats, shadow-masks in 

televisions and computer screens, high-precision optical meamring devices and glas-to-metal 

se& used in electronia packaghg, to name a few mittenauer96] 

Since the dixovery of Invu alloys, apart from metallurgists and materials xientins who 

were busy developing new exotic Fe-Ni based alloys through trial and enor, many researchen 

have also been looking for the physical explmation, at the microscopic level, for the anomalies 

found in Fe-Ni alloys. The rarch for what was known as the Invar effect had begun and would 

occupy the min& of many scientists throughout the Z O ~  century. Now, a century afier the 

dixovery, the Invar effect niIl receives much attention and, throughout the l a s  decades, a 

nurnber of good reviews have been written of the experimentd and theoretical progresses to 

undemand the anomalies [Sato78, WusennannB7,90, Rancoun89, Russel90, Shiga93, 

Witteauer961. The first important observation about the Invar propeny is that it was directly 

related to the magnetism of the alloy: the anomalous thermal expansion disappeared as the 

material w u  heated above its Curie point [GuillaurneZO]. Apart from this assertion, it is ail1 not 

possible to get a consensus among researchen on what constitutes the cause of the invar effect. 

In addition to exhibiting the Invu effect at concentrations around 65 at. O/O Fe, Fe-Ni 

alloys also d i b i t  magnetic anomalies as the Fccontent exceeds -50 at. Oh, such as deviation 

from the Slater-Pauling curve [see chapter 41, a structurai imtability with respect to a martensitic 

transition to the BCC phase [see for example Wwermann90] above -70 at. % Fe and deviation 

from Vegud's Iaw [see chapter 41 uound -60 at. % Fe. Though none of these anomalies were 

directly related to the Invar effect, it seemed clear that mon of the ununial propenies in FcNi 

alioys were related to the propenies of Fe in an FCC phase. Most of the theories to describe the 

hvar effecc are related to effects due to the occurrence of Fe in an FCC lattice. Several theories 

have corne and gone through time, as they failed to be compatible with the m a s  of experimental 

data which wu accumaxiated over time: Theoties involving the imponance of magnetic or 

chernical inhomogeneities, 'pre-mutensitic e f f d  or the role of the miutensitic transition have 

been put aside. 

To complicate things even funher, an additional effect, the anti-Invar effect, was 

observed in Fe-rich FCC Fe-Ni d o y s  above -65 at. % [Acet94a, 94b, 973 Wb]. Contnry to the 

Invar effm, the ami-Invar effect is an uiomalously high thermai expansion (a, = 20 - 30 x 10' 

K'4 which occurs in the paramagnetic phase at hi& temperature. Its name cornes from the fact 
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that the ami-Invu effect is opposite to the Invar effea, even though there was no evidence that 

the nvo are directly related by the same microscopic processes. It has nonetheless become yer 

another important propeny of the FCC Fe-Ni alloys which must be undemood before we can 

claim to Mly comprehend FCC Fe-Ni alloys. 

Since the discovery of the Invar effect in FcNi  alloys, the term 'Invar effect" has now 

often becorne synonymous with 'low thermal expansion", which is now observed in a wide 

range of matenals. In some cases, such as FcPt or Fe-Pd alloys, the similarities with Fe-Ni alloys 

are nriking and we cm expect that the same microscopic processes are ai play in ail these dloys. 

However, in other classes of materials such as laves and intermetallics ~ w e m a n n 9 0 ] ,  it is not 

as clear cut whether or not the low thermal expansion is due to the same processes. Throughout 

this thesis, when we refer to the Invar effect, we are referring specifically to the effea in 

ferromagnetic FCC Fe-Ni alloys. Extensions of our ideas to similar effects in other alloys will be 

discwed when appropriate. 

1.2 Models of the Invar Effea in Fe-Ni Alloys 

In order to explain the deviation from the Slater-Pauling curve in Fe-Ni alloys, Carr Jr. et 

ai. (Carr52,79, Colling701 and Kondonkii et ai. [KondorskiiS9, boa, 60b] developed the theory of 

latent antiferromagnetism (LM) which w u  a local-moment model based on having an 

amiferromagnetic Fe-Fe magnetic exchange coupling UFe, < O), as opposed to the ferromagnetic 

exchange couplings of FcNi Uwi > 0) and Ni-Ni bonds > O). This model was used to 

explain why deviation from the Slater-Pauling curve occurs as Fe content wu increased, since 

antiparallel Fe spins would occur because of the antiferromagnetic Fe-Fe interactions in an 

otherwise ferromagnetic Fe-Ni matrix. In order to explain the Invar effect, a large dependence of 

the Fe-Fe exchange panmeter with intentomic distance uidC - a/,,/&) wu vsumed 

wenshikovn, 791, thereby providing a Iink between the magnetism of the ailoy and iu  

structural properties and possibly explaining the hvar effect. Unfomiaately, there was no 

justification for the large A required, so muiy researchers put aside this model in favour of 

other options. Recently however, Rancourt and Dang [Rancourt96a] re-examined local moment 

models and showed that such a local moment model c m  reproduce dl the T - O K propenies if 

there is a large and positive jk. In particdu, they recognized the importance of magnetic 
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frustration of Fe-Fe bonds and their role in reproducing the volume increase seen in Invar alloys 

relative to the volume extrapolated from high temperatures where the effea has cfisappeued. 

Another dominant model related to the occurrence of Fe in an FCC phase was put forth 

by Weiss peiss63] and further refined by Chikazumi et al. [Chikazumi68,79,80] and Mauui et 

al. watsui78,79,80]. Known as the 2-y-state model, it assumes that Fe atoms in an FCC lattice 

(the y phase, as opposed to the a or BCC phase) can be in either of two ionic states which are 

wociated with different magnetic moments and different atomic volumes (the LM state has a 

smder volume than the HM state). At the Invar composition, it is m m e d  that the energy 

difference between the two nates is o d y  -300 K (-25 meV) and that the HM state would be the 

ground state. As temperature is increased (around RT), thermal excitation would occur such that 

the LM state would be populated, thenby reducing the average volume in such a way chat it 

counten normal thermal expansion. This mode1 provides a nice explanation for the Invar effea, 

but the link between the effect and the magnetism of the ailoy is l e s  clear, in panicular, why the 

effect disappears around Tc. 

This model has been further developed with the advent, in the mid-70ts, of ESCs of y-Fe. 

Early calculations of y-Fe which included constrained coliinear magnetisrn showed that y-Fe 

could occur as a HM or NM phase. Similar calculations for Fe,Ni also showed an instability in 

the moment: as the volume w u  reduced the HM phase w u  destabilized in favour of a NM or 

LM phase. The prediction of two distinct phases at T = O K caldations w u  taken as providing 

the theoretical grounds for accepting the Weiss 2-y-state model as valid williams82,83, 

Moniui86,88,89a, 89b, 90,92,93, Mohn89,91, Ente193, Hoffmann95, Wassermann87,90,91], 

even though these caldations are for extended phases (where al1 atoms are in HM or LM nates) 

while the Weiss model deals with 'independent" atomic aates. For example, even the aability of 

a single LM atom in a K M  phase has not ken ascenained by ESCs. 

More recent and elabonte caldations show that if the cornraint of collinear magnetism 

is lifted, or if more complicated magnetic SUU- are aliowed in the calculation, then the two 

minimum structure of the y-Fe energy curve disappears and instead there is ody a single true 

minimum [Schroter95, James99]. Ia light of the disappearance of the two minimum rrucnire, 

the 2-y-state p i m e  is invalidated. Proponents of the 2-y-nate model now appeal to fluctuations 

berneen bonding and anri-bonding states, even though no physical information regarding the 

types of fluctuations is given [AcetîûOO]. Even in this m o n  modem version of the 2-ynate 
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model, an d nihilo link with the m p e t i s m  is required to explain why the Invar effect 

disappevs at Tc. It is important to note the difference between this view and the local moment 

model of Rancoun and Dang @bncourt96] is that in the 2-y-nue model, the Invar effect is seen 

as a contraction relative to the normai behaviour of the T - O K HM alloy, whereas the model of 

Rancourt and Duig views the effea as an expansion, at low temperature relative to the normal 

HM behaviour which occurs above Tc. These views are thus funhenta l ly  different in how 

they describe the Final high-temperanue phase. 

Another important model that w u  developed in the 70's is the theory of weak itinerant 

ferromagnetism 0 of Wohlfarth ~ohlfarth75,79,80]. In this model, Invar is m m e d  to be 

a weak icinerant ferromagnet according to the classification of Stoner and Wohlfa~~h, in which 

the moment disappears a Tc through Stoner-type excitations. Because of the difference in the 

kinetic energy of elearons in the various nates, this could result in an Invar-like behaviour 

which disappears at Tc. This theory prediw that the magnetic moment should disappear above 

Tc, which is incompatible with many measurernents which indicate that the moment 

magnitudes remain luge at high temperatures [e.g., Tajirna87, AcetOO]. 

The most recent attempt at explaining the Invar effect came in the form of sophiaicated 

ESCs which allowed for non-collinear magnetic moments in a 32-atom supercell of the Invar 

composition [vanSchlifgaarde99]. As in the case of y-Fe, the calculation showed that the 2-nate 

(HM and LM) picture is invalid and instead a single minimum exists, wirh a continuing variation 

from a HM phase at large volumes to a LM phase at lower volumes. In addition, as the volume 

was decrewd, some Fe moments narted to dign opposite to the bulk magnetintion and if the 

volume was funher reduced, the Fe moments would have nearly random orientations, while the 

Ni momenrs would remain fairly ferromagneticdy ordered. The propenies of rhe energy vs. 

volume curve were such that one can caiculate a very low chermai expansion coefficient at T = O 

K. Unfortunately, as precise as this calculation is, it rem& a caldation valid only at T = O K 

and not an explmation of the processes that cause the Invar effm at and around M. 

Extrapolation to f h t e  temperatures is still done by hand-waving arguments, without the solid 

foundations required by an acceptable theory. Several other natemenu by the authon are ais0 

unfounded, such as non-collinearity being the source of the Invar effect, contrary to what is 

observed in Fe& ~assermann90] or in films of Fe&, [LagarecOO, Dumpich87,88,92, 

Wassermann92] where no deviation from the Slater-Pauling w e  is Ken. 
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Throughout this thesis, we wiii investigate, on new and exining theoretical and 

experimentai grounâs the implications regarding these models and show how a global 

understanding of the intrinsic propenies of FCC FçNi alloys leads to a clear and simple 

explmation of the Invar and anti-Invu effecu. As we shail see, it is using a combination of tools 

that a clear picnve of FeNi ailoys cm emerge. 

1.3 Choice of Experimental and Theoreticai Tools 

Mossbauer spectroscopy (MS) h u  often been used in the study of Fe-Ni ailoys because of 

its sensitivity to changes in the magnetic or electronic environments of the probe atoms. For 

example, MS has been used to study orderdisorder transitions in Fe-Ni zlloys [Larsen82], the 

effect of substitution of Fe and Ni atoms in chemicaily ordered FeNi, [Cranshawsv and the 

distribution of local hyperfuie fields in Invar pindow73,74, Rancourt911. It has also been used 

to prove the existence of chemically ordered FeNi in synthetic samples [Gros64,68,70a, 70b] as 

well as meteorites LPetersen77, Alberuen78a, 78b], the low-temperature antifemmagnetic nate 

of y-Fe [Gonser63, Keunen] and many other pediarities of the Fe-Ni syaem. In this work, we 

have found the IS, one of the parameten obtained from the anaiysis of Mossbauer spectra, to be 

an invaluable tool to differentiate between HM and LM dloys and thus explore an entire field of 

Fe-Ni alloys which had previously been unanainable by other experimental methods. In addition 

to MS, we have also used theoretical methob such as ESCs and MC simulations. The possibility 

of rapidly caldating the electronic stnicture of materials has proven invaluable and such T = O 

K calculations are now part of the modern tools used to further Our undemanding of materiais. 

As previously nated, ESCs have aiready played an imponant role in the Invar problem. MC 

simulations, on the other hand, remain one of the most powemtl ways of exploring finite 

temperature propenies of systems and have also been extensively used to study FcNi alloys [e-g., 

Dang96al. 

1.4 Organiution of the Thesis 

With ail these theories and a cenmry of experimental data, how cm we improve and 

refine the understanding of FCC Fe-Ni doys? We have decickd to combine many different and 
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compliment ary techniques for study ing the p ropenies of t hese d o  ys: Expe riment al 

chuaaerization of temperature dependent properties using MS combined with state-of-theart 

spectral analysis techniques, a systematic study of FcNi dloy properties using ESCs, Monte 

Car10 simulation of magnetic and stnictural propenies as a function of temperature. Also, we 

have analyseci both synthetic Fe-Ni smples produced by rapid quenching techniques (cooling 

ntes of - 10s106 U s )  as well as meteontic materid which cooled at ntes of - 10 K per million 

yeass. 

This thesis has been organized as a logical progression leading to a comprehensive 

undemanding of the propenies and microxopic processes involved in FCC Fe-Ni alloys. After 

this introduction, we present the basis of the expenmental work using MS, covering the 

necessary theoretical background as well as the details of the experhents. The next chapter deals 

with the study of the Santa Catharina meteonte, which is neuly a pure Fe-Ni meteorite with a 

bulk composition which is the same as that of the Invu d o y .  With time, it has decomposed 

from a chemically uniform alloy to a two phase alloy of tetrataenite and antitaenite. The study 

deals mainly with chancrerking the antitaenite phase as it is a very Fe-rich LM phase that cannot 

be duplicated in synthetic alloys. Chapter 4 proposes a review of Fe-Ni alloys in the Ni-rich 

range where their magnetic and nnictural properties cm be undemood based on simple models 

related to binary alloys. Chapter 5 is a detailed ESC m d y  of chemically ordered and disordered 

Fe-Ni alloys in collincar magnetic order or complete magnetic disorder. We have pushed the 

lirnits of the ESCs to iink the calculateà electronic structure to physically measunble quantities 

such as the 1s and the HF. A detailed analysis of the differences between the HM and NM phases 

in thex alloys is put to the test in chapter 6 where MS is w d  to nudy Fe-rich alloys to show for 

the fm tirne that a WLM transition occurs in FCC Fe-Ni alloys as Fe content is increased 

above -70 at. %. Temperature dependent mevuremenu show how one c m  further identify anti- 

hvar behaviour based on the IS and conclusively show that the ami-Invu and Invar effects are 

two phenomena which have physically different origins. Findly, in chapter 7, MC simulations of 

Fe-Ni alloys based on a simple l d  moment mode1 with a distance dependent Fe-Fe magnetic 

exchange coupling illusrate how the Invu effect occurs throughout the HM F t N i  alloys, 

culminating at 65 at. % and leading to the known propexties. 

The combination and coapention between these various experimentai and theoretical 

techniques allows us to develop a complete picture and understanding of the behaviour of FCC 
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FcNi ailoys and the microxopic processes that lead to it and, in particulu, give a clear answer to 

what causes the Invar and ami-Invar eff ects, 



2. Experimental Methods: 
Mossbauer Spectroscopy 

2.1 Introduction to Mossbauer Spectroxopy 

Mossbauer spearoscopy is the main experimentai tool used in this research. It is a 

nuclear fluorescence technique which cm be w d  to detea changes in the elearonic 

environment around the nucleus by memring their effect on a specific nuclear transition. 

Thuiks to the Mosbauer effect, it is possible to have recoilless emission and recoilless absorption 

of a nuclear gamma-ray. By Doppler-shifting the energy of the source, we c m  scan a small range 

of energies around the source transition energy and resolve nuclev energy shifts caused by 

hyperfine interactions with the electrons or  magnetic fields in the simple. 

Since the absorption energy m m  be the same as the emission energy (plus or minus a 

1 = 7/2 
capture, 99.80% 

Figure 1 Diagram of the decay of *Co into "Fe. The 14.4 keV transition used in "Fe MS. 

Table 1 Nuclear transitions in "Fe, the energy of the emitted y-nys and their relative intensity 
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Figure 2 Conventional transmission MS setup. 

small Doppler shift), oniy one isotope of one element c m  be probed using a specific source. The 

most commonly studied isotope is YFe. As a source, we use a material in which "Co atoms are 

embedded in a ngid lattice (in our case Rh). '%O decays to "Fe with a half-life of 271.8 days 

(Jide931. The redt ing "Fe nucleus appean in an excited aate (1 - 5/2 with 99.80% probability), 

from which it cm decay to the I = 3/2 aate which then decays to the I 1/2 ground nare by 

emitting a gamma-ny of 14.4129 keV. The transition diagram of the complete transitions to the 

ground nate is shown in fig. 1. The I = 3/2 + 1/2 transition is Mossbauer active, which means 

absorption or emission of a y-ray with the right energy can occur without recoil of the nucleus. 

It is this transition that is used in 17Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy. 

2.1.1 Transmission M M  bauer Spectroxopy 

There are different methods for performing absorption or emission MS. In the course of 

this research, we have used the transmission and conversion electron methob. In a transmission 

geometry (fig. 2), the sample is placed berween the oxillating source and a y-ny detector (in our 

case a 1 atm. Kr4% Co sealed proponional counter). y-rays from the source are absorbed by 

the sample's YFe nuclei which are in their ground state (1 - 1/2) and which can then decay, 

eminiag a y-ray in any direction. With a s m d  sample/detector solid angle, we obtain a 

transmission spectnxm, where absorption pe& occur ar the energies where the y-rays are 

resonantly absorbed by the sample (very few reemined y-nys are detected because of the small 

solid angle of the detector). Non-resonant electronic absorption also occurs but it has no energy 

dependence in the energy range we measure, so it does not interfere with the resonant absorption 

signai because it simply unifonnly anenuates the signai. 
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5: Flow-type (He, 10% CH,) Co source proportional coun ter 

Sample conraining 
S'Fe 

Y 

Figure 3 Surface sensitive CEMS setup. 

2.1.2 Conversion Electron Mossbauer Spectroscopy 

Contrarily to conventional transmission MS, conversion electron Moabauer 

spectroscopy (CEMS) is an emission spectroscopy, which means we are detecting a signal 

produced by the sample after the absorption of the source y-ny. There are at least two ways in 

which the "Fe nucleus cm decay back to its ground nate afrer having absorbed a y-ny: 

@ It cm simply emit a y-ray with the same energy (14.4 keV). This process is used in 

conventional emission MS where the emined y-rays are detected. Nine percent of al1 

excited yFe nuclei decay through this process; 

@ It cm transfer i u  energy to the electrons in the Fe atom. If the energy is transferred to a 

core 1s electron (the most common convenion process), the electron will be ejected from 

the atom and possibly from the sample. This electron cm also produce secondary 

electrons with lower energy through collisions in the sample. Deteaion of the redt ing 

emined electrons is the basis of CEMS (fig. 3). Since the atom has been ionized, it will 

also revert to its ground nate through x-ny fluorescence. In particular, a 5.6 keV K, x- 

ray will also be emitted when the "Fe nucleus decays. Detecrion of such secondary x-rays 

is the basis of conversion x-ny Mossbauer spectroscopy. 

Becaux the escape depth of low-energy electrow (~10 keV) is smali in most materials, only 

electrons emined close to the surface (within - 100 nm) c m  be detected. For this reuon, CEMS is 

a surfacesensitive method. For a m p l e ,  we used CEMS to detemillie if our meteoritic sample 

preparation techniques produced a surface that was the same as the buik. 
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2.2 Hyperfine Interactions and Tbeir Effect on the Mossbauer Spectnun 

2.2.1 Elearic Monopole Interaction and Second-Order Doppler Shift 

2.2.1.1 The Isomer Sbift 

The isomer shift is due to the elearic monopole interaction which results from the finite 

volume of the nucleus and the different nuclear volumes of the excited and ground states of the 

Mossbauer transition. The treatment of the finite size of the volume cm be carried out using a 

perturbation approach, as is elaborated by Shirley [Shirley&] and reproduced here. We firn 

assume that the nuclear charge Ze is unifonnly distributed in a sphere of radius R. In nich a case, 

the electric potential inside the nucleus is 
r 1 

and we recover the normal Coulomb potential outside the nucleus: 

The energy shift caused by this potential, as opposed to using only the Coulomb potentiai is 

given, to fint-order perturbation, as the average of the difference between the two potentials 

weighted by the elecrron density. 

In the non-relativistic treatment, only the s electrons contribute significantly to the 

density inside the nucleus and it is nearly constant ( 1 S(r< R) 1' = 1 $,(O) I'), we obtain a shifr 

AE = ~ Z I ~ R ~  1 $,(O) 1 ' .  
5 (3) 

The difference in the shift between the excited auclear nate and the ground state is thus 

where &R = Rtxi,td - RJnmnd . The Doppler shift, which musr be applied to the source's radiation 

in order to get resonant absorption (or emission) in a MiXsbauer aperiment, is 
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The fim rwo te- of the right-hand-side form a constant which depends only on the isotope 

and the nuclear transition used in the experiment, through 2, R, E, and 6 R / R . By comparing 

calculated non-relativistic densities and experimentally observed shifts, these r e m ,  which are 

commonly grouped and denoted as a, give -0.24 o: mm/s [Akai86] for the 14.4 keV transition in 

"Fe. The l a s  term, the difference between the densities at the nucleus in the source and in the 

absorber, constimre all the chernical information contained in the isomer shifi. 

When a full relativistic treatment is w d ,  one cm show tliat there is a simple correction 

factor compared to the isomer shift obtained in the non-relativistic case. Since the elearonic 

structure calculations performed in this work were perfonned using the xalu relativistic 

approximation, it is usehl to show how the correction factor uises. We once again follow the 

derivarion by Shirley [Shirley64]. 

In the relativinic case, when a point nucleus is w d ,  the electron density at the nucleus is 

found to diverge as r - O.  Close to r = O ,  the density can be expressed as the product of the non- 

relativistic density at the nucleus 1 *(O) 1 ' with a divergent factor: 

where A = (with a being the fine structure constant) and a, is the Bohr radius, or 1 

atomic unit of lengh. Reiativistic effecu incrase as Z increws and A deviates from 1. In the 

perturbation approximation, as in the previous section, we mut  integnte the pemirbing 

potential weighted by this density over the nuclear volume to obtain the atomic energy shifi: 

R, is the Rydberg constant. Differentiation with respect ro R and conversion to a Doppler shifi 

result in the final expression for the M y  relativinic isomer shift: 

where 
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k the relativistic correction factor. In the case of Fe, S(Z) = 1.32. A more detailed treatment 

whicb t aks  h t o  account the distorrion of the electron wavefunctions by the finite volume of the 

nucleus add another corrective factor of 0.98 in the case of Fe and Ni. As is the case in the non- 

relativisiic case, the only chernical information contained in the isomer shift is the difference in 

(non divergent or Schrodinger) electron densities at the nucleus. The relativistic correction 

factors only corne into play when comparing caiculated densities with experimentai isomer 

shifts. 

The IS is independent of the azimuthal angdar rnomentum 1, of the nucleus and thus 

shifts the energies of all transitions from the excited state to the ground state by the same amount 

(fig. 4). In metals, at temperatures far below the Fermi temperature, the IS is not expected to be 

temperature dependent rince there is usudly no significant change in the electronic structure of 

the materid with temperature. This thesis is in part concemed with an important exception to 

this rule, when the IS is found to be temperature dependent, indicating a change in elenronic 

structure. 

2.2.1.2 Second-Order Doppler Shih 

In addition to the IS, thermal motion of the absorber atoms also contribute to a global 

shik of the transition energies from one sample to another because of Doppler shifting. At any 

temperature, the vibration of the Fe atoms remit in an average Doppler shift of the transition 

energies. Because the atomic vibration period is much shoner than the lifetime of the excited 

aate, fimorder terms (and indeed d l  oddsrder tenns) in the atom velocities average to O. 

However, second order-terms of the velocity are &O p r e n t  in the relativistic expression for the 

Doppler shifting of the radiation: 

Because the frequency of atomic oscillations is typicdy 10~-10" tu and the lifetime of the 

excirecl state is -  IO-^ s, the average shik bE over the lifetime of the excited state is thus 
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This shift, which is named the secondsrder Doppler shift (SOD), aiso changes the energies of al1 

transitions by the same amount. The SOD is dependent on the material and the temperature 

since it depenb on (v '). Within the Debye approximation of solids, the SOD can be calculated: 

The measured centre shift (CS or 6) is the total shift of al1 the transition energies relative to some 

standard material (a standard calibntion material is used to caiibrate the source velocity in order 

to provide a rneanired CS that is independent of the source used): 

CS = IS + SOD,  (13) 
Since the resulting CS is ais0 temperature dependent, it must be given relative to a standard 

material at a given temperature. The CS is an experimental parameter that is directly obtained 

from the Mossbauer spenrum (fig 4). Without any unimptions about the absorber or 

mevurements at different tempentum, it is not possible to differentiate the IS from the SOD. 

For this thesis, resoluiion of the IS and SOLI wu required. 

2.2.2 Elearic Quadmpole Interaction 

Because the fun excited state of the n ~ e  nucleus has a quadrupole moment Q, it intencts 

with an electric field gradient (EFG) according to the following Hamiltonian: 

where Vp ( - eq), V, and V= are the principal components of the EFG tensor. By convention, 

the directions are chosen such that 1 Va 1 > 1 Vs 1 2 ( 5 ( . The asymmetry puameter, 

defined as q = (V* - 5) / V& is then berween O and 1. The ground state h u  no quadnipole 

moment and is &us unaffected by an EFG. When the "Fe nucleus is placed in an EFG, the elold 

degenency of its excited state will be purially lifted since the (1 = 3/2,1, - 3/2) and (1 = 3/2, I, 
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- 1 0 )  have different energies: 

There wili then be two possible transition energies between the fim excited state and the ground 

aate, resulting in a two-line spectnirn known as a doublet (lig 4). The energy difference between 

the ~o possible transitions is known as the quadmpole splining (QS or A) which is related to Vz 

and Tl: 

2.2.3 Magnetic Dipole Interaction 

Al1 degeneracies of the I = 1/2 and I - 3/2 aates cm be lifted if the nucleus is nibjected 

to a magnetic field. In such a case, the Hamiltonian of the magnetic dipole interaction is: 

yw = - g p N A * I ,  (17) 

which splits the I = 1/2 into rwo sublevels (4 = f 1/2, E = q12 - g,,2 px H 1-1 and the I - 3/2 

into 4 sublevels, (1, = *3/2, f 1 0 ,  E = E,/2 -g,12 pN HI?. Since electric dipole transitions 

(emission or absorption of a photon) can only occur between levels with Al, = + 1 , O  (to fint 

order), this results in a six line pattern known as a sexret (fig. 4), since the { = 3 / 1 -  -1/2 and 

{ = -3/2 - 1/2 transitions are forbidden. The sanet is uswlly chuacterized by the hyperfine 

magnetic field H or the Zeeman splining of the excited aate t = g,,, p, H. 

When a rnagnetic field and an EFG are present simultaneously, the spectrum can 

comprise up to eight lines but calculating the iine positions and their intensities becomes a non- 

trivial task. However, in our situation, we are d d i n g  with materials with cubic symmerry where 

the EFG is usudy small enough so H2 c m  be tmted as a perturbation of y,. In that case, the 

spectrum is composed of 6 lines which are shifted relative to the EFG-O case. The relevant 

hyperfine parameten to describe that situation are the Zeeman splitUng of the excired state z (or 

the hyperfine magnetic field H) and the quadrupole shift e, 
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where 4 and 8 are the nimuthal and polar angles de~~ribiag H in the EFG principal axes 

reference frame. 

2.2.4 Calculating and Fitting the Mossbauer Spectnun 

In either transmission or emission experiments, the magnitude of the obxrved 

Mossbauer signai is related to the crossîection of the I - 1/2 - 3/2 transition and this cross- 

section is simply the mm of the cross-sections for each of the "Fe atoms present in the sample. In 

the absence of an EFG or hyperfine field, the cross-section for the transition has a Lorentzian 

dependence on the energy, with a half-width related to the life-time of the excited state according 

to Heisenberg's uncenainty p ~ c i p l e .  For "Fe, the maximum cross-section is O, - 2.56 barn and 

the FWHM r = 0.097 mm/s wossbauer Effect Data Center891. If al1 "Fe nuclei are in identical 

environments (subjected to the same hyperfine interactions), their cross-sections are identical and 

will simply be a mm or Lorentzians centred on the energies of al1 possible transitions (I - 1/2, IJ 

- (I* - 3/2,1,9. In the absence of a hyperfine field H, the nvo transition energies are 

whereas in the presence of a hyperfine field and within the fm-order perturbation 

approximation (e < d, the six possible transition energies are: 

v1 = 6 + pl& + a,?, (20) 
where pl - (-1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1) and al = {-(2+3)/2, -(Z+ 1)/2, -(Z-1)/2, (2-1)/2, (Z+ 1)/2, (Z+ 3 ) / 2 } ,  

with Z = 1 g,/? /gl/? 1 = 1.7509 in the case of "Fe [Mossbauer Effect Data Center891. The Zeeman 

splining z is related to H as 

Z ' 8 3 / 2 ~ i , ~ H 7  (21) 

where g,,, is the gyromagnetic ratio of the excited nace, pN is the nuclear magneron. The 

Zeeman splitting z is unially expressed in d s ,  with z (mm/s) = 0.0679 H O in the case of ''Fe 

spectroscopy. 

When fluctuations of the hyperfme parameters are either much slower or much faner 

than the iifetime of the excited nate it is said that we are dealing with a 6static" or "effectively 

naticn case, and a peak corresponding to each possible transition in observed. Whenever the 

hyperfine panmeten fluctuate at a rate where they vary over the lifetime of the excited state, 
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dynamic effects are present in the specrnun and the analysis of the hyperfine parameters requires 

more complex analysis methods which take these fluctuations into account and wliich remit in 

ununial lineshapes. 
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Figure 4 Effect of the elmric monopole (Hd, electric quadrupole (Hg) and magneuc dipole (HJ 
interactions on the nuclear levels and on the transmission Mossbauer spectnun. The relation 
betareen the relevant hyperfine puuneten and the uiergy leveis are also given. 
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2.2.4.1 Distributions of Hyperhe Puuneten 

By their nature, the hyperfine parameters are sensitive to local chemical and magnetic 

envkonments. In an d o y ,  al1 sites have different local environmenu so the bulk Mossbauer 

mearement wiil actually remit from a diaribution of hyperfine puameters corresponding to 

each individual site. If aii sites are considered to be equivaient in tenns of their average 

orientation with respect to the incident y-ray radiation, then we cm characterize al1 the 

individuai sites as a generaiized site with an wociated dinribution of hyperfine parameten. For a 

site which exhibits magnetic splitting, the generai discribution would be given by a probability 

density distribution (PDD) of the f o m  P(6.e. Z).  Because of the arbitnry shape and complexity 

of this dinribution, it is dficult to extract it from the Mossbauer spectrum, so simplified models 

are used. 

When predominantly concemed with HFs, the simplest analysis is to consider that only 

the Zeeman splining z is dinributed and that 6 and c are the same for d l  sites, which mems 

~ ( 6 .  e, T) = P(d &(b-b,-,) b(e -e,) , (22) 
where &(4 is the Dirac delta-funcrion. In this case, only P ( a  neeb to be extracted, dong with 

the values &, and e,. In many cases though, it is found that this is insufficient and it is necessary 

to include distributions of the other puameters as weil. The second approach and the mon 

common one, is to assume that at each site, 6 and e are linearly coupled to z, as 5 = + &,? and 

e = e, + e, x ,  which means the distributions of 6 and e are ais0 coupled to P(qj : 

P ( b , z )  = P(t) W - ( 6 , + + j )  W-(e,+e,b) (23) 
This mode1 is implemented in the Voigt-based k i n g  (VBF) method of Rancourt and Ping 

[RancounSla], where is modelled as an arbitnry sum of Gaussian components. 

A more generai but nill tractable approach has been developed to dlow for 

simultaneously independent distributions of the three parameten, where comlations between 

parameters are dowed. This is implemented as the mendeci Voigt-based fitting (xVBF) rnethod 

of Lagarec and Rancourt [Laguec97, see appendix A]. k a u s e  there is no inherent reason for the 

various parameters to be strictly linearly coupled rogether, this allows for more physicdy 

realinic distributions of hyperfie parameters and usuaily provides better fia than the VBF 

method. 

When analysing the spectra of Fe-Ni alloys, it was always necmary to use distributions 
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of parametea. Because both methob (VBF and xVBF) could produce slightly different results, 

we have generally w d  them both to get a feel for the 'true" range of the parmeters. 

2.2.4.2 Complexities Involved in Getting Accunte Hyperfine Parameters (CS in 

Particular) 

It is very important to realize that gening accunte and precise parameters from the 

Mossbauer spectn of Fe-Ni alloys isn't a simple task. One of the main reasons is that these are 

alloys and, as such, are not chancterized by a discrete set of hyperfine parameters but rather by a 

distribution of each of the parameten. Among other things, the existence of such distributions 

makes an exact and unique fit impossible. The reason for this is that the amount of information 

one might want to extract (shapes of the distributions of the HF, CS and QS and how they are 

correlated together, relative spectral areas of each line, etc ...) is usually greater than the amount 

of information contained in a spectrum (typically 512 data points of velucity and inrensity) and is 

made even less tractable because of the noise in the spenrum. Without getting into to much 

detail, it is easy to see that one must make mmptions  on the shapes of the distributions and 

how they are correlated to each other in order to simpldy and solve the problem. The VBF and 

xVBF models do just that by defining a generalized site which establishes rules on building the 

distributions. The two meth& provide different methob of building the distributions and these 

methods may or may not be well suited to describe the 'tme" diaributions that characterise the 

sample. Because of the inherent lack of information contained in the spectrum and the ever 

present natistical noise, the problem of uncovering the true parameten is usually ill-defined 

(there is no single solution) and these methods provide the ben way of getting a solution which is 

reliable (albeit connrained to the specific model). 

2.2-4.2.1 Correlation Between the CS and the KF 

In the case of Fe-Ni alloys, it is generaliy admineci that the observed line broadening is 

due mainly ro a distribution of hyperfie field magnitudes on the various probe nuclei sites. 

However, it is clear from the line asymmetries seen in figs. 5 and 6 that either (or both) the CS or 

the QS mus< aiso be distributed and correlated to the HFD b u s e  the obxrved asymmetries cm 
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only vise because of such comlations. This implies that the method w d  ro describe the joint 

distribution of hyperfme parameters is criticd in obtaining reliable averages of the puameten. 

Consider a spectrum (such as the one of 65 at.% Fe at RT, shown in fig. 6) which yields a 

strongly skewed HR) and requim a CSHF comlation. The VBF model assumes a linear 

coupling between the CSD and the HFD, which means that the CSD is forced to have the exact 

same shape as the HFD (but on a different d e  and offset to some different value). In such a 

case, because of the skewness of the distribution, the average CS will be different [rom the moa 

probable CS. In the xVBF model, the distributions are built independently and then a correlation 

is added. A g o d  Fit c m  be obtained by vsuming the CSD k dexribed by a Gaussian distribution 

which is correlated to the skewed and more complicated HFD. In nich a case, the average CS and 

the most probable CS are the same and they will unially be very close to the most probable CS 

obtained from the VBF fit. The two fits r e d t  in the same (or very similu) HFD, have 

essentiaily the same statiaical signifcance h' value) yet give significantly different average CSs 

(the discrepancy between the values is significantly lvger than the precision of each value as 

obtained from the fit). There is genenlly no way of favouring one value over another, so both 

must be accepted as possible. One could Say that the 'twn joint CSD and HFD does lie in 

between these two models and so the 'tme* average CS could lie anywhere between the two 

values O btained. 

2.2.4.2.2 Dynamic Effects Near Tc 

The detemination of hyperfiie parameter distributions can also be complicated by the 

existence of dynarnic effects near Tc (in the case of these doys). Such effecu m m  be expected to 

occur n e z  Tc [Rancourt96b]. These compiicate the extraction of hyperfine parameters since 

then effect (homogeneous broadening) is nearly impossible to distinguish from inhomogeneous 

broadening. h o ,  a complete fitting model that admits distributions and dynamic effects is not 

available. The simplifications used in the analysis also affect the accuracy of the extncted 

parame t ers. 
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2.2.4.2.3 Average Quadrupole Shifi 

The EFG in a cubic environment is  normally nil. However, because of the alloying, 

none of the sites truly have a cubic symmetry and it LF possible to have non-vanishing local EFG. 

In the presence of an HF, the EFG contributes to the quadrupole shift e, which depends on the 

angles between the local HF and EFG principal axes. Because of the alloying, the local chernicd 

environment (which r e d t s  in the direction of the EFG principal axes) may be uncorrelated with 

the magnetic domains (which is related to the direction of the HF), so the average e can be 

In m o r  cases, when the sextet pattern is clearly resolved, a fit does produce a value of e s 0.008 

m d s .  In suc h cases, the CS is not much affected by forcing c to be O. When the sextet pattern 

aarted to collapse (near but below Tc), a free fit ofien produces vaiues of e =0.014.02 mmh. 

These values are suspect and give corresponding values for the CS which are significantly 

different from the ones obtained by forcing e = O. In order to fit al1 spectn in the same fashion 

and with the same reproducibility, the average value of c wu always forced to be O mds.  When 

using the VBF mode1 with a E-z coupling, the parameters % and e, were first free, then r, was 

m u i u d y  adjusted nich that < e > < 0.0001 m d s :  both E, and c, were frozen and the other 

parameten were fit again. 

Al1 these factors (anà more) are the reason for some of the large ranges of hyperfine 

pvvneter values that are reponed in this work and becaux so much of this work relies on 

accurate mesuremenu of the CS, we have had to be very careful in gauging the accuncy of the 

CS obtained from fitting a spectnun to any specific model. 
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Figure 5 Transmission Mossbauer spectrum of F e a i ,  illustraring the line depth asymmetry 
due to correlations between hyperfuie parameten (in this case it is mainly due to a e-z 
correlation). 

Figure 6 Transmission Mossbauer spectrum of Fe&,, showing signs of &z comlations (left) 
and the ext racd and nrongiy skew HFD (right). 
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2.3.1 Physical Layout and Electronics for Data Acquisition 

Most RFe Mossbauer spectroxopy measurements were performed in transmission 

geometry with 40 to 50 mCi T o  source in a Rh matrix. A diagram of the complete 

experimental semp for RT measurements is shown in fig. 1. The source-tolample and sample-to- 

detector distances are chosen to virtudly elirninate geometrical effecrs such as cosine-smearing, 

by taking into account the source size (- 30 mm? active area), the absorber area (maximum of 1.27 

cm? and the deteaor window (-7 cm?. The source velocity, driven in constant acceleration 

mode followed a triangular waveform which w u  caiibrated using the spectrum of 95% "Fe 

enriched a-Fe taken in the same conditions. Al1 CSs and ISs reponed in this chapter are thus 

relative to the CS of a-Fe at RT. A calibrarion spectrurn w u  taken before and after each 

spectnim, or xries of spectn when the same absorber was used and only the temperature was 

varied. 

Fig. 7 diaingukhes the three parts of the setup: the instruments, the electronics and the 

computer hook-up for data acquisition and analysis. The instruments include the transducer CT) 

which drives the source (S) in its oscillatory motion, according to a wavefonn provided by the 

transducer driving unit WU). For radiation safety reasons, the source is encwd in a lead box, 

to which is affiied the absorber (A). In the RT senip, the TDU frequency is approximately 2 Hz, 

which leads to a source displacement of 10.8 mm (Issuming a velocity range of 8 m d s ) .  The 

absorber, which is conrained in a cylindrical holder that fits into a pre-aligned socket, is placed at 

l em 10 cm from the source to avoid cosine smearing and other similar geometricd mifans (see 

Appendk C for a description of the artefacts). The radiation which is transmined through the 

absorber is detected by a seded 1 a m  Kr(29'0 COJ gas fiiled proportionai counter (PC). The 

hi+-voltage bias (- 1700 V) necessary to detect the y-nys is supplied to the PC, through the pre- 

amplifier (PA), by an extemal high voltage power supply 0. The charge sensitive PA, which 

is powered by a 12V nipply from the spectroxopy amplifier (SA), accumulates the charge 

produced by the detection of a y-ray, convens it to a voltage pulse, amplifies it (- x 10) and relays 

it to the SA. The SA funher amplifies (- ~ 5 0 0 )  and shapes the pulse before f e e h g  it to the single 

chamel analyser (SCA). The SCA is setup to output a fm TTL pulse only when it receives the 
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pulse correspondhg to a y-ray with an energy of 14.4 keV. By this fdtering, we eliminate all 

other detmed radiation which cannot be resonanrly absorbed and which wodd simply 

contribute to the background and hence reduce the signal-tenoise ratio of the Mossbauer 

spearum. The senings of the SCA window are d e t e d e d  by perfonning a pulse height 

analysis (PHA) of the SA output on a computer. Because the ampwed pulse voltage is 

propottiond to the energy of the detected y-ray, the PHA synem allows us to view the energy 

spectrum of the detected radiation and set the SCA window to discriminate the 14.4 keV 

radiation. The other undesired radiation detected by the proponional counter include the 6.4 

keV conversion X-rays (Fe KJ from the source and inelasticaily xanered radiation from the 122 

and 136.5 keV transitions. The acquisition of the Mossbauer spectrum is performed using a 

multichannel xaler (MCS) in a computer. The MCS channels, which accumulate a count for 

each ï7'L pulse [rom the SCA, are synchronited with the source drive by a signal from the 

TDU, such that the channels correspond to tirne and thus source velocity. Al1 the electronics are 

highquality research grade devices and their senings and cables are optimized to reduce the 

electrical noise in the syaem and produce the best possible Mossbauer spectrum. Spectral 

calibrarion, folding and analysis is performed using the Recoil software we have developed in 

house and which is available commercially [http://www.physics.uottawa.ca/ - recoil/]. 

In addition to the standard setup shown in fig. 7, we have the possibility to put the 

sample in an oven in order to acquin Mossbauer spectra from RT to -900 K, or in a liquid N2 

cryostat ro perform measurements from -80 K to RT. In both cases. the sample, in the oven or 

the cryostat, is directly inserted between the source and detecror which remain at RT. A third 

possibility is to use a completely different semp for cryogenic measurements down to 4.2 K. We 

now give a detailed description of the oven and cryostau, in addition to the calibnrion and 

technicd characteristics of the ovea. 
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2.3.2 Oven for Mosrbauer Spearoxopy 

2.3.2.1 Design and Construction 

In order to perform Mossbauer mevurements a temperatures up to -900 K, it was 

necessary to c o m m a  an oven suitable for such measurements. As shown in fig. 8, the oven 

consists of a cenmic core in which the sample is inserted and which is enclosed in a vacuum-tight 

water cooled aainless steel cylindrical shell with y-ray transparent Be windows. This shell is 

clamped onto a solid base which contains the connections for the therrnocouples and the heating 

elements. 

The core is made of Macor@ machinable glas ceramic (code 9658) manufacrured by 

Corning Glas Works (rated for continuour openting temperature up to 1270 K) and is wound 

with 25 gauge (0.020" diameter) Nichrome (80 % Ni, 20 % Cr) heating wire. The heating wire is 

wound twice in opposite directions in order to cancel the magnetic field caused by the large 

current in the wire. The sample, which is seated into a ring-shaped insen, is positioned in the 

middle of the oven where the temperature is expected to be uniform. To minimize thermal 

gradients, pure Al radiation shields are w d  on either side of the sample insen. To approximately 

derennine the tempenture of the sample, two K-type thermocouples (Chromel-Alumel in a 304 

stainless steel sheath, rated for temperatures between 4 K and 1150 K) are inxned in fine holes 

driiled directly into the core, with the tip located close to the sample. A funher calibration of the 

tempenture using mevurements of a materiai with a known thermal behaviour is required to get 

an accurate tempenture and a measurement of thermal gradients. As the thermocouple hole and 

the Be windows are simply glued in place, the extemal case mut  be water cooled to avoid a 

deteriontion of the vacuum-tight se&. 
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Figure 8 Schematic view of the oven uxd for Mossbauer specuoscopy. 
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2.3.2.2 Temperature Control 

One thermocouple and the hearing Mres are connected to a temperature controller 

(Eurothem 840P) and thyristor (Eurothem 42512) which produces the heating current. This 

pair of instruments cm generate and maintain a sample temperature which is stable to within 1 K 

over the entire measurement time (usually 1 &y). The second thermocouple is connected to a 

secondary temperature controller which cuts the power to the main temperature controller in 

case of failure of the primary thermocouple. Though the thyrinor is rated to output up to 15 A. 

i u  maximum fument was set to -2 A, which yielded a maximum oven temperature of -900 K 

and prevented the Nichrome heating wires to melt when instantaneously subjected to the 

maximum load. Because the melting point of the Al radiation shielb is 933 K, this was chosen to 

be a suirable maximum operating temperature. Ail other materials used in the construction of 

the oven are rated for temperatures up to at lem 1150 K. This simple oven design, however, is 

not convenient for work at higher tempentures. 

2.3.2.3 Vacuum Sysrem 

In order to avoid oxidrtion of the simple and to reduce thermal conductivity with the 

extemal case!, the oven w u  operated at a pressure of l e s  than 10" mbu, by using a diffusion 

pump. Since line broadening in Mossbauer measurements is extremely sensitive to vibrations, we 

have performed many tests to determine the best pumping mechanism. The turbo molecular 

pump wu found to produce high-frequency vibrations which we could not attenuate to 

revonable limiu. We thus chose an oil d i h i o n  pump coupled to a primary roughing pump. As 

shown in fig. 9, this assembly was connected to a large boweled tube to remove high and 

medium frequency vibrations. The n e z  section w u  clamped to a heavy anchor to remove low 

and medium frequency vibrations. A rubber tubing w u  finally used to connea to the oven inlet. 

A section with a Pinnni and a high-vacuum gauge could be insened next to the oven to 

determine the pressure in the oven. Under these conditions, it wu determined that the 

broadening c a w d  by mechanical vibrations would be within the usual experimental uncenainty 

of a linewidth ( l e s  than 5% of the intriasic linewidth of the source). 
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Tabk 2 Calibration of the sample tempenture based on the thermocouple readings 

2.3.2.4 Tening and Temperature Calibration 

In order to calibrate the smple tempenture relative to the thermocouple temperature, 

we performed a test run using a 20 pm natusal a-Fe foil. The thermal behaviour of a-Fe 

hyperfine puameters is well-known and documented. We have used the CS and normalized 

Zeeman splining (z/d data reponed by Kobeissi [Kobeki81] and shown in fig. 10 to compare 

the thermocouple reading to a calibrated tempenture. The calibrated temperature we used was 

the average of the calibrated temperatures based on the CS and d z O ,  weighted by their relative 

precisions. 

with w ,  = ~;'(cs)/(o;'(cs) +~:(d%)) uid w d b  = ai2(dG) /(&cJ) +&&,)) and 

o,(Cq uid o,(~/b) are the relative uncenainties on the temperatures calculated from CS and 

z/q. For temperatures above RT, the main temperature dependence of the CS is from the SOD 

and it is approximately linear, such that 

In the case of dq, the tempenture dependence is non-linear but we cm simply calculate 

a,(&,) for any temperature, using 
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the weights for Ta and Tdo and thus calculate T". Table 2 gives the values of the 

thennocouple readings (Tl and 7'3, the meanired CS and zh,, the calculated temperatures T,, 
and Td, and the calibrated temperanve T". 

As one can see, the calibrated temperature is systernaticaily berween T, and TL Based on 

these redts ,  we have calculated the following calibration equation for the sample temperature T 

(in OC), given T, (in 'C) 

T = T, + lO(tanh(O.ûû9 (Tl-320)] + l) ,  (28) 
and we have eaablished that a conservative estimate of the uncenainty is - 1üC at the highea 

attainable temperature (the uncertainty increves with temperature). This uncenainty cornes 

Figure 10 a-Fe M6sbauer data [Kobeki81] used for the calibration of the oven temperature. (HJ 
relative Zeeman splining (relative to value at T = O K) and (*) centre shift (relative to value at 
RT). The lines represent the calibration mes obrained from the data points, in the nnge of 
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entirely from the calibratioo, as the thermocouple temperatures are reliable and repeatable to l e s  

than 1'C. By analysing the widths of the peaks as a funaion of temperature, we have derermined 

that the total temperature gradient on the sample varies approximately linearly with 

temperame, going from O'C at RT to s IO'C at 550'C. This is also probably an overestimation 

since the sample is merallic and has very good thermal conductivity. The estimated gradient also 

justifies that the uncenainty on the temperature should be - lO'C, though this might be a slight 

underestimate for the highest temperatures reached (typically 6OO'C). W henever the IS is 

calculated by correning the CS for the SOD, an uncertainty of SC in the temperature resdts in 

an uncenainty of 0.0035 m d s  in the IS, which is close to the experimental uncertainty on the 

CS obtained by fining the spectrum. 

2.3.3 Cryogenic Setups for Mossbauer Spectroscopy 

Two different cryostats were used for low tempenture MS measurements. The simplest 

is a cold-fiager liquid N2 cryostat which enables us to make measuremena at 82 K. in this setup, 

the cold sample, which is in the cryostat, is inserted between the source and detector which are 

kept at RT. The sample is cooled by contact using a cold-finger which is also in contact wirh the 

liquid N, chamber. 

The other cryostat is made for measurements down ro liquid He temperature (LHeT - 
4.2 K) and is an exchange gas chamber type cryostat. In this case, a completely different setup 

than previously descnbed is used. The source and sample are both refrigerated inside the 

cryostat. The transducer, located on top of the cryonat drives the source in a vertical motion and 

the detector is placed below the cryostat, as iliustrated in fig. 11. The sample, sandwiched by heat 

shielb, is f i e d  to a brass block which houses taro diodes (used to measure the temperature) and 

is l acd  with heating wire. In this configuration, the sample's temperature cm be rnaintained 

anywhere becween RT and LHeT. The source's tempennue, while it is expected to be similar to 

the mevured sample temperature, is not directly measwed and hence not known. It is only 

known precisely a 4.2 K and 77 K where the entire sysvm is in equilibrium at the boiling 

temperatures of the liquid coolanu. Because of the unknown source temperature, it is not 

possible to relate the CSs measured at different temperatures as the source's temperature is 

changing. Because the source temperature changes (and is unknown) the SOD convibution to 
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the source energy is unknown. As the source energy is changing, the measured CSs of the simple 

at different temperatures cannot be compared or used to get an IS. 

- Hc CUC~OW 
p s  chamôer 

Liiuid He 
chamber - Liquid N, 
chamber 

Source and 
sompk holder 

Figure 11 Schematic representation of the cryostat for variable temperature meanirernents from 
4.2 K to RT. 



3. Fe-Ni Alloys in Meteorites 

3.1 Overview of Meteorites 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Meteorites are extraterrestriai objects that, &er having travelled and cooled down in 

space for millions of years or more, have falien ont0 Emh. Technically speaking, the meteorire 

is the object recovered on Earth. The originai or parent object is named an asteroid as long as it 

travels in space but becomes a meteor when it dans through the Eanh's atmosphere in a fiery 

blaze. Areroids corne in all si=, from severai kilomeues in diameter which could wreak havoc 

if they collided with Earth (e.g. K/T mas  extinction melosh97D to very fine panicles, space 

du t ,  which deposit rhemxlves uneventhilly on Earth. 

Because of the emreme heat generated upon their entry in the Emh's atrnosphere, not ail 

lneroids r e d t  in appreciably sized meteorites. The larger ones typically break up into smaller 

pieces which cm be scattered over great distances before they reach the ground. The much 

smaiier ones, because of their very large surface to volume ratio dissipate the heat very quickly 

and as such are practicdly unaffmed by their eatry in the atmosphere, excepr for slowing down 

considerably. Finally, medium-sized asteroids heat up, causing them to have an outer-shell which 

is changed compared to the original asteroid, but the bulk of it is lefi in pristine condition until it 

actualiy hits the ground. Even afier impact, most of the meteorites show linle signs of their 

spmacular fd to Earth and are found in the same condition as the asteroid wu. Once on Earth, 

the meteorites d l  start to be weadierd, that is they will show sigm of oxidation and other 

revtions to the Emh's atmosphere. 
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3.1.2 Origin and Classification of Meteontes 

Most asteroids come from larger parent bodies that were either destroyed and xattered 

into pieces by the collision with another large body, or simply had their surface chipped away by 

a smaller collision. The second option is how, for instance, we cm recover on Earth meteoritic 

material which cornes from the planet Mars or from Our Moon. The typical geological evolution 

of a small planetoid r e d u  in a structure similar to that of the Earth. A core, connituted 

primarily of Fe is surrounded by an outer layer of rocky minerais such as silicates. When such a 

planetoid is dearoyed and xattered into ureroids, one usually obtains three types of asteroich 

which we recover as meteorites. Iron meteorites, which come directly [rom the core of the 

planetoid, are pnmarily a pure metal meteorite containhg predorninantly Fe and Ni. They 

represent -6 % of al1 meteorites found on Earth. Stony meteorites (-93 O/O) are rocky and contain 

many of the minerals found in the Earth's c m ,  as well as some inclusions of metais particles 

(Fe-Ni). Stony meteorites are also mb-categorized as chondrites and achondrites depending on 

whether or noc rhey contain chondniles, millimetrcsized spheres of rocks formed during intense 

heat. These meteontes come from the rocky c m  of the parent body or from simple accretion of 

space dust . A &rd, mixed category, cdled nony-iron (- 1 %) meteorites cornes [rom the reg ion 

between the core and the crust where separation of the iron and the rocky materid is 

incomplete. 

Iron meteorites are made ep of FeNi doys and contain from 5 to 60 at. % Ni (though 

such high concentrations of Ni are extremely rare) and trace amounts of Co, P, S, C. As the core 

of the parent body, they are isolated by the crust and thus cool very slowly, at rates between 5 

and 500 K per million yevs [GoldsteinSO]. The vast majority of iron rneteorites were single 

cryaal FCC (y) Fe-Ni at high temperame. As the parent body cools below 750 'C, the BCC (a) 

phase nucleates and a Widmanstatten pattern auu developing [Goldstein90]. As cooling 

continues, the Ni-poor BCC phase grows at the expense of the FCC phase in which the Ni 

accumulares und the temperature becomes so low that diffusion is effectively nopped. In 

meteoritic materials, the mineral name for BCC Fe-Ni is kamacite and that for FCC Fe-Ni is 

taenite. In some ununid cases, there is no Widmuistrnen pattern, but a very srnaIl-xale 

micromcture of various phases which carmot be resolved by opticai microxopy. Such 

meteontes are cailed aturites because they have no visible micron mcture. 
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3.1.3 Fe-Ni Phases in Meteorites 

3.1.3.1 Kamacite and Taenite 

When the Fe is found in its metallic fonn, it is nevly always alloyed with Ni. In any 

type of meteorite the Fe-Ni alloy c m  be found in the form of vvious phases. Kamacite is the 

chemicaily disordered BCC Fe-Ni alloy which can contain up to 6 or 7 at. % Ni. When found as 

a chemicaily disordered FCC phase, Fe-Ni is called taenite. The composition of taenite is found 

to range from -30 at. % Ni to 60 at. % Ni. The synthetic counterpm (disordered FCC Fe-Ni) 

cm be produced with concentrations up to 100 % Ni. 

3.1.3.2 Tetrataenite 

Tetrataenite was dixovered in synthetic sarnples under specid growth conditions 

(irradiation, in a high magnetic field, of disordered Fe&, by electrons or neutrons) 

[Paulevé62a, 62b, Gros64,68,70, Laugier651 but later found ro occur naturally in meteorites 

with the use of "Fe Mossbauer specrroscopy [Petersenn, Albertsen78a, 78b, 80,81, Danon78, 

79a,79b, 80b, Clarke%O]. It is a chemically orderd d o y  with an FeNi stoichiometry in which 

the Fe and Ni occur as layen in the (001) direction (fig. 36, chapter 5) which, being magnetic at 

RT, results in a quadntpole shift E of -0.2 mm/s [AlbertsedO]. Because the chemicai ordering 

temperature of tetrataenite is -320 'C ~aulevé62b], it only starts ordenng when the diffusion of 

Ni is aiready quite low, so very long cooling times, as found in meteorites, are required. 

Tetrataenite is cypically found in meteorites in a two-phase structure cded a cloudy zone which 

is made up of small islands of tetrataenite within a matrix of Ni-poor taenite [Goldstein80, 

Albensen78,80b, 83, Danon83, Larsen84, Christiansen84]. Obsewatiom in meteorites indicate 

that tetntaenite can occuc within a composition nnge of 46 to 52 ar. % Ni [Albensen83] and has 

lanice parameten a = 3.5761 î 0.0005 A and r - 3.5890 * 0.0005 A, r d t i n g  in a slight 

tetngonal disronion (da = 1.0036 * 0.0002) [Alberuen80, Alberuen811. 
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3.2 The Santa Catharina Meteorire: Epitaxially Stabilized Tetrataenite and Antiraenite 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The Santa Cathvina meteorite, which originates from the island of Santa Catharina in 

Brazil and is classified as an anomalous ataxite, is composed prirnarily of Fe and Ni and has a 

bulk composition very close to the buk composition of synthetic Invar alloys, 65 at. % Fe. Most 

known sarnples have been severely weathereâ, r d t i n g  in controvenies reguding the originai 

microstructure of the meteorite. The sample we have obtained from our collaborator Dr. Rosa 

Scorzelli of the Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Fisicas @O de Janeiro, Brazil) is from the 

collection of the Musée d'Histoire Naturelle (Paris, France). Unlike other samples of the 

meteorite, this one is in prisrine condition which enabled us to perform detailed measurement to 

elucidate i u  microstructure and chancterize the phases present. 

Much work has aiready ken done on the Santa Catharina meteorite and it is known to 

k composed of a cloudy zone (CZ) where there is atntaenite and disordered taenite rDanon78, 

794 79b, 80a, SchroscherlQ, Jago82, Sconelli82,90, Goldstein90,98, MUer891. The 

microstructure of the CZ in the meteorite bad not yet been clearly seen. In order to better 

characterize this meteorite, we have established a collaboration with Dr. Joseph Goldstein at the 

University of Massachusetts to do some high resolution scanning electron microscopy (I-IRSEM) 

and electron probe micromaiysis (EPMA). In our own lab, we have perfonned transmission 

CEMS, MS at temperatures between 4.2 K and RT and XRD characterization. As we will show 

in this chapter, these analyses have reveaied some very important insights on the propenies of 

the Ni-rich phase which have important implications regadhg the understanding of ail FCC Fe- 

Ni alloys @ancoun99]. 

3.2.2 Sarnple Preparation 

The original sample we received from Dr. Scorzelli w u  shaped like a paralielepiped, with 

dimensions of 3 mm x 4 mm x 10 mm. In order to make an absorber for transmission MS 

experiments, four slices of - 100-120 pm x 3 mm x 4 mm were cut using a low-speed precision 

saw equipped with a thin diamond coated blade. The saw dust w u  &O recovered for analysis. 
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The slices were arranged to form a rectangular absorber which was used to a take preliminary 

specuum. To obtain an absorber with a more o p t i d  thickness for low-temperature 

meuurements, the slices were then sanded to a thickness of 52 5 Fm uing 400 grit Sic powder 

and 600 grit aiumina powder. Most Mossbauer measurements were perfonned on an absorber 

made with these -50 Pm slices. 

After preliminary work on an SEM done with Dr. Shehata at CANMET, we found that 

the grounded surfaces of the slices were completely covered with embedded Sic and aiumina 

crystallites, so the true thickness of the meteoritic material wu close but less than 50 Pm. Before 

punuing more detailed rnicroscopy studies, the samples were sanded again on 1200 grit paper and 

then etched using a mild solution of 5% hydrochloric acid (HCl) and 5% sulhric acid (HSO,) in 

water. This solution removed the Sic and aiumina layer and exposed fresh meteoritic material 

free of defects induced by the mechanical stress of the polishing. We confirmed that the surface 

w u  representative of the bulk by performing CEMS measurements (see fig. 14). These slices were 

then used for more studies at CANMET and were then sent to Dr. Goldstein for HRSEM and 

EPMA measurements. 

3.23 Characteriution Using MS and Electron Microxopy Methodr 

3.2.3.1 Mossbauer Spectroropy 

3.2.3.1.1 Interpretation of the Mossbauer Spectrum 

Fig. 12 shows rhe Mossbauer spectrum of the thick slice of the meteorite, untreated afier 

they were cu t  One cm clearly dininguish rhree phases. Of the two magnetic phases, terraraenite 

is moa noticeable by its shvp lines and significant quachpole shift, both indicative of the 

chernical order. The second magnetic phase corresponds to ordinary taenite which is chemically 

disordered, has broad lines and a mean quadrupole shif t  of zero. Findy, the dominant sioglet, 

indicative of a paramagnetic phase is ais0 attributed to rntitaenite ~uicoun95b].  This oame is 

used to âistinguish it from ordinary taeuite, as it has sipficantly different propenies. Based on 

this spectrum, the meteorite appears to be free of oridcs (in a measurabie amount), even though 

the original sample had some apparent magnetite on the surface. 
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We have also recovered the powder which resulted from the sawing process ("sawdust*) 

and iu  spearum is shown in fig. 13. The meteoritic phases have obviously been significantly 

transformed, and based on the large hyperfme field of the dominant sextet (2 = 2.22 d s ) ,  it 

appears to be a BCC phase. As we shali see later, b w d  on the known compositions of the 

phases, it is expected that the uititaenite would transfonn to the BCC phase when it is not 

epitaxially aabilized in an FCC a m a r e  by the tetrataenite. As had been found by Danon et al., 

the meteonte microstructure is mrernely sensitive to mechanical stress [Danon79]. Since the 

chemical ordering temperature of tetrataenite is only -320 'C, the microstructure is ais0 

destroyed by heating the smple at, for example 800 'C for 24 h. [DanonBo]. 

Because these samples are al1 considered thick in the Mossbauer sense, it is not possible to 

determine phase fractions without perfonning thickness corrections. To detennine the 

composition of each phase, it is aiso necessary to know the bulk composition of the rneteorite, 

obtained using EPMA. The following paragraphs detail some analyses that were conducted by 

electron microxopy methodi. 
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Figure 12 Absorption Mossbauer spectrum of the thick (100 pm) slices of the Santa Cathvina 
meteorite. Three separate phases are noticeable: tetrataenite which is magnetic and characterized 
by a substantial asymmetry, ordinvy taenite which is also magnetic and has broad lines and 
antitaenite which is seen as a paramagnetic singlet. 
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Figure 13 Mossbauer spectrum of the powder produced during the cuning of the SC meteonte 
slices. The m e t  has parameten consistent with a BCC F t N i  alloy, indicating that moa of the 
rnicroanicture ha been destroyed. The s m d  paramagnetic peak is probably due to residuai 
antitaenite which has not been transforrned. 
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Figure 14 CEMS spectnim of a slice of the SC meteorite after etching with an acid solution (5 % 
vol. HCI, 5 % vol. -0, in water). The asymmeuy of the lines of tetrataenite and the 
paramagnetic line of antitaenite show that this surface is similar to the bulk. Cosine smeving due 
to the closenesr of the source and the sample and the low signal-to-noir ratio preclude us from 
gening much more information from this spectnim. 
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Table 3 Parameten of the xVBF fit of the RT spectnun of the SC meteorite (fig. 12). Antitaenite 
is analysed as having a broad t d  in its HFD. 
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3.2.3.1.2 Extracthg the Debye Tempentures of the Phases 

KnoMng the Debye temperatures of each of the phases of the meteorite is important for 

several reasons. First, the spectral area of the phases is related to the recoilless fraction of the 

phase, which cm be calculated from the Debye temperature. Next, the thermal evolution of the 

CS is due solely to the SOD, as long as the IS is temperature independent. The SOD c m  also be 

calculated from the Debye temperature. It is possible to use either of these measuremenu 

(spectraî areas or CS) to determine the Debye temperature by taking measurements at various 

temperatures. We have decided to use the CS since thickness corrections are needed to get 

spectral areas which are proportional to the recoilless fractions. 

We have thus taken several mevuremems at RT and 80 K (fig. 15) of an absorber placed 

in a cold-finger liquid nitrogen cryostat (see chapter 2 for detds). With this cryostat, the source 

is kept at RT, so the CSs cm be compared directly. The measurements were taken in the exact 

same geometry to avoid geometrical artifam. For measurements at 80 K, the sample was 

subjected to extemal vibrations due to the roughing pump (in one case) and due ro the boiling of 

the liquid nitrogen in the cryostat. This caws  broadening of the Mossbauer signal which 

inhibits detailed uialysis of the peak widtk and (possibly) areas. The spectra are shown in fig. 15 

and the resulting parameten are given in table 4. Amuning that the IS does not change between 

these two mearemenu,  we cm caiculate the Debye temperatures of each phase. These are listed 

in table 5.  The value of 388 * 12 K for tetntaenite is consistent with the known values of 

chemically disordered FCC Fe-Ni alloys (see chapter 4, fig. 3 9 ,  while the value for antitaenite is 

somewhat larger than expected. The uncertainty on the Debye temperature of the ordinary 

taenite phase is much too large for it to be redly meaningfd, even though it close to the range of 

expected values [chapter 41. Once the Debye temperature is known, we can aiso extract the IS 

from the CS. Again, the values for tetntaenite and taenite are consistent with the meanired ISs in 

synthetic FCC Fe-Ni d o y s  [chapter 41. The value for antitaenite is, however, very different and 

c m  only be explained by antitaenite having a different elecvonic structure than ordinary taenites 

~ancourt99]. This will be discussed Iater as a proof that antitaenite is a new meteontic mineral 

that is different from taenite at the electronic structure level. 
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Figure 15 Mossbauer spectn of the SC meteorite at 80 K and 295 K. The top two spectra are 
taken Mth the roughiag pump tumed off, while the botrom two have the pump activated which 
results in noticeable broadening. Notice also the broadening of the antitaenite's signal at 80 K. 
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Table 4 Parameters of the xVBF fits to the specrn of the SC meteorire shown in fig. 4.2-0 (95 %) 
fiaing uncertainties are given in the second column of each parameter. Unless specified, the 
correlations parameters were O. 
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Table 5 Exrsacred Debye temperature and isomer shift for the various phases of the SC 
meteorite, based on the analyses in table 4.2- (95 %) uncenainties are given in the second 
column of the parameten. 

In order to better undemand the differences between the Debye temperatures of 

tetrataenite and antitaenite, we have remalyxd the CS data published by De Grave et al. 

[DeGrave921 which is rep roduced in fig. 16. If the CS data is fit vsuming the IS is tempe rature 

inde pendent, 

CS(T) = IS + SOD(e,, 7') (29) 
with IS and 8, as the only adjustable panmeten, we get the r e d t s  shown in table 6. The value 

for tetntaenite is quite hi& but the uncertainty in this calculation is mon likely l q e r  than 

what is obtained from the fit. We will thus use the value of 8, = 388 * 12 K (14) for 

tetrataenite, as found by our own measurement and as is consistent with the Debye temperatures 

of synthetic FCC Fe-Ni ailoys [chapter 41. On the other hand, the extncted 8, for antitaenite is 

again unrealisticaliy high considering it is an FCC Fe-Ni alloy and so it cannot be much different 

from other ailoys. When investigating the residuals of the fit (fig. 17), we see synematic 

deviations, which indicare that the fining mode1 (constant IS) is incorrect. We c m  also see in fig. 

18 that the difference between the CS of tetrataenite, which does behave as expected, and the CS 

of antitaenite is u n m a l  and cannot be explained, even by a very l q e  difference in Debye 

temperatures of the two phases. In fact, as shown in fig. 18, a difference in Debye temperature 

would be mostly noticeable at low temperature (below 200 K), whems the difference between 

the two CSs is practicaliy constant up to 300 K. Based on this analysis, we thus enimate that the 

Debye temperature of antitaenite is the wme (or sixnilu) as the Debye temperature of tetrataenite 

and that the thermal evolution of the difference between the measured CSs of tetrataenite and 

vltitaenite (fig. 18) is actually due to a change in the IS of antitaenite with temperature. This 

hypothesis is corrobonted by measurements of the IS at high temperature in synthetic Fe-rich 

FCC Fe-Ni alloys, as prwnted in chapter 6. We s h d  thus also use a value of 8, - 388 K for 
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Figure 16 Temperanire dependence of the centre shifts of the tetraraenite (*) and antiraenite 
phases of the Santa Catharina meteorite, as measured by De Grave et al. PeGrave921. The solid 
lines represent the ben fit to a mode1 where the IS does not change with rempenture. 

antitaenite. 

Table 6 Extncted Debye temperame and isomer shifr for tetntaenite and uititaenite based on 
the data from De Grave [DeGrave921 shown in fig. 16.2-0 (95 %) uncenainties are given in the 
second column of the parameten. 
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Figure 17 Residuals of the fit of the CS of antitaenite d g  a constant !S. In addition to 
yielding an unredistic value of 0, - 595 K, the regularity of the deviations indicates the fining 
mode1 is incorrect. [data from DeGrave921 

Figure 18 Difference berwetn the rn-ed CS of tetrataenite (tt) and antitaenite (nt). The solid 
line represenu what the difference would be, assuming there ISs are independent of temperature 
and there is a difference of 130 K in their Debye temperatures (8,*, - 380 K and 8, #, - 5 10 K 
chosen such that the highest and lowest temperature data match). [data from ~ e ~ r a v e 9 2 1  
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3.2.3.2 haging of the Tetrataenite/Antitaenie Intergrowrh 

Figures 19,tO and 21 show three images at different rnagnifications which were taken by 

Rob J. Reisner (under the direction of Dr. J. 1. Goldnein) using secondary electron imaging in an 

HRSEM with a field emission electron gun. In Fig. 19, which is taken near the side of one of the 

slices, one can see that the meteorite is entirely composed of a cloudy zone (CZ) micronmcture 

but also indicates the presence of iron phosphides and iron (with Ni substitution) oxides. As 

rated earlier, the oxides are not clearly noticeable in the Mossbauer spectmm, indicating that 

they are not as abundant as it may xem b d  on this image. The second image (fig. 20) is a high 

magnification image of the CZ. In this image one cm clearly see two distinct phases: tetraraenite 

appears as islands of 3450 nm in diameten and antitaenite serves as a honeycomb matrix in 

which the tetrataenite has grown. The typical thickness of this rnatrk is - 10 nm between the 

tetrataenite grains. It is possible to identify the tetrataenite and the antitaenite based on their 

compositions. Tetrataenite is roughly 50 ai. % Ni, whereas the composition of antitaenite is 

known to be at least more than 71 at. % Fe (othewise it would be magnetic at RT, see chapters 4 

and 6). Becaux of the greater average Z value (number of electrons per atom, Z,, = 26 and ZNi = 

28) in tetrataenite, it appears slighdy lighter in a secondary electron image. Fig. 21, taken with 

the sample surface off-perpendicular &O shows a similar magnification image of the CZ. When 

cornparhg figs. 20 and 21, it is possible to see from fig. 21 that the acid etching used to prepare 

the simple preferentially etched away the antitaenite, leaving mounds of tetrataenite protruding 

from the surface. These images provide clear observation of the micronmcture of the CZ in the 

Santa Cathuina meteorire [Ilancoun99] and show how intricately linked the cwo phases are. As 

will be explained later, the ordinary taenite phase is wociated with chemically disordered 

F e a i ,  which most likely is found within the tetrataenite islands (which would thus be 

constinited of partialiy ordered tetrataenite) or on the edges of the tetrataenite islands as slow 

diffusion prevented sufficient chernical ordering to occur. 

3.2.3.3 Electron Probe Micro-Analysis 

The buik composition of the n o n s r i d i d  CZ in the SC meteorite aras determined by 

e l m o n  probe microanalysis (EPMA). The average of ten spot measunments yields a 
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composition of 33.0 * 0.3 wt. % Ni, 66.2 * 0.5 wt. % Fe, 0.54 * 0.03 wt. % Co and 0.0 1 to 0.43 

wt. % P [Goldstein98, Rancoun99], which convem to 31.9 0.3 at. % Ni, 67.2 0.5 at. % Fe, 

0.52 * 0.03 at. % Co and 0.48 * 0.5 at. % P. Because of the small xale of the microstructure, it is 

not possible to obtain EPMA mevurements of the individual tetrataenite or antitaenite phases. 

With a thick slice such as the ones ured here, the interaction volume in which x-rays are 

produced is much larger than the size of each phase (and indeed much larger than the spot size of 

the electron beam). Such a measurement would be possible with a sample prepared for TEM use, 

as it would have a very fine thickness and the EPMA spatial resolution would be the same as the 

electron beam su+. Unfomnately, the sample preparation for nich a measurement is difficult 

and we could not arrange for these measuremenu to be performed. 

3.2.4 Composition of Antiraenire 

One of the nrenghs of Mossbauer spectroscopy is that the spectral areas can direaly be 

related to the proportions of the phases in a umple. Knowing the bulk composition of the 

meteorite and the composition of tetrataenite, it is thus possible to determine the composition of 

the antitaenite phase. 

In the case of a thin absorber (in the Mossbauer sense), the spectral area Ai of a phase is 

directly proportionai to the produa of the recoilless fractionL,, and the nurnber of "Fe atoms 

%. i present in the phase: 

A; a L,i ' a , i .  

If two phases i and j have the sune recoilless fractions, then 

AJA, = flJn',,  , 
and it is suffî~ient to know their relative spectral areas to compare the mount  of Fe in e u h  of 

them. Ln order to determine the composition of antitaenite, it is thur necessary to determine the 

recoilless fractions (which cm be calnilatecl based on the Debye model) and the spectd areas of 

each phase present in the spectrum, in the thin absorber limit. Becawe the 50 pm slices are thick 

( t  = Il), it is necessary to perfonn thickness corrections on the spectrum, before determinhg 

relative spectral areas. In particular, because the antitaenite phase is a shaq singlet, its area is 

underestimated (because it saturates more than the other phases) in the measured spectrum. Since 

we already determined that all phases have essenually the same Debye temperature (8, = 380 
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Tablc 7 Fitted phase frictions (Fe content) of the various phases of the SC meteorite based on 
"Fe MS. The spectra were corrected for thickness effects using the method of Rancoun 
mancourt89]. 

K), their relative spectral areas will be directly proportional to their relative Fe contents. 

To perform thickness corrections, it is necessvy to know the number of s7Fe atoms per 

uea in the absorber. Based on XRD measurements, the atomic volume of the tetrataenite and 

antitaenire phases is the same, V - 11.475 A3/atom. The measured average thickness of the slices 

is 52 * 5 Fm. Knowing that the atomic fraction of Fe is 67.2 % and the natural isotopic fraction 

of "Fe is 2.1 9'0 &iossbauer Effect Data CentergSI, this leab to na = 6.5 x 10" "Fe atoms/cm2. 

Becaux these slices were found to be embedded with Sic and durnina particles, it is fair ro 

estimate the tme number to be berneen 5.5 and 6.0 x 10'' "Fe atoms/cm2. Table 7 shows the 

r e d t s  of the analyses of three thickness corrected spectn, taken at RT (295 K), LN2T (77 K) and 

LHeT (4.2 K) but Li otherwise identical conditions in an exchange-gas type cryoaat [chapter 21. 

Thickness corrections were performed using n a  - 5.5 x 10" ''Fe atoms/cm2. Using nu - 6.0 x 

10'' s7Fe atoms/cm2 results in the antitaenite phase proportion to be at mon 1% luger. Complete 

details regarding these spectra wili be given in section 3.2.6 which deals specificaily with low- 

temperature measurements. 

B w d  on these results, we attribute the phase fraction (of Fe content) of antitaenite ro be 

55.5 * 2 %. The Zeeman splining (z - 2.12 m d s  at RT) and emrapolated Tc (data from 

@eGrave92D of the ordinary taenite p h w  indicate that it b u  a Fe content of approximately 53 

at. %. Since we know the totd Fe content of the meteorite, we can determine the Fe content of 

uititaenite, the only phase with an unknown composition. Let N, be the total nurnber of Fe 

atoms in the meteorite sample and c,, be the bulk atomic fnction of Fe. Let c*,, c, and c,  be the 

Fe content of antitaenite, tetrataenite and the ordinvy taenite phases, respectively. Let y,, iVtt 

and Nt be the numbers of atoms in the three phases. Then the measured thin limit relative "Fe 

Mossbauer phase fractions are: 
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We also have 

These two equations lead to 

Using c, = 67.2%, r ,  = 50%, C, - 5 5 % , p q ,  = 55.5%,p, - 27.8%uidp1 - 16.7%,wefind 

that the atomic fraction of Fe in antitaenite is 88 %. Without more knowledge, we must assume 

that the balance is Ni, Co and P in the same relative amounts as in the bulk. The phosphorus 

iikely only occurs as phosphides, so the metal fraction would only contain Fe and Ni with trace 

amounts of Co. The uncenainty on this caiculation is -5 % and is primarily due to the 

uncertainty on the compositions of tetntaenite, which cm occur with concentrations between 

48 and 54 at. % Fe [Albemn83], and of the ordinary taenite (the uncenainty on c, is mon likely 

3 %), as well as the uncenainty in the Fe phase fractions based on the three spectra which were 

analysed. The vviability between the various measurements of the Fe phase fractions shown in 

table 7 is mon likely due to inaccurate thickness correction because of various anifam such as 

inhornogeneous thickness and crystallognphic texture. Even with such problems, it is possible to 

get reasonably precise phase fractions. We dso calculate that antitaenire represents 43 Oh of the 

total atomic fraction of the meteorite ( N J N  = c,pJc,,), which is reasonable based on the SEM 

image in fig. 20. 

It is quite extraordinary that antitaenite, king so Fe nch cm exist in the FCC phase, as it 

is known that FcNi alloys with compositions above -70 at. % Fe usuaiiy undergo a martensitic 

transition at or below RT. k is quite remarkable also that it does not undergo the martensitic 

transition, even after cycting down to 4.2 K. The extremely s m d  scaled intergrod between 

tetrataenite and antitaenite, as seen in fig. 20, provides an explmation. J u s  as y-Fe can be 

rtabilized as a precipitate in an FCC Cu m a t h  mcwkirk57J or as a thin film Feunen], the 
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epitaxial intexgrowth with FCC tetrataenite keeps the mtitaenite in the FCC phase. However, as 

nated previously, mechanicd stress c m  destroy the microstructure, which results in moa of the 

meteorite undergohg the martemitic transition. We should also mention that antitaenite is most 

likely not a uniforrn phase (composition-wise), but might exhibits a composition gradient as is 

often fouad in the CZ of meteontes [Gol&ein90]. 

As previously nated, tetrataenite is often found in combination with Ni-poor taenite 

[Albertsen83, Rancoun95b], which we cd antitaenite. The actud composition of the antitaenite 

phase will probably v u y  from meteorite to rneteorite and also within each meteorite, but 

antitaenite is always characterized by having the same lanice parameter as tetrataenite and being 

paramagnetic at RT. As will be q la ined  in chapter 6, these Fe-rich (Ni-poor) FCC FcNi alloys 

are found to be low moment alloys (the moment magnitude on the Fe and Ni atoms is 

significantly smaiier than in ordinary taenite) which exhibit antiferromagnetic order at low 

temperanires. This is the reason for giving these alloys a different name than ordinary taenite 

[Rancourt95b]. 

3.2.5 Saturation Magnetiwtion of Antitaenite 

Dr. Scorzelli, the collaborator who provided us with the meteorite samples, also did, 

with the help of Dr. Rechenberg, some interesting memrements on SC samples when subjected 

to an excemal magnetic field. We present here the measurement of the saturation magnetization 

of the sample, which WU enable us to determine the saturation magnetization of antitaenite. 

Using the data measured by Dr. Rechenberg, we have determined the saturation 

magnetization to be 112 e m d g  or 1.14 p,/atom (calculated using the meanired bulk 

composition of our sample). Based on ESCs, the saturation magnetization in tetrataenite is 

roughiy 5 % larger than in disordered F e a i ,  for which p, = 1.69 p,/atom (see fig. 32, 

chapter 4). We thus estimate the saturation magnetization in tetrataenite to be p,(n) - 1.77 

pJatom. The saturation magnetization of the o r & q  taenite phase (Fe,,Ni,J is aiso pu, (t) = 

1.77 pB. Since we have determined the atomic phase fractions of each phase, we cm calculate the 

saturation magnetization of antitaenite as being p,&) - 0.30 0.05 p,/atom, which is 

consistent with reported values of Fe-rich LM ailoys. Beep in mind that we have not taken into 

account iron oxides or phosphides which are present in the meteorite and which can cvry a large 
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magnetic moment. The indicated value is thus an upper range for the saturation moment of 

antitaenite. 

3.2.6 Temperature Dependence of the Mossbauer Parameters 

We have performed Mossbauer mesuremenu on the SC meteonte at temperatures 

beween 4.2 K (LHeT) and 295 K (RT) in order to determine if and at what temperature 

antitaenite would exhibit magnetic order. The mewements  were performed using the same 

sample as previously (using four 50 Fm slices) in the helium cryostat described in chapter 2. In 

this cryostat, the source is also refrigerated, but is most likely at a slightly different temperature 

than the umple. Because only the sample temperature is known, it is not possible to use the 

mevured CSs to detennine the IS, since the SOD correction is unknown. The spectra are shown 

in fgs. 2 î  and 23. Becaw of the relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, only a simple analysis mode1 

was used. The xVBF mode1 wu used with HFD for al1 three phases, with area ratios 3:2: 1 fured 

except for tetrataenite (4 - /A, wu fret). Also, only tetntaenite was allowed a quadrupole shift. 

Tables 8 lin the r e d t s  of the analyses. These renilu show that the only phase which 

shows any significant change with temperature is the antitaenite phase. The Zeeman spliaings in 

both tetntaenite and ordinvy taenite increw slightly with temperature, as expected and shown 

in fig. 24a and b, and the quadrupole shih of tetntaenite seems to remain constant throughout 

the temperature range (fig. 244. The important change evident from these meantrements is the 

onset of magnetic order in the antitaenite phase, as manifesteci by an increased width below -60 

K. In fig. 25, we have ploaed the FWHM of the antitaenite peak as a funaion of temperature. As 

in y-Fe, even at 4.2 K, the Zeeman splining is imufficient to produce a well resolved sextet 

meunen], thereby showing that like y-Fe, antitaenite is a low-moment phase which exhibits a 

reduced Fe magnetic moment (be = 0.5 p,) compared to the ordinary taenites which have large 

Fe moment magnitudes (kt = 2.8 p,). 
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Figure 22 Mossbauer spectn of the SC meteonte from LN2T to RT, as indicated. 
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Figure 23 Mossbauer spectra of the SC meteorite fiom LHeT to M K, as indicated 
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Table 8 Parameten of the xVBF fits of the low rempenture MS spectra of the SC meteorite. 2-0 (95 
%) fiaing uncenainties are given in the second column for each parameter. 

ScklOlS 249 0.65 246038 83 0.148 0.012 
ScklO14 198 0.62 227504 97 0.153 0.016 
SdO13 148 0.68 236146 58 0.129 0.006 
ScklOl2 123 0.79 287905 38 0.139 0.005 
ScklO11 98.7 0.85 264708 65 0.142 0.010 
S a 0  IO 78 0.62 252793 68 0.144 0.014 
Sck1025 50 0.85 52875 55 0.123 0.019 
SddO24 35 0.93 42928 19 0.125 0.018 
SA023 25 0.93 37384 49 0.108 0.021 
Sdr1022 20.1 0.82 38493 75 0.141 0.018 
Sckl02l 14.8 0.81 38009 57 0.119 0.016 
ScklOl8 9.1 0.79 38445 42 0.130 0.032 
ScklOi7 4 2  122 480508 174 0.148 0.013 
Sd020  4 2  0.85 39624 33 0.140 0.029 
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ScklO 15 
SckIO 14 
ScklO 13 
SckIO 12 
ScklOl 1 
ScklOlO 
ScklO2S 
Sckl024 
SCHOU 
scklou 
ScklO21 
!ad018 
ScklO 17 
Sckl020 
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Figure 24 Temperature variation of the Zeeman splittings in tetrataenite (a, 0) and o r d i n q  
tacnite (b, a), as well Y the average quadrupole shift in tetrataenite (c, .) (I-u fitting 
uncertainries are iüunrated). The iine in (c) corresponds to the average value of e = 0.19 d s .  
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Figure 25 Temperature variation of the FWHM of the antitaenite peak (1-0 fitting uncenainties 
are displayed). The inset shows the data from 75 to 300 K on a different xde. The solid line in 
the inset corresponds to a slope 01-0.00035 mm/s/K. 

3.3 Effect of the Epitucid Relation Between Tetntaenite and Antiraenite on the Magnetism 

of Antitaenite 

3.3.1 Anomdous Temperanire Dependence of the FWHM of Antitaenite 

The inset in fig. 25 also shows an interesthg feature. Even before the onset of magnetic 

ordering, from T = 300 K down to 75 K, the FWHM of antitaenite increas regularly with 

decreasing temperature at a race of -3.5 x IO4 mm/s/K. At fim, we thought rh is  might be due 

to thickness effecu: As the temperature was reduced, the recoilless fraction increased and caused 
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an increase in thickness broadening. If the crosssection is a single Lorentzian line with the 

intrinsic width (y - 0.0485 mm/$, this would produce the maximum thickness effects. Even in 

these conditions, the FWKM of the thickness broadened peak would only change by - IO4 
mm/s/K, three rimes l e s  than what is observed. In our case, the whole signal is much less 

affected by thickness because the crosîseaion is distributed over a broad range of peaks and 

velocities, not just in one narrow Lorentzian peak. It is thus impossible that the increase vises 

from thermai changes in thickness broadening. 

A more namral explanation is provided by the nature of the tetrataenite/antitaenite 

intergrowth. From the SEM photognph of the intergrowth, we know that the antitaenite matrix 

w d s  are roughly 10 nm wide, which corresponds to -50 interatornic layers in the (001) direction 

(c = 3.6 A, [Albertsen80D. Because antiraenite is surrounded by magnetic material (tetrataenite 

and the ordinary taenite), we cm consider that either 

1) there is an effective field in antitaenite due to long-range dipolar interactions with the 

magnetic taenite, or 

2) the magnetic inter-atomic exchange interaction at the interface between antitaenite and 

the magnetic taenites results in partial magnetic order in the antitaenite, even above its Néel 

point. 

The fim point could be seen as simply applying an excemal magnetic field, and the 

result, in both the case of a ferromagnet above Tc or an antiferromagnet above T, is to produce 

a residual magnetization which decreases asymptotically to O as the temperature increases. 

The second point produces a different r w l t  but which could also explain the 

temperature dependence of the FWHM of antitaenite. We have simulated the effect of the 

interaction with tetrataenite by lreezing the end-points of a slab of antitaenite, as if they were 

constnined by their interaction with teirataenire. Because we don't know much about the 

interface (composition gradient, etc), we don't presume that we are t d y  simulating the 

magnetisrn of the intergrowth, but we simply want to examine the effect of a magnetic 

interaction with at the interface on the magnetism of the antitaenite phase. 

3.3.2 Simulated Effect of Epitaxial Interaction of Amitaenire with Tetntaenite 

We have modeled antitaenite as a slab of 50 atomic layers in the [O011 direction, with 
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penodic bounûary conditions in the [iOO] and [O101 directions (10x 10x25 unit cells, or 10000 

aroms). An FCC structure was impoxd with NN Ising interactions only. We fuced the Fe-Fe 

exchange pvameter CI,, = -40 K) corresponding to a value of T, = 67 K (the expenmental 

value for y-Fe, [Johanson70D in pure y-Fe and we wumecl  that the Ni atoms did noc interact 

with each other or with the Fe atoms. Since the Fe content composition of antitaenite is very 

high, the Ni should have very linle effect on the magnetirm. The same Monte Car10 code as 

described in chapter 7 (listed in Appendix E) was used. 

The effect of tetrataenite is simulated by forcing the end moments dong the [O011 

direction to remain fixed, as if they were polvized by a direct interaction with tetraraenite. We 

have chosen this method because we have no real knowledge regvding the interface or the 

magnetic interactions between the two phases. 

The simulation was narted a T = 10 K in the antiferromagnetic configuration dong the 

[O011 direction (the ground aate for NN uitiferromagnetic interactions in an FCC lanice), and 

temperature w u  increased up to 300 K. At each rempenture, the average naggered 

mlgnethtion and thermal average moment magnitudes were calculated. As a comparison, the 

same caldation was done for a system where the end moments are not fixed, simulating bulk 

antitaenite. Based on the mode1 proposed by Dang uid Rancourt to describe the hyperfine fields 

in Fe-Ni alloys (see chapter 4, the hyperfine field at a given site will be directly related to the 

average local moment and the average NN moments. Because we do not know precisely how the 

local and NN moments combine to produce the hyperfuie field in the low moment phase (in the 

HMphase, Y = A <  (r,> + B E <  p.> ,withA - 20mm/s/p, andB- 0.3mm/s/pB),we 
.w 

can't directly generate the HFD. However, are can simply look at the average moment 

magnitudes ro see if the modelled interaction wi& tetrataenite has an effect above Tc. 

The sitcspecific average moment is calculated by avenging the moment over several MC 

seps (for each sampling nep, 5 MC seps are dropped to avoid correlations between 

measurements) : 

where c(, is 0.88 (we wume the Ni moment is 0, the Fe moment 1 p,, and we use a composition 

of 88 at. % Fe) and Nis  the number of samples used The average staggered rnagnetkation, m, 

which sentes as a long-nnge order parameter for this systern û 
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where Mis the number of sites in the lanice and 1 is the number of the atomic layer in the [O011 

direction (1 - 0..49). We are also using the local moment magnitude instead of the sample 

magnetization to eliminate the effect of the magnetic structure by only focussing on the time 

averaged moment magnitude and not its direction. The sample average of the magnetic moment 

magnitude is the average over al1 the sites in the sample (or in a specific Iayer): 

Figs. 26 and 27 show the temperature variation of the average naggered magnetization 

and the average Fe moment magnitude in the slab and in the bulk (unconnrained) antitaenite. 

Below Ty = 60 K, the epitaxial interaction doesn't change much. However, above TAY, it is clear 

that the interaction stabilizes the antiferromagnetic nrucrure which also leads to finite moment 

magnitudes up to 300 K. In the case of bulk antitaenite, above TN, the moments are randomly 

oriented in space (m - 0) and time (MC aeps, < 1 p 1 > , - O). Because we are looking only at the 

magnitude (and not the orientation), the average value will be non-zero because of the finite 

sampling in time. The rime averages of a xt of moments which are randomly distributed 

berneen + 1 and -1 and which are sampled N times (N w 1) are normally distributed with a width 

o = I /\m. The average moment magnitudes are then distributed as a half-Gaussiui (from O ro =). 

The spatial average of the rime averaged moment magnitudes will thus be < 1 p 1 > , = m/JN 
(which goes to O as N, the sampling time, increases). This is in fact the case for the unconstrained 

urtitaenite, as shown for N - 3900. The slight deviation below 100 K is due to finite size effects. 

Notwithstanding the effect of finite time sampling, we clearly se+ that in the connrained case, 

the average moment is systematically higher than the unconstrained average moment magnitude, 

and that the clifference decreases slowly with temperature. &cause the local hyperfine field is 

related to the average local moment, this shows that a direct exchange mechankm a< the 

tetntaenite/antitaenite interface is capable of causing a si&icaut change in the width of the 

antitaenite peak as seen from 75 K to 300 K. 

To better understand the effea of the interface, we also show in figs. 28 and 29 the 

average moment per [OC11 Iayer as well as the average moment magnitude per [O011 layer. We see 

clearly that even above T,, the effect of the interface is to stabilize the moments in their low- 
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temperuun (below T,) amiferromagnetic arrangement. The average moment magnitudes are 

found to &op to O exponentially as the distance from the interface increases. As temperature 

increases, the &op is more sudden, as the interface only has an effen on near-interfacial 

moments. This is illustnted in fig. 30 which shows the penetration depth at which the average 

moment magnitude is half of its saturation value. As temperature increws above 150 K, the 

depth is significmtly reduced (les than 1 atomic layer), illunrating that any nabilization of the 

moment only happens in the first few layers aext to the interface. Because the interface effeas is 

reduced with increasing temperature, the average bulk moment &O shows a synematic decrew 

as the temperature increases. We c m  also guess what the HFD would look like, since it should 

resemble the distribution of moment magnitudes which is shown in fig. 3 1. The td of the high- 

field side of the distribution cornes from moments located close to the interface. 

Based on these calculations, it is entirely possible that the change in the width of the peak 

of antitaenite is main1 y due to a direct exchange mechanism between tetrataenite and ant itaenite 

a the interface between the two phases. If the uititaenite occurred as a thicker matrix, such an 

effect would not necessdy be visible as it prirnariiy occun at the interface rather than in the 

bulk. The visibility of the effea P thus related to the ratio between the surface (interface) and the 

volume (bulk) of the antitaenite phase. 
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Figure 26 Effect of the tetntaenite/antitaenite interface on the normdized naggered 
rnagnetization (long-nnge order parameter) in rntitaenite. . uititrnite epitaxially linked to 
tetntaenite, bulk antitaenite. 

Figure 27 Effect of the d n t  interface on the average moment magnitude. Same symbols as 
above. The line at y = 0.013 represents the theoretical result for randody dinnbuted moments 
(non-zero because of finite sampling Ume). 
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Figure 28 Average moment magnitude in the atomic layen in the [O011 direction as a funoion of 
t e m p e m e .  Line symbols represent difterent tempennues: (solid) T = 50 K, (dash) T 70 K, 
(dot) T - 100 K, (dashdot) T = 150 IC, (duh4otdot) T - 200 K, (short duh) T - 250 K and 
(short dot) T - 300 K ((b) is a blow -up for s m d  magnitudes of (a)) 
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Figure 29 Average moment per layer at T = 100 K in consuainecd antitaenite. The bonom plot 
shows a r d e d  version (k 1 < )r> 1 '13 is displayed to show the spatial variation of both the 
large and small moments) which illustrates how the antiferromagnetic structure is preserved weil 
into the bulk of the antitaenite, even hr above T,. 
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. 

Figure 30 Penetration depth of the n/nt interaction as a function of tempenture. The average 
moment magnitude is reduced to half of iu saturation value at the given depth (iayer in [O011 
direction). 

Figure 31 Simulated distribution of moment magnitudes in antitaenite at T = 100 K, after N = 
3900 time sampla. The moment magnitude with maximum probability e v e n d y  converges to 
0, but the tail at higher values remains even for large N. 
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3.4 Antitaenite as a New Mineral 

The presence of a tetrataenite/antitaenite intergrowth is relatively common in iron 

meteontes [Goldstein80, Albe1tsen78, SOb, 83, Danon831, yet very linle is known about the 

nanue of antitaenite ~ancourt95,97]. Most people simply assume it is an Fe-rich alloy which is 

like ordinvy taenites found with lower Fe content. There are however important differences 

between ordinary taenite and antitaenite and in fact, antiraenite resembles more LM y-Fe than it 

does the HM taenites. Irs lanice puuneter is very similar to that of y-Fe. Though there is no 

evidence regarding the nature of the magnetic ordering, ir orden magnetically at temperatures 

below -60 K (TV = 67 K in y-Fe [Gonser63, Johuison70D. Measuremenü of the Néel 

temperature of various LM Fe-rich FCC Fe-Ni alloys show it to vary linearly with composition, 

nsing from O K at 52. at % Fe to 67 K in y-Fe [Rancourt89]. Based on the calculated composition 

of antitaenite (88 at. % Fe), the interpolaced Néel temperature would be 50 K. similar to what is 

experimentdly observed. Finaily, the measured RT "Fe CS of amitaenite (9.090 mm/$ and y-Fe 

(-0.088 d s  E e u n e m  are neariy identicd, indicating that the electronic structure is moa 

likely very similu. In fact, the very large diffennce benveen the CS in antitaenite and ordinary 

taenitu (CS = 0.12-0.1s mm/s [see chapter 4J) is the definitive argument that the Ferich phase 

found in meteorites is a LM phase akin to y-Fe which has a different electronic structure than the 

HM ordinary taenites ~ancoun99]. Because of its similarities with other LM phases, it is 

assumecl that it has predominantly antiferromagaetic couplings and is hence given rhe name 

antitaenite &tncourt95, Rancoun97, Rancourt99]. 

The observation that antitaenite is indecd a new minerai which diffen from taenite only 

by iu electronic structure (they have the same cryaallognphic structure) has lead to much of the 

work presented in the following chapcen regarding the existence of HM and LM phases of FCC 

Fe-Ni alloys from both a theoreticai and experimental point of view. 



4. Ovewiew of Fe-Ni Alloys as 
Collinear Ferromagnets 

Ni-rich FCC Fe-Ni alloys which exhibit collinear magnetism at O K has been emensively 

studied by Rancoun and Ping [Rancoun9ib, Rancourt92, Ping92, Rmcourt93, Rancoun96] and 

Dang et al. pang95, Dang96a, Dang96b, Duig964 so we will simply present the most relevant 

information. The purpose of this recapitulation is to infonn the reader of the propenies of these 

alloys so one may better undentand the buis of magnetism in Fe-Ni alloys and the complexities 

and ciifficulries involved in dexribing the Fe-rich alloys. We sh dl focus primarily on the 

concentration dependence of hyperfine puameten, magnetic properties, and the lanice 

parameter. 

4.1 Bulk Magnetic Moment: The Slater-Pauling Relation 

In the case of a binary dloy of two magnetic species, if both species of atoms have an 

elenronic and magnetic structure that is independent of the composition of the alloy, then the 

average magnetic moment will follow a simple linear relation with respect to the composition, 

known as the Slater-Pauling relation [Slater37, Pauling38]. This relation is illunrated in fig. 32, 

which shows sevenl experirnental measurernenu of the average saturation magnetic moment per 

atom, meamred at or extrapolated to 4.2 K. One clearly sees that in the Ni-rich region, the 

moment follows a linear relation, < (i> = 0.6 + (2.8-0.6) c ,  for compositions below 

approhate ly  50 at. % Fe. This is thus consistent with the upected moment based on the Slater- 

Pauiing relation, assuming that hi = 0.6 p, and he = 2 . 8 ~ ~ .  The validiry of the Slater-Pauling 

curve indicates that the moments are stable and independent of the composition and that the 

magnetic structure is coliinear. In fact, upon doser examination, one fin& that there may be a 

siight cucvanue in the relation (dashed m e )  which can be amibuteci to a slight composition 
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dependence of the Fe magnetic moment, as elucidated by electronic structure caldations [see 

chapter 51. Based on the compositional stabiiity of the electronic structure of Fe and Ni atoms 

and the magnetic structure of the alloy, it is possible to construct a simple mode1 to explain the 

Mossbauer results derribed in the following pangnphs. 

conposctiai (at % Fe) 

Figure 32 Experimentai determinations of the average saturation magnetic moment in Fe-Ni 
ailoys at 4.2 K aad the Slater-Pauling relation. Filled symbols represent the FCC phase, wherev 
open symbols are for the BCC phase. Similar symbols (open and fded) correspond to the same 
reference: i Kondonkii and Fedotov ~ondoakii52], Cmgle and Hailam [Cnngle63], A 

Cochrane and Graham [Cochnne70], r Peschard peschard25J, Brando @3nndo64], * Asano 
[Awao69]. The solid line represents the Slater-Pauling relation, the dashed line represents a 
situation where the Fe moment is vsumed to decnase linearly with the composiuon, as 
calcdated in chapter 5. 
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4.2 Atomic Volume: Deviation from Vegard's law 

In binary alloys where the elearonic and magnetic structure of the atoms is not affected 

by composition and when there are no magneto-volume effects, the concentration dependence of 

the volume is expected to obey Vegard's taw [Vegud28, ThorpeSl] which States that the average 

atomic volume varies linearly with the concentration of either species. In faa, Vegard originally 

aated that the lanice panmeter should depend liaearly with the concentration Fegard28J and 

Iater Zen [Zen561 suggested that it should be the volume that xaies linearly with the 

composition. Because the Fe and Ni endpoints have similu volumes, there is not noticeable 

distinction between thex two satemenu, and we hereafter use Vegard's name as he was the first 

to introduce the concept. in FcNi, below -50 at. %, when the Slater-Pauling relation is 

respected, one should thus expect Vegard's law to hold. Fig. 33 shows many experirnental 

measurements of the concentration dependence of the mean atomic volume at RT, in the FCC 

and BCC phases, includùig new measurements which are described later in chapter 6. 

In addition to the data, we have ploned a linear relation bvcd on the data in the Ni-rich 

region (< 20 at. % Fe) where there are no anomalies in the thermal expansion curves. Although 

in general Vegard's law is seemingly obeyed up to -60 at. %, there is a clear deviarion towards 

large- volumes. Based on the results presented hen and based on what is known about Fe-Ni 

alloys below 50 at. %, this deviation from Vegard's law does not corne from a change in 

electronic nrucnire (the slight &op in the Fe moment would be asociated with a decrease in 

volume) or magnetic structure (thex alloys exhibit collinm ferromagnetism at T - O K). It must 

be due to a magneto-volume effect. Thex deviations from Vegard's law may only occur a non- 

zero tempentures, so one should invenigate thrr behaviour a T - O K. Based on the 

composition dependence of the thermal expansion of these d o y s  [Hayase73], it is in fact possible 

to extrapdate thex measurements to T = O K, where one a m d y  sees no change below -30 at. 

% and an inmase in the deviation above -40 at. %, indicating that this positive deviation is not 

due to thermal effects but is inherent to the T - O K properties of the aiioys. In fact, ESC 

calculations [chapter 53 also show a deviation [rom linearity in the FM HM doys. This deviation 

is of extreme relevmce to the Invar problem and wiil comspondingly be discussed later in more 

detaii [chapters 6 and 71. Above -60 at. %, a very large deviatioli ro smaller volumes is 

inexplicable in t e m  of IIM doys. This feature wiil also k discussed Iater, in chapten 5 and 6. 
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conpositiai (a. % Fe) 

Figure 33 Composition dependence of the atomic volume in Fe-Ni ailoys at RT. Solid symbols 
represent measurements of the FCC phase, open symbols are for the BCC phase. The straight 
line corresponds to Vegard's law, extrapolated from the Ni-rich (< 20 at. % Fe) data. Symbols 
are: H Bradley et al. pndley37], Phngmén @?hngmen31L Owen et al. [Owen37d], A 
Newkirk [NewkirWTJ, t Dang @ang96a] and Laguec [se+ chapter 61. 
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4.3 Hyperfine Parameten: Analysis of Mossbauer Spectra 

4.3.1 Andysis Met hodology 

Most of the Mossbauer spectn of FCC FcNi alloy =ries taken in the lab of Dr. 

Rancoun have been consistently analysed using the xVBF mahod (see appendix A), to provide a 

consistent set of hyperfine panmeten. The sample preparation, data acquisition and spectral 

folding for these samples have been described elsewhere [Dang96a]. The limits of the VBF 

method of fitting the spectn of FCC Fe-Ni alloys have beea extensively describeci by Ping et al. 

[Ping9Za]. 1 have found that the xVBF model could consistently produce better fits (lower f )  

than other methods such as the VBF method, so we decided to re-analyse ail spectn using this 

method. In cases where the VBF method yielded a similar quality of fit, it w u  also used to 

provide r d t s  based on a different model. 

For spectra with fewer than 60 at. % Fe, a model which includes an arbitrvily shaped 

HFD (usually derribed by two or three Gaussian components) correlated to a Gaussian shaped 

QSD w u  found to produce the ben fit. In this xenario, the CS is not distributed or correlated to 

the other hyperfine panmeters. For alloys with more than 60 at. % Fe, a correlation between the 

CS and the HF is needed and is in fact the conelation which produces the larges effect on the 

spean. In thex cases, the VBF model was h o  applied, as it yields sirnilar fits as the xVBF 

model. In addition, for these alloys (> 60 at. % Fe), it was found that some parameten are 

nrongly dependent on the malysis model, so the w of two different models provides a 

complementazy set of data. Even though these alloys have an average cubic symmetry, the site of 

each Fe atom does not necessarily have a cubic symmetry because of the alloying of Fe and Ni 

atoms. It is thus normal that there be a local EFG on each site, with a finite (but smali) 

magnitude and a random orientarion with respect to crystd axes and the hyperfine field. The 

average quadrupole shift (c) was thus aiways forced to be O mm/s in order to avoid synematic 

effecu on the centre SM (6). However, in the xVBF model, the width of the QSD wu aliowed 

to be non-zero. A description of the specific problems encountered in fitting such spectn to 

enract accunte hyperfine parameters explains the choices made in fitting thex spectn [chapter 

21 . Some additional hyperfine parameters, nich as the average centre shift < 6 > , the widths of 

the CSD (ad and QSD (uJ, three parametea describing the Zeeman splining distribution (the 
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average of its magnitude 1 z 1 , its standard deviation o, and its skewness KJ have also been 

calculated from the parameten of the anaiysis model. 

4.3.2 Results and Discussion 

Tables 9 through 17 lists al1 the fitting parameten for compositions up to 70 at. */O, at RT 

and LNIT dong with a concise lin of calcuiated parameters used to describe the distributions of 

hypedine puameten. For d l  alloys, it is found that the width of the QSD (03 increases slightly 

with Fe concentration up to -40 at. % Fe. It is not known whether this composition dependence 

is reai or whether it is an artefact of the fining model becaux of increasing thickness effeas 

(which were not corrected for). In u i y  case, the magnitude of the width is reasonable when 

cornpared to E in tetrataenite, which is -0.2 mm/s [set chapter 31 and which could be raken as an 

extreme value. These resulu show that the fining method produces physically reaiinic 

puuneten. We will now examine in more detail the data relating to the HF and the IS. 
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Table 9 Panmeten of the xVBF fit of the RT Moûbauer spectn of a series of splat quenched 
doys (SQ ni). 2-0 (95 %) fitting uncenainties are given in the second column of the parameter. 
Parameten with an uncerrainty of O were not nfined during the fit. 
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(Table 9 continuedl 

Table 10 Compiled parameten of the fits of SQ #1. 
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Table H Parameters of the xVBF fit of a second senes of SQ dloys (SQ #2). 
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(Table 11 continued) 
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Table 12 Corn~iled parameters of the fits of SQ #2. 
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Table 13 Parameters of the xVBF fit of a third SQ series (SQ #3) and a series of three roller 
quenched alloys (RQ #1- 50,55 and 60 at. % Fe). 
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(Table 13 continue4 

Table 14 Cornuiled parameten for the fits of S Q  #3 and R Q  BI. 
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Table 15 Parameters of the VBF fits to the RT Mossbauer spectra of dloys from the SQ #1, #2, 
#3 and RQ #l series. 2-0 (95 %) fitting uncenainties are given in the second column of the 
parameter. Parameten with an uncenaiaty of O were kept fied during the fit. 
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(Table 15 continued.) 
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Table 16 Compiled puuneten of the VBF fits of S Q  #1, #2, #3 and RQ Il series. 
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Table 17 Parameten of the xVBF fits of the LNJ Mossbauer spectn of the alloys of the SQ #1 
xries. 2-0 (95 %) fining uncenainties are given in the second column of each parameter. 
Parameters with O uncertainty were kept fred during the fit. 
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(Table 17 continuedl 
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4.3.2.1 Modelling the Hyperhe Field Distribution Using a Binomial 

Distribution of Nearea Neighbours 

Figures 34a through c iflustrate the average, standard deviation and skewness of the HFD 
at RT. The composition dependence of these parameten cm be explained by a simple model for 

the local hyperfine field and a binomial distribution of nearest neighboun. In the samrated 

magnetic collinex regime (at low temperature), if we assume that the moments on the Fe and Ni 

atoms are composition independent, a shplified version of the model proposed by Rancourt and 

Ping [Rancoun9lb] and by Dang [Danfia] cm be w d  to cdculate rhe hyperfine field at an Fe 

nucleus, as a function of the number n (which cm be from O to 12) of Fe nevert neighbours: 

where A and B are (nearly) composition independent puameten. Because H(n) depenb linearly 

on n, the distribution P(H) of H will have the same shape as the distribution P(n) of n: 

In ha, this will also hold if the moments on Fe and Ni v u y  slowly and linearly with 

composition, as xems to be the case for Fe, based on electronic structure calculations [chapter 51. 

If we assume chat the nearest neighboun are distributeci according to a binomial 

distribution, we cm thus evaluate the chuacteristics of the HFD. Let b(n, c) be the probability of 

fmâing n Fe nearest neighboun around the atom, when the bulk concentration of Fe atoms is c: 

The first three moments of this distribution result in: 

If we choose B(p, - p,) = 15 d s ,  we calculate the three cunres also shown in figures 34a 

through c for the propenies of the HFD. The concordance between these calculations and the 

observations indicates that the phencmenological model of the hyperfine field proposed by 
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Rancoun et al. and the binomial distribution of nevest neighboun seem valid for concentrations 

up to 50 at. % Fe. A more detded model, as shown by Dang [Dang96a] is capable of explaining 

even more subtleties regvding the propenies of the HFD (e.g. the average is not exactly a linear 

fùnction of composition), but this simple model is sufficient to understand that these 

asnunptions are g e n e d y  respected in Ni nch FeNi ailoys. 

Based on these redts,  we expect that if the magnetic structure rernains ferromagnetic 

and collinear and if the moments do aot change much with composition, the observed trend 

would continue at higher Fe concentrations. The breakdom of the agreement between the 

model and the observed HFD characterinics above 50 at. % Fe indicates that either the ground 

aate magnetic structure shows deviation from coilinear ferromagnetism or the moment 

magnitudes are changing, or both. This question has in part k e n  resolved by several methods, 

including polarized Mossbauer spectroxopy which h u  shown that in Fe,Ni,,, nonsollinear, or 

at lem anti-puallel, spin configurations occur in the ground nate (Ulirich84,85], resulting in rhe 

broadening of the HFD as the disordered magnetic structures produces a wide range of local 

magnetic environments. It is not yet clear, b w d  on experimental evidence, if there is a 

distribution of moment magnitudes in Fe rich alloys. This will be dixussed in greater detail 

when we explicitly analyse the r e d t s  for Fe-rich alloys in chapter 6. 

4.3.2.2 The Isomer Shift 

Based on the CS (6) measurements ar various temperatures, it is possible to extract the IS 

and a Mossbauer effective Debye temperature 8, of the Fe sites as a hinetion of composition, 

assuning that the IS is temperature independent: 

CS(-r) = 1s + SOD(û,,T) . (43) 
The results for eD are reponed in fig. 35b. Given two CS maniremenu Mth an uncertainty of 

0.003 m d s ,  the uncertainty on 8, is about 20 K (assuming 8, 380 K and measurements are 

taken at RT and LNJ). Based on this large uncertainty, it is reasonable to Say that the extracted 

8, for alioys in the collinear regime is approximately constant at 380 K. This figure is the same 

as had previously been cdculated by Rancoun et al. mancourt92]. For alloys above 60 at. % Fe, 

the calculated 0, drops dnmatically. It is not clear at this point wherher this drop is reai, or 

whether the assumption that the IS is temperature independent is incorrect and this will be 
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discussed in greater detail when specificdy inspecting the IS of Fe-rich alloys in chapter 6. When 

considering o d y  Ni-rich alloys, we cm assume that 8, - 380 K and extract the IS for each 

spectmm using eq. 43 (SOD(%- 380 K, RT) - -0.23309 d s ) .  The redt ing ISs are reported in 

fig. 35a. 

It is very d i f f d t  to predict the composition dependence of the IS based on a simple 

mode1 for severai reasons. 1) The IS is related to the charge density ai the nucleus, which c m  

behave quite differently from the total s-electron density. 2) It is hard to predict if charge transfer 

occun berneen the Fe and Ni atoms as they are alloyed, making it diffcult to predict even 

changes in the total s-electron density. 3) One must take imo accoum the change in lattice 

panmeter due to the ailoying, which aiso affects the charge density. The latter link can be 

naively modelled by vsuming rhat the ovenll s-electron charge density scaies with the inverse of 

the volume. Irrespective of the other factors, this would mean that ui increase in volume (as the 

Fe concentration is increased) would cause a drop in the charge density and hence an increax in 

the IS. In fan, for alloys with less than 50 at. % Fe, the IS of the Fe atoms is xen to increase 

quasi-linearly, as shown in fig. 35, as is the atomic volume, shown in fig. 33. 

At compositions above -50 at. % Fe, deviations from the behaviour predicted from the 

models of collinear ferrornagnetism start to appeu. This is xen in the average moment, which 

starts dropping below the Slater-Pauling curve, kfore coilapsing at around 70 at. % Fe (fig. 32). 

The RT HFD also exhibits an ununial behaviour, with a growing contribution at low field 

values which contributes to irs increased width and abnormai skewness, untiI it also collapses 

around 70 at. % Fe. Even the IS d e p m  from iu Ni-rich composition dependence, dthough this 

might be also due to erron in calculating the IS due to changing Debye temperature. Taken 

together, these properties indicate a depamire from the collinear ferromagnetism observed at 

lower Fe concentration. 

In the following chapters, we explore the complu behavioun of Fe-rich FcNi alIoys and 

investigate its relations to the hvar effect and to moment-volume instabilities. Through this we 

will discover the intricacies of noilcohear  magnetism, moment volume instability and how a 

complete and coherent picnue of the T - O K and rempenture &pendent properties of the Fe- 

Ni doys c m  be undemood based on the results of ESCs, MC sixnulations and comparison with 

experiment . 
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(at % Fe) 

Figure 34 Properties of the HFD for RT SQ and RQ satuples (the inset in (a) shows an expanded 
version). The solid line corresponds to the model descnbed in the text. The deviation from the 
model line becornes apparent above -50 at. % Fe and is at first muily due to a deviation from 
cohear  fcrromagnetism. Symbols are for different senes of synthetic doys: SQ senes Il, . 
S Q  series #2, SQ Series 13, A RQ  senes Il. 
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carpositian (a. % Fe) 

Figure 35 Cddated IS and 8, in FCC Fe-Ni alloys, assuming IS and 8, are temperature 
independent. The solid and dashed lines in (b) corresponds to eD - 380 * 20 K. The square and 
diamond symbols indicate different evaiuations of 8, from two different pain of CS &ta. 



5. Electronic Structure Calculations 
of Fe-Ni Allovs 

5.1 Introduction 

Electronic structure calculations (ESCs) have been used more and more since the late 

1970's to try to provide a theornicd understanding of the Invar and ami-Invar propenies of 

FCC Fe-Ni alloys ~asserman9O and references therein]. Most work has been focussed on 

finding the ground state properties of chemicdy ordered y-Fe and FcNi alloys wang85, 

Moruui86a, 86b, 88, Krasko87, Moroni891 and, more recently, in chemically disordered dloys 

[Akai89a, 89b, Abnkosov95], prirnarily in tenns of the volume and moment. More recently yet, 

several snidies were performed where non FM magnetic or non-collinear structures were 

considered [Pinski86, Mryasov92, Akai93, Wang97, Wang98, vanShilfgaarde991. In this study, we 

have perfonned ESCs to provide direct predictions of other experirnentally accessible parameters 

nich as the HF and the IS. In addition, we have decided to characterize treads that give us a 

bener understanding of the complex nature of these mateds. We do not presume to be able to 

calculate the true properties of these alloys because of the limitations of ESC methods but we are 

confident that these calculations provide a arong foundation for understanding mon of the 

perplexing propenies of t hex alloys. 

5.2 ESCs Using the LMTO Method 

The linear muffin-tin orbirais (LMTO) method [AndenenA, Andersen77J is a first- 

principles method of calculating the electronic structure based on the density hinctional theory 

0. It is applied here in the local spin-density approximation (LSDA) using the exchange 

potentiai of von B a d  and Hedin [voaButh72]. Using nich a method, it is possible to caiculate 
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the map of the spin and charge densities in a given periodic lattice. Also, by cddat ing  the 

energy as a function of the lattice parameter, it is possible to obtain predictions on many 

experimentdy accessible ground-state (T = O K) properties of the material. 

This section is composed of three parts. The fim dexribes how these propenies can be 

caldared once the total energy as weii as spin and charge densities are known as a funaion of 

volume. The second and third purs present and dixuss the r e d u  of various calulations on Fe- 

Ni alloys in chemically ordered and chemically disordered phases. These cdculations will be used 

in a subsequent section to undemand the relevance of experimental observations with regards to 

the Invar effect . 

5.2.1 Calcularing T = O K Equilibrium Propenies 

5.2.1.1 The Lattice Parameter and Volume 

The T = O K equilibrium volume for a material is the one at which the total energy is 

minimized. At this value, the intemal pressure P = - dE/ dV is nil. In our application, al1 

materials have cubic symmetry, so it is sufficient to minimize the energy with respect to a single 

lattice panmeter. Because the precision of an ESC is about 0.1 mRy, it is not sufficient ro find 

the lattice parameter which r e d u  in the lowest energy. A high precision of the equilibrium 

lattice parameor is obtained by performing ~ v e r a i  caldations around the equilibrium lattice 

parameter, spuining about 0.5 a,, and fitting the r d t i n g  energy curve to a fourthorder 

polynomiai which is used to calculate precixly the cquilibrium lattice panmeter. Using this 

method, a precision of about 0.001 a can be obtained, based on the 0.1 mRy precision on the 

energy. 

The lanice parameter calculated by a locd density approximation &DA) method is 

unially srnalier than the experimentdy obrmed Iattice puuneter. Also, this caiculation does 

not include the volume expansion (- 1%) which a r k s  €rom the zero-point motion in, for 

example, the Debye model of lanice vibration. In the Debye model, the free energy due to 

phonoar has a T - O K contribution should be taken into account for a more rigorous 

cornparison between the experimental and theoretical r d t s  ~ o N Z Z i 8 8 ,  Herper991, but we 

have decided not to include it here because there are more important problems whidi hinder an 
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exact compvison between experimenr and calculations, such as the use of the LSDA, as opposed 

to a non-local generalized gradient method. 

5.2.1.2 The Bulk Modulus 

The T = O K bu& modulus, B, is related to the volume dependence of the intemal 

pressure of the syaem: 

This parameter, which is also the inverse of the isothemal compressibility %, is readily 

available experirnentally and cm be easily be calculated €rom the curvature of the energy curve. 

It chvrterizes the ability of a material to resist compression under the application of an 

isotropie hydrostatic pressure, and is thus partidly related to the rigidity of the lanice. 

5.2.1.3 The Magnetic Moment 

The magnetic moment is automatically calculated in the program by integrating the net 

spin density inside the Wigner-Seitz radius (WSR) for al1 energies up to the Fermi energy: 

where n+ .. (E) is the energy density of the number of rnajority (+) and miaonty (-) electrons of 

energy E found inside the WSR of a specific atom. The Fermi energy E/ is calculated such that 

the unit ce11 is charge neutral when al1 levels below the ef are occupied 

5.2.1.4 The Contact Hyperfine Field 

There are several contributions to the KF at the nucleus of an atom: the Fermi contact 

terni, which is due to the polarization of the electrons inside the nucleus; the spin-orbit term, 

which is due to the atomic angulu momennun of the electrons; and the magnetic dipole rem,  

which is due to the dipole interaction with ail the electrons' spins (icluding those from 
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neighbouring atoms). The contact term is the dominant one in our case and is genenlly the only 

one that c m  be simply calculated in an ESC. Whenever we mention the calculated HF, we only 

take into account the contact term. Other terms moa ofien account for only 10-20% of the total 

HF. 

In a non-relativinic caldation, the contact HF is simply proponionai to the spin 

demity at the nucleus (Y = O) Fenni30]: 

where p, , (O) are the majority and minority spin charge volume densities at the nucleus. When 

expressed in r - / a i ,  the conversion factor between the spindensity and the contact W in T is 

52.4303 T d;/e - . 
When perfoming a relativistic (or xalar-relacivinic) cdculation, the contact term is no 

longer limited to the spindensity at the nucleus. Blügei et al. @3iugel87] have shown that the 

contact term can be calculated by integrating the spin density within the Thompson radius of the 

atom, r,  = 2r2/ (4ne,)'m c',or r, = Zaq, = 2.817 Z fm: 

Becaw the Thompson radius is typically much larger than the nuclear radius (for Fe, rT/rh, = 

la), the enor due to the use of a point-like nucleus in the calculation is relatively smdl 

[Banocleni96]. 

5.2.1.5 The Isomer Shift 

As in the case of the contact HF, the method for caldating the IS in the non-relativiaic 

and relativistic cases are different. In the non-relativinic case, the charge density is approximately 

constant inside the nuclear volume, so the fi is simply proportional to the caiculated charge 

density at the nucleus: 

IS = a p(0) + 1% (48) 
where a = 4.24 al /c  - mm/s for the 14.4 keV transition in 17Fe, accorciing to cornparisons 

between calculated non-relativistic charge densities and experimental âata [&86]. 
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In the relativiaic case, if a point nucleus is useâ, the charge density diverges at the 

nucleus, so eq. (48) cannot be used explicitly. It can be shown [xe chnpter 21 that the diverging 

relativistic charge density p(r) can be wociated with a nondivergent charge density pu, (r) 

equivdent to the non-relativinic one. We c m  then use eq. (48) using p, (O) instead of p(O) , 
using the same value for a. The typical difference in charge density a the nucleus found between 

various compounds is of the order of 0.1 r - /d,  whereas the charge density itself is of the order 

of IO4 r ' / a i .  This means a very high preckion is nee&d in the calculation to notice minute 

changes in the IS, and also that ways of performing the calculations (exchange potential 

parametriution, relativistic corrections, etc.) wili produce slightly different r e d ü .  The use of 

additional approximations, such as the CPA c m  also Iead to less accurate results than M T 0  on 

O rdered structures. 

Because al1 experimental ISs are given relative to the CS of a-Fe at RT, we also cllculated 

p.-, (O) at its calculated equilibrium position in order to compare the calculated and the 

experimental 1%. We thus used 

The Debye temperature for a-Fe is taken as 432 K @ancoun99]. Because the type of calculation 

(NM or SRA) affects the equilibrium volume and thus the charge density at equilibrium, for 

each type of calculation, p,-, (0) w u  recalculated using the same method. This means that even 

though the magnitudes of the charge densiries might be very different in NRA and SRA 

calcularioas, the IS c m  generaily be compared because it is a m a r e  of the difference with 

respect to another material, not a measure of the absolute density as is the HF. 

5.3 ESC of Chemically Ordered Phases 

5.3.1 Description of the Crystallographic Structure 

To calculate the propenies of chemically ordmd phases of the FcNi  systern, we have 

w d  the LMTO code wrinen by the group of O. Andersen at the Max-Planck Institute in 

Stuttgart. This code wu provided to us by Dr. Bose, wîth permission from the Stuttgart group. 

This program d o w s  us CO caldate  the electronic structure of chemically ordered structures 
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without magnetic moment or with coliinear magnetic moments. It is also possible to impose 

collinear amiferromagnetic structures w here the atoms have the same pot ential panmeten, but 

opposite moments. Me have performed caldations in both the NRA and the SRA. In the case 

of the S M ,  a fully relativistic treatment (including the wavefunction) was used, instead of simply 

adding the relativistic Hamiltonian r e m  (muivelocity, Damin, etc.) to the non-relativistic 

Schrodinger equation. As previously stated, the von Barth and Hedin local exchange potentid 

w u  used. Combined corrections for errors in the ASA were tumed on. The same Wigner-Seitz 

radius (WSR) was used for both Fe and Ni atoms, and it wrs choxn such that the volume of al1 

the atomic spheres was equal to the volume of the unit cell. 6 , 4 p  and 3d orbitals were taken into 

account in the calculation as valence orbitals. AU lower orbitals are considered as core orbitals 

and do not contribute CO the formation of a moment. Around 1000 k-points per irreducible 

Bnllouin zone were used to ensure convergence of the energy (to s0.1 &y) and of the moment 

(to 50.01 p,). 

Five FCC phases (illustrated in fig. 36) with simple stoichiometnes were investigated. 

Pure Ni and pure y-Fe, of space group Fm-3m (ne 225) are the end members. FeNi, and Fe,Ni 

have 4 atoms per primitive unit ce11 in the AuCu, structure (space group h 3 m ,  n' 221, or LIJ. 

FeNi has a tetragonal AuCu nmcture (space group P4/mmm, n' 123, or LlJ with 2 atoms per 

unit cell. Though FeNi is experimentaily found to have a slight tetragonal distonion compared 

to the mbic structure ( c h  = 1.0036, [AlbertsenBlD, we have only perforrned calcularions on 

purely cubic phases. a-Fe, which was used as the reference material for the calculation of the IS 

has a BCC structure (space group Im-3m, n92î9). 
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FeNi, or Fe,Ni FeNi 
Pm-3m P4/mmm 

L l 2  suucture L 1, suucture 

Figure 36 Chemically ordered structures in FCC Fe-Ni alloys with simple stoichiometries. The 
black and white atoms represent the two different species. 

5.3.2 Cdculated ESC in Ferromagnetic and Non-Magnetic Configurations 

Since much of the recent work on Fe-Ni alloys has been focussed on the HM/LM (or 

HM/NM) transition, we have perfonned calculations for a wide range of lanice parameters for 

which we have a stable HM phase in ail alloys at the highind, and a NM phase at the low end. 

This permiu us to follow the evolution of key parameters through the transition. It also allows 

us to investigate how the panmeters vary with the lanice parameter within a nable (HM or NM) 

region to possibly predict their behaviour with temperature. This is possible because at the 

temperatures of interest (below 1000 K), we are far from the Fermi energy of these material, and 

the main changes in their electronic structures are expected to come from the changes in lanice 

parameter due to thermal expansion. We have ais0 performed calculations by irnposing a non- 

magnetic electronic structure even when the ferromagnetic phase is more nable in order to 

compare the propenies of the material at the equilibrium lattice parameter in the FM and NM 

phases. Many similar caiculations have k e n  perfomed on ordered phases of the Fe-Ni system 

~ o n i z z i 9 0 ,  Mohn91, Ente1931, so we will present our important results without describing the 

specifics of the ESC and the density of States @OS) in dnd. Our r d t s  agree with previously 

published calculations which used the same methods. In previous caiculations, some parameten 

such as the charge density ar the nucleus or the hyperfine field had not necesrarily been 

caldated, so it wu necessary to repeat them in this study. 
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5.3.2.1 Ground States and Magnetic Moments 

Figures 37 through 41 show (a) the energy, (b) the magnetic moments, and (c) the charge 

density at the nucleus for the five ordered structures of the FeNi system in the M and NM 

nues. When the HM FM aate is not stable, the figures dso show its propenies based on 

extrapolations from the volume range where it is stable. The extrapolated energy curve is 

obtained from fourthorder polynomial approximation to E(V) where the HM nate is aable. 

Other extrapolated propenies are the r e d t  of second-order approximations. Li y-Fe, an 

mtiferromagnetic (AF) configuration in the (001) direction w u  also explored. 

Al1 figures show a transition from a HM FM state at high volume to a NM state at lower 

volumes. In the case of Fe and FeNi (figs. 37 muid 39 respectively), an intermediate moment 0 
aate is also found to be stable (or metastable) close to the HM/NM transition volume. In the 

case of Fe,Ni, no distinct IM nate is observed, but nther there is a continuous decreax of the 

magnetic moments of the Fe and Ni atoms (fig. 38). In fact, in this case, the ground rate is 

observed in the region where the moments are collapsing. in FeNi, and pure Ni (figs. 40 and 41), 

the moment collapse is sudden but continuous, indicating there are no distinct metastable aates 

with different moment values. This situation is different from the one in y-Fe where for a given 

volume, the AF, IM FM and HM FM nates are al1 stable (or metastable), or in FeNi, where the 

IM and HM States can also both be stable at the same volume. 

One m u s  remember that when a mention is made of a HM 'staten, it is in the contexr of 

an extended and uniform phase. These caiculations cannot simply be made to show there are 

distinct ionic aates for the Fe (and Ni) atoms, because the phase must be uniform. An ionic nare 

of an atom should exist independently (or nearly independently) of the other atoms or the 

magnetic structure. Anyrime the word nate is used, it is undernood that it is in the context of a 

phase and cannot neceaarily be separated from that contes. 
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Figure 37 ESC results for y-Fe. The solid iine represents the HM FM nate, the dashdoted line 
the IM FM state, the &shed line the NM state, the sondashdotted line is the AF nate and the 
dotted line the extrapolated KM FM state. 
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Figure 38 ESC results for Fe,Ni. The solid iine represenu the N aate, the dashed line the NM 
state and the doned line the extrapolated HM FM aate. 
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Figure 39 ESC results for cubic FeNi. The line styles reprmnt the same nates as in fig. 37. 
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Figure 40 ESC results for FeNi,. The line -les are the svne as in fig. 37. 
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Figure 41 ESC r d u  for Ni. The h e  styles represent the same nates as in fig. 37. 
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5.3.2.2 Systematics of the Charge Density at the Nucleus 

As seen in figures 37c/d through 4lc/d, the charge density at the Fe and Ni nuclei 

n o m d y  decreases reguliuly with the volume. However, the exact volume dependence is quite 

different in the HM FM and NM cases, which leads to a discontinuity of the charge density 

through the HM/NM transition. In the case of p, (O), there is an increase of -0.2-0.3 r 

between the FM and NM States in y-Fe, Fe,Ni and FeNi, but it kcomes l e s  noticeable in FeNi,. 

The same c m  ais0 be said of pNi (O), but the magnitude of the jump is much smaller and 

practically negligible given the precision of the calculation. When cornparing p, (O) at the 

equilibrium positions of the NM and M aates, an additional increase when going from the FM 

nate to the NM aate is due to the lower volume of the NM ground state. This difference in 

volume accounts for an additional -0.44.5 6 - / a i  in y-Fe, and lower values for decreasing Fe 

content, since the volume difference between the NM and FM ground States decreases. 

If we wume that the charge density at the nucleus is independent of the magnetic order, 

but only depends on the spin nate (Hh4 or NM), and that thermal effects only affect the lattice 

parameter, it is possible to enimate the temperature dependence of the charge density. In the 

NM or FM nates, we have ap,(0) / da - -1 r -/a;. If we use u - -0.24 mm/* a:/( - [Akai86] to 

conven to an IS, and assume that the thermal expansion is - 10-~  K" , we get 

for the Fe nuclei. Any measured rate of change aIS / aT which is noticeably larger thm 

IO-' mm/s/K must then be associated with a separate phenornenon, such as thermal evolution 

from a NM to a KM nate (or vice-versa), since it carmot be entirely accounted for by changes 

due directly to thermal expansion. 
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Figure 42 Valence @.(O)) and core (p,(O)) charge densiries at the Fe nucleus in NM (dotted line) 
and HM FM (solid line) y-Fe. 
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Figure 43 Vaience (~~(0))  and core @,(O)) charge densities at the Fe nucleus in NM (doned line) 
and HM FM (solid line) FeNi. 
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Figures 42 and 43 aiso show the explicit volume dependence of the core and valence 

charge densities at the Fe nucleus in y-Fe and FeNi. One clearly sees that i) the main volume 

dependence of the total charge density at the nucleus cornes from the valence contribution, and 

i3 the dixontinuity seen at the HM/NM transition volume is mainly due to the core 

contribution. This illustrates the necessity of using a fully relaxed (core+vdence) charge density 

in order to see the full effects related to the HM/NM transition. In many cdculations, the core 

contribution is assumed to be fiozen, and only the valence charge density is calculated. In such 

cases, the dkontinuity at the HM/NM transition would not be seen. It is also interesting to see 

that the valence charge density at the nucleus dws approximately follow an inverse volume law, 

as if the shape of the distribution of total valence charge aras volume independent. In y-Fe, the 

total valence charge on the atom is dways constant (8 elearons), so it would seem the shape of 

the charge distribution is approximately volume independent. For the case of FeNi, this is also 

true for the NM phase, when the valence charges on the Fe and Ni atoms remain constant. In 

the FM case however, the valence charge on the Fe atoms decreases with increasing volume, 

indicating that there is a charge t r a d e r  to the Ni. This lads to a stronger deviation from an 

inverse volume law in the FM case. 

5.3.2.3 Systematics of the Hyperfine Field 

In her thesis regarding magnetism in Fe-Ni alloys, Dr. Dang used a phenomenological 

mode1 to dexribe the HF (Duig96a, Dang96b1, which in the case of collinear magnetism at OK, 

reduces (in its simplest forrn) to: 

where is the HF at site i and the sum is on nearest-neighbours (NNs)  of site i. It is 

wonhwhiie to investigare if this relation holb for the HFs and moments caldated in this study. 

Fim of ail, we consider the HF due to core elecuons, Y. Based on figs 45 and 46, we 

Gnd that in both Fe and Ni atoms, it is g e n e d y  proportional to the local magnetic moment: 

ff, = (-1 1 T/p$ p. This r d t  is weU established fFreeman64], and is &O seen to be independent 

of the magnetic stwnire, as it applies to FM Fe as weU as AF Fe. O n  the other hmd, the 

dependence of the HF due to valence electrons, H, , is not as rnightfomud. This is due 
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primarily to the presence of a vlnsferred term, in which the HF is related to the moments of the 

atoms in nearest-neighbour shells. It is important to recd here that the HF we calculate is only 

the Fermi contact term, which does not indude the field due to dipolar interactions or due to 

spinsrbit interactions [Blüge18a. Although there is no clear dependency of HF to the local 

magnetic moment, hg. 44 shows that there is a good general linear relation between the total HF, 

H, and < p> , the average magnetic moment in the structure: 

H = (-15.5 T/pJ c p> . (52) 
It is also interesting to note that both these relations seem universal as rhey apply to KFs at the 

Fe and Ni nuclei. 

It is possible to reconcile this model of Dang and Rancourt with eq. 52. Assuming 

parameters A md B in the model are independent of the concentration, we cm write equations 

relating the HF to the individual moments on the Fe and Ni atoms for ail the calculated 

structures (we use C - -15.5 T/(i,): 

in FM FeNi, 

Whatever the vaiues of p, andpN , d these equations are solved sirnultaneously by A = 4 B 

and A = C/4, or numericdy A = 4 T/ p, and B = -1 T/pB. This must be compared with 1 A 1 = 

9 T/ p, and 1 BI = 0.4 T/pB, Y obtaiued by Dang by fitting experimentd resulu. Although these 

puameten are significmtly different, it does not invalidate the model. The calculated HF is only 

the contact term, and even this term is vuy  sensitive to the cietails of caldations pattocleni96], 

but these r d t s  do show that there are inherent systematia which can be exploited by 
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phenomenological models. We should ah note the slight problem for the case of AF Fe. Since 

the average moment is O in AF Fe, this mode1 would also lead to a ail HF. Though this is not the 

case, the caiculated values of the HF in this case are s m d  (the magnitudes of the total HF are 

found to be less than 5 T') as the core and valence contributions almost cancel out (fig. 45a and b), 

indicating that the model should be fairly g o d  for any magnetic structure. 

Even though accurate caldations of the HF in transition metai alloys are difficult 

[Blüge187, Bat~ocletti96], these calculations do seem ro validate, in addition ro the direct 

cornparison with the experiments, the phenomenological model proposed by Duig to describe 

the HF values obtained in Fe-Ni ailoys. 
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Figure 44 Caldated total hyperfine field at the Fe (a) and Ni (b) nuclei, as a funaion of the 
average magnetic moment per atom in the structure.. FM y-Fe, A Fe,Ni, FeNi, V FeNi,, 
Ni. The solid line is H - -15.5 p. 
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Figure 45 Cdcdued core (a, Y) and valence (b, HJ hyperfine fields at the nuclei as a funaion 
of the moment on the Fe atoms.. N y-Fe, O AF y-Fe, A Fe3Ni, FeNi, V FeNi,. The solid 
line in (a) is He = -11 p. 
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Figure 46 Calculated core (a, HJ and valence (b, H,) hyperfine fields at the Ni nuclei as a 
fuaction of the moment on the Ni atoms. Ni, V FeNi,, FeNi, A Fe3Ni. The solid line in a. 
k H, = -11 p. 
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5.3.2.4 Site to Site Variations in FcRich Alloys 

Ln every structure considered up to now, zll Fe atoms are equivalent, as are ail Ni atoms. 

This meam that while we can establish relations between pvvneten at different concentrations 

and volumes, we c a n o t  identify correlations between parameten that cm occur in a true dloy 

of a given composition at a given volume. In an doy, d l  atoms are in different local 

environments which lead to possibly diffennt local hyperfine parameters such as the HF and the 

IS. To identify how these pararneten are distnbuted and correlated in Fe-rich alloys, we have 

aiso performed calculations in an Fe,,Ni, (68.75 at. % Fe) superce11 where there are 11 distinct 

sites for Fe atom (listed in Table 18). This enables us to study possible links between parameten. 

Because of the time required for the caldation, the ESC of this structure was only 

caiculated at one lanice parameter (a - 6.66 a,), as opposed to other calculations where the 

energy was minimized with respect to the lanice puaneter. The lattice parameter in question is 

approximately the one expmed for the HM FM phase based on the calculations at other 

concentrations. At this lanice puameter, we fmd that the site to site moment magnitudes are 

quite diverse, with one Fe moment amally opposite to the bulk magnetization (negative 

moment). We shouid note that while such collinear uitiferromagnetism is characteristic of the 

true alloy at T - O K, we also expect moment non-collinearity to  occur in mch Fe-rich alloys 

[vanSchilfgaarde99, Wang951. However, we could not take non-collinearity into account in our 

calculation. 

Based on this caldation, the single mon Unponant local environment parameter that 

affects all panmeters of the Fe atoms is the number of Fe atoms in the NN shell. The data given 

in table 19 and illustnted in fig. 47 shows that the moment magnitudes of both Fe and Ni atoms 

are directly related to it (the more NN Fe atoms, the lower the moment magnitude) and that 

a m i - p d e l  alignment of Fe moments can actually occur in a ~~fficiently rich Fe environment. 

In fact, it &O seems that the mti-parallel aiignment of the moment actudy stabilizes its large 

magnitude, c o m p d  to other moments in an Ferich environment (9 Fe NNs). One might 

expect that, in more Fe-rich ailoys, rhere would simply be more anri-parailel moments but that 

their magnitude would remain that of the HM alloys. This cdda t ion  clearly suggests that the 

observed deviation from the Slater-Pauling c u v e  is due to both a slight decrease of the moments 

in more Fcrich environments which Id to a s m d  and slow deviation and the appearance of 
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a m i - p d e l  Fe moments which is the main cause of the dnmatic decrease of the average bulk 

moment (see fig. 32, in chapter 4). Aiso, in such a structure, the existence of anti-parallel Fe 

moments in nifficiently Fe-rich environmenu is a clear indication of the negative 

(amiferromagnetic) magnetic exchange between Fe moments in Fe-Ni alloys. 

Upon M e r  inspection of fig. 47, we also fmd that the number of valence elearons 

(integntion of the valence charge demity within an atom, defmed by the WSR) is directly linked 

to the local chernicd environment. In previous calculations, because the WSR of Fe and Ni 

atoms changed with concentration (at the equilibrium volume), it was difficult to establish when 

charge tnnsfer OCNS, as the "truew radii of the atoms are not known. However, because al1 Fe 

atoms in this caldation have different local environments but the same WSR, it is possible to 

Say that electrons are t d e r r e d  from the Fe a tom to the Ni atoms, since Fe atoms with more 

Ni NNs have l e s  valence electrons than Fe atoms in an Fe-rich environment (fig. 47a). There 

also seems to be a clear correlation between the number of valence electrons and the charge 

density at the nucleus and we find in fact that the valence contribution to the charge density at 

the nucleus is direaly proponional to the number of s-valence electrons (fig. 49), as if the totai s- 

electrons charge densiry w u  simply d e d  uniformly by the number of s-electrons, 

independentl~ of the charge transfemd There doesn't xem to be any simple correlation 

between the local environment (number of Fe NNs, charge tnnsfer, etc.) and the core 

contribution to the charge density at the nucleus, as is expected since these electrons are less 

sensitive to the environment outside of the atom. Because both the moment and the number of 

valence electrons are closely Linked to the local chemical environment, it is obvious they should 

dso be linked together. Figure 48 shows the relation between the number of valence electrons 

and the locai moment. The moment seems to drop and become unstable when the number of 

vdence electrons becomes too large, indicating that the local density of valence electrons may be 

a key to undemanding the instability of the Fe moment, as opposed to the average density of 

valence electrons. For a given material, the moment is rendered unstable by decreasing the 

volume, yet in Ni-rich ailoys, where the mean atomic volume is much lower than in Fcrich 

ailoys, a large moment is stable. This could be due to the fact that charge is transfemd to the Ni 

atoms, so that the local valence charge deasity is actually lower in these alioys, even though the 

average number of valence electrons is iarger and the volume in smaiier. 

The local HF also xems very dependent on the local environment. As previously nated, 
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the core contribution to the contact HF is proportionai to the moment and since the moment 

magnitude is nrongly correlated with the number of Fe NNs, so is the core HF. The valence 

contribution to the HF is aot as cleuly linked, though there is evidence of some dependence 

with the local environment. Most imponantiy though, is the local magnetic environment. As 

seen in table 19, the HF of the moment which is Jigned opposite to the buik has a very large 

contribution from the valence electrons, compared with this contribution for other Fe moments. 

Based on this examination, it thus seerns that the vaience HF has a component proponional (or 

dependent) to the locai moment and a component proponional (or dependent) to the NN 

moments. In a FM materid, both these componenu nearly cancel each other out but in the case 

where the NN moments are aligned opposite to the local moment, the contributions add up to a 

large valence contribution which is opposite in sign relative to the core contribution, resuiting in 

a low effective contact HF. This is ais0 compatible with the model of Dang and Rancoun 

presented previously. At this specific composition, we find that the model can be applied locaily 

to each atomic site. In fact, as shown in table 20, we also obtain nearly identical puameters, since 

a fit to the data of the FellNi, alloy resuits in A - -5 T/p, and B - 4.9 T/p, If the total HF is 

Iinearly dependent on the local and NN moments and the core HF is proportionai to the local 

moment (with A' - -10.8 T/Q, then, as stated, the valence HF will also depend linearly on the 

local and NN moments (with A" = A - A '  - 5.5 T/p, and B" = B - -0.85 ~/p,) .  It is thus 

evident that in a material which has moments aligned opposite to the bulk magnetization, the 

HF distribution will contain a low-field component (as shown in fig. 50) because the transfernd 

field from the NN dmost cancels out the field due to the locai moment. This has been described 

in great detail by Ping and Rancourt pin%)2l based on experimental measuremenu of HFDs in 

Fe-Ni alloys. The r d t i n g  link between the local environment and the HF also resulu in a 

nrong correlation between the HF and the charge density at the nucleus (or the IS). The 

correlation parameter between the two is 0.004 mm/dT (fig. 51) and the implications of this will 

be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter when we wili analyse Mossbauer spectn of Fe- 

nch alloys in which thk correiation can be seen experimentally. 

This single cdculation for this smali supercd has clearly shown the innuence of the locai 

chemicai (number of Fe NNs) and magnetic (orientation of magnetic moments) environments on 

several parameters in these d o y s  and has estabLished grounds for understanding experimental 

observations. 
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Table 18 Atomic positionr (in uniu of a - 6.66 a,,) of the Fe and Ni atoms in the Fe,,Ni, 
superceil. The NNs are also given, as weii as the total number of Fe NNs. 

Nil O 1.5 0.5 
Ni2 0.5 1 0.5 
N i 3 1 0 0  
Ni4 1 1 O 

Table 19 Calculated propenies of the Fe and Ni atoms in an Fe,,Ni, supercell with a - 6.66 <t,. 

Fe1 
Fe2 
Fd 
Fe4 
F d  
Fe6 
Fe7 
Fe8 
Fe9 
Fe1 O 
Ni 
Nil 
Ni2 
Ni3 
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Table 20 Core and valence hyperfine fields on local sites in Fe,&. The mode1 of Dang and 
Rancoun is used to calculate the HF contributions based on the local and NN moments, 
according to y = A pi + B z,, p, where the A and B ben fit parameten are listed at the 
bottom. 

Fe1 
Fe2 
Fel 
Fe4 
Fe5 
Fe6 
Fe7 
Fe8 
Fe9 

Nil 0.430 13.404 
Ni2 0537 1924C 
Ni3 0.535 20.694 
Ni4 0.596 20.157 
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Figure 47 Effect of the local chernical environment on (a) the number of valence electrons, (b) 
the Fe moment and (c) the isomer shift. The open symbol represents the atom whose moment is 
aligned opposite to the othen. 
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Figure 48 Effect of the local number of vaience elearons on the moment of the Fe atoms. 

Figun 49 Correlation berneni the valence contribution CO the charge 
the total number of valence electrons at the Fe atoms. 

demity at the nucleus and 
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Figure 50 Hyperfine field distribution on the Fe atoms in Fe,,Ni,. The low fieid component is 
due to the atom whose moment is aligned opposite to the othen. 

wn 
Figure 51 Correlation between the hyperfine field and the isomet shift of Fe atoms in Fe,&. 
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5.3.2.5 Composition Dependence of the Ground State Properties 

Figs. 52 and 53 plot several key properties as a function of composition, as calculated 

from the plots in figs. 37 through 46. Fig 521 shows the mixing energy for the various nntctures, 

which is relative to the energies of the FM Ni and NM Fe endpoints. The mixing eaergy for a 

structure with composition fix Ni, _ is defined as Emjx(x) = 44 - [xG +(I -4 i5.J . This mWng 

energy indicates the relative stabilities of the phases and indicata the tme ground nates in the Fe- 

Ni binary phase diagram (at T - O and P = O). Within the LSDA, y-Fe is found to be more stable 

than a-Fe, even though experimentally this is not the case. We thus limit our discussion to the 

FCC phases but, in fan, a-Fe is the stable Fe end-member phase. FeNi, and FeNi both lie below 

the E - O line, indicating that they are more stable than equivalent amounts of pure Ni and Fe. 

However, FeNi lies above the line joining FeNi, and Fe, indicating that an alloy with more than 

25 at. % Fe should separate into distinct phases of FeNi, and Fe. An dloy with less than 25 at. % 

Fe should separate into Ni and FeNi,. Of course, we have not yet included the resulu for the 

disordered alloy, so we c m  only dexnbe the relative nability of the ordered phases. The CPA 

cdculations dexribed later will provide the mixing energies of the disordered phases, enabling us 

to get a complete picnire. It does however suggest that FeNi is only a metastable phase in the Fe- 

Ni  phase diagram. This plot also shows how the difference in energy between the FM and NM 

phases varies with composition. 

Fig. 52b shows the composition dependence of the equilibrium volumes of each of the 

phases. As previously aated, the HM values for Fe,Ni and Fe are extrapolated, so they are not 

necessarily as precise as for the other phases. For both the HM FM and NM phases, we obsenre a 

linear behaviour of the volume rerninixent of Vegard's law pegard28]. Also, the accuracy of the 

cdculation is off, as the calculated volumes are lower than the experimentaiiy observed volumes 

because primarily of the LSDA. Finally, fig 52c shows that the NM phase is l e s  compressible 

than the HM FM phase, primvily because of the lower volumes. It is interesting to note that the 

true ground nate of Fe,Ni has a lower bulk modulus than the HM FM and NM phases. This 

softening of the lanice is due to the ad& degrees of freedom sternming from the innability of 

the magnetic moment around the equilibrium volume. As in the case of the volume, rhis 

caldation produces inaccurate resuits when compared to experimental values urnes921 (Gy - 
180 GPa, - 254 GPa, B ,  = 170 GPa, B:$ = 251 GPa). This discrepancy can be due to 
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the smaller caiculated volume, as the bulk modulus tends to increase as the volume decreases (a 

material becomes les  compressible as its density increases). 

Fig. S a ,  which represents the IS on the Fe atoms, is interesting because it shows the large 

ciifference between the HM and NM at large Fe content, which codd serve to identify a 

HM/LM tnnsition. In panicular, one sees that the equilibnum point for Fe3Ni, which occurs at 

an Fe moment of 1.5 p,, deviates strongly from the HM values and tends to the NM ones. This 

Uidicates that the IS might be uxd to gauge the degree of HM or NM character of an alloy. This 

feature of the ISs will be discussed in more detail in chapter 6 b w d  on experimental results. Fig. 

53b shows that in both Fe and Ni, in the HM FM phase, the HF's magnitude increases linearly 

with composition, as is seen experimentally within the collinear magnetism domain of Fe-Ni 

alloys [chapter 41. Depanure from this linear trend must thus come from i) a reduced moment, as 

in the equilibnum case of Fe,Ni, or hi non-collinearity or ami-parallel alignment, as seen in AF 

Fe. Finaiiy, Bg. 53c shows the actual moment magnitudes on the Fe and Ni atoms, as well as 

their average. Though not exactly a straight Iine, the average is consistent with the Slater-Pauling 

relation. Deviation from linearity cornes from the fact that the Fe moment does in fact change 

with the composition, as h u  been esrablished by James et al. IJames99]. This also shows that any 

dnmatic deviation from the Slater-Pauling curve at high Fe-content mus come from a reduced 

moment, or non-collinearity. 
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mrposioai (at % Fe) 

Figure 52 Cddated composition dependencies of the energy (a), atomic volume (b) and bu& 
modulus (c) of the ordered phases.. FM HM, O NM, * equilibrium. In (a), at each 
composition, E,, is the linear interpolation between the energies of pure Ni and pure Fe. 
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Figure 53 Cddated composition dependencies of (a) the isomer shifts, (b) the hyperGne fields 
and (c) the magnetic moments of the ordered phases. In (a) m. FM, Ci NM, * equilibrium. In 
(b) and (c) V U  HM FM, */a equilibrium. Filled symbols are for Fe atoms, open syrnbols for 
Ni atoms and half filled for the average. 
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5.4 ESC of Chemically Disordered Phases Using the CPA 

5.4.1 Constrained Collinear Magnetic Stmcture Calculatiom 

To treat chemicaiiy disordered systems such as Fe-Ni doys, the coherent potenrial 

approximation (CPA) is used to perform electronic structure calculations on small sized systems 

[ K u d r n o v s ~ 4  1. In this approximation, innead of having distinct Fe and Ni atoms at various 

crystal positions, each crystal position is occupied by an 'average" atom. This is thus a mean field 

approximation that is calculated in the following manor: 

3 Asniming a staning electronic stmcture for the Fe and Ni atoms, the 

compositional average of the transfer matrix is w d  to calculate an CPA average 

atom. 

i3 The calculation of the transfer matrk of an Fe or an Ni atom embedded in the 

nxucnue containing only CPA average atoms is perfomed 

iii) The new transfer matrices of the Fe and Ni atoms are used to recalculate the 

CPA atom. 

iv) The calculation is repeated until the ESC has converged, i.e. the CPA average 

resdu in individual Fe and Ni atoms that, when avenged, reproduce the CPA 

average. 

This approximation thus treats al1 Fe (or Ni) atoms identically such that only average parameten 

of the Fe or Ni atoms can be obtained. This is different from a =perce11 calculations in which 

the alloy is treated Y a regular crystal with a large (32 a tom or more) unit cell. In a supercell 

calculation, each atom has a (possibly) distinct environment and thur different propenies, 

renilting in a true ailoy-like distribution of puuneten. Such a calculation is unfomately 

computationally very rime consuming when dealing with large supercells. We have thus wd the 

CPA cdculation to treat Fe-Ni doys. 

It is important to undemwd the implications of the CPA. In a real ailoy, each atom has 

a distinct environment with I d  to distinct puuneten (moment, HF, etc.) which, when dealing 

with the alloy as a whole, m u s  be dealt with as distributions. It is ohen useful to use the average 

of the dinribution to characterize the ailoy. In the CPA approximation, an average electronic 

structure (characterized by iu t d e r  mauix) is dulatecl,  resulting in the CPA averages of 
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pvameten such as the moment and HF. However, the CPA avenges of the pvameten might 

not be the same as the averages of the true alloy, even if the LMTO caiculation was exact. This is 

because of the non-linear correspondence between the electronic structure and the renilting 

puameters. We musr thus always be carefid when dealing with CPA averaged puameters. 

Despite the possibility of error from using a mean field approximation, the CPA has been 

proven to be a reliable means of treating ailoyed systems fj?adknerBZ, Ducastelle91]. In the case 

of Fe-Ni alloys, a direct cornparison between supercell and CPA cdculations hu shown that the 

CPA reproduces the average moment magnitudes of the supercell calculation Uames991. 

The CPA caiculations were al1 performed by our collaboraton Dr. Bose and Dr. Sanyal 

of Brock University. In order to deal with the Madelung temi which results from the charge 

tramfer from one species to the next, the atomic radii of both species were systematically 

o p t i r n i d  to guarantee charge neutnlity of the spheres (to better than 0.001 c -). The sphere 

overlap w u  checked and rernained within the limit of validity of the ASA (no overlap correction 

wu used in thex calculations). Although the calculation was non-relativistic, f in t  order 

relativistic corrections (muivelocity and Darwin tems) were included in the energy values. 

5.4.2 Disordered Local Moment Calculations 

The disordered local moment mode1 w u  introduced to investigate the propenies of 

magnetic materials above their critical temperatures, when no magnetic order is thought to be 

present but where local moments are ni11 present pindor83]. The concept is simple. In the case 

of a single species material such as y-Fe, one perfonns a CPA caiculation of Fe,Fe, where the 

spin T and i aroms are w e d  to be identicai (same potential paramerers) but with opposite 

moments, as would be the case at high temperature. Unfortunately, the analogy with high- 

temperature materials is limited because the cdulation doesn't take into account the entropy of 

the phase which takes on a critical importance at high temperature. Another use of the DLM 

caldation is to investigate the stability of the magnetic moment, irrespective of the magnetic 

Table 21 Calcuiated equiiibrium propenies of FeaNii, in various phases 

FM 1 1.050 0.0 2543 0.63 1 11861.14 0.304 
DLM 10.653 4.8 1.968 0.000 11861.43 0234 
NM 10.177 7.7 0.000 0.000 11861.66 0.178 
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structure. In a true local moment material the moment magaitude is independent of the mqnetic 

configuration but in the case of itinerant magnetism, the magnetic order is of great importance to 

aabilize the moment. Ni is a good example of this. In the absence of magnetic order at O K (in a 

DLM calculation), the Ni moment vanishes [Pindor83) When a FM order is imposed, a moment 

of -0.6 p, is found. In y-Fe, a moment persist in the DLM nate, even though it is slightly 

different from the one in the FM case Pinski861. The inherent nability of the magnetic moment 

can thus be evaluated by a DLM calculation and the distinction between the energy of 

stabiliution of the moment (intemal to each atom) and the energy of interaction with the other 

atoms (extemal, or between atoms) can be made [Rosengaard97]. 

h the case! of ui FcNi alloy with concentration c of Fe, this is treated by a four- 

component CPA calculation (Fe,Fe,),(Ni,Ni,),,. In fact, as in the case for pure Ni, in the DLM 

model, Ni atoms aiways have vuiishing moments, so the DLM can be treated as a three 

component syaem (Fe,Fe;)JUi,,, where the Ni is non-magnetic. Akai and coworken have aiso 

pushed this type of analysis h i d e r  by allowing different concentrations of up and down atoms, 

N C ~  as Fe, pe,,Ji, pi , , , ,  [Akai93] to deal with partial antiferromagnetic alignment. This 

treatment should not, however, be considered as a replacement (or an analogue) to a large-scale 

superce11 calculation with anti-parallel moments, since it does not distinguish between various 

local environments: al1 Fe atoms have the same mean-field environment and simply have a fïnite 

probability of being in a parailel or anti-parallel configuration. 

5.4.3 CPA Calculations of Fe&,, 

Before presenting the ground nate propenies for the complete series of doys,  we will 

illustrate the ciifferences berween FM, NM and DLM calculations in the case of Fe&,. Such 

caidations have already been performed by Akai [Akai93] using the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker 

@R) method. The resulrs cm be slightly different in these LMTO calculations because of the 

different methodr. Fig. 54 shows the energy, magnetic moments and ch- density at the 

nudeus in Fe&,, as a funaion of volume. AS in the ordered compound, there is a transition 

from a HM FM state at large volume to a NM nate at low volume. The drop in the moment at 

the transition volume is sudden in both Fe and Ni atoms. As in the ordereà structures, a 

discontinuity in the charge density at the nucleus Û observed at the transition volume. The DLM 
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p h w  hu an quilibrium energy which is lower than the NM phase but higher than the FM 

phase, indicating that this d o y  favours the presence of a moment on the Fe atom (compared to 

the NM phase) but is even more nabilized by ferromagnetic interactions between large Fe and 

Ni  moments. In fact, supercell caldations that admit non-colhearity (or at lem anti-parallel 

alignment) find that the lowest energy phase has large Fe and Ni moments but that some Fe 

moments are antipanllel to the bulk magneriution when they are in an Fe-rich local 

environment BangWang97, vanSchilfgaarde991. Of course, nich configurations are not 

attainable in the CPA caldations we have perfonned, or in the CPA treatmenr for partial 

antiferromagnetic proposed by Akai et al. [Akai93]. 

In table 21, we x e  that even though the FM and DLM equilibrium moments are 

suggestive of a HM nate, p, (O) and the IS are quire different. P u t  of this is due to the difference 

in equilibrium volumes of the w o  phases but fig. 54c shows that, at the rame volume, p, (O) is 

quite different in the DLM and FM phases. 

Another important note is regarding the equilibrium volumes. The DLM equilibrium 

volume is found to be quite smaller thm the FM equilibrium volume. In a locd-moment material 

where the exchange interactions are volume independent, the D M  phase should have the same 

moment and a similar energy curve as the FM phase, with a volumcindependent offset 

corresponding to the magnetic interaction energy, AEm = JQ p, p, (amrning a Heisenberg 
c ip 

Hamiltonian). In our case, we find that dthough the moments in the DLM and FM phases are of 

similar magnitude, the energy curve is clearly shifted towards lower volumes, indicating that the 

difference Em in magnetic intemion energy berween the FM and DLM changes with the 

volume. Since the moments are similu, this suggests that the exchange interaction panmeters Jy 

are strongly volume dependent. 

We c m  also dixuss the difference between the NM and DLM phases. The increase in the 

volume from the NM to the DLM grouad nate gives an idea of the difference in volume that 

results from creating a large moment, as Û p o d a t e d  in the 2-y-nate mode1 of Weiss Weiss63J. 

In this respm, it is interesting ro compare our LMTO result to the KKR resuit of Akai et al. 

[Akai93]. In their work, Akai and coworken found chat the DLM nate actudy had the lowen 

energy of all three stares considered but that its equilibrium volume wu very close to the NM 

equilibrium volume, indicating that the creation of a large moment is accomplished without a 

change in volume, chereby breaking the Weiss hypothesis. In any case, both cdculations show a 
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large volume ciifference between the FM and DLM solutions, which we interpret as king  due to 

a dnmatic volume dependence of the magnetic exchange interaction parameten. The 

implications of such a volume dependence of the exchange parameten on the Invar problem are 

discusKd in chapter 7. 
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Figure 54 CPA r d t s  for FeuNi,, in the FM (solid line), DLM (dashed line) and NM (dotred 
he) phases. The mous indicate the equilibrium volumes for each phase (a). In (b) the Ni 
moment in the DLM phase is O. 
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Figure 55 Calulued composition dependence of the energy (a), the atomic volume (b) and the 
bulk moddus (c) of the chemically disorderd phases (. FM, O NM, DLM) and the 
chemidy ordered ph- (* HM FM, * NM). 
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Figure 56 Calculatecl composition dependence of the isomer shift (a), hyperfie field (b) and 
magnetic moment (c). In (a), . FM, O NM, DLM, * HM FMordered, * NM-ordered. In (b) 
and (c), . FM Fe, O FM Ni, + DLM Fe (in the DLM case, Ni is non-magnetic), t Fe HM FM- 
ordered, O Ni HM FM-ordered. W-Wed symbols represent the avenges. 
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5.4.4 Composition Dependence of the CPA FM, DLM and NM Equilibrium 

Propenies 

Figs 55 and 56 highlight several of the properties renilting from the CPA FM and DLM 

calculations as a function of composition. As in fig. S2a for the ordered compounds, fig. 55a 

shows the energy of the chemically ordered and disordered d o y ,  relative to an idealized mix of 

pure Ni and pure y-Fe, thereby indicating the nability of the homoqneous alloy relative to 

xgregation into xparate phases. This figure shows that at no composition is the chemically 

disordered d o y  nable with respect to xgregation into FeNi, and y-Fe, as their energies al1 fall 

above the doned line. One cm also see that the chemicaily ordered phase FeNi has a slightly 

lower energy than i u  disordered alloy, F e & & ,  indicating that it is metastable and may form if 

the mobility of the atoms is insufficient for them to segregate into FeNi, and y-Fe. 

We should be careful in ascribing too much vaiue to these cornparisons berween 

chemically ordered and disordered compounds, as the cdculations were not performed in the 

exact same context. As previously mentioned, the CPA caidatioos included relativistic 

corrections in a non-relativiric treatment, whereas the caiculations for the ordered compounds 

were fully scalar-relativistic. Small diffennces in energies might be due to the treatment used 

nther than CO mal differences between the compounds. It is however possible to compare al1 

CPA caicdations with each other. 

We find that the FM state is more nable than the NM or DLM nate up to 83.5 at. Oh Fe. 

Above thk composition, the DLM nate is more stable, until it converges with the NM aate as 

the moment drops continuously to O p, at -91 at. % Fe. B a d  on these results, calculations 

which include non-collinear magnetism and pvrial anti-parallel spin arrangements (which 

require a supercell treatment) can potentially produce lower energies n t  compositions in the Fe 

nch region. This has in fia k e n  shown for Fe,$rli,, [vanSchilfgaarde99], where a non-collinear 

ground siate is found, having a non-collinear ground state l e s  than 1 mRy lower than the FM 

ground aate. When considering only the coibear magnetic structures, we fmd that the FM aate 

becomes less stable than the NM state at 84.5 at. % Fe. This is similar to the value of 74 at. O/o 

obtiined by Abrikosov et al. [Abrikosov95] who paformed similv caiculations, but using a 

Green's method innead of the LMTO method. Because of the very small energy ciifference 

between the taro phases around these compositioas, it is not unapected that different methob 
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produce different rendu. 

In the disordered ailoy, the concentration dependence of the eqdibrium volume (fig. 

S b )  is similar to the one obtained in the ordered phases: the HM FM phase has a volume which 

increases quasi linearly with concentration, whereas the volume of the NM phase decreases 

linearly with the concentration, as would be expeaed from Vegard's law Fegud281. It is 

worchwhiie to point out that the orderd phase calculations and disordered phase calculations 

(CPA) do not give the same r e d t  for the end-memben (Fe and Ni), since different 

approximations were used (fully scalar-relativistic vr. non-relativistic with relativiaic 

corrections). However, the behaviour of both ordered and disordered phases are similar and in 

fact ûV/& Y the same at c - O at. % Fe (dashed and dotted lines in fig. Sb) .  Experimentally, 

chemicaiiy ordered FeNi, h u  nearly the same volume as chemically disordered Fe,Ni,, (1 1.205 

k 0.007 A' m. 11.226 k 0.002 A', WakelinSZ], AVN - -0.2 %) but FeNi has a more 

significantly lower volume than irs disordered dey (1 1.475 f 0.005 A' [Albensen8 11 vs. L 1.53 1 

* 0.003 A' [Owen37], AVN - 0 . 5  %, ), as is predicted by the ESCs. Comparisons for Fe,Ni 

and HM y-Fe are not possible as these ph- are not observed experimentally. Cornpared to the 

HM FM phase, the DLM phase r e d u  in a concentntion dependence of the volume which k 

quite ununial, linking the HM FM volume at low Fe concentration to the NM volume at high 

Fe concentration, as the DLM's phase's moment drops continuously from the HM value to O 

(fig. 56c). It is also interesring to note that, as is experimentdy observed and reponed in the 

previous section, thcre is, for Fe-rich alloys, a deviation from Vegard's law towards l a ~ g e r  

volumes. This feature is àisturbing since one would urpect that as the Fe moment drops (albeit 

slightiy) with increasing Fe content, the volume would also drop because of the moment m. 

volume relation. The fact that there is a positive deviation cm only be understood in terms of a 

magneto-volume effect due to the Fe-Fe magnetic exchange puuneter. This very important 

point and its relation to the Invu effect will be dixurxd in -ter detail in the next chapter. 

The caldated bulk moduli B of the chemically ordered and disordered alloys agree well 

with each other in the FM and NM phases (fig. 555). As seen in the ordered phase, B drops very 

slightly as Fe content is increased in the FM phase and tends to rise in the NM phase. A large 

ciifference between the FM and NM phases is clear and is rnainly attributed to the clifference in 

equilibrium volume berareen the m o  phases (the drop in volume is associateci with an increase in 

compressibility). Even though the volume of the DLM phase is lower than that of the HM phase, 
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B has a tendency to decrease, especidy as the Fe content is increased and as the Fe moment 

deviates more strongly from the HM vdue. At 80 at. % Fe, the value is lowest and then narts 

rising up to the NM value a larger Fe content. This clevly shows tkat the magnetic disorder 

genenlly increases the compressibility of the lanice (lowen B) compued to coustrained FM and 

NM situations, as was caldated by van Schilfgaarde et al. [vanSchilfgwde99]. Experimentally, 

the decrease in B between 40 and 65 at. % Fe is nibstantially larger than expected from data 

below 40 at. % Fe indicating it is moa likely due to the onset of non-collinear magnetism. 

It is also intereaing to note that, although other parameters vary continuously from the 

HM value to the NM value as Fe content is increased (volume, moment, etc.), B exhibics a 

arange behaviour and suddenly the concentration of 80 at. % Fe is physically asociated with 

some form of disconrinuity. One should note that the calculation of the bulk modulus requires 

the second derivative of the E(V) curve, so it is sensitive to roundsff erron in the energy. We 

took ail precautions to correctly evaluate the curvature of the energy curve in order to get a 

value of the B which is precise to about 5-10 GPa for the HM/NM caldations and IO-15 GPa 

for the DLM caldation. 

Following Moruzzi ~ o n i z z i 8 8 ]  and Herper et al. [Herper99a], the Debye temperature 

can be calculated from the ESC according to: 

where t, is the WSR in a.u., B is in k b u  (1 kbar = 0.1 GPa) and M is the atomic mas. When 

using this formula, we find (fig. 57) that the 8, = 350 K and varies very linle with the 

composition (- 10 K over the entire range), as is experimentally observed based on the Mossbauer 

mesuremenu from the previous seaion. We also fmd that 8, in the MM phase is also 

composition independent and higher than in the FM phase (8, = 405 K). 

The cdculated IS (fig. 56a) in the HM chemically disordered phase does show a 

synematic discrepancy with the chemicaily oràereci phase, possibly due to the CPA. In any case, 

it also shows a large drop at the HM/NM transition. The &op is due both to the decrew in 

volume and the difference beween the charge densities at the nucleus in both phases. The DUI 

r d t  is interesting as it shows the IS drops continuously away from the HM vdue as the Fe 

content is increased. Even when the moment is aiU large (around 65 at. %), the IS in the D M  

phase is doser to that of the NM phase than the HM phase. This seems to indicate that magnetic 
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ordering substantially affects the IS in FcNi alloys, contrary to what is expected in a pure locd 

moment material. As in the case of the HM/NM &op, part of the W D L M  drop is due to the 

decreaw in volume but another part is due to the différence between the DLM and HM charge 

densities at the nucleus, Y shown in fig. 54 for Fe,&. Temperature-induced magnetic 

disordering effects can thus possibly be seen in these alloys, as is investigated experimentally in 

chapter 6. 

The contact hyperfine field (fig. 56b) in both Fe and Ni vary linearly with Fe content in 

the HM FM p h w ,  though their behaviour is quite different than that calculated for the ordered 

compounb. This is most likely due to the use of a full-relativistic treatment in the ordered 

phases' caldations. The effect of the ESC parameten on the HF bas k e n  extensively snidied by 

Blügel pluge187] and Battocleni [Battocletti96]. As in the case of the IS, the HF is always srnaller 

(in magnitude) in theDLM phase comparedto the HF in the HM FM phase. The HF on theNi 

atoms is always zcro in the D M  phase and the HF on the Fe atoms drops monotonously to O as 

the moment &op to O. Previously, we showed that the HF could be calculated b w d  on the local 

and NN moments as H = A p + B Ep,. When using the SRA calculations on the ordered 

Figurc 57 Calculatecl 8, for Fe-Ni alloys based on the CPA cddations in the FM m and NM 
@) ph== 
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phases, we found A = -4 T/ p, and B = -1 T/pB. In these non-relativistic cdulations, we have 

already seen that the HF is different from the HF in the SRA calculations, so we can expect the 

coefficients A and B to be different. In the case of a disordered alloy, the NN moments should be 

taken as the average moment and we End that the model still holds but with A = -4.5 T/ p, and 

B - 4.7 T/pe* In the DLM case, the NN moment should be taken as ni1 and we find that we 

nili have H = AV with A = 4.8 T/p,, a value very similar to that obtained in the FM 

configuration. As in the case for the caldations of ordered phases, these r d t s  al1 tend to 

nippon the use of the phenomenologicd model proposed by Dang and Rancourt [Dang96a, 

Dang96bI to explain the HFD in Fe-Ni alloys. 

The final and very important propenies we have represented are the magnetic moments 

on the Fe and Ni atoms (fig 56c). The HM FM results compare well with those in the chemically 

ordered phases, both in terms of the individual moments on the Fe and Ni atoms and the average 

moment of the bulk material. We find that although the Ni moment remains nearly constant 

over the range of stability of the HM ph-, the Fe moment drops slightly as the Fe 

concentration is increased. This results in an average moment which is nearly lineu, as predicted 

by the Slater-Pauling relation but has a slight curvature redting is a sublinear relation with Fe 

concentration. The &op in the Fe moment can be associated with a &op in the Fe moment 

based on the NN environment, as shown by James et al. [James99]. If the moment of an Fe atom 
O varies linearly with n, the number of Fe NNs, as p,(n) = p, + a n , then the average Fe 

O moment in a random binary dloy of Fe concentntion c wiii be p, (r) = p, + 12ac, a linear 

dependence with the Fe concentntion. In fact, the concentration dependence of p, is not quite 

linear but the idea has been shown to be valid In the DLM case, the Ni moment is always 0. 

This is because the energy of formation of a moment (iernal, or intra-atomic, energy) is always 

positive, meaning that the Ni atom on its own will not develop a moment at O K (since we do 

not take entropy into account at O K). When the magnetic ordering (extemal or inter-atomic) 

energy of the FM phase is taken into account, a moment ocfun, of magnitude around -0.6 p, . 
In the DLM case, no magnetic ordering energy is presenr, so the moment always collapses. The 

Fe moment, however, behaves quite differently. At low Fe content a high moment is found, 

similar to the one foutid in the HM FM phase. This dearly shows that die intemal energy of 

formation of the moment is negative. The FM magnetic ordering only slightly stabilizes the 

moment dose to the DLM value (fig. 56c). As the Fe content is increased, the moment drops 
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monotonously but only substantially above 7475 at. % Fe. Below this concentration, the DLM 

moment should still be considered a HM. The collapse of the moment as the concentntion 

increases is akin to its collapse as the volume is reduced (when considering a fured concentntion). 

Based on both the FM and DLM calculations, one can argue that, in a phase with partially non- 

collinea. moments, the Fe moment is expected to remain high but slightly l e s  than in the FM 

phase. 

There are very interening yet puvling relations between the various calculated 

panmeters presented in this section. For example, the volume increase in the DLM phase relative 

to the HM phase, (VD, - V,) / (Vm1 - V,) , is found to be directly proponional to the square 

of the Fe moment in the DLM phase, & (fig. 58). This type of relation is unexplained though an 

attempt cm be made. We assume Vegud's law holds for the HM FM and NM phases and that 

the volume of the Ni atorn is independent of its aate (v;, = v'J. If the equilibrium volume of 

any alloy of concentration c is semi-univend, i.e. Q) = V& (c) + f ( p ( r ) ) ,  then we would have 

Figure 58 Relation between the DLM moment squared and the relative volume beween the 
DLM and NM phases in Fe-Ni alloys. 
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If /(pl = a p2, then we would have the relation we have described. However, the volume- 

moment relation observed in the DLM phases of Fe&,, and y-Fe do not behave this way (we 

aaually have f (p, 0.65) a p4eo and f (p, 1. O) = p'-2, indicating t hat f (p, r) does in fact depend on 

both p and c, not just p. Such relations c u l  thus only be eluciâated when a cornplete analysis of 

the volume dependence of the internal and extemai energies related to the moment are known. 

The CPA caiculations of KM FM d o y s  indicate that FcNi ailoys cm to some degree be 

considered as simple binary alloys which obey Vegard's law and the Slater-Pauling relation but 

upon closer inspection, deviations from these relations are a the hem of the complexities 

involving these alloys. The DLM calculations shed new light on the nature of the magnetic 

moment and the electronic structure (through the lJ1 when the magnetic order is changed. The 

dramatic differences berneen magnetically ordered (HM FM) and disordered (DLM) phases 

clearly indicate that the alloys u e  quite complex and that many of rheir propenies will be 

intrinsically linked to the magnetic order of the alloys. Though extensions ro finite temperatures 

are uncenain, these calculations seem to show that the loss of (long-range) magnetic order at Tc 

will cenainly be accompanied with unmal changes in propenies, like the IS or B, which are 

unialiy very well behaved and understood. Funher inspection of experirnental resulu in light of 

these calculations cm reveal new and very important information reguding the Invar and ami- 

Invar effects, as will be manifested in the following chapter. 
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5.5 Magnetism of y-Fe: FM, AF and DLM Caldations 

The magnetism of y-Fe has long k e n  diswsed in terms of constrained equilibrium States 

which are obtained from ESCs [Anderx>n77, Kubler8 1, Wuig85]. In put icdu ,  the initial 

calculations which imposed FM magnetic coupling found that three nates were obtained as a 

function of the lattice volume. At low volumes, the NM phase is found to be more stable than 

any FM phase but upon increasing the volume, one would find an M FM phase with a moment 

- 1 va and at higher volumes, a HM FM phase with a moment 22.5 p, Based on these 

caldations, many othen concluded that y-Fe could occur in one of two nates, as earlier 

a (au.) 

Figure 59 Caiculated moments in y-Fe for different magnetic structures: - DLM phase, - - HM 
FM phase, * = O  IM FM phase, - *- AF-1 phase, - O*- AF-2 phase. The DLM calculation wu non- 
relativistic, with some relativistic corrections while the other calculations were M y  scalar- 
relativistic. The phase which is mon stable at the given lattice parameter is indicated at the top 
(this acludes the DLM phase because the energies cannot be diredy compued). 
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proposed by Weiss Weiss631 md that many of its fuiite temperature propenies could be 

apiained by themal excitation between the states. 

More refmed cdculations, which for example treated AF order, also found an Al? 

connnined minimum with a s m d  moment - 1 p,. Spin-spiral and more complex AF structures 

Clames99 and references therein] found even more possible states for y-Fe with moments which 

range from O to the HM value. Finally, as shown in fig. 59, DLM cdculations of y-Fe show rhat 

the stable DLM moment shows a continuous increase from the NM value at low volume, to a 

HM value at large volume [these calculations, Pinski861. Several other solutions are aiso ploned 

in fig. 59, showing that the stable moments in 

each structure are usuaily close to the DLM 

moment but they may be nabilized to slighrly 

higher or lower values, depending on the 

magnetic anrcture (as illustnted in fig. 60). This 

tends to indicate that, as a function of the 

volume, y-Fe aabilizes a finite moment which 

varies continuously from O to a HM value and 

1 which is pvtially affeaed by the imposed 

magnetic order. As commented by James et al. 

b~ 1 IJames99], one should also note that the 
equilibnum volumes for each of the considered 

0- 
)r 

P phases also increases with volume, indicating 
t w that there are not only two equilibrium phases 

(in the sense of energy minima) but a large 

number of p h w s  associated with various 

1 1 1 1 1 I J  

O 1 2 3 
magnetic configurations. The continuity of the 

r (rd magnetic moment from the N M  phase to the 

HM FM phase thus tends to indicate that the 

Figure 60 I h ~ r a t i o m  of (a) NM and (b) HM transition from a HM to a NM atom is of 
states. - - intemal energy (of formation of the 
moment), **- magnetic ordering energy (=  -Jp 2 second-order as a hinaion of volume, as opposed 
in a NN Heknberg model), - total energy* In to the k a d e r  transition presented in the 2-y- 
the HM case, the moments in the D L .  case 
(pD4 and with magnetic order Ur,,) are state model. 

indicated. 
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Table 22 Effective Heisenberg magnetic exchange interactions with the first 3 NN shells, for the 
various magnetic structures considered (the total exchange in temion should be maximum when 
the stmcture is stable) 

Also shown in fig. 60 are the volume ranges where the various phases have the lowest 

energy. Since the HM FM phase is stable at large volume, the magnetic exchange interaction CI,) 
parameter musr be positive. At lower volume, the AF-1 structure (which corresponds to 

individual planes in the (001) direction with up and down moments) is m o n  stable, indicating 

that the a t  l em the NN exchange interaction parameter CI,,) m u s  be negative, according to table 

22. For intemediate volumes, the AF-2 a n i m e  (which corresponds to individual planes in the 

(001) direction with up and down moments) is more nable, indicating that there might be 

negative longrange magnetic exchange interaction constants. The faa that different magnetic 

structures are nable at slightly different volumes indicates that the magnetic exchange interaction 

puameter is changing dnmatically with the volume, as has been caldated by Sabiryanov et al. 

[Sabiryanov95]. This also explains the collapse of the moment in the FM caiculation: because 1, 
is negative and too large, the magnetic ordehg energy in the constrained FM phase exceeds the 

intemal energy of formation of the moment, so the moment vanishes. In the AF-2 structure, the 

same collapse is seen but at lower volume. Li the AF-1 structure, at small enough volume, the 

magnetic ordering energy xems relatively small, such that the stable moment is simply given by 

the minimum in the intemal energy (caldated by the DLM rnethod). 

When doyed with another species, the aate of the Fe a tom (the magnitude of iu 

moment) that will be stable will be dependent on the atomic volume of the other species but aiso 

on the magnetic interaction between the Fe moments and the other species. For example, in Fe- 

Pt ailoys, the large atomic volume of Pt Mli result in a large average FcFe distance and the large 

volume KM FM aate is stabilized. Of course, because of charge tnnsfer, the Jloying will also 

affect the moment-volume relation shown in fig. 59. As previously stated, in FcNi alloys the 

HM state is &O stabilized because of charge tnnsfer, even though the atomic volume is smaller 

than where the HM is stable in y-Fe. 

The compla magnetism of y-Fe is thus due to two distinct phenornena: the instability of 
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the moment at low volume (or large valence elmron demity) which c a w s  a collapse of the 

DLM moment and a change in the magnetic exchange parameter with volume, which results in 

the stabilisation of various magnetic confiiguntions as a fuaction of volume. In this view, the 

concept of two nates disappean as there is a continuou evolution from a NM phase at low 

volume (which, if there w u  a moment wodd be AF) to a HM FM phase at larger volume. 

5.6 Conclusion 

The smdy of Fe-Ni alloys has always been supponed by many different types of 

experimental observations. Since the end of the 1970's the use of ESCs in providing a theoretical 

explmation to the hvar effect h u  rapidly grown to be the major source of insight on Fe-Ni 

alloys. We have decided to take advantage of the enormous predictive capabilities of current 

ESCs to investigate in more de td  than ever before certain aspects and propenies related to the 

magnetism of Fe-Ni alloys. These calculations are proven to be reiiable in explaining sorne 

known aspects of Fe-Ni magnetism, most notably within the context of Ni-rich collinear 

magnetism. A careful study of alloys in the Fe-rich region illutrates the unremely complex 

nanire of the magnetism of FCC Fe. Even though thex calculations only give information on 

idealized syaems at T = O K, they provide insight on how viuious parameten are linked and 

how one might expect to characterize f k t e  temperatun properties. 

The precision of the calculation of the charge density a the nucleus is now good enough 

to predict what can be observed experimentdy through the IS, ineasured by Mossbauer 

spectroscopy. We have found chat the IS cm be used as a sensitive probe of the nature of the 

magnetic moment in Fe-Ni alloys. The anaiysis of HFs in these calculations also shows that the 

HFDs measured experimentally cm be conclusively linked to various intrinsic features of the 

alloys which are otherwise hard to grup. 

It is on the basis of these caiculations that we will present in the next chapter a review of 

experimental data penaining to FcNi doys  in the collinev magnetic regime and advance new 

experimental data which will be used to shed light on the problerns of Invv and ami-Invar 

propenies of alloys. 



6. Experimental Obsewation of a 
HM/LM Transition in Fe-Rich FCC Fe- 
Ni Alloys. Implications Regarding 
the lnvar and Anti-lnvar Effects 

6.1 Introduction 

in order to bener undemand the anomaious propenies of FCC Fe-Ni alloys in the range 

of 60 to 80 at. % Fe, we have performed a detailed MS study of rapidly quenched samples. Unlike 

bulk measurements such as magnetisation or dilatometry, with this experimental method it is 

possible to distinguish the FCC and BCC phases that might coexirt in a sample, therefore 

enabling us to study the properries of the FCC phase up to 78 at. % Fe. There were two main 

purposes to this mdy: 

1) To examine the RT IS (and other hyperfine parameters) and possibly relate them to 

the composition&ven W L M  transition predicted by E X  calculations; 

2) To examine the thermal evolution of the IS in FCC Fe-Ni ailoys and its implications 

regarding the Invar and antihvar phenornena. 

This chapter comprises three main parts which deal with the simple preparation and 

experimental methodr, the RT measurements (MS and XRD) and their analysis, and the high 

temperature MS measurements and their analysis. The analysis of the 2s of the RT mevurements 

unambiguously identifies a compositiondriven HM/LM transition occurring around 70 at. % 

Fe. O n  the other hand, the higher temperature mevurements show two distinct effects: the 
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reduction of the HM magnitude with loss of magnetic order in hvar dloys, and the increase of 

the moment magnitude with temperature in anti-Invu alloys. Discussions relating these 

observations to the thermal expansion propenies of mch dloys are given, leading to an 

explimation of the anri-Invar effect. On the other hand, the questions relating to the hvu effect 

will be resolved in the next chapter. 

6.2 Experimentd Procedures 

6.2.1 Sample Preparation 

The samples were prepved by Prof. R. A. Dunlap from Dalhousie University. They 

were prepared by melting aoichiornetric mixtures of Fe and Ni then quenching them by the 

min roller quench method. The estimated quench rate from the melt is 10'-106 Us. This allowed 

samples that had enough retained FCC phase at RT to be produced up to 78 at.% Fe. The 

redt ing flakes, which have thicknesxs which varied between 50 and 200 Pm, show some signs 

of oxidation on the surface but none of Our measurements revealed any oxides, indicating that 

the bdk of the flakes were pure Fe-Ni. For MS, we chose flakes in order to produce a sample 

with an approximately uniform thickmss of - 100 Pm. The siune flakes were also used for the 

XRD. The smples were not analysed to determine their composition. The nominal composition 

of the Fe-Ni melt wu used. Amal  compositions should vary by at mon 0.5 at.% Fe, as c m  be 

inferred from the correlations between meuurements at various compositions, and the 

cornparison becween our measuremenrr and other published measurements. 

6.2.2 X-ray Diffraction 

Because of the proximity of the manensitic transition in these Fe-rich samples, the FCC 

phase is ofien unstable when the sample is füed or polished. For this reason, we had to use the 

flakes in their original state to do 'powder" XRD measurements. For these measurements, we 

chose flat flakes which could be fixed onto a low-background holder using double-sided tape. As 

this inevitably leads to an error in the reference position of the absorber, some fme Si powder 

(SRM 604b) was sprinkled on the flakes to provide a calibrateci reference height. We performed 
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the mevurements on a Philips X'Pen PW3710 system 8-20 powder diffractorneter equipped 

Mth a Kevexm solid nate Si(Li) detector. A copper target w u  used for the source, and Cu K a  

radiation was used by elearonic fdte ring using a single chamel analyser (SCA). Both Ka, and 

Ka, were present and accounted for in the andysis, using AKa, - 1.540585 A and A, = 1.544413 

A, with an intensity ratio & / IK., - 0.509 Lide931. Al1 memremenrs were performed at RT 

using a spiming absorber to attenuate prefemd orientation effects. The &ta was typically 

acquired in 20 seps of 0.02' from 30' to 110'. 

Each diffractogram w u  analyseci by the fuii pattern Rietveld method to obtain accurate 

lanice parameters. For this purpose, the program DBWS-9411 produced by R.A. Young 

[Young%] was w d .  In al1 cases, only a minimal nwnber of parameten were used to fit the 

diffnctogram. In al1 Rietveld analyses, the known lanice parameter of the Si powder were fiied, 

and the sample displacement parameter was allowed to vuy. 

6.2.3 Mossbauer Spectroxopy 

The detaih regarding the semp for Mossbauer spectroxopy are described in chapter 2. 

RT measurements were perfonned on ail wmples (67 at. % to 78 at. %) in the normal 

transmission geomerry. High-temperame rneasuremenu were only performed on some of the 

amples, using the oven described in chapter 2. In addition, we performed measurements on 

three splat quenched samples (30,50 urd 60 at. % Fe) that had den w d  in the work of M.Z. 

Dang [Dang96a]. Various models were consistently used to determine the CS. 

Because the spectra show a Mde nnge of characteristics such as broad HFDs, CS-z or e-z 

coupling, dynamic spin flipping effects neu  Tc, severai models were used to obtain CSs so that 

we get the range of plausible CSs, independent of the model used. This is an important point 

since using a specific model can unially yield a different CS than another model because of 

couphgs between parameters, distribution shapes, or other characteristics. Here is a l ia  of al l  

the models comidered in the case of specva showing magnetic splitting (see description of Recoil 

at hnp://www.physics.uortawkca/-rsoil and appendix A for details on the analysis models): 

1- HR) (VBF uialysis). t ,  5, and Lorentzian HWHM are free puameten. 

a+ No coupling 
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b. F-z couplhg 

c. bz coupling 

d. e-z and 6-z couplings 

2. KFD and ot her distributions (xVBF anaiysis) . < c > , < b > , and Lorentziui 

HWHM are free parameten. 

a. e dinribution (1 Gaussian), with e-z comlation 

b. 6 distribution (1 gaussian), with bz correlation 

C. E and 6 distributions, with E-z, 6-2 and e-6 correlations 

3. When close to Tc. Dynamic lineshape analysis, using the mode1 of Blume and 

Tjon. E, 6,  and Lorentzian HWHM are free parameten. p = O is fured but f is 

free. 

4. Above Tc, QSD (VBF analysis). b, A, and Lorentzian HWHM are free 

parameters 

a. No coupling 

b. &A coupling 

5. When close to and above Tc. Fit to a single Voip peak with variable Lorentzian 

and Gaussian widths and uea. This is equivalent to a CSD of Voigt shape. 

When the spectrum was a singlet, above Tc, the spectmm wu fit using a single Voip peak, or 

using a VBF mode1 with a QSD. Only fits that lead to physicdly acceptable parameters were 

considered. Situations which lead to unphysical parameten, such as large E or i3 distributions, or 

a poor quality f i t  were discarded. 

6.3 Description of the RT Mossbauer Spectn 

Figs. 61 and 62 show the RT Mossbauer spectn of the RQ samples. As revealed by these 

spectn, pure FCC samples were produced up to 72 at. % Fe, whereas the BCC phase is present 

and dominant for more Fe-rich samples. The specvum of the 78 at. % Fe d o y  shows that the 

FCC phase has practicdy to tdy  disappeared and in fact no memin@ analysis of the FCC 

phase could be performed on this spectrum. In addition to the passage through the manensitic 

swn boundary which causes this FCCACC behaviour, we also see that as the Fe concentration 

increw, we are g r a d d y  going prn the magnetic ordering temperature (Tc) in the FCC phase. 
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This results in the collapse of the sextet and the nvrowiog of the peak as we go pur Tc. Though 

severai analyses have shown that the broad lines in spectn like the one for 67 at. % are due to 

inhomogeneous broadening (static broadening c a d  by a distribution of hyperfine parameters) 

W r i c h U ,  85, Dang96a, 96b], homogenous broadening (due to dynamic effecrs) is also present 

for d o y s  close to Tc ~ancoun85,91b,  Ping921. Homogenous broadening is the result of 

fluctuations of hyperfine parameten dunng the lifetime of the excited nate of the Mossbauer 

transition. In rhis case, the predominant fluctuation is that of the HF which changes direction as 

the local magnetic moment changes direction near and above Tc. Far above Tc, fluctuations are 

so fast that an effectively static (nil) HF is observeci. 

Because of the complexity of the spectn which exhibit such homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous broadening, we have found it necessaty to use many plausible fining models in 

order to detennine the range of possible values for the hyperfine parameters. This is required 

because of the intrinsic degenency of valid solutions of the fining, which vises because similar 

spectral h u r e s  c m  be produced by various parameters or  combinations of parameten. In 

paniculu, from a single spectnun, it is impossible to distinguish between homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous broadening. We must therefore consider both possibilities, within physical 

limits that we set ounclves. Tables 23 through 28 give the r e d t s  from fining the spectra shown 

above using the models dexribed in the previous section. It becomes clear that a single precise 

value of the CS cannot be obtained for spectn below but close to Tc (al1 samples with less than 

72 at. % Fe). As ui example, consider the analyses of the speamm of Fe&,. Fits which do not 

include a coupling of the CS to the Zeeman splitting yield a vaiue around 0.015 mmh, whereas 

those that include such a coupling yield a vaiue around 4.012 d s .  O n  inspection of the x2 we 

should favour the values around 4.012 d s ,  but the other group of r e d t s  &O have a 

natinically ~ i ~ c a n t  x2. Within the c o n t a  of these anaiyses, we c m  only conclude that the 

"true' average CS is within this range of values. The slme cm be said of other spectn, which 

yield widely varying CSs, though they are not always grouped according to simple systematics. 

In producing figs. 66, we have therefore indicated the range of plausible vaiues by a solid bu ,  to 

which we add the ratistical k i n g  uncertainty. For FeuNi,, the range of values is large even 

though the fitting uncenlinty is smd ,  but for Fe,Ni,, ail fits give approximately the same 

resuit, but the fitting uncenainty is large. 
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Figure 61 RT Mossbauer spectn of RQ FcNi doys wïth compositions from 67 to 72 at. % Fe. 
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Figure 62 RT Mossbauer spectra of RQ FcNi doys with compositîon.s from 73 to 78 at. % Fe. 
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6.4 Observation of a HM/LM Transition Occurring Around 70 at. % Fe 

Fig. 63 illustrates the range of the average HF for the complete composition series of 

FCC alloys, including the ones d y s e d  in the previous chapter. One cm clearly see a 

continuou &op of the HF, indicating that the nominal compositions of the prepared Fe-rich 

alloys are quite accurate. The only exception is alloy Fe,& #2, which, according to its 

spectrum and average HF, seems to have a true composition of -70.5 at. Oh Fe. However, 

without a more precise characterization, we will ni11 repreant it in figures as having 70 at. %. 

The &op in the average HF cornes primvily from two fanon: 1) the presence, above -50 at. %, 

of antipanllel spin configurations in the ground nate, and 2) the fact that these measurernents are 

taken at RT, and that the Tc of Fcrich alloys drops dramatically with increasing Fe content 

such that, at RT, as we increase the Fe content, we get closer to Tc and indeed are above it, 

above -70.5 at. % Fe (fig. 64). Broadeniag due to dynamic effects occun for compositions where 

the mevurement temperarure is close to Tc, redting in a non-vanishing average HF (up to - 73 

at. % Fe) when an analysis asniming a natic HF is w d .  This effect may also be seen in fig. 65 

where the FWHM of the FCC signai is illusuated. Apvr from the dnmatic decrease when 

passing above 70 at. % Fe, the width remah larger than iu true paramagnetic value up to 73 at. 

% where dynamic effects due to spin fluctuations are ail1 present. Incidentdly, this figure also 

illustrates the difference between the two ailoys which have a nominal composition of 70 at. % 

Fe. Again, the #2 alloy seems to have a true composition around 70.5 at. % Fe. 
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composition (at. % Fe) 

Figure 63 Range of values of the average Zeeman spliriing as a funaion of composition, for 
different andysis models. The dark symbols represent data presented in the previous chapter, 
whereas the light colurnns represent data for Fe-rich alioys presented in this chapter. 
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Figure 64 Variation of the Curie temperature of FcNi alloys as a funaion of composition. The 
data are from [WassermannSO]. The horizontal &shed line represenu RT. Alloys with 
compositions below 70.5 at. % Fe are magnetic at RT, while alloys with an Fe content above this 
composition are panmagnetic. 
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conposition (at. % Fe) 

Figure 65 Variation of the FWHM of the FCC signal as a funaion of composition. In the 
absence of thickness effects in the absorber or the source and hypenine parameter dinriburions, 
the theoretical FWHM would be 0.2 d s .  
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Upon examination of the parameten in tables 23 through 28, in addition to the Zeeman 

splitting, the CS xems to be dramatically affected by the change in compostion above 60 at. Y0 

Fe. As found in the case of collinev FcNi  alloys [chapter 41, the Debye temperature of these 

d o y s  is fairiy independent of the composition at 8, = 380 K, which permits us to enract the IS 

from the CS by subtracting the SOD. Without the SOD, the IS is a more characteristic property 

of the alloy since it is related to the elearon density at the nucleus, and hence is a direct measure 

of the electronic structure of the materiai. 

As seen in chapter 4, the IS of alloys which exhibit collinear magnetism tends to increase 

linevly with Fe content in the Ni-rich region, but reach a plateau at a value of 0.265 mm/s for 

ailoys with compositions around 50 at. % Fe. Fig. 66 shows that upon hrther increasing the Fe 

concentration, the IS undergoes a dnmatic drop over a smail composition range with a midpoint 

around 70 at. Oh Fe. The total magnitude of the drop (-0.1 m d s )  c m  only be v x ~ i a t e d  with a 

subaantid increw in the charge density at the nucleus in the Fe atoms which must be associated 

with some reorganisation of the electronic nrucnue. Because the IS is cdculated by subtracting 

the SOD contribution from the measured CS, we must be sure that this drop cm't be due to a 

change in the Debye temperature of the dloy. Given that 8, = 380 K for dloys below -50 at. 

% Fe, even if 8, dropped to an unphysical value of O K in more Fe-rich alloys, this wouid only 

lead to a drop of 0.023 in the CS. In light of the known propenies of these materials at RT, the 

maximum amplitude of change in 8, (if rhere is one) could be around 100 K, resulting in a drop 

of the CS of only 0.01 m d s .  The observed drop in the CS cm thus entirely be attributed to a 

&op in the IS, as we have assumed in the previous sections. 

We cm also clearly associate this drop in the IS as king  due to a transition from a HM 

d o y  to a LM alloy as Fe content is increased above -70 at. %. In chapter 5, ESCs which vsumed 

a coilinear FM ground nate predict a first-order transition from a HM phase to a NM phase at 

74.5 at. % Fe and h o  predict that this transition can be observed through three key parameten: 

a drop in the moment magnitude (hence the n m e  HM/LM transition), a drop in the lattice 

parameter, and a drop in the charge density at the nucleus or, equivalently, the IS. Because of 

a n t i p d e l  spin configurations (and possibly =me amount of non-collinearity), a direct rnevure 

of the moment magnitude in these alloys is not faible.  However, we do in fact observe the &op 
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in IS, as predicted by the ESCs. Fig. 67 illustrates more clearly the cornparison between the 

mevured IS in FCC and BCC Fe-Ni l o y s  and the r e d u  of the ESCs. In addition, we have also 

ploned the exrracted IS of y-Fe which is known to be a LM material (ke = 0.7 pB, 

[Abnhams62D, the IS of antitaenite (c - 0.88 at. % Fe), also a known LM material [see chapter 31 

and mevured IS of nanophase Fe-Ni produced by mechanical alloying mancoun99]. 

Fim of dl, the observed &op in the IS is the same order of magnitude as the drop 

prediaed by the ESCs, and we cm thus unambiguously identify this &op as a transition from a 

HM phase to a LM phase, becaw only such a dramatic change in the elearonic structure can 

account for this &op in IS. The said transition is predicted to be of fim-order when treating only 

collinear ferromagnetic phases, whereas the observed transition is clearly continuous and thus 

secondsrder in nature. This discrepancy cm be attributed to the limited applicability of the ESC 

prediction because of the constraint to collinear ferromagnetism. When considering the DLM 

phase or a phase wirh anti-parallel spin configurations, the IS is xen  to be reduced relative to a 

purely FM phase. A second-order transition from a HM FM phase to a NM phase d h n  by 

both noncollinearity (or antiparallel spin configurations) and moment magnitude reduction 

would thus produce the observed smooth composition dependence of the drop in the /S. In fact, 

both ESCs which use nipercells and ailow for non-collinearity mang97, vanSchlifgaude99] and 

experimental evidence [Ullrich85, Dang96aI indicate that deviarions from collinear 

ferromagnetism do occur, and that this is the mechanism for smoothing out the transition. 

We c m  also compare the IS of the FCC alloys to other ISs extracted from measurements 

perfonned on BCC and known LM alloys. A s  in the case of HM FCC alloys, the BCC alloys, 

which exhibit a Fe moment of -2.2 p, (making it a HM alloy), have an IS which is aiways 

around 0.25 m d s  and tends to increase with the Ni content. O n  the other hand, measurements 

of the IS in y-Fe give a value of -0.15 d s .  This same value is found in antitaenite, an Ferich 

meteoritic Fe-Ni dloy which exhibits LM properties. The fan that the observed IS in Our 

synthetic FCC Fe-Ni deys drops from 0.25 mm/s at -60 at. % to 0.17 4 s  at -72 at. % seems 

to show a dear transition from a HM phase to a LM phase. We cm also compare thex values to 

those obtained in nanophase FcNi obtained by mechanical doying [Rancoun99]. Al1 alloys 

produced by mechanical alloying consisted of two phases: the HM FCC or BCC phase which is 

magneticaily split, and a panmagnetic phase (usually less than -5 % fraction) whose IS is 

reported in fig. 67. We do not know what the composition of the paramagnetic phase is, so it is 
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reponed in this figure as the bulk composition of the doy. Nonetheless, the exvaaed ISs aiso 

appear arouad -0.14 d s ,  as is chuacteristic of the LM ailoys. 

We have thus unambiguously determined that in FCC Fe-Ni ailoys a RT, there is a 

secondorder composition-driven transition [rom a HM phase to a LM phase, with a mid-point 

around 70 at. %. Also, it is clev from these r e d t s  that this transition is due to a change in the 

electronic structure which leads to the reduaion of the moment magnitudes on both the Fe and 

Ni atoms and the increase in the charge density at the nucleus (or drop in the IS). This is the first 

unequivocal observation of this transition that w u  fm predicted by Mon& ~ o r u u i 8 6 b ]  and 

whose nipposed presence is a corner none of 2-y-state like models of Invar. The moment 

magnitudes in the L.M phase are not known, except in the case of pure y-Fe, because the 

disordered magnetic structure and chemicai alloying, ia addition to the coexistence wit h the 

BCC phase, rnake its experimental deannination very difficult, if not impossible. 

In regards to the composition variation of the Curie temperature, this transition may 

also explain, to some enent, the shupness of the d e c n w  of Tc in Fe-rich alloys, as MC 

simulations have shown that while it is possible to explain it to some extent b w d  on a negative 

Fe-Fe magnetic exchange, it is diffiicult to properly reproduce the steepness of the drop. If the 

moment magnitude was collapsing around 70 at. %, then the effective exchange would also be 

weakened, leading to an accentuated &op in Tc. 
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F i p n  66 Average RT IS of FCC Fe-Ni doys as a function of composition. The column 
reprexats the range of possible values obtained from satisfactory frrs using different models, and 
the error bars represent the 1-0 natistical uncenlinty due to the fitting. Again, the dark columns 
represents previously reponed data, and the light columns the r d t s  of analysis of new Fe-rich 
alloys. 
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mrpositiar (at. % Fe) 

Figure 67 Experimentd and calculated IS in various HM and LM Fe-Ni alloys. Vertical columns 
with error bars represent the synthetic FCC FcNi alloys described in this chapter. Other 
symbols for experimentd RT data are: (a) BCC FcNi dloys [Duig96a and this work], (v) LM y- 
Fe [Keunen, Halbauer831, (O) meteoritic antitaenite [chapter 31, (0) nanophase FCC material 
~ancoun99]. Theoretical r d t s  b a d  on EsCs using the CPA are represented by solid lines, 
ESC r d u  on ordered structures are given by (*) and (tr), where the solid syrnbols represent 
the HM solution, and the open symbol the NM solution. The dashed lines are for presentation 
darity only Y they link the vaiues cdculated for chemically ordereâ alioys in the HM and NM 
phases. 
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6.4.3 The Lattice Parameter 

Having established the existence and the nature of a W L M  transition in the FCC Fe- 

Ni d o y s  around 70 at. % Fe, it is possible to understand one of the moa puuling anomalies in 

the doys '  properties: its lanice pararneter. Ar in MS, the BCC and FCC phases c m  be sepantely 

analyzed in XRD, making it a ushl tool for explonng the Fe-rich region of FCC alloys where 

there is coexistence with the BCC phase. Many investigations of the composition dependence of 

the lanice parameter have been perfomed in the past, so, contnrily to the novelty of our CS 

measurernents, our )(RD measurements are simply a complement to a vast collection. 

6.4.3.1 Identifying the HM/LM Transition 

Fig. 68, which was already given in chapter 4, provides a compilation of the average RT 

atomic volume as a hnction of concentration, for both FCC and BCC alloys. Before analysing it 

in detail, it is necessary to undemand what a 'normal" plot would look like. In the case of a 

binary ailoy, if the two atomic species have comparable atomic volumes, it is possible to get a 

wide range of composition over which a single phase may be stable. In the absence of large 

magneto-volume effects or phase transitions, the composition dependence of the volume will 

obey Vegard's law which states that there should be a linear dependence of the average atomic 

volume on composition [VegudZB, Thorpe911. Upon inspection of fig. 68, we X e  that for 

compositions up to 60 at. % Fe, this is ltpproximately respecteci but above 60 at. % Fe there is a 

signifiant deviation to lower volumes with a transition midpoint at -70 at. %. In the previous 

paragraphs, we have shown that at these compositions, there is a HM to LM transition, as 

predcted by ESCs and observed by MS. In fact, the ESC &O show that the volume of the LM 

p h w  should have a smaller volume than chat of the HM phase, as is observed in fig. 55 [chapter 

9. This is clear evidence that drops in both IS and atomic volume around 70 at. % are due to an 

electronic transition from a HM phase to a LM phase. 
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compositiai (at % Fe) 

Figure 68 Composition dependence of the RT volume in FCC (solid symbols) and BCC (open 
symbols) Fe-Ni alloys. The nnight line represents Vegard's law, as obtained by extrapolating 
from volumes of alloys with compositions less than 20 at. % Fe. See chapter 4 for the references 
regarding all the data points. 
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6.4.3.2 Distinction Between the HM/UiI Transition and the Invar Effect 

The reason for the reduction in the atomic volume relative to the expected Vegard's law 

behaviour hu been one of the most puuling aspects of the Fe-Ni system's properties, as it could 

not be reconciled with the expansion observed in alloys which exhibit the Invar effect. The 

W L M  transition causes the T - O K ground nate volume to be contracted compared to 

expected behaviour, while the magneto-volume expansion which is the Invar effect is an 

expansion relative to normai behaviour at high temperature, where the effect disappears. Clearly 

these two phenornena, the HM/LM transition and the Invar effect, mus be distinct, even though 

they might occur simultmeously over some range of compositions. 

To better accept that the two effects are distinct, one simply has to inspect alloys whose 

Fe content is such that they are unaffected by the HM/LM transition, yet ni11 exhibit an Invar 

effect. Fig. 69 shows a,, the spontaneous volume expansion at T - O K, and a,, the RT 

thermal expansion coefficient, of fcc Fe-Ni alloys. a, is the relative expansion between the 

O 20 40 60 80 

composition (at. % Fe) 

Fi- 69 Spontaneous volume expansion o, at T - O K (solid h e )  and RT thermal expansion 
coefficient a, (dotted line) of FCC FcNi alloys (data taken from ~wemann9OD. 
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observed T = O K volume znd the T = O K volume extnpolated from high-temperatures, where 

there are no more rnagneto-volume effects and where a 'nomal" Grüneisen-type behaviour is 

observed. One clearly sees that o, and a, are nrongly correlated, and are such that, at -65 at. 

% Fe, they re& in a near zero thermal expansion over a wide range of temperanires, known as 

the Invar effea. Although the speaada r  effect is observed o d y  close to 65 at. % Fe, the 

microscopie process which leaâs to it at 65 at. % Fe is present d active in alloys with as little as 

30 at. % Fe. This fact is clear since the deviation from normal behaviour (o, - O and 

a, = 13 1 o - ~  K -' ) is continuous from - 30 at. % Fe up to - 65 at. % Fe. 

Upon closer inspection of fig. 68 in the 460 at. % Fe range, we do in fact find that there 

is a deviation from linearity, as had once been pointed out by Bradley et al. mradley37], but was 

since negleaed. Considenng that Ni-nch alioys with compositions below 25 at. O/O Fe do not 

exhibit significant magneto-volume effects, we caidated the Vagard's law reference for non 

magneto-volume active FcNi alloys by extrapolaring from the data below 25 at. % Fe. When this 

reference volume is subtraaed, one fmds that there is an expansion, relative to non magneto- 

volume active alloys which increases with Fe content and which is of the s m e  order of 

magnitude as o,, as seen in fig. 70. Above -50 at. % Fe, o, is found to be larger than the 

unqmîh (at % Fe) 

Figue 70 T = O deviation from Vegard's law and cornparison with o,. 
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deviatîon from our Vegud's law reference, but this is to be expected, as the reference volume 

ruts decreasing as the HM/LM transition narts. There is thus a dear distinction between the 

volume reduction, seen in Fcrich alloys, which is due to the W L M  transition, and the volume 

expansion, uen in less Fe-rich alloys, which is the main cause of the Invar effect. These concepts 

are illustrated in fig. 71 which distinguishes the taro effects. 
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canposiam (at % Fe) 

Figure 71 Iilustration of the difference between the Invar expansion and HM/LM transition 
contraction of the atomic volume in FCC Fe-Ni ailoys, relative to Vegard's law. Symbols are the 
same as used in fig. 68. Solid Symbols represent RT measuremena, and open symbols represent 
extrapolation to T = O K b w d  on thermal expansion nwes betveen O K and RT (from 
[Hayase73D. As sen,  the W L M  contraction (left d e ) ,  which has a midpoint around 70 at. % 
Fe is an order of magnitude l q e r  than the Invar expansion seen in doys  of lower Fe content 
(right d e ) .  
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6.4.4 Differentiating the Obsavuion of the HM/LM Transition from the Normal IS 

and Volume Correlation 

&cause the IS is related to the charge density at the nucleus, a change in the volume will 

result in a change in the IS. Ir is therefore important to hnher  investigate the relation between 

the &op in IS and the &op in the atomic volume. As seen in chapter 5, the average slope of the 

IS 6 t h  a change in volume is Xî/av= -0.1 mm/s/A3. At 70 at. %, the drop in volume is 

- 0.2 A3, which results in a drop in IS of -0.02 mm/s, or l e s  than half of the observed drop. It is 

thus clear that the observed drop in the IS must be due to a change in the electronic structure, 

and that the observed drop in the volume cannot explain it entirely. It is difficult to prove that 

the drop in the volume is due to the W L M  transition but the observed &op in the IS is 

conclusively attributed to the change in electronic structure which constitues the HM/LM 

transition. 
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Table 23 Parameten of the magnetic phase of the xVBF fiu of RT Mossbauer spectn of Fe-rich 
RQ FcNi alloys. 2-0 (95 %) k i n g  uncertainties are given in the second column for each 
ouuneter. For allovs with c > 73 at. %, the parameten of the BCC phase are given. 

67 1.15 1294190 226 
69 0.92 3202230 235 
69 0.81 3202220 196 
69 0.81 3202200 205 
70 0.72 3801790 152 
70 0.71 3801810 115 
70 # 2  OJO 629935 110 
70 12 0.68 629997 84 
70 # 2 0.67 630068 110 
71 0.71 1134580 323 
7 1 0.71 1134600 102 
7 1 0.70 1134580 124 
72 0.71 584740 47 
72 0.67 584746 81 
73 2.41 1249360 382 
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Fable 23 continued) 
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Table 24 Parameters of the VBF fiu to the RT Mossbauer spectn of Fe-rich R Q  Fe-Ni dloys. 2- 
o (95 %) fittinp; uncertainties are given in the second column of each parameter. 
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(Table 24 contibued) 
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Table 25 Parameten of the DLS fic of the RT spectn of Fcnch RQ Fe-Ni doys  with Tc close 
to RT. 

Table 26 Puameters of the xVBF fit of the paramagnetic FCC phase of the RT specrra of Fcrich 
RQ Fe-Ni alloys. 
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Table 27 Compiled r e d t s  @CC phase) of the xVBF fiu of the RT spectra of Fe-rich RQ 
ailoys. 

181 

Fe-Ni 
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Table 28 Compiled results of the VBF fits of the RT spectn of Fcrich RQ FeNi dloys. 
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Figure 72 High-temperature Mossbauer spectra Figure 73 High-temperature Mossbauer spectra 
of Fe&&, (Tc = 860 K). of Fe&, (Tc = 790 K). 
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Figure 74 Hi&-temperature Mossbauer spectra Figure 75 High-temperature Mossbauer spectn 
of Feai,,, (Tc = 665 K). of FeuNi,, (Tc = 460 K). 
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Figure 76 High-temperature Mossbauer spectra Figun 77 High-temperature Mossbauer spectn 
of Fe6&, (T, = 370 K). The cooled RT of Fe,,Ni, (Tc = 270 K). The high temperature 
spectrum (top) shows that the sample hu and cooled RT (top) s p e m  show important 
undergone a spinoda decomposition into s i p  of oxidation (this w u  the Grn series taken, 
phases of slightly different compositions, as is before the le& in the oven wu discovered and 
evidenced by the increase in the Zeeman fixcd)= 
splining. 
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Figure 78 High-temperature Mossbauer spectn Figure 79 High-temperature Mossbauer spectn 
of Fe,Ni, (Tc < RT). The BCC p b w  of Fe,,Ni, (Tc < RT). Again we x e  a 
disappears at the autenitic end temperature diuppearance of the BCC phase above 800 K, 
(-800 K). The cooled sample is nearly pure and a recovered wmple which has a higher 
FCC. proportion of the FCC phase. 
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Using the IS, it is possible to chvacterize the ground rate electronic structure of FCC 

Fe-Ni alloys and to follow the composition-driven HM/LM transition. In the interest of better 

undemanding these alloys, it is also necessary to investigate if and how changes in the electronic 

structure occur at temperatures above RT. We have thus mevured the Mossbauer spectn of 

sevenl Fe-Ni samples, mging in composition from 30 at % Fe to 75 at. % Fe, which span the 

region of the aable HM phase through the transition to the LM phase, including compositions 

where the Invar effen is maximum. Sirnilar measurement have already been performed for an 

d o y  with 65 at. % Fe by Raacoun et al. ~ancourt85] as well as Willgeroth et al. pillgeroth84] 

in the case of more Fe nch marerials in the paramagnetic phase. The data of Kobeissi [Kobeissi81] 

and Kovars and Walker [Kovats69] were also used for y-Fe. Our oven could not reach the 

temperatures where the latter phase is aable. Because of their size, al1 the puuneters from the 

anaiyses are listed in tables in appendix D. 

6.5.1 Analysis Method 

As in the case of RT spectn, the xVBF and VBF models were used to obtain the CS, in 

addition to a simple Voigt line when appropriate. The IS could then be obtained by removing 

the SOD contribution by using the Debye model, with 8, - 380 K for FCC alloys and 8, - 
430 K for BCC alloys [Rmcoun99]. At the temperatum of interest (300-900 K), the temperature 

dependence of the SOD is nearly linear and is nor very sensitive to 8,, especially at the higher 

tempentum. For rhis reason, our choice of 8, does not signifiCantly affect the redts. The 

l q e s t  source of error was the cali6nuon of the rvnple rempenture, as the thermocouple in the 

oven is not in direct contact with the sample. The uncenainty from the sample temperature is 

included in the uncerrainty displayed in the figures, whems the uncenainty given in the tables is 

strictly due to the fitting aatistics. 

6.5.2 Observation of a Comlation Between the IS and z in Invar Alioys 

The anaiysis of the spectn of the sample with 30 at. % Fe shows that the IS is not 
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temperame dependent, as would be expected in a material where the electroaic structure does 

not change with temperature, as we are well below the Fermi temperatures in these alloys. The 

slight variations that are observed in the extracted IS [Appendix D] cm be due to errors in the 

estimated temperature which are underesrimated. It is cleu, however, that we cannot ascribe a 

systematic temperature dependence to the IS. 

However, for orher Invar alloys with compositions 50,60 and 67 at. %, fig. 80 shows 

there is a systematic temperature variation of the IS, as it is seen to &op rnoderately but 

concurrently with the Zeeman splining z, which is related to the magnetization. Above Tc, the 

IS seems relatively stable. The magnitude of the drop is very smali at 50 at. % Fe compared to the 

uncenainties involved, but increases with the Fe concentration. 

Figure 80 IUunration of the correlation betweui the IS (columnr) and < lz 1 > (solid lines) in 
Invar doys. The given xale is for the IS and is the same for ail alloys. The IS of each alioy is 
v e r t i d y  offset for more clarity. The < 1 z 1 > data is rescaled for each alloy to match the range 
of the IS and is displayed zs a continuous curve for comparative purposes. The arrows kdicate 
Tc for each of the alloys. 
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In light of the ESCs presented in the previous chapter, this correlation can be well 

undemood. ESCs of Fe nch Fe-Ni alloys in the DLM phase have shown that the ground nate 

moment and IS were lower than in the FM phase, indicating that the HM statc is partially 

aabilized by the ferromagnetic interactions. The observed drop in the IS which is correlated 

with the magnetization simply illustrates this smail &op in the moment as the syaem goes from 

a ferromagnetic phase below Tc to a pvlmagnetic (magneticaily disordered) phase above Tc. As 

seen from the values of the IS, the magnitude of t h  drop is quite small, much smaller in faa 

than the ciifference between the HM and LM values of the IS. In Invar alloys, there thus seems to 

be a small reduction of the magnetic moment magnitude as the synem loses long-range 

ferromagnetic correlations. It is nevenheless important to note that the DLM phase does not 

correctly describe the high-tempenture phase of the FeNi alloys, as it negleas entropic 

contributions to the free energy, as well as short-range magnetic comlations. Both the entropic 

contributions and the short-range comlations will rend to stabilize the moment magnitude, thus 

limiting its reduction. Based on the value of the IS, it seems clear that these d o y s  remain within 

the xope of HM alloys, even in the paramagnetic regime, and that the observed effects are 

sirnply mild corrections due to the growing instability of the magnetic moment with increuing 

temperature, which rentlrs in the W L M  transition at higher Fe concentrations. 

6.5.3 Thermal Stabilization of a HM Phase in Ami-Invar Alloys 

6.5.3.1 Description of the Experimental Data 

Compared to Invar alloys, ailoys which exhibit primvily LM qudities and which are 

paramagnetic anywhere above RT are seen to have a different yet equally systemaric temperature 

dependence of the IS. As seen in fig. 81, alloys with compositions above 70 at. % Fe show an 

increasing IS with increasing temperature, which would be consistent with the stabilization of a 

larger moment magnitude (correlated to a Iarger IJ) at high temperanins. This anaiysis is dso 

compatible with experimenral measurements of the magnetic moment in the paramagnetic and 

pure FCC phases of the alloys by Acet et ai. [AcerZOOO]. 

This systernatic behaviour is dearly observed in Fe-rich alloys such as the one with 75 at. 

% Fe, where the IS is seen to vary linearly with the temperature with a dope of 6-10 x IO-' 
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mm/s/K. According to the ESC dculations of the previous chapter, the increase in IS due to 

themai expansion (and the correlated drop in pp (O)) could ut most account for a change of 5 x 

10' mm/s/K. Once again, this clearly indicates that the obsemed change is due to a more 

substantial change in the electronic structure, such as the evolution towvds a phase with larger 

moment magnitudes. This behaviour is llro observed in antitaenite, as mevured but not 

recognized by De Grave et al. [DcGrave92, see chapter 31, and in the thermally stable high- 

temperature y phase of Fe. In fact, if the IS of y-Fe within its high-temperature region of stability 

is back-enrapolated to RT, one obtains the mewred IS of epitaxially or nmcturaily nabilized 

low-temperature y-Fe (fig. 82). This would explain why, although they are the same phase, high- 

temperature neutron meaniremenu indicate a large moment magnitude Foni851, whereas the 

low-temperature phase is known to be a low moment (p = 0.7 p, [AbrAundZD material. 

In alioys which exhibit residuai effects of magnetic order, we find that the IS does not 

immediately increase with temperature. This is again consistent with the stabilization of a larger 

moment magnitude (associated with a larger IJ) by the ferrornagnetism, compared to a 

magneticdy disordered dloy of the same composition. With the disappearance of magnetic 

correlations, the moment would tend to drop, but the opposite effect of thermai stabilization of 

the moment seen in higher Fe-concentration alloys resuits in a moment (and 15) w hich is 

unchanged around RT. Once the short-range magnetic order h u  vanished, the IS is xen  to 

increase again, with a similar slope as found in Fe,&. 
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Figure 81 Thermal evolution of the 1s in anti-Invu doys (from top ro bottom at RT: 69 - dark 
and solid, 71 - ///, 73 - light and solid and 75 at. % Fe - \\\). 
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Fipre  82 IS in the various phases of pure Fe. The Curie point of a-Fe is shown by an arrow. 
The equilibnum a (BCC), y (FCC), and 6 (reentruit BCC) phase regions are separated by 
vertical dotted lines. The original CS data is from Kobeki Eobeissi81] (fded circles), Kovats et 
al. [Kovats69] (fiiled squares), and Keune et  al. [Keunen] and Halbauer et al. WalbauerQ] 
Qalf-füled squares). The solid lines are guides to the eye. 
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6.5.3.2 Entropic Drive Towards a Larger Moment Magnitude and the Anti-kivu 

Effect 

Though it is clear from the above experirnental measurements that there is thermd 

evolution towards a phase with larger momenu, we have not yet given any physical explanation 

for this phenornenon. Proponents of a 2-y-state model of Invar and anti-Invar explain it as a 

thermal excitation of a HM nate of the Fe atoms from the LM ground nate. The high 

temperature phase would thus consist of a mimire of atoms in a HM or LM state in thermal 

equiübrium. This picture originates in part from ESC of y-Fe in constrained FM configurations 

which show two minima correspondhg to LM and HM phases wonuzi86]. More complex 

calculations find that many more phases cm be nabilized when various magnetic configurations 

are imposed [SchroterSj] , invalidating the idea of distinct ground nates which will be thermdly 

populated. Instead, it seems possible to have a continuum of nates berween the LM and HM 

exrremes. It is with this perspective that we shall explain our observations. 

Since the relevant observations al1 periain to the puamagnetic phase, it is more realinic 

to investigate ground states in a DLM configuration, rather than a magneticdly ordered p h w .  

As seen in the previous chapter, the ground state of DLM phases of Fe,Ni,, and y-Fe as a 

funaion of lattice parameter yield a continuous range of Fe magnetic momenu which increases 

with lattice puameter, as shown in fig. 83. Although the DLM is limited in its representation of 

the crue paramagnetic phase, it does give an idea of the intemal energy minima as a hnction of 

lanice parameter in a phase which resembles the panmagnetic phase. Based on this model of the 

energy curve, we shall show that is it possible to explain the observed stabilization of an 

increasingly large moment, and that it is directly responsible for the anti-lnvar effect. 

Consider the entropic contribution due only to the magnetic moment magnitude. For 

shpiicity, we shall consider a classicai model to describe magnetic moments: the moments c m  

take any orientation and any magnitude. This model is not necessuily realistic, but it wiil show 

the effect of entropy and moment magnitudes. We shall also consider that each moment is 

uncorrelated to the othen such that they can be treared as independent, as is approximately the 

c w  in the paramagnetic regime. In this classicd model, the phase space f l  (p) accessible to a 

moment of magnitude p is proportionai to the d a c e  of the sphere of radius p in phespace, 

hence Q (w) - 44x p2. The emropy contribution of these states, Sb) = k h P O, kthus 
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proponional to ln p, which i n c r e w  with the moment magnitude. The one-particle free energy 

(at O pressure) of a system composed of non-interacting moments cm be wrinen 

where the fim two temis represent the lattice contribution. The other t e m s  include the energy 

of the moment and its cntropy, and C is simply a constant. The distinction between the Eh,# 

and El, is arbitrax-y, as only the total binding energy is caldated, but we assume it cm be 

separated into a component which has no dependence on the moment, and one that includes the 

difference with the total energy. We shall now concentme on the last two terms of eq. 55, 

knowing that the lattice contributions lead to a 'normal" thermal expansion. The average 

moment j+, (T) and volume 5 (T) of the synem are obtained by minimizing the free energy , as 

These equations are minimized when there is a balance between the minimization of the interna1 

energy E, and a mwimization of the entropy S. Based on ESG, we already know that the T - O 

K minimization of the energy leads to a positive correlation between the volume and the 

moment, that is, energy is minimized such that a larger moment corresponds to a larger volume 

(fig. 83). As temperarure increws, the enuopic contribution to the free energy becomes more 

and more important, and since the entropy increases with the moment magnitude, it will favour 

a larger moment, which in tum leaâs to a larger volume. The positive correlation between the 

moment magnitude and the volume, combined with the entropic contribution of the moment 

will thus l a d  to a thermal expansion, in addition to the normai lattice thermal expansion. This 

additional thermal expansicn causes (ii) the anti-Invu effm. 

In order to waluate it quantitatively, a more rigorous evaluation of the entropy is 

necessary, yet within the scope of this model, it is possible to get an order of magnitude a imare  

and show this moment-induced thermal expansion is of the correct magnitude. At 500 K, a 

material with a normal thermal expansion shows a volume increase of -2 % over the 7 - O K 

value. What would ir take to have an additional expansion of 5 %? Based on the ESC 

cddations, this corresponds roughly to 2 mRy/atom, or -300 K. Consider a moment which 

has a value of -0.7 p, at T = O K. B a d  on fig. 83, normal thermal expansion would, by 
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increasing the volume, dso increase the moment to -0.9 p,. An additionai 5% increase in 

volume wodd increase the moment to - 1.5 p, , which correspond to an increw in entropy of 

AS = 2Aln (1.5 /0.9) = A. The increw in internai energy bE = 300 K is thus entirely 

compensated by an increase in entropy of T M  = 500 K. This simple model thus predicts a larger 

thermal expansion and it shows that the order of magninidc of the expected volume i n c r e a ~  is in 

line with what is measured as the antihvar effea. Experirnentdy, we know the increase in the 

moment is not as large (roughly 0.3-0.5 p,), and we don't have an exact formulation for the 

entropy due to the moment magnitude but this shows that at temperatures around 500-1000 K, it 

is entirely reasonable that the entropy of the moment causes its increw, which in mm leads to a 

volume expansion comparable to that measured in anti-hvar systems. 

Within this model, it is necessary CO consider two possible scenarios, depending on the 

magnitude of the low temperature moment. 

i) For a synem whe:e the moment at T - O K is small, because ilp /dV and dS/ap are 

large for small p, it is easier for those moments to increw to a medium or large magnitude 

moment, because the chernical bonding (jattice) energy associatcd with the resulting small 

volume increase is easily owrcome by the large g u i  in entropy. 

ii) For a synem where the T - O K moment is fairly large, as dp /dV and dS/ilp are 

smaller for larger moments, they will not tend to increase rnuch, since the gain in entropy is 

iimited. Even a small increas in p m u t  be accompanied with a subnantially larger increase in 

which would incur a large increase in bonding energy which is not balanced by the gain in 

entropy. 

These two situations clearly indicate why a substantid thermal increase of the moment 

magnitude would only occur in materials which are LM at T - O K . The ami-hvar effea, which 

is closely linked to this increase in moment magnitude wili thus also occur only in materials 

which are LM at low temperatures. In addition, because this process is entropy driven, it will 

only occur at high enough temperatures and in the paramagnetic regime, when entropic effects 

(maximization of entropy) become dominant, compared to low temperature, where energetics 

(minimization of energy) pIay the dominant role. 

Although we have used a classical moment to model the obsenred behaviour, the basic 

r d t s  are compatible wiih more reaiistic theories such as spin-fluctuation theories in itinerant 

systems, which &O point to an inaease of the magnetic moment magnitude with temperature in 
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initially weak itinerant magnetic materials such as the LM Fe-Ni alloys Woriya851. The 

Mossbauer measurements have thus shown how we can follow the thermal evolution of the 

magnitudes of the moments, as they are intricately linked to the IS through the generd elenronic 

nmcture. These measurements rnake it possible to diainguish between materials where the large 

moment is partially aabilized by ferromagnetic interactions and materials where a larger 

moment magnitude cm be thermally nabilized. This lm observation, in conjunction with 

resdts from ESCs, provides a simple yet conclusive mode1 for the ami-Invar behaviour in these 

materials. 

Figure 83 Caidated magnetic moment in the DLM nate in y-Fe as a fuaction of volume [see 
chapter 5 for detaiis]. 
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6.5.3.3 Andysis of Peak Widths for Evidence of Thermal Excitations 

In the event of dynamic fluctuations of a hyperfine puuneter, the resuiting effect on the 

Mossbauer spectrum cm be quite vuied. We s h d  now investigate if it is possible to obtain 

information on fluctuations of hyperfine parameters in the paramagnetic phase, based on the 

width of the signal. Specifically, we s b d  investigate the mode1 of excitations between two nates, 

as in the Weiss hypothesis, and see if it is or isn't compatible with obswations. In the Weiss 

hypothesis, the high-tempemure phase coasists of a thermal population of Fe atoms in either the 

LM state (which is wigned an IS of 0.16 mmh) and a HM aate (assigned an IS of 0.26 mm/s). 

Consider separate cases: 1) The fluctuations from one aate to the other are quick compared to 

the iifetime r, of the excited aate of the Mossbauer transition. In such i case, the signal would 

consia of an effectively static signal with average parameters (IS = 0.21 d s ,  if the populations 

are equa!) and no dynamic broadening. 2) The fluctuations betoreen the nates are slow compared 

to s,. In this case, one would see a superposition of the rwo signals, as if they were each natic. 

3) Fluctuation rimes are of the urne order of magnitude as risK. In such a case, the spectnim 

would exhibit dynamic broadening, with as limiting possibilities, the spectra of cases 1) and 2). 

Can differences between these scenarios be seen? 

To investigate this, we have simulated spectra consining of two subspectra of equal areas 

as in case 2), with identical parameters, except for different ISs. The FWHM of the renilting peak 

is then compved to the NI'HM of the peaks of each phase (fig. 85). Experimentally, we have 

measured the FWHM of the signals of the paramagnetic phases, as shown in fig. 84. 

Unfomuiately, because of the broadening due to the chernical alloying (which results in a QSD), 

the reference FWHM is quite large and the increase, if any, cannot be obsenred given the exiaing 

thermal broadening and the limited precision of the measurement. Because of the strong 

dependence of the IS with composition for these compositions, any spinodal decomposition 

would also increase the broadening through a static distribution of IS as a r d t  of the 

composition gndient. In the end, these meamernenu of the widths cannot be uxd to prove or 

disprove models of thermal excitations of States such as the Weiss hypothesis. 
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1 

F i p n  84 Thermal evolution of the FCC signal's F W H M  in paramagnetic alloys. m 69 at. % 
Fe, (O) 71 at. % Fe, (A) 73 nt. K Fe, (V) 75 at. % Fe. The hollow symbols at RT correspond to 
measurements taken on the sample after cooling frorn the highest temperature. The theoretical 
FWHM in the absence of thickness effects, hyperfine parameter distributions or thermal 
gradients is 0.2 m d s .  

Figurc 85 Increased linewidth (AFWHM) of a peak resulting from the superposition of two 
ovedapping peaks of a given FWHM and xpvared by an IS of 0.1 d s .  
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6.5.3.4 Austenitic Transformation 

Fe-Ni alloys with compositions above 68 at. % Fe are known as martensitic Jloys, 

b e c a u  under normal cooling they undergo a martensitic transition from the FCC phase to the 

BCC phase as they are cooled from high tempentures. This transition occurs in a range of 

temperatures below the martemitic am temperature, as shown in fig. 88. On the other hand, 

when these materials are heated from RT, they will undergo the reverse transition, known as the 

autenitic transition, as they reven to an FCC phase. Again the process occun within a range of 

tempentures known as the austenitic aart and stop temperatwes. 

When measuring Mossbauer spectra of 'thinn absorbers, the spectral area of each phase is 

proportional to its relative content of 57Fe atoms multiplied by iu recoilless fraction or f-factor 

f#. Within the conten of the Debye mdel ,  fa c m  be calculated as a hnction of the temperature, 

so we c u l  determine if the proportions of each phase are changing. Only samples with 73 and 75 

at. % had some BCC phase, so they were compared to see if there were any differences between 

the two. In figs. 86 and 87, we have plotted the ratio between the spectral area and the 

background, and compared rhem wirh calculated thermal variations due solely to L. Even 

though these simples are nor thin in the Mossbauer sense ( ta = 25), their areas do follow the 

theoretical Debye-mode1 behaviour, with Debye temperatures of 370-380 K for the both the 

FCC and BCC phases. These numben agree well with the values establisbed for the FCC phase 

b w d  on CS variations and reported in chapter 4, but are slightly lower than the value of -430 K 

ucpened for the BCC phase. We start seeing an increase in the FCC proportion at tempentures 

as low as 600 K in Fe,Ni,, and 700 K in Fe,& but the BCC-FCC transition effect becomes 

obvious around 800 K, where it is nearly complete in Fe,Ni,, but only halfwiy in Fe@, (fig. 

87). The transition is complete at 900 K in both alloys. Without more data points, it is impossible 

to hermine preusely the austenitic am and stop temperatures for these alloys, but we c m  Say 

that they are slightly lower in Fe,& than in Fe,Ni,, as expected from other mevurements 

(fig. 88). We should also note that precise start and stop temperatures depend strongly on the 

sample's thermal hinory and microstructure, so variations berareen different midies are to be 

expected. We &O notice similu effecu in the reverse martensitic transition. For example, the 

amount of retained awenite (FCC phase) in both the 73 and 75 at. % samples is greater d e r  the 

sample has been heated and cooled compared to when it was ongindy quenched. There is no 
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evidence that these heated samples are hornogeneous in composition, so it is better to deal with 

the quenched samples for detaiied midies. 

6.6 Conclusion 

Based on the prediaion of a HM/LM tnnsition in Fe-Ni alloys from ESCs, we have 

measured the Mossbauer spectn of Fe-rich FCC alloys and extncted the IS at RT. A drop in the 

IS mevured as the composition ranged from -60 to 80 at. % showed conclusively that a 

transition from a HM phase to a LM phase w u  taking place as Fe content wu increased. This 

validates the existence of diainct phases, as had been required for 2-y-state modcls of Invar. On 

the other hand, analysis of the RT atornic volume shows a positive deviation from Vegard's Iaw, 

of the s m e  magnitude as the spontaneous magneto-volume expansion which leab to the Invar 

effea. This also showed that the Invar effect was an expansion relative to normai behaviour 

(Vegud's law), while the W L M  transition c a w d  a contraction of the volume. High- 

temperature measurements of the IS in h v u  alloys dso showed that, dthough the HM phase 

w u  slightiy destabilized by the disappearance of magnetic order, hvar alloys remainecl HM 

alloys and as such, thermal excitation of the LM phase (or a s i d u  phenornenon) was not the 

cause of the uivu effect. In anti-Invar alloys with higher Fe content, it wu shown that the IS 

increases with temperature, indicating the rabilization of higher moment phases with increased 

temperature. It was demonsrnted that b w d  on the entropy of the larger moments, such a 

stabiliution would happen because of the moment-volume instability and that iit would result in 

the abnomal volume expansion known as the anti-Invar effect. 
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Figure 86 Variation of the normalized areas of the FCC and BCC (*) phases of Fe,Ni,. 
The liner are fits to a Debye model. The arrows indicate how the proportions of the phases ûr 

high temperature evolved as they were cooled back to RT. 

Figure 87 Variation of the normdized areas of the FCC @) and BCC (a) phases of Fe,5Ni,. 
The liner are fits to a Debye model. The mows indicate how the proportions of the phases at 
high-temperature evolved as they were cooled back to RT. 
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c (at % Fe) 

Figure 88 High-temperature phase diagram of the Fe-Ni systems. The ranges of stability of the y 
(FCC) and a @CC) phase are indicated, as well as the martemitic aart temperature (., doned 
line) [data from Reuter881. The divnonds indicate the approximate temperatures at which the 
autenitic transition was half complete. 



7. Monte Carlo Simulation of 
Magneto4lolume Effects in Fe-Ni 

We have investigated the effeas of a large volume dependence of the Fe-Fe magnetic 

exchange parameter on severai key structural and magnetic parameters as a h c t i o n  of 

temperature and applied pressure over the entire field of Fe-Ni alloys. In order to combine 

magnetic and atomic degrees of freedom, we have developed a code to perform isothermal- 

isobaric Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of ailoys whose chernicd energy Û described by Lennard- 

Jones pair-wise interactions and where the magnetic energy is d s n b e d  by an king Hamiltonian. 

Only NN interactions are raken into account in both the chernical and magnetic Hamiltonians. 

7.1 Mode1 Hamiltonian of the System 

We assume that the atomic and magnetic degrees of freedom can be treated separarely 

and chat ali interactions are between pain of NN atoms and spins ody. The general Hamiltonian 

used in this study is: 

In this expression, the i and j indices represent Fe or Ni atoms located at positions < and 7, and 

the sums are on pain only. For sirnplicity, UFCk (r) , UFeNi (r) and UNiNi (r) are chosen to be 

Lcmard-Jones potentials. The magnetic achange parameter 14(r) is allowed to be dependent on 

the interatomic distance and, in this form&m, it includes the magnitudes of the spins, so that 

we have a, = 2 1. 

Le~ard-Jones potentials are chvacterized by two parameten each, the equilibrium 
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position ro and the dissociation energy U* : 

The values of ri,,, = 2.482 A and u:,, = MO0 K (431 *eV) are chosen so that the simulated 

volume and thermal expansion of pure Ni at 300 K coincide with the known experimental values 

(c - 13.4 x IOd K.', bide93D. We have chosen to reproduce the values at RT since this semi- 

classical simulation does not correctly reproduce the thermai expansion a low temperature 

(below - 100 K). We have also chosen that the dissociation energy U0 be the same for ail types of 

pain to minimize the number of variables in the model. This means that, in the absence of 

magnetisrn, there would be no preferred chemical ordering and the thermal expansion 

coefficients of pure Ni and pure y-Fe would be similu. This is partiaily justified by the fact thar 

the melring and boiling temperatures of both Fe (1811 K and 3134 K, respenively bide93J) and 

Ni (1728 K and 3 186 K, respectively Fide931 are similu, indicating that the dissociation energy 
O is similar. r,,, 1 2.561 A is chosen such that the simulated volume of pure y-Fe at 300 K 

coincides with the linearly extrapolated volume (following Vegud's law) of Fe from the 

experimentd volumes of alloys with less than 20 at. % Fe, since these alloys are known to exhibit 

no magneto-volume anomalies. Finally, r:e,i - 2.5187 A is determined by the requirement that, 

at T - 100 K and in the absence of magnetism and magneto-volume effects, the equilibrium 

volumes of the alloys follow Vegard's law, that is, their volumes depend linearly on the 

concentrations of either species. 

In the case of the magnetic interaction, and /Fe,i are unimed to k independent of 

the interatomic distance. Though this is clearly not true for Ni which hu a known magneto- 

volume effect around Tc, the magnitude of the effect is approximately 100 t h e s  smaller than the 

Invar e h ,  so we cm safely neglect magneto-volume effects due to the interatomic distance 

dependence of jNiNi, compared to those seen in Invar ailoys. The assumption that is volume 

independent cm also be made from the fact that Ni-rich Qess than 20 at. % Fe) Fe-Ni ailoys do 

nor show sidcant magnetcwolume effects. A more ngorous substantiation will be given later 

when we investigare the exchange parameten obtained from ESCs of F c N i  ailoys. It is also 

assumeci that hiNi and JkNi are independent of the concentration of the aiioy. This ~mimption 

is unfounded but represents a fim approximation to this problem. In these c~cumstances, the 
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value of JNiNi - 65 K (5.6 meV) is used to reproduce the mevured Curie point in Ni, which is 

631 K Kide931. The value of JkNi cm similady be obtained by equating the meanired and 

simulated Curie points of chemically ordered FeNi, & - 954 K, LaguecOOD, since o d y  Ni-Ni 

and Fe-Ni interactions exist in the chemically ordered structure, when taking into account only 

NN interactions. Using JNiNi = 65 K (5.6 meV), these connnints r e d t  in /Fe,i - 127 K (10.9 

meV). If these parameters were expressed independently of the moment magnitudes - 
u, = Kb/ (4&), and using hi = 0.6 pB and be - 2.8 p, , then we wodd have JNiwi = 

722 K and jkNi - 302 K. These vaiues are quite similar to the ones used by Dang and Rancourt 

when they studied the rnagnerism of FcNi d o y s  by MC simulation - 700 K and TkNi = 

355 K) [Dan@, Dang96a, Dang96bI. We will discuss the choice of the Fe-Fe magnetic exchange 

parameter in more detail later. 

7.2 Simulation Method 

Combined molecular dynamics and Monte Cu10 have already been used to study a 

single species system with ferromagnetic interactions only [Grossmann96]. We have, however, 

decided to determine average thermal propenies by Monte Carlo simulation only, but one which 

includes freedom of the atomic positions and of the volume. This has the advanrage of removing 

the mmpt ions  about different rime d e s  in the magnetic and nnicniral dynamics because MC 

simulations are not based on dynamics but only on the sampling of the phase space. 

In MC simulations, average parameten of the system are obtained by efficiently sampling 

the phase space of the syaem and performing the average at a given temperature and pressure. h 

an isorhermal-isobaric ensemble with atomic and spin degrees of freedom, averages are calculated 

where Q is the accessible space of ali atomic coordinates (given a volume V), Q, is the space of dl 

magnetic coordinates (spin states), and E(<{o)) is the totai interna1 energy of the system in a 

spenfic configuration. If we express the particle coordinates in reduced uniu (pi  = </ v'l3), then 

the average <A > cm be wntten as 
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where o is now the unit cube (if a cubic volume is used), N is the number of atoms in the system 

and 2" is the partition funcrion in reduced coordinates (which reduces to a nomdiut ion  

constant at a giveii temperature). We c m  then apply a Metropolis algorithm to accept or reject 

the moves co new configurations, where the change from configuration w to configuration w' is 

accepted depending on 

AH(rv-w ') = NP(Vw,-VW)/kBT - Nln(VJ vw) + hE(w-a i  ' ) / A ~ T ,  (61) 
where U ( W - a i  ') is the change in interna1 energy. In the standard Metropolis aigorirhm, the 

change is accepted if AN i O or exp(-AW is lvger than a random number uniformly sampled 

between O and 1. In the simulation, instead of uniformly sampling the volume we sarnpled the 

length L = v"' of the box, which c a w s  a biassed sampling of the volume. This is corrected by 

using 

A H ( w - w  ') = N P ( y , - V m ) / k B T  - (N+2/3)ln(Vw,/Vm) + E ( w - w  g / k J  (62) 
instead of the expression given in eq. 61. The additionai term of 2/3 cornes from the change of 

variable from V to L in the integrand of eq. 60: vNdv = 3 L ~ ~ - ~  dL = 3 dL. 

The systern must first be equilibrated, that is, a certain number n-.up of MC loops m u s  

be performed until the system has reached its thermal equilibrium. Once equilibrated, a number 

n,,,, of MC loops are performed to sample the phase space in order to calculate the averages of 

xlected parameten. Because configurations from subsequent loops are nrongly correlated to 

each other, only every n& configuration is used in the average. One MC loop is performed as 

follows: 

repeat Nd,, times 

randomly selen a box length change from [-AL, AL] (unifonn sampling) 

caiculate AbH corresponding to the change in volume 

accept or reject the new volume using the Metropolis xlection cntenon 

repeat N,,, times 

repeat N times (so that each atom is selected, on average, at random) 
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randomly select an atom 

calculate a new displacement Ar' by randomly smpling a cube of length 

L,,, (centred on (0,0,0)) 

caldate  AHcomsponding to the change in displacement from iu current 

position 

accept or reject the new atomic position using the Metropolis selection 

criterion 

repeat N,, times 

repeat N times (so that each atom is selected, on average, at random) 

randomly select an atom 

calculate AH comsponduig to a change of its spin (spinJip) 

accept or reject the new spin direction using the Metropolis selection 

criterion 

The parameters N,,ume, N,,, and N-, have been chosen such that the equilibration time is 

optimized. They each permit the volume, atomic positions and magnetic configuration to 

aabilize independently. In the limit where atomic motion is quick relative to transverse spin 

fluctuations, the calculation should, as it does, permit the volume and atomic positions to reach 

equilibrium for each new magnetic configuration. Of course, since this is a MC simulation, true 

dynamics are not included in the calculation and the MC loops are simply meant to provide a 

method for sampling phase space. The MC simulation is moa precke when the sampling is 

expansive so it requires efficient sampling. The efficiency of the svnpling has also been 

optimized by the choice of AL (the change in the box length) and L%-t. Both thex 

panmeten were chosen nich that appproximately haif the new volumes a d  atomic positions are 

accepted. To ensure that this is true at aii temperattues, the parameters are xaled by T "'. 
It is important to note that the natisticai aveqes  dacribed above are semiilassicai. The 

magnetic formalism (king model) is t d y  based on quantum rnechmics since the sampled 

configurations are actualiy eigenvecton of the magnetic Hamiitonian. On the other hand, the 

lattice contribution is treared as a classicd system, since the cigermates of the quantum lattice 

Hdtonian are noc known. For this reason, the simulated lanice propenies at low temperature 
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(T s 100 K) are not expected to reproduce experimental results. The most important feature 

missing will thus be the &op in thermal expuision at low temperature which is obsenred 

experimenrdly and which is due to quantiution of lanice excitations (phonoas). We have chosen 

to use an king synem because, since we can t r a t  it in a true quantum fomalism, it is better 

suited to reproduce experimentally observed magnetisation curves than a classicdly treated 

Heisenberg system, which, at low temperature, exhibits a substantial &op in magnetization that 

is linear with temperature. The king model, on the other band produces no drop in 

magnetization (ah1 / dT = 3) nt  T - O K in a (single specied) ferromagnetic synem. This more 

closely resembles the slow ?)" dependence experimentally observed in moa alloys (the T)" 

dependence is due to spin-waves, which are the primary form of magnetic excitation in the 

quantum Heisenberg synem) . 

7.3 Details of the Simulations 

Simulations were perfonned on systems with 1372 atoms (7' unit cells of 4 atoms) with 

penodic boundary conditions in three dimensions. Population samples were taken every n,, - 
20 MC loops to minimize the autosorrelation of the configurations (fig. 71). Typically, n,-.,, = 

10000 MC loops are perfonned to reach equilibrium and n,,,, = 30000-100000 MC loops to 

calculate averages. In dl cases, the simulation w u  narted at low temperature from an ideal FCC 

lanice of the rpproximate volume, in a magnetic configuration where the Ni spins are aiigned 

ferromagnetically, and the Fe spins are randomly oriented (up or do-). In mon cases, we 

checked that the remlu obtained by raising the temperature are the rame as those obtained by 

reducing the temperature. 

7.3.1 Sample Averages Caiculated in the Simulation 

The averages for the following parameters were obtained from the simuiation: the 

volume Vof the synem, the total energy E, the specific heat c,, the reduced mapetkation of the 

Fe and Ni spins, the bulk magnetization (assuming be - 2.8 p, and hi - 0.6 p,), the reduced 

magnetic zero-field ~sceptibilities of the Fe and Ni spins, the bulk magnetic zero-field 

nrsceptibility x,, the average NN distance, the average Ni-Ni, Fe-Ni and FcFe NN distances, 
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the average Fe-Fe NN distances for pvlllel and ant i-pdlel  spin configurations (Fe 1 -Fe 1 and 

Fe LFe 1). The thermal expansion codfcient a, and the bulk modulus B, were also ciikulated 

directly from the simulation. 

By virtue of its definition, c, = (aE/ B q N  ,, the specific heat codd be calculated as 

(,=IV(< E(E+PV)> -C E> < E + P D  )/%T' 

from a single simulation, or as 

(,=A< E> /AT 

from two simulations perfomed at different temperatures. The zero-field ~cept ib i l i ty  

XI (aM/aqN p,H=O can also be caldated from a single simulation as 

xnr = (' -< M> 2 ) / k B ~ .  (69 

We could also have calculated it from x,, = A < MI /AH from simulations at H - O and H = 

M. The thermal expansion can also be calculated directly from a single simulation, since 

aT = (a V/ l/aT)x, / 3 I/ cm be expressed as 

= N ( <  f'(E+PV)> -< Irz < E + P P  ) / 3 k , r 2 <  Ir> , (66) 
but we preferred to calculate it as 

a,= ( A V / A T ) / 3 V  (67) 

from the volume thermal expansion curve obtahed at various temperatures. It was found that 

the first expression (which uses the variance of the volume fluctuations) converged very slowly 

to the correct value and thus required a large number of MC loops. The average volume, on the 

other hand converges quite rapidly. The same cui be said about the bulk modulus, 

B = -V(dP/dV),,, which c m  be calculated as 

B=k ,T<  D / N ( <  v2> -< W r ) ,  

is more readily caiculated as 

B = -< V, (@/AC w ) 
d e r  performing simulations at P - O and P = AP. AU the averages used abave are averages per 

atom, for example, c D is considered to be the average volume per atom. The average NN 

distances are caldated as the sample averaged distances (over the N sample atoms or 6N simple 

NN bon&) berneen MC averaged atomic positions (over many MC loops), as is undemood 

apenmentaliy. 
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7.3.2 Avoiding Sampling Autocomiation Effects 

In most MC merhods, because the new configuration at each s e p  is derived from the 

previous one, there is unially a strong correlation between successive panmeten. Because MC is 

based on fuite sampling of the phase space, it is necersvy to perform averages using 

uncorrelared, or weakly correlated, configurations to avoid biws .  We have thus calculateci the 

autocorrelation function of various parameten, as a b c t i o a  of the u&stance" (number of MC 

loops perfonned) between successive samples. For a parameter p evduated at each of the n 

wmples, the autocorrelation function S(0 is calculated as: 

where the average is performed over aii sasnpled configuntions and a; = < ( p  -p)' > is the 

variance of p. S(0) is always 1 (selfiorrelation) and S(I) typicdy decays to O as l increases. This 

funnions has been calculated for three imponant pvvneten of the simulation: the energy (E), 

the volume (V) and the magnetization (i& and Ki). Fig. 89 shows the redts ,  for a simulation 

of Fe&Ji, at 700 K. Based on these types of results, we have chosen to umple new 

configurations every 20 MC loops to avoid correlations (5(1) < 10 %). 
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Figure 89 Autocorrelation funaions of V (solid line), E (dashed line), E x V (dotted line), hlfi 
(âashdotted line) and hh, (das h-double doned line) . 

7.4 Choice of the Fe-Fe Magnetic Exchange Parameter 

7.4.1 Theoretical Calculations of J,, (r) 

Until recently, there w u  no way of deterrnhing the htentomic distance dependence of 

the rnagnetic exchange interaction in magnetic materials. With the development of ESCs which 

include magnetism, two sepante methods have been applied to determine the magnetic exchange 

parameters between local moments. The fm is to caiculate a map of the energy as a hinaion of 

relative angles between moments which are ordered as spin spinls and to fit the exchange 
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parameten according to a given model (for example, a Heisenberg model with NN interactions 

only) w n g a a r d ~ 9 7 ] .  The second is to directly caldate the effective Heisenberg panmeters 

from the scattering matrices obtained during the ESC. This method, w hich is based directly on 

the LSDA w u  developed by Liechtenstein et al  Fiechtenstein84] and was recently reviewed by 

Gubanov et al. [Gubanov92]. 

It is using this method that Sabiryanov et al. [Sabiryauov95] have calculated the total 

effective exchange interaction parameter I, in pure y-Fe as a funnion of the interatomic distance. 

This 1, represents the sum of ai i  the magnetic interactions (it includes the moment magnitudes) 

for a given atom. Fig. 90 shows rheir result, convened into units of Kelvins and divided by 12 

(assuming only the 12 NN interactions contribute to the total interaction). In y-Fe, a HM to NM 

transition occun as the volume is reduced, so only the data from the region where the HM phase 

Figure 90 Effective Fe-Fe NN magnetic exchange parameter, based on the calculation by 
Sabiryanov et al. [Sa biryanov95]. 
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is stable is shown in fig. 90. One clearly fmds that there is a large &op from a positive vdue at 

large volumes to a negative value at lower volumes, even before the HM/NM transition which 

OCM at 2.52 A. 
The same type of caiculation was performed for us by Dr. Box (one of the CO-authon of 

Sabiryanov95) for Fe,Ni. There are sevenl interesting r d t s  of these calculations that should be 

given. Here again, the calculation was performed in the region where the HM phase is nable. 

Fig. 91 illustrates the resuiting moments, totd exchange parameter and and 

interatomic exchange parameters /y. The caidated exchange parameters already include the 

producc of the moment magnitudes, but since the moment changes, it is dificuit to distinguish 

between changes in the exchange constants (moment independent) and changes in the moment 

magnitudes. We L v e  thus renormalued the exchange constants by dividing them by the 

producu of rhe caiculated moment, and multiplying them by the products of f i ed  HM moment 

magnitudes (arbitrarily chosen as 0.61 for Ni and 2.63 for Fe, which are the moment magnitudes 

at the larges volume considered). This results in fig. 92, in which we have also illustrated the 

renormaiized j, J12. In Fe,Ni, al1 NNs of the Ni atom are Fe, so, if there are only NN 

interactions berween Fe and Ni, we should have - 12 Jwi. This is indeed the case and in 

fact we find that IF,, is dso nearly independent of the interatomic distance. The situation is 

more complicated for Fe-Fe interactions, as both NN uFeFC) and ne=-NN uRFC) are large. We 

cm Say, however, that the main contribution to the dependence with intentomic distance cornes 

from the NN term, and [rom fig. 91b uo,,), it is justified again to use * 100 K as bounds for a 

'generaiized" NN exchange parameter for Fe. The fact that the n a - N N  (and indeed higher 

order) exchange parameter is non-negligible diunrates a breakdown of locai moment magnetism 

(characterized by interactions between strongly locaiized points in space though /(T, 73) and a 

transition to itinerant magnetism (characterized by interactions at nrongiy loczlised wavevecton 

in reciprocd space through /(& q'?). To keep the mode1 simple, we will use oniy NN 

interactions, even though this muns we wiU not corredy reproduce the magnetism. Because the 

NN interaction is the dominant contribution to the dependence with the intentomic distance, 

this should not greatly affect the r d u  due to the magneto-volume coupling. 
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Figure 91 Caldated m y t i c  moment and magnetic exchange parameten in Fe3Ni. In (c), the 
symbols are:. j,,, , A& and J&. 
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7.4.2 Mode1 jFfie (r)  Used in the Simulations 

7.4.2.1 Intentomic Distance and Composition dependence of JFeFc(r) 

To perform the simulations, we made severai simplifying choices regarding the volume 

and concentration dependence of IF&= : 

Q ],,, (11 is simplified and broken into 3 parts, as shown in fig. 93. Upon setting the upper 

and lower limiû to * 100 K, (r) is chvurerized by two panmeters, the distance do 

and the slope jfFfiC = dJ,,/ar with which is rises from -100 to + 100 K. This 
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simplifcation is due to our inexact knowledge of the interaction, apan from its basic 

shape. Also, becaw of its simplicity, it permits us to understand more clearly how and 

why magneto-volume effects arise. 

do r 

Figure 93 Effea of the NN distance on as used in the simulation. 

O /,,, (r) is w m e d  to vary with the composition. Without an exact calculation, we cm 

only guess how it is affeaed by the composition, which changes the number of vaience 

elearons and thus most likely changes the exchange. We have chosen &-&= ( r )  to Vary 

with composition only by changing do and in such a manner that the crossover volume 

(a d i )  xales with the average simulated volume of the paramagnetic and non magneto- 

volume active dloy ( qdrd (c) ) : 

Within this assumption, the intemion between Fe atomr, in the absence of magneto- 

volume effects is approximately the same a each composition. As we shall x e  later, the 

Fe-Fe distance does not xde exactly with the average NN distance, so the average 

exchange wiU be slightly different for different compositions. A discussion regarding the 

implicatioas of t h  choice of scaling Mth concentration will be given once the resulu of 

the simulation are uialysed. 

Even though NNN (and longer range) interactions are irnporrant in y-Fe, there is revon 

to believe only the NN interaction has a large volume dependence. Wc have chosen to 
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vsume the complere interaction is due to NN interactions. The neglected longer range 

intenaions shodd contribute with respect to the magnetic solution but, because they 

lack a volume dependence, they should not significdy affect the magneco-volume 

propenies that we are trying to simulate. 

We have show* that our mode1 Fe-Fe exchange parmeter (fig. 93) does in fan roughly 

describe the c d d a t e d  parameter based on ESCs (fig. 90). However, the cdculated I,, is more 

rounded thui Our rnodel exchange parameter and there is no precise way of determining what 

slope we should use. In faa,  the exchange parameter cdculated for pure Fe has a range of slopes 

from -9000 K/A ro -500 UA depending on the interatomic distance. We have invenigated the 

effm vanous combinations of jIF, u i d  do (c =0.65) on the thermal expansion and 

magnetization at T = 300 K. 

Fig. 94 the contour plots of the thermd expansion and reduced magnetization 

(with resp«t to the  lat ter-l'auling d u e  at 0 K) at 300 K as a hinaion of and d0(r=0.65).  

Experimentdy, the values for hvar  are 2 x 104 K.' a d  -0.65. Although it is not possible with 

thû model to get exaaly those values, there is a wide range of values of and do (C =0.65) 

which renilts similar to the experimental mcasurements. One very interesring 

feanve seen in fig. 94 is that the magneriution and the thermal expinsion are very nrongly 

comelated, making it difficult CO choose. For example, if we were to decide to have 0.80 < M < 
0.85 and 4 x 10' < g < 6 x IO6 , we find that we can choose any value of J ' ~ , ~  between 4000 

md 20000 UA, wirh do (C ~0.65) rangiag (not independently) from 2.54 ro 2.56 A. It is thus clev 

that the value of /&= is not required to be specific, but rhat a wide range of values cm produce 

effects such as a reduced dmmal -mion- 

Somewhat a r b i t d y ,  we have chosen the values jrF,= - 5000 K/A and d,.,(~=0.65) - 
2.545 A. This value of J'~,, is weIl Mthh the range of vaiues as calculated by ESCs and r e d t s  

in a s&~iently l q e  range of interatomic dkances where JI, is not constant (Ar  - ZOO/J'~,~ 

= 0.04 A or Ar/r = 1.6 %). 
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Figure 94 Simulated reduced magnetization (relative to the Slater-Pauling value, solid line) and 
linear thermal expansion coefficient (x IO6 K", dashed line) at T = 300 K in FeuNi,, as a 
function of and d,,(r=0.65). 

7.5 Simulation Results 

7.5.1 Simulated Propenies as a Function of Composition 

7.5.1.1 Pure Ni 

MC simulations were initially performed on pure Ni to determine a reference point, as 

Ni is, within the plnmeten of this simulation, non-magnetovolume active. Also, as it is not an 

alloy but a single species crystal, some T - O K propertiei can k calculated d y  and 
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compared with the simulations' results. Fig. 95 shows the variation of the volume Vwith 

temperature and the redting lin= thermal expansion a ,. At T - O K, because this is not an 

alloy, we know that the equilibrium volume is V, = (&3'/JZ = 10.812 AJ/atom. Indeed, the 

simulated volume does tend towuâs this value as the temperature goes to O. We observe that the 

thermal expansion increases slightly with temperature, as is the case experimentally. Finally, the 

simulated thermal expansion is - 13.6 x K-' , close to the experimental value of 13.4 x 

IO-' K-' we were targeting. In fig. 95b, we can compare the values obtained by differentiating 

the thermal dependence of the volume (eq. 67) and by direct calculation in the simulation (eq. 

66). Cleuly, the differentiation method is better suited when temperature series are perfomed. 

In fig. 96, we have reponed the bulk modulus B and the lanice contribution to the 

specific heat c,, as c h l a t e d  by differentiation (eqs. 69 and 64) and directly (eqs. 68 and 63). 

Again, the differentiation rnethod is more precise. In both cases, it is also possible to calculare the 

expected T = O K r e d t  analytically. In the case of a Lemard-Jones potential with 6 NN 

interactions per atom, in the equilibrium configuration (r = Gai), the bulk modulus is 

Using the parameters lined above, this resulü in B (0) - 22198 UA' - 306.5 GPa, which is 

where the sixnulated values converge as T goes to O. It is interesting to note that this comparison 

between theoretical value and simulated value is what lead to the choice of N,,, = N,,, - 1 in 

the simulations. When using a larger value for N*, the volume at T > O wu found to be 

larger than with Nd,  - 1. At finite temperature, we do not know what the theoreticai volume 

should be and there was no way of favouring one result over another. The bulk modulus, on the 

other hand, wu found to be lower than the theoretical value for N-, even at T - O, thus 

enabling us to chose N,, = t so that the simulated r e d t  be compatible with the theoretical 

vaiue. Like the thermal expansion coefficient, the specific heat shows lide variation with 

temperature, and converges to the value 3/2 AB, at T - O K, as arpected based on the 

equipartition theorem, which nates that each degm of freedom contributes 1/2 kB to the 

specifîc heat. Because the simuiation aîlows 3 degrees of freedom (x, y and z), the simulated value 

of 3/2 kB is correct. 

Figs. 97 and 98 show sewral propenies related to the magnetism of Ni. The average 
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magnerkation shows that the long-range magnetic order vankhes ar Tc = 630 K, wich some 

finite size effem (due to the finite size of the lattice and the periodic boundary conditions). The 

magnetic wceptibility also follows the expected Curie-Weiss law above l; [Ashcroff76]. In fig . 
98, the magneuc contribution to the specific heat is given, aiso showing the expected 'lambdan- 

type discont inuity at Tc [As hcroft761. 

We cm also note that in generai, the magnetic contnbution ro c, is smder  than the 

lanice contribution, except close to Tc. Because there is no simulated magneto-volume coupling 

(a/,,i / ar - O) in this synem, it is possible to distinguish the magnetic and lanice 

contributions. In generai, however, the internai energy is dependent on both the magnetic nate 

and lattice Stace of the synem and they caxmot k sepuated, so only the total r ,  wili be given. 
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Figure 95 Simulated atomic volume (a, V) and linear thermal expansion (b, a,) of Ni as a 
funaion of temperature. In (a), the volume a T - O K is the volume caidrted from riiNi. in 
(b), are calculated by numerically differentiating data in (a) and A are caiculated in the 
simulation at each temperature. 
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Figure 96 Simulated bulk modulus (a, B) and specific heat (b, c, lanice contribution only) of 
pure Ni as a function of temperature. Again are cdculated by differentiation whereas A are 
obtaiaed directiy from the simulation. 
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Figure 97 Simulated average moment per atorn (a, M) and magnetic ~xeptibility (b, x,) of pure 
Ni. In (b), the inverse ~cept ib i l i ty  (A, %:) shows a standard Curie-Weiss law above Tc, with a 
CurieWeiss tempenture just below 650 K. 
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Figure 98 Simulated magnetic contribution CO the specific heat (c,"') which shows a standard 
' ' lamW divergence at the citicai temperature that is estimated to be between 600 K and 650 K. 
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7.5.1.2 Alloy Propenies in the Absence of Magneto-Volume Coupling 

Before simulating the propenies of Fe-Ni d o y s  when a large magneto-volume coupllig 

is present, we have determined the badine, or reference, propenies of these alloys when no 

magneto-volume coupling is present. Specificdy, we have performed simulations, as a function 

of concentration, for T - 275 and T = 325 K, wuhout anyfom of m a g n e t h .  This way, we c m  

extract the 'nomal" composition dependence of specific parameten at T - 300 K (near RT). 

When necessary, the average of the parameter at T - 275 and 300 K is taken and in other cases 

(to compute a, md r,), P numericai differentiation with respect to temperature is performed by 

a discrete numerical denvative. 

Fig. 99 shows that the average atomic volume don indeed follow Vegud's law, that is, it 

has a linear relation with the composition pegud28,Zen56, Thorpe9 11. In fig. Wb, we see that 

the deviation from perfect linearity is very smail, less than 0.015 % throughout the composition 

range. When the simulation will include magneto-volume coupling, we will be able to investigate 

the differences with respect to this plot. 

Fig. iOOa shows the variation of the chemical potential energy as a function of 

composition, relative to 6 Uo = 30000 K, the ground state chemical energy of both pure Ni and 

pure y-Fe. The offset of -450 K is due to the thermal expansion which is such that the average 

intentomic distances are (at lest  for pure Fe and pure Ni) larger than the equilibrium distances, 

thus increasing the potential energy. The specific shape, on the other hand, is related to the 

different utpansions or contractions of the different types of bonds relative to their equilibrium 

values. The change in the interatomic chtances with composition shown in fig. 102 is consistent 

with what is expected. Thar is, the lengths of each type of bond increases linearly as the average 

volume increws, even though the Ni-Ni bon& nmain slightly shoner than the Fe-Fe bonds. 

Figs. îOOb md 101 on the other hand show that the bulk modulus, the thermal expansion 

and the specific heat show little variation with composition, at least none that can be identifkd 

within the precision we have obtained. This is expccted since the chemical potentials are the 

same for ail  types of bonds, except for slightly differenr equilibrium distances. We thus consider 

rhat the scaner observed in figs. 100 and 101 are representative of the precision we obtain from 

the MC simulation. Also, we note that the bulk rnodulus is approximately 50% larger than 

arperimentally determined (B, (Ni) - 262 GPa, B, ('Ni) - 180 GPa [Junes92D. This is in part 
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due to the use of the Lennud-Jones potential, as the repulsive r e m  (O (r -")) is too arong to 

comfly reproduce the buLk modulus in met&c systems. 
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ampsith (at. % Fe) 

Figure 99 Simulated atomic volume (a) and dwiation from Vegard's law (b) at T - 300 K in the 
absence of magneto-volume effecu. In (b), we sce that the deviation is at most 20.015 % 
throughout the composition mge. 
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Figurc 100 Average chemicd potend energy per atom relative to 4 (see tes)  (a) and bulk 
moddus (b) at T - 300 K in the absence of magnet~~volume effects. 
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Figure 101 Composition dependence of the h e u  thermal eupansion (a) and specific heat (b, 
lanice only) at T - 300 K in the absence of magnet~voluaie effecû. 
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ampositiai (a. %Fe) 

Figure 102 Composition dependence of the avenge interatomic disrance at T - 300 K. separated 
by the type of bond (* dFe,, A dFdi and W d,,,). The equilibnum positions for the pair-wise 
interactions are 2.561 A, 2.519 A and 2.482 A respectiveiy. 

4 ,  . . . , . . . , . . . , . . . , . . . , l  
O a) Y) 60 80 tw 

(at. % Fe) 

Figure 103 Difference between the average interatomic distances illustrated in fig. 102 and the 
average interatomic distance (O d,,, , A dm, and . d,,,). 
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7.5.2 Propenies with Magneto-Volume Coupling 

7.5.2.1 Simulating the invar Effect in Fe,Ni,, 

One of the main purposes of this study w u  to see if a simple model such as the one 

described is capable of reproducing the main nmctural and magnetic propenies that occur in 

FeuNi,, (ihe Invar alloy) as a function of tempenwe and pressure. 

The main effect we investigated w u  the anomalous near-zero volume expansion at low 

temperatlues, which quickly retums to nomal above the Curie temperature. As seen in fig. 105, 

the simulation does indeed produce a flanening out of the volume expansion at low 

tempentures. Because the simulated expansion at low temperature (below 100-200 K) is 

incorrect, it is bener to compare the difference between the non-magneto-volume active 

simulation and the simulation with magneto-volume coupling. This is s h o w  in fig. 105b for the 

atomic volume and is compared ro experimental data. Because the simulated Tc ( = 700 K) is 

somewhat larger than the real T, (- 500 K ~assermannSOJ), we have plotted al1 gnphs as a 

h a i o n  of T/ Tc for cornparison with experimentd results. In this way it is also easy to see if 

an effect is related to T, or not. As seen in fig. 105b, the cornparison between expenment and 

simulation is quite good, indicating that the rnagneto-volume coupling through a volume 

dependent Fe-Fe exchange panmeter is capable of reproducing the Invar volume anomdy. 

More specific propenies cari also be investigated to determine if the model correctly 

reproduces thern. The linear thermal expansion coefficient is seen in fig. 104 and compared to 

experiment in fig. 104b. As seen experimentally, the anomalous thermal expansion which leads 

to the Invar effect disappean above Tc as in the simulation. Though the exact shape of the curve 

is not retained, the order of magnitude and genenl reduced tempenture dependence are 

reproduced. 

The svne is found for the specifc heat (fig. 106) which exhibits a peak at Tc and remains 

slightly above the value simulated in the absence of magnetism of magneto-volume effects above 

Tc. The bu1.k modulus (fig. 107) also shows an Invar related anomaly which exists oniy below 

Tc. In this case however, the concordance between the simulated resuit and the experimental 

r d t  is les than perfect, showing a larger drop at low temperame. Nonetheiess, the order of 

magnitude is correct, except at very low temperatures 
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Findy,  it is intereaing to see the average magnetintion as a funaion of temperature (fig. 

108). Not only is the saturation value less than the Slater-Pauling value (p,+ - 2.03 p,) but the 

reduced temperature dependence is noriceably different from what is observed in Ni. Both these 

feanires are llso observed experimentdy but are due to the presence of mixed exchange (positive 

JNNi and negative average j,,, - at least below Tc) and are not related to magneto-volume 

coupling. 

Within the simulation, it is aiso possible to calculate the average bond lengths based on 

chernical species (Fe-Fe, Fe-Ni or Ni-Ni), but also based on spin pair orientations (parailel - 1 1 or 

i i , or antipmllel - r i or i 1). Because the magnetic exchange coupling for the Fe-Fe bond is 

dinuicedependent, the spin-pairs whose orientations are due to their inter-spin bond and to 

their bonds to other a t o w  will have different bond-lenghs wherher they are paralle1 or anti- 

parallel. The average (spin-independent) bond lenph is shown in fig. 109 dong with the spin- 

dependent distances for Fe-Fe. Overaii, the anomalous expansion due to the magneto-volume 

coupling affects ail types of bonds, but the Fe-Fe bonds are obviously more affected. The effea 

on other types of bonds is secondary and occun because of the Fe-Fe bond expansion (Fe-Fe 

bonds reprexnt 42.25 % of al1 bon&). To minimize arain in the lattice, the other bonds &O 

expand slightly compved to their 'normal" length. 

It is ais0 very interesthg to investigate the e&a of spin-pair orientations on the bond- 

length. In fig. 109, the average bond length is wigned to either group (parallel or antiparallel) 

based on the average spin orientations. Note that this is different from czlculating the average of 

the bond lengths grouped by the instantaneous spin orientations ( i  the specific sampled 

configuration). In this simulation, - 5000 K/A and do - 2.545 A, so at d - 2.565 A, JFC, = 

O K. At low temperanire, antiparallel FcFe spin pain have a distance which corresponds to jFc, 

< O and they actualiy contract more thui their 'normalm(in the absence of rnagneto-volume 

coupling) length to minimize the bond energy (uQ = -IF&= 9 4 - +IF*= so a%/ ad > O md 

AUQ < O if Ad c O). On the other hand, p d e ;  Fe-Fe spin pain are ucpanded, and even to the 

point whereJFee becomes positive (l& = 5 a, = -IF&= so duQ/ ad < O and A% < O if 

Ad > O). Because of the string ferromagnetic interaction Mth Ni spins, the majority of Fe-Fe 

bonds are p d e l  which r d r s  in a net volume expansion relative to the volume in the absence 

of rnagneto-volume coupling. It is more difficult to unciemand the behaviour of the bonds 

lengths at higher temperatures (but below Tc), since we see the bond length of the pairs with 
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a n t i p d e l  spin orientations m a l l y  expand more than the for pain with parailel spin 

orientations. We have yet no clear explanation of this behaviour which might, in fact, be an 

artefact due to the way the averages are perfonned (calculate the averages, then group the pairs as 

opposed to grouping and taking the avenges in each group). Above Tc, the average spin 

directious are completely random uid there is no difference between the two cases. It is also 

interesting to note that for temperatures of interest to the Invar problem, the interatornic Fe-Fe 

distances are nich that we never reach the plateau of * 100 K in J,, . This means chat the choice 

of * 100 K as bounds to IF=, is not very imponant to this model (it does however become 
1 important if a l q e r  jFeFe is chosen). 

This model, as simple as it is, is thus capable of reproducing to some degree ail of the 

anomaious structural and magnetic properties wociated with Invar at the composition of 65 at. 

% Fe. In the following section, we s h d  x e  how it also reproduces similar anomalous properties 

which are observed as a funaion of composition, such as deviation from Vegard's Iaw and the 

Slater-Pauling curve. 
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Figure 104 Simulated linear thermal expansion in FeuNi, in the presence (a, +) and in the 
absence (a, A) of magneto-volume coupling. In (b), the difference is shown (*), as weli as the 
experimentally obxrved difference (dashed line) [after data from Hayase731. 
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Figure 105 Simulated atomic volume in Fe&,, in the presence (a, O) and in the absence (a, A) 
of magneto-volume coupling. In (b), the ciifference between the two volumes (O) is shown to 
disappeu at Tc, as ü observed experimentdy (dashed h e )  [data from Hayw731. 
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Figure 106 Simulated specifu: heat per atom in FeGNi,, in the presence (a, *) and in the absence 
(b, A) of magneto-volume coupling. In (b), the difference is shown (*), as weii as the 
experimentally detefmined difference (dashed h e )  [data from Wusermann90]. 
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Figure 107 Simulated bulk modulus in Fe&& in the presence (a, *) and in the absence (a, 4 
of magneto-volume coupling. In (b), the difference is shown (e), as weli as the experimentdy 
determinecl difference (dashed line) [data from Was~nnannSO]. 
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Figure 108 Simulated average magnetization in FeuNi,, in the presence of magneto-volume 
coupling. The aperimental data for Fe,,Ni, are shown as a doned line [Crangle63]. Tc is 
found to be -700 K. The slight increase at very low temperanue is due to the mixed interactions 
(some positive and some negative exchange constants) and the use of the Ising model. It does not 
occur in the measured data. 
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Figure 109 Simulated average intentomic distances in FeuNi, grouped by the type of bond (* 
Fe-Fe, Fe-Ni and A Ni-Ni, the solid line is the average bond length). In addition, the Fe-Fe 
bonds are chinguished based on the average spin pair orientations (half-fdled symbols, solid on 
the right for parallel bonds, solid on the left for anti-pdel bonds). 
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7.5.2.2 Invar Effect at Other Compositions 

In the previous section, we have shown that a simple model which uses an interatomic 

distance dependent FtFe exchange parameter is capable of reproducing the main rnagnetic and 

structurai propenies of FeaNi,, Invu: We shdl now show that the same model is also capable of 

explainhg the magnetic and structurai Invar related anomalies found at other compositions. 

Simulations were performed at T - 300 K throughout the entire composition range for 

chemically disordered alloys. Fig. IîOa shows the average energy per atom (chernical+ magnetic) 

in the presence of magnetic interactions. When compared to the energy when neglecting 

rnagnetic interactions, one realizes that the clifference resides p r i m d y  in the magnetic energy 

(the change in chemicd energy due CO the rnagneto-volume coupling is Iess important), especidly 

in the Ni-rich composition range where the moments are ferromagnetically aligned and the 

dominant interactions are Ni-Ni - 65 K) and Fe-Ni Li - 127 K). The drop in the bulk 

magnetiution above 60 at. Oh (fig. 1 lob) and the reduction of the exchange interaction UFe, is 
relatively small) as the number of Fe-Fe pairs increases cause the energy to increase back towards 

iu  non-magnetic value at higher Fe concentration. 

Fig. IlOb aiso shows how this model reproduces some of the deviation from the Slater- 

Pauling curve. Again, this is not linked to the magneto-volume coupling, but ha only to do with 

the negative average Fe-Fe exchange interaction which causes antiparallel Fe spin orientations. In 

addition, rince we are at T - 300 K, the &op in the Tc in very Fe-rich ailoys cm contribute to 

the reduction of the average magnetization. When compared to the aperimentai measurements 

at 4.2 K, we f i d  that the &op at high Fe content is much quicker than the simulated &op, even 

though the simulated data is taken at 300 K and is systematically lower than the saturated (T - O 

K) data wodd be. This is moa likely due to the reduction of the magnetic moment magnitude, 

in addition to antiparallel spin orientations (or spin cuiting). In our model, we assume that pFe 

= 2.8 p, and hi - 0.6 ps throughout the composition range, thereby avoiding any effects to to 

the HM/LM transition in Fe-rich aiioys. 

One of the mon inttiguing features of the Fe-Ni system is the atomic volume. As shown 

in chapten 4 and 6, before the HM/LM transition occurs beyond -70 at. %, there is a s m d  

positive deviation from Vegarâ's law which is not properly undernood. Within the context of 

this model of magneto-volume coupling, such a Qviation is n a d  since the Fe-Fe bond !ength 
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enhancement which ocnin at 65 at. % to produce the Invar effect is also present in more Ni-rich 

alloys. Because of the low number of Fe-Fe bonds in Ni-rich alloys, this effect is not as significmt 

as at 65 at. %, but it is aill present, as shown in fig. 11 1. In fig. I l  lb, the difference beween the 

volume in the presence and absence of magneto-volume coupling is compared to 1) the positive 

deviation from linearity observed in experimental mevurements of the atomic volume at RT and 

2) the spontaneous volume enhancement at T - O K, calculated as the difference berween the 

measured T - O K volume and the T O K volume extrapolated from high temperature data 

where there are no magneto-volume effecu [Wwermuin90]. In our model, because the 

composition dependence of the volume without magneto-volume coupling is linear and the high 

temperature volumes with and without magneto-volume coupling are the same, the cwo 

quatities are identicai, except for the difference in temperatures (one should use the spontaneous 

volume enhancement at RT). In the real doy, effects of the W L M  transition appear from -60 

at. %, so they will not be identical, but one does find there is a nrong correlation becween the 

simulated and the meanired expansions below -60 at. %. Our model successfully explains this 

anomaloui behaviour of the volume even though it overestimates the effect at low Fe content. 

This cm be due to the faa that $',, might not be identical throughout the composition range. If 
1 j,, w u  half as smail at 30 at. % than it is at 65 at. % Fe, then the agreement would be much 

better. 

S i d a r  conclusions cm be made regvding the RT linev thermal expansion coefficient 

(fig. 112) and the bulk modulus (fig. 113). In each c w ,  the simulared composition dependence is 

consistent with what is observed experimentdy, ucept that the effect is overestimated at low Fe 

content. The generai tendency is correct, illustrating the validity of this model for undemanding 

the Invar effect in Fe-Ni dloys. The experimentally rnevured thennal utpansion coefficient (fig. 

111) is another perfect example that shows that the Invar effect is not specific to the composition 

of 65 at. % but that the effect is present at al compositions, though maximal at 65 at. % as 

simulated by this model. 

In al1 c a s ,  the effect is related to the expansion of FcFe bonds with parallel spins and as 

such wiU increase with the number of FcFe pairs, as long the materiai is ferromagnetic. At 

compositions above 65 at. %, because of the negative IFS=, the number of pairs of a n t i - p d e l  

Fe-Fe moments increases, thus reducing the effect. It is important to note that in Fe-Ni doys,  

j,,, mus  be negative to explain the deviation from the Slater-Pauling cuve  in chemically 
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disorderd ailoys. However, in other FCC Fe-based l o y s ,  it is possible that J,, be positive, in 

which case an Invar effect could also occur a higher Fe content than in Fe-Ni. This, for example, 

is the case in Fe-Pt and Fe-Pd ailoys. In both these systems, the atomic volume is larger than in 

FcNi, resulting in jFGe > O (but is nill large!) and no deviation from the Slater-Pauling 

w e .  When discussing the propenies Fe-Ni Invar alloy, Ruicoun and Dang ~uicourt96a]  

showed that the frustration of magnetic Fe-Fe bonds w u  a key to understanding the Invar effect. 

In genenl, however, one must simply consider the magnetic order (ciifference between the 

number of aligned and ami-aligned Fe-Fe bonds) and the sign of /A,, nther than specificaily at 

bond frustration (the sign of jMe is not r edy  important). As ]L > O b w d  on ESCs, 

expansion will occur for pairs of spins with p d e l  alignment. In the case of Fe-Ni alloys, 

because at the volumes of interer IF& < O, it is necessary that the bonds be fnisrrated to have 

an Invar effect. In cases where IFS, > O, no frustration is necessary. 

The mode1 presented in this chapter and these concepts have also been applied to explain 

why an Invar effect also occurs in Fe&, fdms which exhibit Fe,Ni-type chemical ordering 

muecOO], even though there is no deviation from the Slater-Pauling curve in these films. 

Again, the cause of the expansion is due to a majority of pain of Fe spins with p d l e l  alignment 

and is otherwix not directly related to the mmgnnic or chemical structure of the matefial. In this 

paper, we show that MC simulation of chemical ordering in Fe-Ni alloys using the method of 

Dang and Ruicoun [Dang96a, 96c] produces an alloy which would show no deviation from the 

Slater-Pauling cuwe and a higher Tc, as is observed experimentaily in films grown by 

evapontion at RT pumpich87,88,92, Wwermuin92]. In addition, MC simulations of 

magneto-volume effects show that an Invv effm would arise in both the chemicaily ordered 

fdms and the chemicdy disordered films, as is observed experimentdy. 
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Figure 110 Average energy per atom @otentid+magnetic) a T - 300 K in the presence (a, 6) 
and in the absence (a, A) of magnetism and magneto-volume coupling. Average moment per 
atom at T - 300 K (b, *) with the Slater-Pauling relation (dashed he) and the T - 4.2 K 
mevurd magnetic moments (b, dotted iine [Cnngle63, Brmdo64D. 
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mrpositian (at % Fe) 

Figure 111 Simulated atomic volume at T - 300 K in the presence (a, *) and in the absence (a, 
A) of magneto-volume coupling. The relative ciifference bemeen the cwo is ploned in (b), as welf 
as the experimental deviation from the linex composition dependeme of the volume which 
occurs below 20 at. % Fe (dashed line, data from [Bradley37D and the T - O K volume 
enhancement relative to the volume extnpolated from high tempennins (dotted line, data from 
~ a s s e r m a ~ 9 0 D .  
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miposnian (at. % Fe) 

Figure 112 Simulateci linear thermal expansion coefficient at T = 300 K in the presence (*) and 
in the absence (A) of magneto-volume coupling. The dashed iine represents experimental results 
at RT (295 K) ~ e r m a n n 9 0 ] .  
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canposition (at. % Fe) 

Figure 113 Simulated bulk modulus at T = 300 K in the presence (*) and in the absence (A) of 
magneto-volume coupling. The dashed line represenu the experimental redts  a RT [Tanji83]. 
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7.5.3 Effect of the choice of lm(() 

We should also briefly dixuss the effect of the concentration dependence of IF=, . As 

rated initidy, we chose JFe, to vary with the alloy's composition nich that, at the T - O K 

volume in the absence of magneto-volume coupling and assuming an undistoned lattice, JFeFC 

would be the same for ai1 ailoys (d,)  (c) xales with -,, (r)) .  We will now see how other 

choices would have affected the reniks, considering that they should be the same a c = 65 at. %: 

O IfJFCFe was not composition dependent. Based on fig. 102, at T - 300 K, for al1 

concentrations below -60 at. % the average Fe-Fe interatomic distance would be smaller than do - 2.545 A and there would be no kwu effect (in the pheau, - O). Alloys with 

compositions of less than 50 at. % would likely show no Invu effect at dl, then the effects would 

increase npidly and give the same result at -65 at. % as already caldated. Al1 more Fcrich 

ailoys would exhibit the same effects since saturation UFGe - + 100 K) is never reached around T 

= 300 K. 

@ If d,J (c) scaled with the volume at which the H W L M  transition occurs (xe chapter 

5). The transition volume ais0 varies approximately lineariy with composition, but in pure Ni, it 

is much lower than m p t  (c) . In chis case, at T = 300 Ky in alloys with l e s  than some Fe 

~ o n t e n t , & ~ ~  vould be saturated - + 100 K and * O) resulting in no effect. As the Fe 

content increwd,jFCFe ar -,# (c) would slowly drop from + 100 K to -100 K within some 

range (which includes 65 at. % Fe). Possibly, in very Fcrich alloys, could saturate in the 

lower vaiue of -100 K. Again, in such a situation, the effea would only occur within a cenain 

concentration range around 65 at. %, Ning from no effm (when JFee is saturated) to the 

caldated value at 65 at. % Fe. 

In any case, in the xenario we chose, at each composition, the Fe-Fe non-magneto- 

volume active interatomic distance d,, ,, is such that jiGe (dno ,J is non-zero (d,, m,,~  is 
not on the * 100 K plateaus) so the Invv effect will taise place at all compositions and its 

magnitude will depend on the number and aate of the Fe-Fe bonds. In the other scenarios, there 

are ranges of composition where the FcFe distance is such that 1 ,  - O so no Invar effm can 

occur. The composition range over which the large magneto-volume effert occun would thus be 

reduced if do@) behaved differently. Also, since the effect is directly related to JL, a change in 
/ I,, with composition would reduce or enhance the effect we have already caldated. It thus 
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seems clear that although this model is a rough approximation of the tme situation, it provides 

the grounds for understanding and reproducing the magneto-volume anomaiies related to the 

Invar effect. 

7.6 Conclusion 

The idea of a JFGc that is dependent on intentomic distance has long been thought as a 

possible cause of the Invar effect ~ondonkü60]. However, two main hurdes prevented this idea 

from king widely accepted: (1) the magnitude of the slope w u  much larger than what 

would be expected and (2) the expected positive should lead to a contraction if IF=, was 

negative, not the expansion that is observed The frm point w u  only recently resolved by a 

calculation of 1, based on ESCs [Sabiryanov95], though its relation to the hvar problem was 

not immediately recognized. The second point w u  also recently resolved by Rancoun and Dang 

~ancourc%a] who showed that the frustration due to the nrong ferromagnetic interaction with 

Ni would in fact cause the desired expansion. By using MC simulations which combined 

magnetic and atomic degrees of freedom, we have illustnted for the fim time how such a simple 

model could explain the magnetic and nnictural anomalies wociated with the Invar effect in Fe- 

Ni alloys. This model is also applicable to other Invar alloys nich as Fe-Pt or Fe-Pd and, contrary 

to other models, natunlly provides the direct relationship becween the Invar effect and the 

magnetic order which is well established. 



8. Conclusion 

When 1 aarted working on this project, my intent was to mdy the antitaeriite and other 

ununial Fe-Ni minerals found in mzteorites. After the fim MS experiments, it became clear that 

antitaenite wrs no ordinary alloy and that the IS could be a reliable criterion to differentiate HM 

and LM alloys. With this information, we would perfcnn ncw and meaningful experiments 

whicb enabled us to collea more information on Invar and anti-Invar alloys, at RT as well as at 

high temperatures where the effects take place (anti-Invar) or disappear (Invu). In order to 

uaderstand and fully exploit thk wealth of information, we established a collaboration with Dr. 

Bose to perform ESCs of Fe-Ni alloys in various chemical and magnetic conf~gurations. Though 

this theoretical and experimental work on the HM/LM transition helped us understand many 

features of Fcrich alloys, including the anti-Invar effect, it w u  clear that the Invar effect was not 

directly related to this transition but caused by somcthing else. In light of recent calculations of 

the magnetic exchange puameter, we performed simple yet convincing finite temperature MC 

simulations based on the local moment mode1 of Rancoun and Dang [Rancoun96a] and found it 

to successfully explain the Invar effect. 

8.1 Summary of R e d t s  

The study of the Santa Catharina meteorite resulted in two important yet very different 

points. Fim of ail, it provided us widi detailed idormarion about an Fcrich FCC materiai, 

antitaenite, which is found to k stabiiized by an epitaxiiù relation 4 t h  a stable FCC phase, 

tetrataenite. Tetrataenite is also an extraordinary alloy in that it is a chemically ordered phase 

that cannot be synthesked by traditional methods. A detailed MS study and aate-of-the-art 

clectron microprobe imaging and analysis led us to determine the chemical composition of 

antitaenite which had previouily been a source of debate. The NCel temperature of antitaenite 
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w u  determined by MS, and a simulation of the magnetic interplay between tetrataenite and 

antitaenite has lead to a simple explmation of the u n d  temperature dependence of the width 

of the Mossbauer signal of antitaenite. On  a note more related to the rest of the work in this 

thesis, on the bais of MS, antitaenite w u  shown to have a distinct electronic nmcnire from 

traditional HM alloys. This use of MS in differentiating HM and LM d o y s  would prove to be 

invaluable and represents the main experimental contribution of this thesis. 

The rest of the work dedt with understanding, from a m o n  general point of view, the 

propenies of FCC Fe-Ni alloys as a whole. After reviewing the known and well undemood 

properties of FCC Fe-Ni ailoys, we have performd several types of ESCs to gather information 

on HM-FM and MM phases of the alloys as well as invenigate the nability of the magnetic 

moment in these alloys using the DLM model. We used the ESCs ro calculate precisely and 

accuraaly the IS observed in MS as well as to determine systematics of the HF in FM alloys. The 

composition-driven HM/LM transition, which is prediaed on the basis of ESCs, was then 

indisputably observed for the fm time in Fe-rich ailoys. The use of the IS as a marker made ir 

possible to clarify when the transition was occumng and how it affected the lanice parameter of 

FcNi alloys, a feature that for a long time had not been undemood. High temperature MS 

meznirements provided fimhand evidence for thermally induced moments in ami-Invar ailoys, 

whereas Invar alloys were found to remain HM above Tc. Funher evidence that the Invar effect 

w u  unrelated to the HM/LM transition was found from the deviation from Vegard's law which 

was interpreted to show that the volume of Invv ailoys is in faa, at low temperature, expanded 

relative to 'normal" non-magneto-volume active alioys. While the ami-Invu effect could be 

undemood on the bais of the moment-volume instability in Fe-rich alloys, the Invar effea 

needed a different interpretation. Using a simple local moment model with magneto-volume 

coupling, we simulared the magnetic and n r u d  propenies of Lnvar alloys within the contem 

of a KM local moment rnodel. We showed that ail propenies couid be satisfactody explained by 

this model and that the assumptions of the model were actually justified on the basis of the 

previously published and new r d ü  of the volume dependence of the Fe-Fe magnetic exchange 

parameter. This work has thus enabled us to m e r  the two major questions regarding FCC Fe- 

Ni ailoys: What causes the Invar effect? and What causes the ami-Invar effea? 
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8.2 What Causes the Iavar Effect? 

Based on the evidence presented in chapters 5,6 and 7, it is now clear that the Invar 

effect is mainly due to the disappeiuance, as temperature increases, of a volume expansion caused 

in HM d o y s  by a nrong volume dependence of the FcFe magnetic exchange parameter jFcFe. In 

ailoys with concentrations far from where the W L M  transition occun, the HM phase is nable 

throughout the tempenture range and one fuidr that the Livw effect is a true local moment 

magneto-volume eff ect . This volume exparnion, relative to the non-rnagneto-volume active dlo y s 

is clearly uen as a deviation from Vegard's !aw that is of the svne order of magnitude as the 

spontaneous volume magneto-expansion relative co the high temperature phase. The existence of 

a large volume dependence of JFe,, which is required to pmduce this effect, is obtained from 

ESCs and occurs within the aability m g e  of the KM phase. MC simulations using a very simple 

model of this volume dependence of are quite capable of reproducing the anomalous 

magnetic and arumrd propenies. The magnetism itself is correctly explained by the simple 

local moment model that was origindy put fonh as the latent antiferromagnetism model. 

In alloys with compositions closer to the HM/LM t d t i o n  composition, the HM 

phase remains nable at low tempenture by the prexnce of ferromagnetic order, but the moment 

magnitudes are seen to be slightly dependent on the magnetic configuration. This behaviour is 

consistent with calculations given in chapter 5 and experimental evidence in chapter 6 that shows 

a minor drop of the IS as the tempenture exceeh Tc. In these conditions, the high temperature 

phase (above Tc) is not, in tenns of magnetic moment magnitudes the same as the low 

temperature phase. Even though Invar ailoys should genenlly be considered as HM alloys, there 

is some effect of moment instability with temperature which cm contribute to the anomalous 

thermal expansion of the alloys. Because these alloys are already experiencing effeas of the 

HM/UI transition, the reference volume of their high temperature phases do fall below 

Vegard's law, as extnpolated from the volumes of Ni-rich alloys. We should note, however, that 

if this thermal instability of the moment has m effect on the thermal expansion of the alloy, it is 

not of great imponance compared to the true Invar effm, which is due solely to the volume 

&pendence of 

In short, the Invar effect is due to the large volume dependence of JFse and is directly 

mediated by the magnetic order of the aiioy, thus disapppeuing around Tc. The anomalously 
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large volume dependence of moa likely vises as a pncunor sign of the moment-volume 

instability in FCC Fe which occun at reduced volumes. The Iavv effect is not due to thermal 

excitation of a low moment phase or state or thermal fluctuations of the moment, as the 

accumulated evidence shows that a large moment is stable above Tc. 

8.3 What Causes the Antihvar Effect? 

Whereas the Invar effect is a low temperature effect driven pnmirily by energetics of the 

alloy as a magnetic and amcrural ensemble, the anti-hvu effect is a high temperature effect 

driven primanly by entropy. 

The anti-Invar effecr occun in alloys whose ground state is a LM phase and at a volume 

where there is a moment-volume instability and for which there is a positive correlation between 

the moment magnitude and the volume where the system with such a moment is moa stable. In 

these conditions, ar high temperature, the entropic drive towards increasing the moment 

magnitude and hence the moments contribution to entropy also r e d t s  in an increased volume 

compared to the volume expected in the absence of this entropie-driven effect. This leads to an 

anomalously high thermal expansion which subsides as the energy increase from the en lqed  

moment magnitude h o m e s  h d e r  to compensate with a gain in entropy. 

8.4 What Can We Learn From This Work? 

Because of the complexity of the synem and the large number of different effects which 

arise within a short nage of compositions, it has been dificult ro associate experimentally 

obxrved effecu to a specific cause. Within the range of - 50 to -75 at. % Fe, there is: 

a drop in the magnetic moment due to ami-ferromagnetic Fe-Fe magnetic exchange, 

a peak in the magneto-volume anomalies below Tc related to the hvar effect (due ro a 

large magneto-volume coupling), 

an înstability with respect to a martensitic transition because of cornpetition between 

two lanice amctures which have very similar energia, 

a a &op in the atomic volume due to a tnnsitioa from a HM materiai to a LM material 

and the appearance of the anti-hvu effect at hi&-tempennires due to the a moment 
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volume instability . 
Foxtunately, by combining various theoretical and experimental methob, we have been able to 

discriminate these effects and find their intrinsic causes. This represents a conclusive nep in the 

evolution of the problem. Unlike many researchen in the past, we have not only attempted to 

undemand a specific measurement or a specific feature but rather to get a global piaure which is 

compatible with ali known experimental redts.  It is still necessary to invenigate how this 

understanding can be transferred to other materials that exhibit Invar or anti-Invar behaviour. As 

nated in the introduction, the r e m  %var effect" has now become a general way of saying 'low 

thermal expansionn, and the causes of the anomalies in various materials need not be the same. It 

is for this reason we have decided to focus primuily on FcNi alloys, the original and mon 

midies Invar dloys. As a r e d t  we now provide a comprehensive undemanding of the magnetic 

and structurai propenies of FCC Fe-Ni alloys. We can &O nate with confidence that in similar 

materiah such as Fe-Pt or Fe-Pd alloys, which also exhibit Invar-like propenies in the FCC 

phase, the causes are mon likely the same as in Fe-Ni alloys. In other cases, such as in laves 

ph-, it is more tenuous to expect that the cause be the sme. 

From an application standpoint, an understanding of the microxopic processes that 

cause anomaious properties is of great value, because it becornes possible to predict the propenies 

of new alloys and new materials on physical grounds, rather than through triai-and-error. 

Because Invar and Elinvar alloys are ni11 widely used in precision time pieces and industriai and 

technological applications, t h  knowledge can help material scientist tailor-make new matenais 

with tugeted properties by using a combination of ESCs and MC simulations, in light of our 

More than ever before, more thui a century after the dkovery of the Invar effect, with 

the help of decades of experimend data and decades of sifting through various theoreticai 

hypocheses, we c m  fmaliy Say that we not only know how FCC Fe-Ni d o y s  behave but more 

imponantly fundamentdy undemand why they behave the way they do. 



The Extended Voigt-Based Fitting 
Method 

A new model [Lagmc971 for distributions of hyperfine puameters in Mossbauer 

spectroscopy is presented and is applied ta the spectnun of a synthetic taenite. The method is 

based on the Voigt-based fitting (VBF) method introduced by Rancourt and Ping ~ancourt91a] 

and generalizes VBF to handle the more realistic cases of conelated dinributions of severai 

hypenine parameters. For this reason, it is named the extended Voigt-bwd fitting method 

(xVBF). The degree of correlation can be nil, giving simultaneous independent distributions, or it 

c m  be varied, up to a perfect linear correlation or anticorrelation. The proposed 

multidimensionai probability density distribution of xVBF produces a Mossbauer spenrum 

which cm be expressed analytically as a sum of Voigt lines, making it amenable to non-linear 

fitting. The paramagnetic and magnetic cases are treated, dong with an example of a magnetic 

d o y  with a cornpuison to the linear coupling model used in VBF. 

A. 1 Introduction 

It is very common when andysing Mossbauer spectn of cornplex phases such as those 

found in clays, soils or sedimenu, to make use of distributions of hyperfine parameten. In these 

materiais, distributions of hyperfine panmeters vise from subtle variations in the local 

environments of the probe nuclei, including but not nsvicted to a n i d  variations or 

modulations (e.g. in bond lengths), chemicai environment variations (e.g. due to alloying) and 

diflerences in the local spin amcture. Even though such variations are present, the probe nuclei 
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c m  s t i i l  be conceptually comidered to be in the sune 'siten, characterized by a set of similar 

parameters which may or may not be distributed. Most of the models used to describe these 

complex materials use this concept of a 'site" to analyse and interpm theu Mossbauer spectra. 

In panicular, Rancoun [Rancourt94a] hu shown that the unial approach using 

Lorentzian doublets to fit the room temperature spectra of panmagnetic minerals such as layer 

silicates is incorrect and that distributions of quadmpole splinings mun be taken into account 

(Rancourt94c]. Here the VBF method with linear coupling between the quadrupole splitting and 

the centre shift seems adequate but the present xVBF approach will ailow one to test the extent 

to which simultaneous correlated diaributions of both quadmpole splitting and centre shift are 

required. 

It should be noted that such analyses - with distributions of hyperfine parameten - are 

only easily applicable in the static or ejEectiveIy SUU case, when timedependent fluctuations in 

the local environment occur outside the time frarne of the measurement (lifetime of the excited 

level in Mossbauer spectroscopy). When this is not tme, as is ohen the case near a phase 

transition, a more comprehewive and complicated analysis mus be perfomed [Ruicoun96]. 

The analysis of spectra in the presence of timedependent fluctuations in these situations is 

beyond the xope of this discussion. 

We shall thus consider methob used to determine ratic distributions of the hyperfine 

panmeten involved in Mossbauer spectroscopy. The numerous methods which have been 

developed to obtain such distributions have recently been reviewed [Rancoun96, 

Vandenberghe941 and can be loosely categorized as follows: (i) direct extraction methods by 

deconvolution (Fourier methods, combined partial deconvolution), (ii) direct extraction by 

mat& methob (sep hnctions - direct or with refinemenu, using Bayesian inference theory), 

(iii) k i n g  to an analytical model of the distribution (simple Gaussian or binomiai distribution, 

more general VBF method for vbi tnry distribution shapes [Rancoun9la]. In general, these 

methods are al1 used to model the spectnun with a single p h u r y  parameter whose distribution 

is desired and other parameters which aren't dinributed or are linearly coupled with the primary 

parameter, thus being s h e  parameters. 

The model we present in this article is of the third type, and actuaily extends the VBF 

method. For this reason, it has been named the rVBF model, or the extended Voigt-based fitting 

modcl. Instead of extracting the distribution of a single hyperfine parameter, with which slave 
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parameters c m  be linearly correlated, this model admits simdtaneous independent distributions 

of several parameten. Additiondy, they cm be partidy or completely linearly correlated with 

each other. This model provides a more 'realinic" representation of the hyperfine pvvneter 

distributions, since it has long been known that the correlations between distributed parameters 

are oken not perfect couplings Lines831. This is the fun model to provide an analytical solution 

to the modelling of this general case. 

A brief mathematical description of the model is foliowed by an example where the 

model is w d  to analyse a spectnirn of a synthetic taenite which exhibits magnetic splining. 

A.2 Mat hematical Description 

In the rest of this article, we will only treat spectn which exhibit no experimental 

artifam such Y thickness effects, and no dynamic effects. In such a case, the elemental multiplet 

wociated with a discrete set of hypefine parameters is a mm of Lorentzian lines of area A,, 

centred at positions o,@3 and whose fidl width at half maximum 0 is the intrinsic line 

width Wo. At velocity v, it is given by 

w p )  = CA,UV-~I ,W,J .  
I (73) 

Inhomogeneous broadening occurs when a distribution of sites is probed at the rame time, and 

the redting signal is the convolution of the elemental multiplet of each site with the 

dinribution of hyperfine parameten: 

where P m  is the total distribution of hyperfine parameten. We propose a model for extracting a 

uue multidimensional dinribution in both the paramagnetic and the magnetic case. 

A.2.1 Paramagnetic Case 

In the paramagnetic case, the only relevant hyperGne parameters are the quadrupole 

splitting A and the centre shih 6. The combined probabiiity density distribution (PDD) is 

modelled by the following expression: 
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where p is a correlation parameter between the centre shift and the quadrupole splitting. The 

partially integnted probability densities (PIPD) of the centre shifi P,(6) and of the quadrupole 

splitting PA(A) are obtained by integrating out the other variable. This results in: 

These PlPDs do not depend on the correlation parameter p which is removed by the panid 

integrarion. As in the VBF method they are expresed as sums of Gaussians. In addition, in the 

total distribution, they are independent or correlated via the parameter p. This c m  result in 

linear coupling when p = 1 1. 

When using the proposed PDD, the convolution with the elementd doublet of "Fe (or 

any Mossbauer isotope wit h a 3/2 - 1/2 transition) results in a nun of Voig lines which, though 

they have no andyticd expression, cm be effectively approximated by several analyticd 

hinaions ~ancoun89]. The f d  lineshape is given by: 

Figs. 114 and 115 (a) through (c) illustrate the effect of the correlation on the spectrum and the 

probability density distribution. 

The paramagnetic case is of great importance in the analysis of spectn of clay minerais, 

whose Mossbauer 'signatures" raide not only in the average values of the hyperfine parameten 

but also in the shapes of their mdti-parameter distributions. Since these distributions contain a 
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great deai of information regarding a mineral's stmcture and crystal chexnistry [Rancourt%a, 

Wb, %cl, a method such as the one presented must be used to obtain reliable and, if possible, 

accunre distributions. The proposed PDD w d  is versatile cnough to mode1 a broader range of 

physical solutions and it can be used to explore the domain of solutions obtained from a 

Mossbauer spectrum in more detail thui most other practical methods. 

A.2.2 Magnetic Case 

Within the perturbation b i t ,  three hyperfine parameten suffice to describe the 

elementd sextet of "Fe. The centre shift ô, the quadrupole shift e and the Zeeman splitting z 

produce a senet whose lines are centred at o&e,a = 6 + a,e + fi,%, where a, and PI  are 

constants. The general PDD we propose in this case is a natunl exrension to the previous 2- 

dimensional case: 

whh p, = p8:+pal+p,:-2p8ep8&. Here, when a single component is used for each distributed 

puuneter, the 2D surface of equiprobability is an ellipsoid in 3D parasneter space. 

Once again, the PIPDs for each parameter is simply the sum of their Gaussian 

componenu, irrespective of the correlation puuneters. Also, the convolution with the elernental 

x n e t  cm be expressed as a sum of Voig huictions where only the Gaussiui width is affected by 

the correlations: 

with 
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The effect of each correlation is more complicated than in the paramagnetic case, because the six 

lines are affected differently, depending on the type of correlation. Figs. 116 (a) through (c) 

provide a description of the effect of the correlations and thus how to identify which ones are 

present from a visual inspection. h should also be noted that the effect of a correlation depends 

not only on the magnitude of the correlation paraxneter py, but &O on the widths of the 

parameter distribut ions. 

A.3 Application to a Synthetic Taenite 

To illustrate the power of this new model, we have chosen a spectrum of an Fe6&, 

alloy (Invar) at 77 K. This is a simulated thin-limit spectnun obtained by correcting the mevured 

specrnun for thicknes effects by the method described by Rancoun ~ c o u n 9 5 ] .  For 

comparison, results using the Iinear coupling VBF method are presented. Based on a visual 

inspection of the spectrum (fig. 117), it can be xen that the correlation between the quadrupole 

shift and the Zeeman splitting @d is dominant, so both these pvameten will be diaributed and 

correlated to meanire the importance of each effect. We also assume the Zeeman splitting 

diaribution will be the one with the mon stmcture: in the xVBF model, only one Gaussian 

component will be w d  for the quadrupole shift distribution. In every case, the Lorentzian 

FWHM is frozen at W, but the background is dowed to vary for each fit. The centre shift is 

fitted but is not-diaributed. Whatever the fitting model, the average quadrupole splitting was 

found to be O m d s ,  as expected fiom the cubic qmmetry of the crystal. 

Table 29 shows the evolution of the fit 6 t h  various fitting conditions, giving the 

parameters used, the number of fined pvameten and the resuiring reduced f .  Table 30 gives a 

comparison of the parameters obtained from each methoci's bcst fi<. It should be noted that when 

no correlations or couplings are present and only the Zeeman splitting is distributed, both 

models are identical. From Table 29, we see that a pure distribution of Zeeman splinings (HFD) 

is not adequate, but both a coupling or correlation and an independent QSD ~ i g ~ c u i r l y  

improve the fit. The VBF fit cannot be M e r  improved. Adding a correlation between the 

distributions in the xVBF model provida a statistically ~ i ~ c a n t  fit, and converges to a 
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physicdy sound distribution of puuneters. 

Fig. 117 also gives the residuais obtained from the bm fi of each method, clearly 

showing that the linear coupling fails to provide accunte width for dl the peaks. The xVBF 

methd  fits them more adequately because the distributions are only pvtially correlated. 

In addition, the PIPDs of the Zeeman splining and quadrupole shift from each method's 

best fit are given (figs. 118 and 119), dong with the contour plot for the total PDD, as obtained 

from the xVBF method (hg. 120). One notes that whereu the HFD-PIPDs are essentiaily 

identical, the QSD-PiPDs for xVBF and VBF are significantly different. 

A.4 Conclusion 

It is obvious from the example presented tbat linear coupling is not in generd adequate 

to model multiàimensiond distributions of hyperfine paruneten. We propose an anaiytical 

model to deai with such cases. This model is also wM to explore distributions with varying 

degrees of complexity by chmging the number of Gaussian components. An elementary 

assessrnent might use only pure Gaussian distributions, while a more detailed m d y  cm, in a 

controlled way, admit more and more complexity to any of the distributions. This versatility 

aiso allows it to better explore the often extremely degenerate solution to the problem of 

unracting hyperfine parameter distributions from Mikbauer spectn. 
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Table 29 Evolution of the fit qudity with the cornplexity of the xVBF and VBF model. 

lHFD+lQSD 
1HFD i1QSD +p, 
2HFD 
ZHFD+lQsD 
WR) +lQSD +p, 

3HFD +lQSD+p, 
VBF 2HFD 

2HFD+coupLrig 
3HFD 
3HFD+couphg 

Table 30 Cornparison of the fined parameten from the ben fits using the xVBF and VBF 
models. 
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O 

v (mmis) 

Figure 114 Effect of the &A correlation on the Mossbauer spectrum. AU spectra use a single 
Gaussian distribution for the quadrupole splining (<A > - 3 m d s ,  a, - 0.8 mm/s) and the 
centre shih ( < 6 > - O mm/s, O, - 0.2 d s ) .  
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Figure 115 xVBF probability density contour plots correspoadiog to the specrn in fig. 114. (a) 
pu = 0, (b) pu = 0.5 and (c) pu-0.9 (instead of 1). In the case where pu= 1, the contour plot 
would simply yield a stnight line. 
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Figure H6 Effect of the various correlations on magneticdy split Mossbauer spectra, compared 
to the spean in the absence of correlations @ - O). AU spectn were genented using PIPDs with 
only a single Gussian component for the Zeeman splicting (< 6 > -O mm/s and 4-0.05 
d s ) ,  the quahpole shift (<e > -0 mm/s and up0.05 d s )  and the centre shifi (<6 > -O 
m m / s  and 4 -0.05 d s )  with the following correlation parameters: (a) pp, - O and 1, (b) p,- O 
and 1 and (c) p,-O and 1. The clifference specrn betareen the spmn with uncorrelated and 
correlated distributions are dso plotted on the wme d e .  
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Figure 117 Thickness corrected Mossbauer spectrum of Fe6Ni,, a 77 K. The residuals spectra 
correspond to the bea Fts of the xVBF and VBF models, as explained in the tem. Notice how 
the VBF model, which uses linear coupling, cannot correctly model al1 the peaks' widths, 
whereas the xVBF model does so correctly. 
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Fipre  118 Partially integrated probability density (PTPD) of the Zeeman spliaing z of the 
spectnun in fig. 117, as obtained by the xVBF (solid line) and VBF (dashed line) models. 

Figure 119 Partially integrated probability density (PIPD) of the quadrupole shift e of the 
specvum in fig. 117, as obtained by the xVBF (solid line) and VBF (dashed h e )  models. Notice 
the artifid 'tail" in the distribution obtained by the VBF m o u ,  which is due to the coupling 
with the Zeeman splining distribution. 
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Figure 120 Contour plot of the total probability density distribution (PDD) of Zeeman splining 
and quadrupole SM, obtained by the xVBF method. 



A General Method for Removing 
Non-Uniform Thickness Effects in 
Mossbauer S~ectra 

h this section, we present a novel method for comcting spectn which were taken with 

absorber that have non-uniform thicknesses. The basic principles are the same as in the method 

of Rancourt and Ping [Rancoun96] which correm for uniform thickness effects. 

B.1 The Tnnsmiaion Integral Formulation 

If a source with recodiess fncrion 1; exnits y-nys with a spectrai distribution L(L) ont0 a 

a thickness t (in cm) 

n,  Mossbauer active nuclei per volume (in cm-? 

a recoiiless fraction fa 

a resonant cross-section (in cm? 

* a non-resonant mas  absorption coeffcient pt (in cm2&) 

a density p (ii g-cm*? 

then the transmission spectrum is 

r 
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where q, d q ,  are the number of y-rays from the Mossbauer transition (14.4 keV for "Fe 

specrroscopy) and from other (non 14.4 keV) transitions that impinge on the absorber. These 

numben include any correction due to detector respome and absorption in air. 

B.2 Assurnptions and Limitations 

Before proceeding, here is a lin of the usumptions that are made in deriving the 

following expressions and the limits of applicability: 

1) Absence of geometrical or other experimental artefacts (cosine smearing, detector 

saturation, etc...). 

2) Each granule of the absorber is non-polarizing (it is not too large to cause problems). 

3) The absorber is thin enough so that multiplcabsorption effects are not present. 

Mon of these conditions can be satisfied by correctly preparing the absorber. In sorne cases, 

however, it is not possible, uid it wili be impossible to correct for thickness effecrs. 

B.3 Deding wit h Non-Unifonn Thickness 

The absorber is modelled as a series of cylinders dong the direction of the y-ny. In each 

cylinder, the y-ray must pass through a cenain amount of material. 

We will distinguish two physicai situations: 

û, There is only resonantly absorbing material (any non-resonantly absorbing material m u t  

have a unifonn thickness over the uea of the absorber) 

@ The absorber is made of resonandy absorbing material (particles) in a non-resonantly 

absorbing matrix. The thickness of the absorber is considerd unifonn over its area. 

In both cases, PV), the probability disuibution of the thickneu is SuffiCient to characterite the 

sample's nonuaiformity. The transmission integnl becomes, in each case: 

a 9 1 
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where the nr abscript refea to the non-resonantly absorbing matrut. T is the unifonn absorber 

hickness. By making use of the Laplace transform of the thickness distribution, 

we can simplify these equations as 

In both cases, the fint term of the RHS is a constant (the background), and al1 the spectral 

information is contained in the second term. These fundamental equations cm now be used to 

treat many tme physicd scenarios 
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B.3.1 Some Physical Examples 

Absorber with holes (otherwise uniform thickness) 

i Wedge-like absorber 

Randomly distributed unifonn sized particles (Poisson distribution) - 
Randomly distributed random sized particles (Normal distribution) 

In each of the cases shown here, the Laplace tnnsform can be cddated analytically. Otherwise, 

it might n d  to be evaluated numericdy. 
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8.3.2 Generd Method to Correct for Non-Uniform Thickness Effects 

B.3.2.1 Prior Knowledge About the Absorber 

In order to apply the following method to c o m a  for thickness effects, it is necessvy to know: 

O The thickness distribution P(t) of the absorber. This might be inferred from knowledge 

of the absorber or it may be necessary to measure it experimentally. 

Ci Some physicai characteristics about the absorber and the matrut (if applicable): the 

density p, the m a s  absorption coefficient p, 

Since the total spectral area is known experimentally, and the total cross-section / d ~ a , , ( ~ )  is 

also known, a normalisation condition cm be applied to determine either 

O nd fd, the Mosbauer propenies of the absorber (which otherwise cm be determined by 

the stoichiometry and a reasonable guus of fJ, or 

O qlK/,, the number of recoilless y-rays that can be resonmtly absorbed (which can 

otherwise be detennined experimentdy xparately) 

One of these parameten mut be known in advance. 

B.3 2.2 Pattern Smoot hing using the Voig Lineshape 

&fore trying to extract the intrimic crossection of the absorber, it is necessary to obtain a 

smooth spectnim, free of noise. A namnl way of smoothing the spectnim is to fit it to an 

arbitnry number of Voigt lines, until one geu a natistically perfect fit, as is done in the method 

for correction of uniform thickness effects. Since the source spectral shape is a Lorenaiaa 

hinaion with half-width at hdf maximum y,, it can be deconvoluted anaiytically from a sum of 

Voigt lines. 

B.3.2.3 Self-Consistent Solution to the Problem 

In both cases prexnted above, the caldatecl spectnun is of the form: 
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and we wish to determine g(E). If the spectnun is expressed as a sum of Voig lines, 

s(u ) = A+C V(P  -V,J~,U,)  
i (89) 

and we directly get 

by using the fact that the convolution of a Voigt iine with the source Lorentzian simply increases 

its Lorentzian y pariuneter by y,. 

Q If B is known, we can determine F(g(v)) at my velocity, and hence solve for g(v) (and thus 

uM(v)). If F(s) is an andytic funaion, this is very quick. The normalization condition on 

aM(u) will detennine nJ. 

Q If B is not known, using an estimate, we solve for oM(v), and use the normalization 

condition to improve the estimate of B. This is done itentively until B and oM(v) are 

det e rrnined . 

B.3.2.4 Generating a Thickness-Effect Free Spectrum 

Once the crosiseaioo u.,,(v) of a material is known, it cui be used to generate a spectrum which 

has no thickness effects, uniaily referred to as a thin-limit spectrum. A thin-limit spectrum is one 

where the fmorder  Taylor expansion of the exponential is valid, Le. 

C -nJ.u.u(@* , 1 - J a (Jq*, 
a A¶ (91) 

If we chose to generate a spectnim with the same background as the original specrrum, we can 

simply w 
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Now, if we add noise with the correct statistics, this spectnun cm be analyscd to get precise 

hyperfine parameters disuibutions and s p d  u«s wirh whatever mode1 or prognm we want 

to use. 



Correcting for Geometrical Artifacts 
in Mossbauer Saectra 

Geometncai effects are those which are due to the lateral dimensions of the source and 

absorber, as oppoxd to thcir thickness. They corne from the fact that the Doppler shifting of the 

source does not shih the energy of the y-ray independently from its direction, but rather by a 

factor v cosû, where v is the velocity of the source and 8 is the angle becween the source 

direction and the direction of the emined y-ny. If the source and the absorber have large lateral 

dimensions or are put too dose to each other, the rneasured signal a d l y  results from an 

Source Absorber De tec tor 

d I 
6 

n \ e ..... .... 
3 

z D 

Figure 121 Schematic drawing of the MS geomeuicai specifications. 

275 
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intrinsic signal modulated by many different velocities comopoading to ali the possible angles 

linking points on the source to points on the absorber and on the detector. Assuming that the 

source and absorber are positioned as described in fig. 121, this is expressed mat hematically as 

follows: 

Both integrarions are performed on the areas of the source and absorber. s'(v) is the tme signai 

that would be obtained in the absence of geometrical artefacts (if both the source and the 

absorber were points dong the direction of motion of the source). t (4 is a function which 

de~cribes the amount of signal generated by a relative thickness x of the absorber as compared to 

the signal dong the direction of motion of the source. For a thin sample in transmission 

geometry, r (4 = x, that is the signai is proponional to the thickness of the material. The 

explicit xparatioo of t (4 and sO ( v )  in eq. 93 assumes that there are no thickness effects or 

distributions of thickness which would otherwise link the signal to thickneu of the absorber in a 

non-linear way. 0 is the angle between the direction of motion of the source and the line joining 

two positions on the source and absorber: 

The fanor l /[(d+l)/cosû]' takes into account the decrew of the intensity of the source with 

distance from the source to the detector (L is the distance between the sample and the detector). 

Io is the total intensity of the source, emitted isotropicaily from every point on an area A ~ .  

B w d  on this fomalism, we can see that the integrand is 1inea.r in the intrinsic signal, 

which meaas that is we couid decompose the intrinsic signal into a sum of peaks, then the 

resuiting signal is a sum of the independently integnted modifed peaks: 

If we fit the signal to a sum of modified peaks ~ ( ( v ,  d, (a,}), then we can recover the intnnsic 

signal X ~ V )  and analyse it by whichever methd we want. We s h d  now give an example to 
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show what geometrid effecu can be in simple situations. 

Consider a point source, such that there is no need to integrate over the source uea., and 

a cylindrical absorber, such that integntion over its uea cm be reduced to integntion over iu 

radius. cos 0 cm be expressed as 

such that the obrrved signal is: 

If we assume that 7 (4 = x (the situations where this assumption is valid will be discussed later), 

then 

Zn4 R, 

S(d, Y )  = - [ d r r  (98) 
v + 0 2 ,  

A change of variable x = I//I + ( r / d 2  funher clarifies this expression: 

If we take the lirnit of infiitely s m d  or idmiteiy dinant absorber (Rd c d), we retrieve 

S(d,Rd, v )  = x R,Z Io sO(u)  / (d+02 as expected. Eq. 99 shows that it is the ratio RJd which 

determines how much the specvum will k distoned by geometncal effects. 

C.2 Geometrical Effects on a Folded Spectnun 

When a spectrum is accumulateci in r d  time, the transmitted or emitred intensity is 

recorded as a function of t h e .  Depending on the driving waveform, the velocity of the source 

un be expressed as a linear function of time (constant accelention mode) or a sinusoida h a i o n  

of tirne (shwidai mode). Because of the brk-and-fonh motion of the source, there are two 

points in space where the source hu the same velocity, as seen in fig. 122 for a constant 

acceleration mode. In order to generate an uitensity versus velocity spectnim, the velocity vernis 
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time function û determined via calibntion and the raw spmrum is 'folded" such that channels 

comsponding to the svne velocity are binned together. The folded spectrum will thus be 

expressed as 

S ~ ' " " ( V )  = S(D+GU) + S ( D - t v )  (100) 
since the equai velocity positions correspond to opposite positions around the average source 

position. D is the distance from the average source position to the absorber dong the source 

direction of motion (taken Y the z axis). 
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Figure 122 Illustration of the tirne dependence of the acceleration, velocity and source position 
in a 'constant acceleration" mode. 
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C.2.1 Effect on the Background 

If we assume there is no resonant absorption or emission (no Mossbauer active nuclei in 

the sample), then we c m  set sO (u)  to a constant and calculate the obxrved background after 

folding for an identical setup with a Mossbauer active sample: 

A xries expansion in RJD gives: 

Even if we keep oniy the leading tenn, we fmd that the background is not necessarily flat but 

does depend on the velocity (since z depenb on the velocity): 

The exact fonn of the background depends on ~ ( v )  , but the following conclusions c m  be dnwn: 

z = O OCM a the maximum (positive and negative) velocities, wherev z is maximum when v = 

O. The background chus has a bell-shaped cunn with a maximum ar the zero-velocity point, as 

shown in fig. 123. The amount of curvanire depends on the extent of the motion of the source 

relative to the sourcedetector distance, Q~ / (D + 0. This type of background is nrely 

encountered in transmission geometries where the usen usually set conditions to avoid 

pomeuicai artefacts, but it is more cornmon in CEMS where the source cm be positioned and 

moving very dose to the absorber. It is interescing to note that the background shape depends 
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more on the extent of the motion of the source, nther than the actuaf size of the absorber. Even 

for a smalt absorber, if the source motion is large, there will be this effect. The reason this effect 

should be taken into account, is that when spectral areas are compued, features that occur at 

different velocities are modulated by a different amount, so precke uea ratios might be affected 

(only when dealing with precisions of better than 1%). 

C.2.2 Effect on the Peak Shape 

To show how a peak cm be dinoned, we will use a simplified version of eqs. 99 and 100. 

We fint assume that the source motion is uifinitely smdl compared to the source-sample distance 

a D, d - D) and that the detector is directly located behind the absorber ( I  - O). In this 

case, the folded s p e c t m  becomes 

Figure 123 Effect of source motion on the background in a folded spectrum. The solid and 
dashed lines represent casa where &/(D +l) = 1/20 and &,/(D +r) = i /IO, respectively, for a 
constant accelention wavefom with a frequency of 1 Hz, and a nmge of * 10 d s .  
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Neglming the source-sample disrance simply avoids the a d a c t  described in the previous 

section. Sening 1 - O simply changes the pre-factor, and doesn't affect the shape of the spectrum. 

Let us now consider the effect of the relative absorber radius (Ra/ LI) on a Lorentzian peak 

centred on v ,  - S d s ,  with a HWHM y = 0.1 d s :  

The folded spectmrn can be evduated malytically as 

where a = \/I + (%/D)'. Figs. 124 through 126 show the effect of the ratio of finite size of the 

absorber to the distance from the sample. In fig. 126, we set that an increase absorber size causes 

a shifting to higher velocities (becaw the effective velocity xen at the edge of the absorber is 

lower, where resonant absorption does occur), and &O a broadening of the peak. The amal shift 

in position and broadening of rhe peak is shown in fig. 125. We x e  that the position has an 

approximately quadntic dependence on Ra/D, whereas the FWHM has a quartic dependence. 

However, to ger accurate peak positions and widths, it is necessary to use smdl absorbe- or to 

correct for this effect. Findy, from fig. 124, we &O see that the effect becomes more 

pronounced for peaks at larger velocities, so all the peaks of a spearum will be affected 

differently. 
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Figure 124 Effect of cosine smeving at different peak positions. Ail peaks are calculated with 
Rd/ D - 1/2. 

Figure 125 Effect of Rd / D on the 
p d  Iocated at v ,  - 5 d s .  

position of the maximum (-) and on the FWHM (--=) of a 
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Figure 126 Effect of Ra / D on a peak located at P ,  - 5 d s .  R, / D ratios are (9) 1/100, (- -) 
1/10, (- *-) 1/4, (a**) 1/2. 

C.3 Correcting for Geometrical Adacts 

Now that we have established the potential for errors from fitting a spectrum which 

exhibits geometrical artifacts, we wiil show how it is possible to correct the effects and generate a 

ucleui" spectrum which cm be andysed by any suitable method. 

Fim of all, as previously stated, the Mossbauer signal mus  be proportional to the cross- 

section, so only spectn of thin absorben cm be treated. This, fortunately, inchdes CEMS 

spectn, since the short escape depth of electrons redts in an effectively thin sample. It is also 

necessary to have a calibration 1) relative to the source veiocity, as opposed to a calibration 

relative to a standard material (a simple offset of the velocities c m  be applied) and 2) that is free 

of geometricd effects. This second point means that the calibration spectnim couldn't be taken 

in the same condition as the distoned ~pccuum. This is important because if the calibrarion 

spearum includes geometrical effects, the peak positions won't be correct, and the calibration 

will d c i a l l y  (and incorrmly) 'correct" for erroneous peak positions. It is, hoarever, ais0 
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possible to treat ui unfolded calibration spectnun to get the 'truen calibration. But if a spectrum 

is alredy folded, it musr be folded from the true velocity of the source. 

So assume we have nich a folded spectnun of a thin sunple but which was taken in a 

non-ideal geometry. Eq. IO0 shows that the folded signal is comprised of two tenns which 

depend on the motion of the source. Either we assume the motion is aegligible (&=D) or we 

m m  use the funaion d (v )  giving the position of the source as a function of velocity, which is 

given from the calibration v (t)  , as 

d(v,)  = dt 'v  ( t?  , 

where v (t,) = v,.  Now if the crue M6ssbauer signal is given by a sum of some hinaion, as 

expressed in eq. 95, then we c m  calculate, uing eqs. 95 and 100 the resulting dinoned signal, 

vruming the geometry of the source and sample are known. The solution is thus to simply fit 

the observeci signal with an vbitrary number of diaoned peaks, such that the fit is aatiaically 

significant ($ = 1). The original Mossbauer signai is simply the mm of the undinorted peaks, it is 

merely necessary to add noise according to iu natiaical distribution, and we have a disrort ion 

free spectrum which cm be analysed by whatever means we wmt. 

There is, of course, the problem of the function t (4, which related the amount of signal 

to the thickness x of the sample (in the direction of the y-ray). As previously aated, for a thin 

transmission absorber, s(x) = x. For a CEMS signal, it is necessary to know the relation between 

the intensity and the depth at which the emitting site was located. Although this problem cm be 

complicaied, it is in general tractable, so we could di calculate the integral in eq. 95 and correct 

the spectrum. 



Tables of Results of Analyses of 
High Temperature MS Spectra 

The following tables list the parameters which r e d t  from various analyses of the high- 

temperanve MS spectn dedt with in chapter 6. Table 46 lins the resuiting extracted average IS 

and z from these various analyses. In al1 cases, a 2-0 (95 %) k i n g  uncenainty is given in the 

second column for each parameter, except for the average IS (table 46) where the 1 4  (67 %) 

uncenainty includes the uncenainty due to the k i n g  and the uncenainty due to the 

temperature dibration. The temperames for each spectrum are given in table 46. In some cases, 

the parameten for magneticdy split and paramagnetic spectra are listed in the same table. In 

those cases, the quadrupole sbiff  and quadrupole splitting, as well as the widths of their 

distributions, are given in the same column but should not be considered equivalent . 
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Table 31 Panmeten of the xVBF fits of Mossbauer spectn of Fepi, .  
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Table 32 Panmeters of the xVBF fits of Mossbauer spectra of Fe&,. 
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Table 33 Parmeten of the xVBF fiu of Mossbauer spectn of Fe&& 

2.065 

isn 
0.675 
01% 
0153 
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Table 34 Parameters of the xVBF fiu to Mossbauer spectn of FeuNi,,. 
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Table 35 Parameten of the VBF fits of the Mossbauer spectra of FeuNi,,. 
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Table 36 Panmeters of the xVBF fiu of Mossbauer speara of Fe6&i,,. 

Table 37 Parameters of t f the Mossbauer spectn of Fe6&,. 
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Table 38 Parameten of the xVBF fits of spectra of Fe,&. 

Table 39 Parameten of the fit of the specvz of Fe,& using a single Voig line. 

0.1 11 
Om5 
O M O  
0.1 12 
OJOS 
O J  U 
O U  
om 
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Table 40 Parameten of the xVBF fits of the FCC phase of Fe,Ni,. 

We7301 ID1 -7 144 0.119 0017 21849 637 L O O O 
Hfc73û2 038 526912 106 0.148 O.ûû9 2 3 M  4% 1 O O O 
Hfe7303 1M 1151430 200 0.130 0.011 48617 1021 1 O O O 
men04 0.82 558460 96 0.158 OM)8 23275 397 1 O O O 
wmos osa 900101 89 0.157 0.010 58007 2552 1 O O O 
Iffe7306 0.75 731869 74 0.V5 0.m 45512 779 1 O O O 

Table 41 Pvarneters of the fits of spectn of Fe,& using a single Vois  line. 
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Tabk 42 Parameten of the xVBF fits of the BCC phase in Fe,Ni,. 

w e n o t  0.453 O ws 0.021 o a 9  om1 0.547 0 2 5  2.192 on4 0.1192 0~15 
~ldeno2 om O u i 5  0.010 om 01317 ono osso t i i s  0.009 a m  om 
Hfe73û3 0318 O 2.005 0 m  OaOO ODû6 OH2 0.042 1987 ON7 0.083 OXû6 
Hfe7304 02% O 1.959 O1311 OSû2 0007 0228 0.W 1.767 0.034 0.095 0024 
Hfc7305 1 O 1.787 O n  01338 0013 
Me7307 1 O 2266 0.028 Oa95 0.06û 
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Tablc 43 Parameters of the xVBF fits of the FCC phase of Fe&,. 

Table 44 Panmeters of the fits of spectn of Fe,5Ni, using a single Voigt line. 
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Table 45 Parameten of the xVBF fiu of the BCC phase of Fe,5Ni,. 
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Table 46 Compiled parameters of the fïts of the high temperature Mossbauer spectra of Fe-Ni 
alloys. 

rtfeMoo xVBF 
Hfe30û1 xVBF 374 02509 0- 1.938 0.1070 
WeKXIZ xVBF 475 02444 OcMi3 1 1.823 0.104 1 
He3003 xVBF 581 02500 0.0032 1674 O s 9 4 4  
Wt300$ xVBF 689 02617 0m27 1525 0.0800 
H~fe3005 xVBF 792 027û) Om33 121 1 0.0472 
H e m 7  xVBF 843 02688 OdOM O901 OB719 
HfcMOb xVBF 893 02625 0,0020 O 

Hrfe6000 (2) xVBF 
W c a l  xVBF 
Mfc6002 xVBF 
Me6003 xVBF 
Hic6003 (2) xVBF 
Me6004 xVBF 
tMe600$(2) xVBF 
me6005 x-F 
We6006 xVBF 
Mfcûûû7 xVBF 
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Fable  46 continued) 

tide6700 xVBF 
Me6701 xVBF 
me6702 (2) xVBF 
Mc6702 xVBF 
Htfe6703 xVBF 
Mc6703 (2) xVBF 
me6704 xVBF 
Fkfc6704 (2) xVBF 
Mc6705 xWF 
me6706 xVBF 
Htfe6706 (2) xVBF 
me6707 xVBF 
iicfe47Oû VBF 
Eafe6701 VBF 
Htfe6707 VBF 

xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVEF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
VBF 
VBF 

xVBF 
xVSF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
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(Table 46 continue4 

xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
xVBF 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Vo igt 
Voigt 
Voigt 
Voigt 

Wc7XKI xVBF 288 0.1800 0.003 1 
He7501 xVBF 374 0.1866 OMWl 
Hcfe7502 xVBF 475 0.1976 0.0032 
CMc7503 xVBF 58 1 02030 0.0027 
tMe7504 xVBF 689 02170 0.0030 
me7505 xVBF 792 02267 0.0037 
Mc7506 xVBF 893 024 16 O.ml4 

He7507 xVBF 288 0.1924 O.ûCQ7 
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Appendix E 

Source Code for M C  Simulations 

The following C+ + code w u  used to perform the MC simulations in chapter 3 and 7. It is 

written to be portable and efficient yet simple enough to modify. 

File: mc-ntp . cpp 
Author: Ken Laqarec 
Purpose : isothermal-isobaric MC simulation on a FCC lattice with magnetic and 

atomic degrees of freedom 

tdefine USE-STDMETROPOLIS 
/ /  Borland compiler has -inta type but GNU compiler doesn't 
#if !defined(-BORLANDC-1 
#define i n t 8  char 

Rendif 

/ /  do chemical MC (volume changes) unless otherwise specified 
Rif !defineci (NO-VOLUMEMC) 
Ydef ine DO-VOLUMEMC 

Rendif 

/ /  do atomic MC (atomic position changes) unless otherwise specified 
#if ! def ined (NOATOMICMC) 

ldef  ine DO-ATOMICMC 
Rendif 

/ /  applied H can only be used if doing magnetic MC 
Pif defined(DOAPPLIEDH1 
#if !defined(DO-MAG) 
#erxor DO-MAG ~ u s t  be set to use DO-APPLIEDH 

#endif 
#endif 

tinclude cstdio.h> 
Xinclude <stdlib.h> 
Xinclude <f stream. h> 
#indude <math.h> 
#indude <values.h> 
tinclude <time.h> 
#if def ined (-WIN32-) 
iinclude <windows.h> 
#def ine GetTime ( )  ( (double) GetTickCount ( )  /1000. ) 
#define time-t double 

Xelse 
#def ine GetTime ( )  (time (O) ) 
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Oinclude " random. h" 
Dinclude "mcprob.hW 
tinclude "mcspin. h" 

Oif defined [DO-TRACE) 
tdefine TRACE(%) cout << x << endl; 

telse 
fdefine TRACE(x1 

tendif 

Rif definedlD0-MAG) 
#if defined(D0-VOLUMEMC) I I defined(D0-ATOMICMC) 

const char fnprefixl] = "mc NTP"; 
telse 

ronst char fnpref i x l ]  = "rnc"; 
îbendif 

Relse 
const char fnprefix[ 1 = "mc NTP no mag"; 
#endif 
typedef unsigned i n t 8  species-t; 

ofstream osmain; 
const unsigned NlJMSITESPERCELL = 4; 
const int NUMNNPERSZTE = 12; 
const int NUMNNPERSITE-2 6; 
const int NUM2NNPERSITE = 6; 
const int NUM2NNPERSITE-2 = 3; 
const int NUM3NNPERSITE = 24; 
const int NUM3NNPERSITE-2 = 12; 
const unsigned NUMSPECIES = 2; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
const unsigned NUM-MCNRGSTEPS * 1; / /  number of steps of magnetic annealing 
between steps of volume adjustments 
#else 
const unsigned NUM-MCMAGSTEPS - 0; I I  number of steps of magnetic annealing 
between steps of volume adjustments 
#endif 
const unsigned NUMMCVOLSTEPS = 1; 
const double SCALE-DNN = 7.0e-5; 
const double SCALENNDEV = 3 . h - 4 ;  

#if def ined (DO-HDISTRIBUTION) 
/ /  CH> = A*<mu> + B*SumNN(<mU>) 
const double Hhf-A = 20; 
const double HhfB = 0.3; 
#endif 
const double MU[NUMSPECIESI = { 2.8, 0.6) ; 

struct position-t { 

inline position-t 
operator + (const position-t& p. const position-t& dp) { 
position-t ppdp; 
ppdp.i = p.i + dp.i; 
ppdp.j = p.j + dp.j; 
ppdp.k = p . k  + dp-k; 
ppdp.1 = dp.1; 
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return ppdp; 
1 

/ /  Nearest-neighbour positions 
position t nn [NUMSITESPERCELL] [NUMNNPERSITE] = ( 
/ /  1 = 0- 
((0, 0, O, 11, - 1 ,  O, O, 11, (O, O, O ,  21, 1-1, 0, 0, 21,  10, 0, 0, 31, IO, -1, 

O, 31, 
{ O ,  -1, 0, Il, -1, -1, O, Ir, (0, O, -1, 210 (-1, 0, -1, 21, (0, 0, -1, 31, 

31,  
IO, 0, 0, O}, (1, CI, O, O}, {O, 0, -1, 21, (O, 1, -1, 21, {O, O, -1, 31, 1 ,  0, 

-1, 311, 
/ / 1 = 2  
1 ,  O, 1, O}, {O, O, 1, O}, (O, O, 1, 1 ,  ( O ,  -1, 1, 1 ,  (O, O, O, 31 ,  fl, O, 

O ,  31, 
(0, 0, 0, O), I l ,  0, O, 01, (O, 9, O, 1 ,  (O, -1, 0, 1 ,  (O, -1, O, 31, (1, -1, 

O, 311, 
/ / 1 = 3  
I W ,  O, 1, 01, (O, r ,  1, O), [ O ,  O, 1, II, 1-1, O, 1, 11, (O, 1, O, 21,  (-1, 1, 

O, 21, 
IO, O, O, O), {O, 1, O, O}, {O, O, O, 1 ,  - 1  O, O, 1 ,  (O, O, O, 21, {-1, 0, 

O, 211 
1; 

/ /  Next nearest-neighbour positions 
position-t nnn[NUMSITESPERCELL)[NüM2NNPERSITE] = { 
/ / 1 3 0  

0, O, 01, (O, 1, O, O), {O, O, 1, O}, - 1 ,  O, O, 01, (O, -1, O, O), {O, O, 
-1, O}}, 
/ / l = l  
1 ,  O, O, 1 ,  {O, 1, O, ri, (O, O, 1, Ir, - 1  O, O, 11, (0, -1, O, 11, {O, O, 

-1, 1 1 1 ,  
/ / 1 = 2  

t 0, O, 21, (O, 1, 0, 21, 10, O, 1, 21, - 1 ,  O, 0, 21, {O, -1, 0, 21, (O, O, 
-1, 2 )  1, 
/ / 1 = 3  
(Il, O, O, 31, {O, 1, 0, 31, (0, 0, 1, 31, {-1, 0, 0, 31, [O, -1, 0, 3!, 9 ,  0, 

-1, 311, 
1; 

strucr atom ( 
spin-t s; / /  spin 
species-t el; / /  type of atom (O = Fe, 1 = Ni) 
float dr[3]; / /  displacement relative to truc fcc position 
float avgdrC3j; / /  sum of displacements (eventually stores the average) 
spinf-t avgs; / /  sum of spin state (eventually stores t e  average) 
static unsigned nsum; 
atam0 1 

s = 0; 
el = 0; 
&[O] = dr[l] = dr[2j = 0; 
avgdr(0j = avgdxIl] = avgdr[2] = 0; 
avgs = 0; 

1 
atom& operator = (const atorn& a) { 

s = a,s; 
el = a.el; 
&[O] = a.dr[O]; 
dr[l] = a.dr[lJ; 
dr[21 = a,dr[2]; 
avgdr[O] = a.avgdr[O]; 
avgdx[lJ = a,avgdr[l]; 
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avgdr (21 = a. avgdr [2 1 ; 
avgs = a.avgs; 
return *this; 

1 
void calc-avg ( )  { 
avgdr[O] /= nsum; 
avgdr [l] /= nsum; 
avgdr j2I /= nsum; 
avgs = avgs/nsum; 

1 
void sample-avg (double a) ( 
avgdr[O] += a*dr[O]; 
avgdr[l] += a*dr[l]; 
avgdr [2 1 += a*dr [2] ; 
avgs += S; 

1 
void resetavgo ( 
avgdr[O] = 0; 
avgdr[l] = 0; 
avgdr[2I = 0; 
avgs = 0; 

1 
1; 
unsigned atom::nsum = 0; 

inline ostream& 
operator << (ostream& os, const atom& a)  { 
#if defined(HEISENBERG1 
os << (int)a.el << '\tt << a.s << '\tt << a.dr[O] << '\t' << a.dr[l] << '\tg << 

a.dr[Zj Cc '\te <c a.avgdr[Ol CC '\t' << a.avgdr[l] << '\t' << a.avgdr[2] << '\tl 
<< a.avgs; 
#else 

os << (int)a.el << '\tt << (int1a.s <C '\tt <C a.dr[Ol << '\t' << a.dr[l] << 
t\t' << a.dr[2] << '\tt cc a.avgdr[O] <c '\cf << a.avgdr[l] <c '?tl << a.avgdr[2] 
CC *\tt cc a.avgs; 
#endif 
return os; 

1 
inline istreamh 
operatox >> (istream& is, atom& a) { 
double t3; 

#if defined(HE1SENBERG) 
int tl; 
is >> tl >> a.s >> a.dr[O] >> a.dr[l] >> a.dr[2] >> a,avgdr[O] >> a.avgdr[l] >> 

a.avgdr[2] >> a.avgs; 
a.el = (species-e)tl; 

telse 
int tl, t2; 
is >> tl >> t2 >> a.dr[O] >> a.dr[l] >> a.dr[2] >> a.avgdr[O] >> a.avgdr[l] >> 

a,avgdr[2] >> a.avgs; 
a.el = (species-t)tl; 
a,s = (spin_t)t2; 

tendif 
return is; 

1 

/ /  chernical potential parameters for a Lennard-Jones potential 
/ /  U(d)  = UO* ( (dO/d) -12-2' (dO/d) "6) 
/ /  U(dO)=-00 
/ /  U' (do) = O 
double UO [NUMSPECIESI [NUMSPECIESI ; / /  UIO] [O] = UFeFe, W [l] (11 = UNiNi, U [O] [il 
= U[l] [O] = UFeNi 
double do [NUMSPECIESj [NUMSPECIESI ; / /  equilibrium positions for Fe-Fe, Fe-Ni and 
Ni-Ni bonds 
double d02[NUMSPECIES][NUMSPECIESI; / /  squared equilibrium positions for Fe-Fe, 
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Fe-Ni and Ni-Ni bonds 
/ /  Lennard-Jones potential using d as the argument (interatomic distance) 
inline double 
U(species-t al, species-t a2, double d) ( 
double rho6 = d0lall [a2]/d; 
rho6 += rho6*rho6; 
rho6 += rho6; 
return UO [al] [a21 *rho6* (rho6-2) ; 

1 
/ /  Lennard-Jones potential using dA2 as the argument (instead of dl 
/ /  more efficient since d2 is calculated when getting r. Eliminiates the cal1 
to sqrt ( 1  
/ /  and two multiplies 
inline double 
U2(species-t al, species-t a2, double d2) { 
double rho6 = do2 [al] [a21 /d2; 
rho6 += rho6*rho6; 
return UO [al] [a21 +rho6* (rho6-2) ; 

1 

/ /  magnetic exchange parameters 
double JO [NUMSPECIES] [NUMSPECIES] ; / /  [O] [O] = JFeFe, [l] [l] = JNiNi, [O] [ 11 = 
[il [O] = JFeNi 
double d u r  [NUMSPECIES] [NUMSPECIES] ; / /  [O] [O] = dJFeFe/dr, [l] [l] = dJNiNi/dr, 
[O] [il = [il [O] = dJFeNi/dr 
double dJ-dr2 [NUMSPECIES] [NUMSPECIES] ; / /  [O] [O] = dJFeFe/dr, [l] [l] = 
dJNiNi/dr, [O] [l] = [l] [O] = dJFeNi/dr 
double dnn0, dnn02, dnnl2; / /  lioear Taylor expansion around 
dnnO (up to dnnl if JFEFEMINMAX) 
double dFeFednn02; 
Rif def ined (DO-VOLUMEMC) I I def ined (DOATOMICMC) 
inline double 
JFeFe(doub1e d2) t 
#if def ined (JFEFE-BOSE) 
d2 *= dFeFe-dnnO2; 
return d2<6.909 ? -16379*d2+866Slcsqrt(d2)-114555 : 49; 

#elif defined(JFEFDM1NMAX) 
return d2 < dnn02 ? -100 : d2 < dnnl2 ? -1OO+dJ-dr2[0][0]*(d2-dnnOS) : 100; 

#else 
return JO [O] [O] +dJ-dr2 [O] [O] W2-dnn02) ; 

#endif 
1 
Yelse 
inline double 
JFeFe(doub1e d2) ( 
rerurn J0[0] [O]; 

1 
#endif 

struct dnnInfo ( 
double avg [3] ; 
double stdev [3] ; 
float pup; 
unsigned n; 

1 ;  

class lattice 
{ 
public: 
enum spinorder {ferro, antiferro, para, Niferro); 
enum chernorder { F e 3 N i ,  FeNi, FeNi3, disordered} ; 
atorn+*+* atoms; / /  array of atoms in the system 
double dnn, dnnSx2, avgdnn; / /  near neighbour distance and 2*dnnA2 
unsigned Nx, Ny, Nz; / /  size of box (number of unit cells) 
unsigned N, NO; / /  total # of atoms + # of atoms of species O 
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double c; / /  concentration of species O 
chemorder chemlro; 
double T, P, H; / /  P is in units of K/AA3 (1 K/Aa3 = 0.0138 GPa) 
mutable double Energy; 

lattice (unsigned Nx-, unsigned Ny-, unsigned Nz-, double c-1 ; 
-1attice ( )  ; 

void setup ( )  ; 
void reset-atomavg0; 
void setTemp (double T-1 ; 
void setpressure (double P-1 ; 
void setH(doub1e H-1; 
void setdnn (double dnn-1 ; 
void resetE (double E-1 ; 
void initialize(spin0rder state); 
void initialize(chemorder state); 
bool savesystem (char* fn) ; 
bool readsystem (char* fn) ; 

double calcE ( )  const; 
double calcMagE ( )  const; 
double calcChemE0 const; 
spinsurn-t calcM (species-t el) const; 
spinsum-t calrMaf0 const; 
double calcSROP-AF(double* sig-0) const; 

Rif def ined (DO-HDISTRIBUTION) 
double calcHhf(unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1) const; 
double calcHhfDistribution(double** PHhf, unsigned n, double dHhf); 

bendif 

double calcdtint il, int jl, int kl, int 11, int i2, int j2, int k2, int 12) 
cons t ; 

double calcdZ(int il, int jl, int kl, int Il, Lnt i2, int j2, int k2, int 12) 
const; 

double calcavgd(int il, int jl, int kl, int 11, int i2, int j2, int k2, int 
12, double avga) const; 

double calcJ(int il, int jl, int kl, int 11, int i2, in: j2, int k2, int 12) 
cons t ; 

spinf-t calcJs2(int il, int jl, int kl, int 11, int i2, int j2, int k2, int 
12) const; 

double calcChemE(unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1) const; 
double calcMagE(unsigned if unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1) const; 
unsigned calcFrustratedFeBonds(unsignedh nFeFe) const; 
double calcChemSROP(species-t el, double* sig=O) const; 
double calcChemLROP(double* sig=O) const; 
double calcMagSROP (species-t el, double* sig=O) const; 
double calcMagLROP(double* sig-0) const; 

double calcAvgdnn(double avga, speciest al, species-t a2, dnnInfo* 
dnninfo-0) const; 

unsigned getNumAtoms() const; 
unsigned getNumAtoms(species-t el) const; 
double getdnn ( )  const; 
spin-t& getSpin(int if int j, int k, int 1) ; 
const spin-t getSpin(int if int j, int k, int 1) const; 
species-th getspecies (int i, int j, int k, int 1) ; 
const species-t getspecies (int if int j, int k, int 1) const; 
atomh getAtom(int i, int j , int k, int 1) ; 
const atomd getAtom(int if int j, int k, int 1) const; 

void sumNNSpins(unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1, spinsuin-t 
sumSpins[NUMSPECIES]) const; 

void sumNNAtoms(unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1, species-t 
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sumSpecies[NUMSPECIES]) const; 

dr [3], doubleh dE) ; 
float calcFlipProb (unsigned i, unsigned j , unsigned k, unsigned 1, const 

spin-t& news, doubleh dE) const; 
void run(unsigned nsteps, unsigned startsampling, unsigned samplingstep, 

const char* fn) ; 

Stâtic b00l areNN(unsigned il, unsigneci jl, unsigned kl, unsigned 11, 
unsigned i2, unsigned j2, unsigned k2, unsigned 12) ; 
l ;  

temphte Cclass TR, class TF> TR 
doNNCalc(1acticea Lat, unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigneci k, unsigneci 1, TF F) ; 
template CclaSs TR, class TF> TR 
doNNCalc (const lattice& lat, unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigneci k, unsigned 1, TF 

lattice::lattice(unsigned Nx-, unsigned Ny-, unsigned Nz-, double c_): 
Nx (Nx-) , Ny (Ny-1 , Nz (Nz-1 , c (c-1 

I 
setup ( 1  ; 
dnn = 0; 
dnn2x2 = 0; 
P = O; 
H = 0; 

1 

vo id 
lattice: :setupO 
{ 
N = NUMSITESPERCELL*Nx*Ny*Nz; 
NO = 0; 
atoms = new atom*"[Nx+Z]; / /  use periodic boundary conditions in x and y 

(using only nn or nnn) 
atoms += 1; / /  if O .. N-l are valid, then -1 maps to N-l 

and N maps to O 
for (unsigned i=O; iCNx; i++) { 
atoms[i] = new atom"[Ny+2]; 
atoms [il += l; 
for (unsigned j=O; j<Ny; j++) I 
atoms [il [ j] = new atom* [Nz+21; 
atoms[il [ j I  += l; 
for (unsigned k=0; kCNz; k++l 
atoms [il [ j 1 [k) = new atom [NUMSITESPERCELL] ; 

atomsli] [j] [-II = atoms[i] [j] [Nz-11; 
atoms[i][j][Nz] = atoms[i][jl[Ol; 

1 
atoms [il (-11 = atoms [il [Ny-11 ; 
atoms [il [Ny] = atoms [il [O] ; 

1 
atoms[-lj = atoms[Nx-11; 
atoms[Nx] = atoms[O]; 

1 

lattice: : -1attice 0 

for (unsigned i-O; iCNx; i++) ( 
for (unsigned j=O; j<Ny; j++) f 
for ( unsigned k=O; k<Nz; k++) 
delete [ ]  atoms [FI [ j 1 [kl ; 

delete [] (atoms [il [j] -1) ; 
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delete[ ] (atoms [il -1) ; 
1 
delete [ J (atoms-1) ; 

1 

void 
1attice::reset-atomavgo 
I 
for (unsigned i = O ,  j, k, 1; i<Nx; i++) 

for ( j = O ;  j<Ny; j++) 
for (k-O; kCNz; k++) 
for (1=0; 1CNUMSf TESPERCELL; l++) 
gecAtom(i, j, k, 1) .reset-avg0 ; 

t 

inline unsigned 
lattice::getNumAtomsO const ( 
return N; 

1 

inline unsigned 
lattice::getNumAtoms(species-t el) const f 
return (el == O ? NO : N-NO); 

1 

inline double 
lattice: : getdnn ( const I 
return dnn; 

1 

inline spin-t& 
lattice: :getSpin(int i, int j, int k, int 1) { 
return atomslil [j] [kl [ll .s; 

1 

inline const spin-t 
lattice::getSpin(int F I  int j ,  int k, int 1) const { 
return atoms[il [j] [kl 111 

1 

inline species-t& 
lattice: :getSpecies(int il int j, int k, int 1) ( 
return atoms [il [ j ]  [k] [l] .el; 

1 

inline const species-t 
lattice: :getSpecies (int il int j ,  int k, int 1) const f 
return atoms [il [j] [kj [Ij .el; 

1 

inline atom& 
lattice::getAton(int il int j, int k, int 1) { 
return atoms [il [ j  1 [kl [ll; 

\ 

inline const atom& 
lattice: :gecAtom(int i, int j, int k, int 1) const ( 
return atoms [i ] f j] [k] [l] ; 

1 

inline double 
1attice::calcEO const 
( 
#if def ined (DO-MAG) 

Energy = calcMagE ( ) +calcChemE ( )  ; 
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#else 
Energy = calcChemE ( ) ; 

Il endif 
return Energy; 

1 

double 
lattice: : calcMagE ( )  const 

#if !defined(DOATOMICMC) 
double E = 0; 
species-t a; 
spinsum-t sumSpins[NUMSPECIES]; 
double Jr [ 2 ]  [2] ; 
JrlO] [O] = JFeFe(dnn*dnn); 
Jr[O] [ll = Jr[l] 101 = JO [O] [l] ;//(O, 1, dnn'dnn) ; 
Jr[l) El) = 30111 111 ;//J2 (1, lr dnntdnn) ; 
for (unsigned i=Ol j, kt 1; icNx; i++) 
for (j=O; jcNy; j++) 
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) 
for (1=0; l<NUMSITESPERCELL; L++) j 
a = getspecies (il j, kt 1) ; 
sumNNSpins (il j , kt 1, sumspins) ; 

#if defined(DOAPPL1EDH) 
E -- getSpin(i, j ,  kt 1) (Jr[al [O]t~umSpins [O]+Jr[a] [II *smSpins [Il +H) ; 

Belse 
E -= getSpin (i, j, kt 1) (Jr [a] [O 1 wsumSpins W] +3r [al [Il *sumSpins [ 1 ] ) ; 

#endif 
1 

return E/2.; 
llelse 
double E = 0; 

for (j=O; j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) I 
/ /  only count nn pairs once if swept through completel~ 
1 = 0; 
Ei = =alcJs2(it jlk,ltil j,krr) 

+ calcJs2(i, j,k,l,i-1, jIkIl) 
+ calcJs2 (il j, kt 1, i, j , k t  2) 
+ calcJs2 (il j , kt 1, i-1, j , kt 2 )  
+ calc~s2 (i, j, kt 1, i, j ,kr 3)  
+ calc~s2(i, j ,  kt L i ,  1-1, k, 3 )  ; 

tif defined(D0-APPLIEDH) 
E -= (€i+H) *getSpin (il j , k a )  ; 

telse 
E -= Ei*getSpin(i, j,  k,l); 

#endif 
1 = 1; 
Ei = calc~s2 (1. j, kt 1, i+l. j+l, k t  0) 

+ calcJs2 (il 1. kt 1, il  ]+II kt  0 )  
+ calc3s2(i,~,k,l,i,1~~~2) 
+ calc~s2(i, j, kt L i ,  j+îrkr 2) 
+ calcJs2(it j,k,l,i, j , k , 3 )  
+ calc~s2(i, j,k,lli+lI jIkt3); 

#if defined(D0-APPLIEDH) 
E -= (E~+H) 'getSpin (il j, k,1) ; 

#else 
E -= Ei*getSpin(i, j, k,l) ; 

#endif 
1 = 2; 
Ei = calcJs2 (il j , kt 1. i+l, j , k+1,0) 

+ calc3s2(it?, k.l,i,j,k+l,O) 
+ calcJs2(it ~,ktLi~j,k+l~ 1) 
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+ calc~s2 (if j, k, 1, if 1-1, k+lf 1) 
+ caicJs2 (if j, k, 1, i f  j kt 3) 
+ calcJs2 (if j, k, 1, i+l, j , k, 3) ; 

#if defined(D0AEWJEDH) 
E -= (EicH) 'getspin (i, j, k, 1) ; 

#else 
E -= ~i'getspin (i, j, k, 1) ; 

#endif 
1 = 3; 
Ei = calcJs2 (if j ,. k, 1, i, j k+lt 0) 

+ calcJs2 (if 3 , k, 1, i, j+l. k+lt 0) 
+ calc~s2(i,j,k,l,i~1~k+T,1) 
+ calcJs2 (if j, kt 1, i-1, j , k+lt 1) 
+ calcJs2(if j,ktl,if j+lf k f 2 )  
+ calcJs2 (i, j, k t  1, i-1, kt 2) ; 

#if def ined (DOAPPLI EDH) 
E -= (E~+H) *getSpin ( i f  j , k a  ; 

#else 
E -= Ei*getSpin (i, j, k, 1) ; 

#endif 
1 

return E; 
Yendif 
1 

double 
lattice::calcChemE() const 
t 
#if !defined(DOATOMICMCl 
/ /  In this case, al1 bond Lengths are equal, so we only need to know 
/ /  hou many near-neighbours of each type there are 
* species-t a; 
int sumSpecies[NUMSPECIES]; 
int N[2] [2] = ((0,0}, {0,0)}; 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; icNx; i++) 
for (j-O; j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; kcNz; k++) 
for (190; l<NUMSITESPERCELL; 1++) { 
a = getSpecies(i, j, k, 1) ; 
sumNNAtoms (if j , k, 1, surnspecies) ; 
N [a] [O] += sumspecies [O] ; 
N [a ]  [ 11 +- sumspecies [l] ; 

1 
double E = U ( 0 ,  O,dnn)*N[OI [O]; 
E += U(0, I,dnn)*(N[O] [l]+N[l] [O] 1; 
E += U(l,l,dnnl *NI11 [Il ; 
return E/2.;*/ 
return O; 

#else 
long double E = 0; 
species-t el; 
for (unsigned i=O, j, kt L; iCNx; i++) 
for (j=O; j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) i 
/ /  only count nn pairs once if swept through completely 
1 = 0; 
el = getspecies (if j, k, 1) ; 
E += UZ(e1, getSpecies(i, j,k,l), calcd2(if j, k,l,i, j, k , 1 ) )  

+ U2 (el, getspecies (i-If j , k, 1) , calcd2 (if j , k, 1, i-1, j, kf 1) ) 
+U2(el,getSpecies(itj,k,2), calcd2~i,jfk,l,i,j,k,2)) 
+ U2(elf getSpecies(i-l,j,k,2), calcd2(i,jfk,l,i-l,j,kr2)) 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (if j , k, 3 ) ,  calcd2 (i, j, k, 1, i, j, k, 3) ) 
+ C2 (el, getspecies (if j-1, k, 3) , calcd2 (i, j, k, 1, if j - r , 8 , 3 )  1 ; 
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el = getSpecies(i, j,k,l); 
E += U2(el, getSpecies(i+l, j+l,k,O), calcd2(i, j,k,l,i+l, j+l,k,O) 1 

+ U2(el, getSpecies(i,j+l,k,O), calcd2(i, j,k,l,i,j+L k , O )  1 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i,~,k,2), calcd2(i,J,k,l,i,j,k,2)) 
+ ~2 (el, getSpecies(i, j+l, k,2), calcd2(i, J ,  k,l,i,j+l,k,2) 1 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i, j, k, 31 ,  calcd2(i,j,k,lIi,j,k,31 1 
+U2(el, getSpecies(i+l,j,k,3), calcdS(i,j,k,l,i+l,j,k,3)); 

1 = 2; 
el = getSpecies(i, j, k,l); 
E += U2 (el, getspecies (i+l, j, k+l, O) , calcd2 (i, j , k, 1, i+l, j , k+1,0) 1 

+ ~2 (el, getSpecies(i, j, k+l,O), calcd2 (i, j, k,l, i, j, k+l, 0) 1 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i, j, k+l, 11, calcdUi, j, k, 1, i,j, k + W )  
+ UZ (el, gecSpecies (i, 1-1, k+l, 11, calcd2 (1, 1, k, 1, i, 1-1, k+l, 1) 1 
+ UZ(e1, getSpecies(i,l,k,3), calcd2(i, j,k,l,i, j, k,3)) 
+ U2 (el, getSpecies(i+l, j, k,3), calcd2 (i, j, k, l,i+l, j ,  k, 3) ; 

1 = 3; 
el = getspeciesti, j, k, 1) ; 
E += U2(el, getSpecies(i, J+l,k+l,O), calcd2(i, j, k,l, i, j+l,k+l,O)) 

+ U2(el, getSpecies(i,),k+l,O), calcd2(i,jrk,l,i,j,k+I,O)) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i,j,k+l,ll, calcdS(i,j,k,l,i,j,k+l,l)) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i-1, j, k+l,l), calcd2(i, j, k,l,i-1, j, k + l ,  1) 1 
+ U2 (el, getspeciez (i, j+l, k,2), calcd2 (i, j, k, 1, i, j+l, k, 2) ) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i-1, j+l,k,2), calcd2(i, j, k,l, i-1, j+l, k,2) 1 ; 

1 
/ for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1, m; icNx; i++) 

for ( j = O ;  j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; kCNz; k++) 
for (110; L<NUMSITESPERCELL; l++) I 
el = getspecies (il j , k, 1) ; 
for (m=O; mcNUMNNPERSITE-2; m++) I 
e2 = getspecies (i+nn[l] [ml.i, j+nn[l] [ml. j, k+nn[l] [ml .k,nn[l] [ml -1) ; 
r2 = 

calcdZ(i, j,k,l,i+nn[l] [ml .i, j+nn[ll[m] . j,k+nn[l] [ml .k,rtn[l] [ml -1); 
E += U2(el, e2, r2) ; 

1 
/ *  for (m=O; m<NUM2NNPERSITf-2; m++) { 

e2 = 
getSpecies(i+nnn[l] [ml .i, j+nnn[l] [ml. j,k+nnn[l] [ml .k,nnn[l] [ml -1); 

r2 = 
calcd2(i, j,k,l,i+nnn[l] [ml .i, j+nnn(l] [ml .j,k+nnn[l] [ml .k,nnnill [ml -1); 

E += U2(el, e2, r2); 
l * /  

/ /  1 
return E; 

#endif 
1 

spinsum-t 
lattice::calcM(species-t el) const 
( 
spinsum-t M = 0; 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; i<Nx; i++) 
for (j=O; j<Ny; j++) 
for (kd; k<Nz; k++) 
for (1-0; L<NUMSITESPERCELL; I++) 
if (getspecies (i, j, k, 1) == el) 
M += getSpin(i, j,k,l) ; 

retutn M; 
1 

/ /  Calculated staggered (along 001 direction) magnetization 
spinsum-t 
1attice::calcMaf ( )  const 
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spinsurn-t M = 0; 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; iCNx; i++) 
for (j=O; j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; kCNz; k++) I 
for (1=0; 1<2; 1++) 
M += getSpin(i, j,k,1) ; 

for (1-2; 1<4; 1++) 
M -= getSpin (i, j , k, 1) ; 

1 
return M; 

1 

template Cclass TR, class TF> TR 
doNNCaIc(lattice& lat, unsigned i f  unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1, TF FI 
I 
TR retval = 0; 
for (unsigned m; m<NUMNNPERSITE; m++) 
retva1 += F(lat.getAtom(i+nn[l] [ml .if j+nn[l] [ml. j, k+nn[l] [ml .kt nn[1] [ml .l) ; 

return retval; 
1 

template Cclass TR, class TF> TR 
doNNCalc(const latticed lat, unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1, TF 
F 
{ 
TR retval = 0; 
for (unsigned m=O; mCNUMNNPERSITE; m++) 
retval += F(lat.getAtom(i+nn[l][m].i,j+nn[l~ [m].j,k+nn[l] [m].k,nn[I] [m].l)); 

return retval; 
1 

bool 
lat:tice::areNN(unsigned il, unsigned j1, unsigned kl, unsigned 11, unsigned i2, 
unsigned j2, unsigned k2, unsigned 12) 
I 
double p(31; 
p[O] = il - 12; 
p[l] = jl - j2; 
p[2]  = kl - k2; 
if (11==1) { 
p[O] += 0.5; 
p [ l ]  += 0.5; 

) else if (II == 2) ( 
p[O] += 0.5; 
p[2] += 0.5; 

1 else if (11 == 3) { 
p[l] += 0.5; 
p[2] += 0.5; 

1 
if (12 -= 1) ( 
p[O] -= 0.5; 
p[lJ -= 0.5; 

) else if (12 == 2) f 
p[O] - 0.5; 
p[2] -= 0.5; 

1 else if (12 == 3 )  I 
pl11 -= 0.5; 
p[2] -= 0.5; 

1 
double d2 = p[O]+p[O] + p[l]*p[l] + p[2]*p[2]; 
return (d2 < 0.501 && d2 > 0.499) ; 

1 

inline double 
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lattice::calcdS(int il, int jl, int kl, int 11, int i2, int j2, int k2, int 12) 
const 

double p[3]; 
const atomd al = getAtom(i1, jl, kl, 11) ; 
const atom& a2 = getAtom(i2, j2,k2,12); 
p[Ol = il + al.dr[O] - (i2 + a2.dr[0]); 
pl11 = jl + al.dr[l] - (j2 + a2,dr[l]); 
p[21 = kl + al.dr[2] - (k2 + a2,dr[2]); 
if (11 == 1) { 
p[O] += 0.5; 
p[l] += 0.5; 

) else if (11 == 2) ( 
p[O] += 0.5; 
p[2] += 0.5; 

1 else if (11 == 3) ( 
p[l] += 0.5; 
p[2] += 0.5; 

1 
if (12 == 1) { 
p[O] -= 0.5; 
p(i] -= 0.5; 

) else if (12 == 2) { 
p[O] -= 0.5; 
p[2] -= 0.5; 

) else if (12 == 3) 1 
p[lJ -= 0.5; 
p[21 -= 0.5; 

) 
/ /  no need to check for periodic boundary condition since spin after N is 
ref erred 
/ /  to as N+1, and i2-il, etc are used in this calculation 

return dnn2x2l ( p [ 0 ]  *p[0] + p[l]*p[l] + p[2j+p[2] ; 
1 

inline double 
lattice: :calcd(int il, int jl, int kl, int 11, int i2, int j2, int k2, int 12) 
cons t 
f 
return sqrt (calcd2 (il, jl, k ï ,  ll,i2, j2, k2,12) ; 

I 

inline double 
lattice: :calcavgd(int il, int jl, int kl, int 11, int 12, int j2, int k2, int L2, 
double avga) const 
( 
double p [ 3 ]  ; 
const atomd al = getAtom(il,jl,kl,ll); 
const atom6 a2 = getAtom(i2, j2,k2,12); 
p[01 = il - i2 + (al.avgdr[O] - a2.avgdr[O])/avga; 
pl11 = jl - j2 + (al.avgdr[ll - a2.avgdr[l])/avga; 
pl21 = kl - k2 + (al.avgdr[2] - a2.avgdr[2])/avga; 
if (II == 1) ( 
p[O] += 0.5; 
p[l] += 0.5; 

1 else if (Il == 2) 
p[O] += 0.5; 
p[2] += 0.5; 

) else if (LI = 3) { 
p[l] += 0.5; 
p[2] += 0.5; 

1 
if (12 == 1) { 
pfO] -= 0.5; 
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1 
/ /  no need to check for periodic boundary condition since spin after N is 
ref erred 
/ /  to as N + 1 ,  and i2-il, etc are used in this calculation 

return avgaesqrt (p[OI*p[Oi + p[l]*p[l] + p[2]*p[2]) ; 
1 

inline double 
lattice: :calcJ(int il, int jl, int kl, int Il, int i2, int j2, int k2, int 12) 
cons t 
{ 
species-t al = getSpecies(i1, jl,kl,ll); 
species-t a2 = getspecies (i2, j2, k2, 12) ; 
if (al l a2) 
return JO [al] [a21 ; 

double d2 = calcd2(il, jl, kl, ll,i2, j2,k2,12); 
return JFeFe (d2) ; 

1 

inline spinf-t 
lattice::calcJs2(int il, int j I ,  int kl, int LI, int i2, int j2, int k2, int 12) 
const 
I 
return calcJ(i1, jl,kl,ll,i2, j2,k2,12)'getSpin(i2,~2, k2,12) ; 

1 

double 
lattice::calcChemSROP(species-t el, double* sig) const 
I 
/ /  simple SROP for FeNi ordering 
/ /  simply returns the average number of Fe nnts 
int s = 0; 
int s2 = 0; 
species-t sum[NUMSPECIES]; 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; iCNx; i++) 
for (j==O; jcNy; j++) 
for (k=0; kCNz; k++) 
for (1=0; 1CNUMSITESPERCELL; l++) ( 
if (getSpecies(i,j,k,ll == el) ( 
sumNNAtoms (i, j , k, 1, sum} ; 
s += sum[O]; 
s2 += sum[O]*surn[01; 

1 
1 

if (sig) 
*sig = sqrt (fabs (s2* (double) getNumAtoms (el) -s*s) ) /getNumAtoms (el) ; 

return s/ (double) getNumAtoms (el) ; 
1 

double 
lattice::calcChemLROP(double* /*sige/) const 
I 
int s = 0; 
switch (chemiro) f 

case FeNi3: { 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k; iCNx; i++l 
for ( j = O ;  jCNy; j++) 
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for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) { 
s += (getspecies (if j, k,O) == O ? I : -1) ; 
s += (getspecies (i, j, k, 1) == 1 ? 1 : -1) ; 
s t= (getspecies (if j, k, 2) == 1 ? 1 : -1) ; 
s += (getSpecies(i, j, k, 3 )  == 1 ? 1 : -11 ; 

I 
return (s/ (double) getNumAtoms 0 ) ; 

1 
case F e N i :  ( 

for (unsigned i = O ,  j, k; iCNx; i + + l  
for (j=O; jCNy; j++) 

for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) { 
s += (getSpecies(i,j,k,O) == O ? I : -1); 
s += (getSpecies(i, j,k,l) == O ? 1 : -1); 
s += (getspecies (if j, k,2) == 1 ? 1 : -1) ; 
s += (getspecies (if j, k, 3) == 1 ? 1 : -11 ; 

1 
return (s/ (double) getNumAtoms O ) ; 

1 
case Fe3Ni: ( 

for (unsigned i=0, j, k; iCNx; if+) 
for (j=O; jCNy; j++) 

for (k=O; k<Nz; kt+) { 
s += (getSpecies(i, j,k,O) == 1 ? 1 : -1); 
s += fgetSpecies(i, j,k, 1) == O ? I : -1); 
s += (getSpecies(i, j,k,2) =- O ? 1 : -1); 
s += (getspecies (i, j, k, 3) == O ? 1 : -1) ; 

1 
return (s/ (double) getNumAtoms ( )  ; 

1 
1 
return O; 

/ /  Fe3Ni ordering 
/ /  
/ *  int s = 0; 

for (unsigned i=0, j, k; iCNx; if+) 
for (j=O; jCNy; j++) 

for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) 
if (getspecies (i, j, k, O) == 1) 
s++; 

return ( 4 * s /  (double) getNumAtomJ0 - (1-c) 1 /c; * /  
1 

double 
1attice::calcSROP-AF(double* /*sige/) const 
f 
double s = 0; 
spinsum-t sumSpins[NUMSPECIES]; 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; i<Nx; i++) 

for ( j =0 ;  j<Ny; j++) I 
for (k-O; k<Nz; k++) 

for (110; l<NüMSITESPERCELL; I++) { 
sumNNSpins (if j, k, 1, sumspins) ; 
s += getSpin (i, j, k, 1) * (sumSpinsj0l +sumSpins [ l N P E R S I T E ;  

1 
1 

return -3*s/ (4+NxtNy+Nz) ; 
1 

unsigned 
lattice::calcFrustratedFeBonds(unsigned& nFeFe) const 
I 
unsigned nf = 0; 
nFeFe = 0; 
spin-t s; 
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atom a; 
double Jr; 
position-t pl pnn; 
for (p.i=O; p.i<Nx; p.i++) 

for (p.j=O; p.jCNy; p. j++) 
f o r  (p.k=O; p.k<Nz; p.k++) 

f o r  (p.l=O; p.l<NUMSITESPERCELL; p.l++) 
if (getSpecies(p.i,p. j,p.krp.l) == 0) ( 

s = getSpin(p.i,p.j,p.k,p.l) ; 
f o r  (unsigned m=O; mcNUMNNPERSITE-2; m++) I 
pnn = p + nn[p.l] [ml; 
a = getAtom(pnn.i, pnn.j, pnn.k, pnn.1); 
if (a.el == O1 f 
nFeFe++; 
J r  = calcJ(p.i, p.j, p.k, p.l, pnn.i, pnn.j, pnn.k, pnn.1); 

nf++; 
1 

1 
1 

r e t u x n  nf; 
1 

double 
lattice::calcAvgdnn(double 
cons t 
I 
species-t a, ann; 
double d = 0, 62 = O, di; 
double 96121 = (O, O}; 
double sd2[2] = (0, 0); 
unsigned n = O, snO = 0; 

avga, species-t al, species-t a2, dnnInfo* dnninfo) 

position-t p, pnn; 
for (p. i=O; p.iCNx; p . i + + )  
for (p. j=O; p. j<Ny; p. j++) 
for (p. k=O; p. kcNz; p. k++) 
for (p.l=O; p.lcNüMSITESPERCELL; p.l++) ( 

a = getSpecies(p.i,p.j,p.k,p.L); 
for (unsigned m-O; rnCNUMNNPERSITE-2; m++) I 
pnn = p + nn[p.l][m]; 
ann = getspecies (pnn. i, pnn. j , pnn. k, pnn. 1) ; 
if ((a = = a l  6 h  ann == a2) 1 1  (a == a2 & &  ann == al)) f 
di = calcavgd(p.i, p . j ,  p.k, p.1, pnn.i, pnn.j, pnn.k, pnn.1, 

avga ) ; 
if (getAtom (p. i, p. j , p. k, p. 1) . avgs+getAtom (pnn. i, pnn. j , pnn. kt 

pnn.1) .avgs > 0) I 
sd[O] += di; 
sd2[0] += di*di; 
snO++; 

) else ( 
sd[l] += di; 
sd2[1] += diedi; 

1 
d += di; 
d2 += diedi; 
n++; 

1 
1 

1 
if (n == 0) 
n = 1; 

d /= n; 
if (dnninfo) ( 
dnninfo->avg[OI = d; 
dnninfo->avg[l] = snO ? sd[O]/snO : 0; 
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dnninfo->avg[2] = n-snO ? sd[l] / (n-sn0) : 0; 
dnninfo->stdev [O] = sqrt (fabs (d2/n - d*d) ) ; 
dnninfo->stdev[l J = snO ? sqrt (fabs (sd2 [O 1 /snO - 

dnninfo->avg [l] *dnninfo->avg [Il ) ) : 0; 
dnninfo->stdev[2] = n-snO ? sqrt (fabs (sd2 [Il / (n-snO) - 

dnninfo->avg [2] 'dnninfo->avg [ 2  1 ) 1 : 0; 
dnninfo->pup = (float)snO/(float)n; 
dnninfo->n = n; 

1 
return d; 

1 

#if defined(D0-HDISTRIBUTION) 
double 
lattice::calcHhf(unsigned F, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1) const 
I 
double Hhf = H~~A*Mu[O] *getSpinSum(i, j, k, 1) / (double) amm: :nsums; 
int sum = 0; 
switch(1) ( 
case 0: sum += MU[getSpecies(irj,kfl)ltgetSpinS~(i,j,k,l); 

sum += MU[get~pecies(i-1,j,k,l)ltgetSpinSumli-1, j,k,l); 
surn += MU[getSpecies(i, j-l,k,l) PgetSpinSum(i, j-1, k, 1); 
sum += MU[getSpecies(i-1, j-l,k, 1) ltgetSpinSum(i-1, j - l , k ,  1); 
sum += Mu[getSpecies(i, j,k,2)ltgetSpinSum(i,j,k,2); 
surn += MU[getSpecies(i-l,j,k,2)]'getSpinSum(i-l,j,k,2); 
surn += ~U[getSpecies(i, j,k-1,2) l'getSpinSum(i, j, k-1,2); 
surn += MU[getSpecies (i-1, j , k-1, 2) 1 tgetSpinSum(i-1, j, k - 1 , 2 )  ; 
sum += M~[qetSpecies(i, j, k,3) 1 *getSpinSum(i, j ,  k, 3 )  ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies(i, j-lfk,3)]*getSpinSum(i,j-l,k,3); 
surn += ~U[getSpecies(i,],k-l,3) ]*getSpinSum(i, j,k-l,3); 
surn += MU[getSpecies(i, 1-1,k-1,3) ]*getSpinSum(i, 1-1, k-1,3) ; 
break; 

case 1: sum += MU [getspecies (i, j, k,O) ] *getSpinSum(i, j , k, O) ; 
surn += ~~[getSpecies(i+l,j,k,O)l*getSpinSm(i+l,j,k~O~; 
surn += MU [getspecies (i, j+l, k, 0) pgetSpinSum(i,j+lr k, O) ; 
sum += ~~[getspecies (i+l, j+1, k, O) 1 *getSpinSum(r+l, j+l, k, O) ; 
sum += ~~[getspecies (i, j, k , 2 )  1 *getSpinSum(i, j, k, 2 )  ; 
surn c= MU [getspecies (i, 1.1, k, 2) ] *getSpinSum (i, ]+l, k, 2) ; 
surn += MUlgetSpecies (i, 3 , k-1, 2 )  ItgetSpinSum(i, 1, k-1,2) ; 
surn += MU{getSpecies(i, j+l,k-1/21 ]tgetSpinSum(if j+L, k-1,2); 
surn += ~~[getSpecies(i, j, k, 3 )  ] *getSpinSum(i, j, k, 3 )  ; 
sum += ~~[get~pecies (i+l, j, k, 3 )  j'getSpinSum(i+lr j, k, 3 )  ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies(i, j,k-1,3)l*getSpinSum(i, j,k-1,3); 
sum += ~U[getSpecies(i+l, j,k-l,3) PgetSpinSum(i+L, j,k-1,3); 
break; 

case 2: surn += M~[getSpecies(i,j~k,O)I*getSpinSum(i,j,k,O): 
sum += MU[getSpecies(i+l, ],k,0)ltgetSpinSum(i+l, j,k,O); 
s u  += MU[getSpecies(i, j,k+1,O)]+getSpinSum(i, j,k+l,O); 
sum += ~~[getSpecies(i+l, j,k+l,O~l*getSpinSum(i+l, j,k+l,O); 
sum += MU[getSpecies (i, j, k, 1) ] *getSpinSum(i, j, k, 1) ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies (i, j-1, k, 1) J +getSpinSum(i, 1-1, k, 1) ; 
surn += MU[getSpecies(i,j,k+l,l)]*getSpinSum(i, j,k+l,l); 
swn += MU[getSpecies(i,]-l,k+l,l)]*getSpinSum(i, j-l,k+l,l); 
SURI += MU[ge~Species (i, 1, k, 3) 1 *getSpinSum(i, j, k, 3) ; 
sum += ~U[getSpecies (i+l, j, k, 3 )  1 *getSpinSm (i+L j , k, 3 )  ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies (i, j-1, k, 3) 1 'getSpinSum(i, j-1, k, 31 ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies (i+l, j-1, k, 3)  1*getSpinSum(i+l, j-1, k, 3 )  ; 
break; 

case 3: sum += MU[getSpecies (i! j, k,O) 1 *getSpinSum (i, j !kt O )  ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies (i, 3 + l f  k, O) 1 *getSpinSum (i, j+l, k, O) ; 
sum += MUlgetSpecies (i. J, k+l, O) ligetSpinSum(i, j, k+l, O) ; 
sum += MO[getSpecies (i, j+l, k+I, O) IigetSpinSum(i, j+l, k+l, O) ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies (i, j, k, 1) 1 tgetSpinSum(i, j, k, 1) ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies (i-1, j, k, 1) ] *getSpinSum(i-1, j, k, 1) ; 
sum += MUCgetSpecies (i, j, k + l ,  1) 1 *getSpinSum(i, j, k+I, 11 ; 
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sum += MU[getSpecies (i-1, j, k+ll 1) 1 qetSpinSum(i-1, j, k+l, 1) ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies (i, j, k, 2) 1 *getSpinSum(i, j, k, 2) ; 
sum += MU[getSpecies (i-1, j, k, 2) ] *getSpinSum (i-1, j, k, 2) ; 
sum += ~~[get~pecies (il j + l , k ,  2) ] qetSpinSum(i, j+ l ,  k, 2) ; 
sum += ~U[getSpecies (i-1, j+l,k,2) 1 *getSpinSum(i-1, ] + I l  k, 2) ; 
break; 

1 
Hhf += Hhf-B+sum/ (double) atom: :nsums; 
return fabs (Hhf) ; 

1 

double 
lattice::calcHhfDistribution(double+' PHhf, unsigned n, double dHhf) 
I 
if (getNumAtoms(0) == 0) 
return O; 

double Hhfavg = 0; 
unsiqned ni; 
for (unsigned j=O; jc13; j++) 
for (unsigned i=0; i<n ;  i++) 

Piihf[j] [il = 0; 
double Hhf; 
int sum[NUMSPECIES]; 
for (unsigned i-O, j r  k, 1; i<Nx; i++) 

for ( j = O ;  j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) 
for (1=0; 1 ~ 4 ;  l++) 
if (getSpecies(i, j: k,l) == O) I 
Hhf = calcHhf(i,],k,l); 
Hhfavg += Hhf; 
ni = f loor (Hhf /dHhf) ; 
if (ni < n) I 
sumNNAtoms (i, j! k, 1, sum) ; 
PHhf [sum(O] ] [nl] ++; 

1 
t 

for (unsigned j-O; j<13; j++) 
for (unsigned i=O; icn; i++) 
PHhf [ j ] [il /= getNumAtoms (0) ; 

return Hhfavg/qetNumAtoms (O) ; 
1 
tendif 

inline void 
lattice::setTemp(double T-) 
I 
T = T-; 
reset-atomavg ( ) ; 

1 

inline void 
lattice::set~ressure(double P-) 
t 
P = Pd; 
resetatomavg ( 1 ; 

1 

inline void 
lattice::setdnn(double dnn-1 i 

dnn = dm-; 
dnn2x2 = 2*dnn*dnn; 

1 

inline void 
lattice: :resetE (double E-) I 
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Energy = E-; 

inline float 
lattice::calcVo1Prob(double dl double6 dE) { 
/ /  remember current values 
double prevE = Energy; 
double prevd = dnn; 
double prev2d2 = dnn2x2; 

/ /  set new values 
dnn = d; 
dnn2x2 = 2+dnnfdnn; 
dE = calcE ( )  - prevE; 
float p; 
if (P != O) ( 
double prevd3 = prevdtprevd*prevd; 
double d3 = dnn*dnn*dnn; 
double dV = N* (d3-prevd3) *M-SQRT-2; 

/ /  we use N+2/3 because we are uniformly sampling the length (biased sampling) 
/ /  as opposed CO the volume, in which case we would use N 
p = metropolisProb(-(dE+P*dV)/T + (N+0.6666666666666666667)*log(d3/prevd3)); 

) else 
p = metrop01isProb (-dE/T c (3*N+2) *log (d/prevd) ) ; 

/ /  return to initial values 
dnn = prevd; 
dnn2x2 = prev2d2; 
Energy = prevE; 
return p; 

1 

inline float 
lattice::ca1cMoveProb(unsigned il unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1, float 
dr[3], double& dE) 
( 
atom& at = getAtom(i, j ,  kr 1) ; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
double Eprev = calcChemE (il j , k, 1) +calcMagE (i, j, k, 1) ; 

telse 
double Eprev = calcChemE ( i l  j , k, 11 ; 

#endif 
/ *  float prevdr [3] ; 
prevdr[O] = at.drl01; 
prevdr[l] = ae=dr[l] ; 
prevdr(2j = at.dr[2] ;*/ 
at.dr[O] += dr[O); 
at.dr[l] += dr[l]; 
at,dr[2] += dr[2]; 

#if defined (DO-MAG) 
dE = calcChernE (i, j , k, 1) +calcMagE (i, j, k, 1) -Eprev; 

#else 
dE = calcChemE ( i l  j , k, 1) -Eprev; 

tendif 
/ *  at.dr[O] = prevdr[Oj; 
at.dr [l] = prevdr[l] ; 
at,dr[2] = prevdr[21;*/ 
retuxn metropolisProb(-dE/T}; 

1 

inline float 
lattice::calcFlipProb(unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1, const 
spin-th news, double& dE) const 
{ 
#if def ined (HEISENBERG) 
spin-t olds = getSpin (i, j, k, 1) ; 
getSpin (i, j , k, 1) = news-olds; 
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dE = calcMagE(i, j, k, 1) ; 
getSpin(i, j,k, 1) = olds; 

#else 
dE = -2*calcMagE(i, j,k,l); 

#endif 
return metropolisProb (-dE/T) ; 

1 

void 
lattice::initialize(spinorder state) 
t 
switch(state) { 
case ferro: i 

for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; icNx; i++) 
for (j=O; j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; kCNz; k++) 
for (1x0; L<NUMSITESPERCELL; l++) 
getSpin(i,j,k,l) = 1; 

1 
break; 

case Niferro: 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; i<Nx; i++ 1 
for (j=O; jcNy; j++) 
for (k=O; kCNt; k++) 
for (I=0; l<NUMSITESPERCELL; l + + l  I 
if (getspecies (i, j, k, 1) == 1) 
getSpin (if j, k, 1) = 1; 

else { 

#if defined (HEISENBERG) 
float ct = 2.ranf ( )  -1; 
float phi = 2*M-PIeranf O ;  
getSpin(i, j, k, 1) . x  = cos (phi) 'sqrt (1-ct'ct) ; 
getSpin(i, j, k,l) .y = sin(phi) 'sqrt (1-ct'ct) ; 
getSpin(i,j,k,l) . z  = ct; 

telse 
getSpin(i,j,k,l) = ranf() < 0.5 ? 1 : -1; 

Rendif 
1 

1 
b 
break; 

case antiferro: 1 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k; icNx; i++) 
for (j=O; jcNy; j++) 
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) I 
getSpin(i, j, k, 0) = 1; 
getSpin(i, j,k,l) = 1; 
getSpin (if j, k,2) = -1; 
getSpin(i, j, k, 3) = -1; 

1 
1 
break; 

default : f 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; i<Nx; i++) 
for (j=O; jcNy; j++) 
for (k-O; kcNz; k++) 
for (1-0; 1CNUMSITESPERCELL; 1++) I 

#if def ined (HEISENBERG) 
float ct = ZCranf O -1; 
float phi = 2+M-PI*ranf ( 1  ; 
getSpin (if j, k, 1) , x  = cos (phi) 'sqrt (1-ct'ctl ; 
getSpin (i! j, k, 1) .y = sin (phi) 'sqrt (1-ct'ct) ; 
getSpin(i, J, k, 1) .z = ct; 

getSpin(i, j, k, 1) = (ranf ( )  < O . 5  3 -1 : 1) ; 
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1 
1 
break; 

void 
lattice::initialize(chemorder state) 
I 
chemlro = state; 
switch (state) { 

case Fe3Ni: ( 
NO - 0; 
if ( C  <= 0 . 7 5 )  { 

for (unsigned i=O, j, k; i<Nx; i++) 
for (j=O; jCNy; j++) 

for (k=O; kcNz; k++) ( 

getSpecies(i, j,k,l) = 0; 
NO++; 

} else 
getspecies (i, j, k, 1) = 1; 

if (ranf ( )  < c/0.75) I 
getspecies (i, j, k,2) = 0; 
NO++; 

1 else 
getSpecies(i,j,k,2) = 1; 

if (ranf() c c/0.75) i 
getspecies (i, j, k, 3 )  = 0; 
NO++; 

) else 
getSpecies(i,j,k,3) = 1; 

1 
) else f 

for (unsigned i=O, j, k; i<Nx; i++) 
for (j-O; j<Ny; j++) 

for  (k=O; k<Nz; k++l [ 
if (ranf() c (c-0.75)/0.25) ( 
getspecies (i, j,k,OI = 0; 
NO++; 

} else 
getSpecies(i,j,k,O) = 1; 

getSpecies(i,j,k,l) = 0; 
getSpecies(i,j,k,2) = 0; 
getSpecies(i,j,k,3) = 0; 
NO += 3; 

1 
1 

1 
break; 

case FeNi: ( 
NO = 0; 
if (C >= 0.5) I 

for (unsigned i = O ,  j, k; i<Nx; i++) 
for (j=O; j<Ny; j++) 

for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) ( 
getSpecies(i, j, k,0) = 0; 
getspecies (i, j, k, 1) = 0; 
NO += 2; 
if (ranf() c (c-0.5)/0.5) { 

getSpecies(i, j , k , 2 )  = 0; 
NO++; 

} else 
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getspecies (i, j , k, 2) = 1; 
if (ranf ( )  < (c-O.5)/0.5) I 

getSpecies(i, j, k, 3 )  = 0; 
NO++; 

) else 
getSpecies(i, j, k,3) = 1; 

1 
) else { 
for (unsigned i-O, j, k; iCNx;  i++) 

for ( j = O ;  j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; kCNz; k++) { 
getspecies (if j , k, O )  = 0; 
getSpecies(i,j,k,l) = 0; 
NO += 2; 
if ( r a n f ( )  < (0.5-c)/0.5) { 
getSpecies(i, j,k,2) = 0; 
NO++; 

1 else 
getspecies (if j, k,2) = 1; 

if ( r an f  ( )  < (0.5-c)/O.5) I 
getSpecies(irj,k,3) = 0; 
NO++; 

1 else 
getspecies (if j, k, 3 )  = 1; 

} 
1 

1 
break; 

case FeNi3: ( 
NO = 0; 
if (C >= 0.25) ( 

for (unsigned i=O, j, k; FcNx; i++) 
for (j=O; jcNy; j++)  

for (k=O; k<Nz; kt+) ( 
getspecies (i, j, k,O) = 0; 
NOt+; 
if (ranf() c (c-0.25)/0.75) I 
getspecies (if j, k, 11 = 0; 
NO++; 

) else 
getSpecies(i,j,k,I) = 1; 

if (ranf() c (c-0.25)/0.75) t 
getSpecies(i,j,k,2) = 0; 
NO++; 

1 else 
getspecies (i, j , k, 2) = 1; 

if (rani() < (c-O.25)/0.75) ( 
getSpecies(i,j,k,3) = 0; 
NO++; 

1 else 
getspecies (i, j, k, 3) = 1; 

1 else I 
for (unsigned O j, k; iCNx; i++) 

for (j=O; jcNy; j++) 
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) { 

if (ranf ( )  < (0 .ZS-c) /O - 2 5 )  
getSpecies(i,j,k,O) = 1; 

else ( 
getSpecies(i,j,k,O) = 0; 
NO++; 

1 
getspecies (if j , k, 1) = 1; 
getSpecies(i, j,k,2) = 1; 
getspecies (if j , k, 3) = 1; 
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default: 

1 
1 

1 
break; 
C 
NO = 0; 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; i<Nx; i++) 
for (j-O; jCNy; j++) 
for (k=0; k<Nz; k++) 
for (1-0; ICNUMSITESPERCELL; lt+) 
if (ranf0 C cl I 
getspecies (i, j , k, 1) = 0; 
NO++; 

1 else 
getspecies (i, j, k, 1) = 1; 

break; 
1 
unsigned NOc = floor(getNumAtomsOtc+O.5); 
unsigned i, j, k, 1; 
while (NO > NOc 66 NO > 0) ( 

i = Nx*ranf 0 ;  
j = Nytranf 0 ;  
k = Nztranf O ;  
1 = NUMSITESPERCELL*ranfo; 
if (getSpecies(i,j,k,l) == 0) { 
getSpecies(i,j,k,l) = 1; 
NO--; 

1 
1 
while (NO < NOc & &  NO < N) { 

i = Nx*ranf O ;  
j = Ny*ranf O; 
k = Nz*ranf O ;  
1 = NüMSITESPERCELL*ranfO; 
if (getSpecies(i, j, k,l) == 1) i 
getspecies (i ,  j, k, l) = 0; 
NO++; 

1 
1 
c = NO/(double)N; 

/ /  expected volume from Vegaard's law 
double d = 

pow(cc (aO[O] [Ol*dO[O] [O]*dO[O] [O])+(l-c) +(dO[l] [l]*dO[l] [l] *dO[l] [Il), 
0.333333333333333333);  
double d65 = 

pow(O.65*(dO[O] [Ol*dO[O] [O]*dO[O] [OI)+0.35*(dO[ll [ll*dO[ll [ll*dO[ll [ I l ) ,  
0.333333333333333333); 
/ /  set dm0 to the paramagnetic volume at T=0 
dnnO = dnnO*d/d65; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
#if def ined (JE'EFE-BOSE) 
dFeFe-dnn02 = d0 [O] [O] *d0 [O] [O] / (dfd) ; 

#else 
dm02 = dnnOfdnnO; 
dJ-drS(01 [O] = dJ-dr[O] [0]/(2*dnn0); 
dJ-dr2 111 [O] = dJ-dr [l] [O] / (2*dnn0) ; 
dJ-dr2 [O] [Il = dJ-dr [O] El] / (2*dnn0) ; 
dJ-dr2 El] [l] = dJ-&[Il Cl] / (2*dnn0) ; 
#if defined (JFEE'EMINMAX) 
dm12 = dJ-dr2[0] [O] != O ? dm02 + 200/dJ_dr2[0] [O] : 1000*dnn02; 
TRACE("dnn0 = " << dnnO << ", dnnl = " << sqrt(dnn32) 1;  
Pendif 

tendif / /  JF'EFEBOSE 
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#endif / /  DO-MAG 
1 

bool 
lattice::saveSystem(char* fn) 

ofstream os (fn) ; 
if (!OS) 
return false; 

OS << "constant pressure, constant temperature MC systeml' << endl; 
os << Nx << '\tg << Ny << '\t' << NZ << '\ne; 
OS << "N = '' << qetNumAtoms() << "\tc = " << 

getNumAtoms (0) / (double) getNumAtoms ( )  << endl; 
os "magnetic exchange parameters:\tW << JO[0][0] << '\tl << J0[0][1] << '\tl 

<< JO[ll [l] << '\t' << dJ-dr[0] [O] << '\tl << dJ-dr[O] [l] << '\t' << dJ-dr[l] [l] 
<< '\t' << dnnO << endl; 
/ os << "magnetic exchange parameters:\tw << JO [O] [ O 1  << '\tl << JO [O] [ l ]  cc 
'\tt << 30[1][1] << '\tg << alphaJ << '\tl << betaJ << '\t' << dnnOJ2 << ' \ r t  cc 
rOJ2 c< endl; 
/ /  os-main << ''chernical exchange parameters:\tn << UO[O] [O] << '\t' << dOf01 [O] 
<< '\ta << U0101 [Il << '\tt <C dO[O] [l] << '\tl << UO[l] [l] << '\t' << dO[i] [il 
<< endl; 

os << dnn << '\t' c< avgdnn << endl; 
for (unsigned i=O, j k, 1; icNx; i++) 

for (j=O; j<Ny; j++)  
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) 

for (1x0; l<NUMSITESPERCELL; L++) 
os << getÀtom(i,j,k,l) << '\nt; 

return !os.failO; 
1 

bool 
lattice: :readSystem(char* in) 
I 
ifstream is (fn) ; 
if (!is) 

return false; 
char buf (2551 ; 
is .getline (buf ,  sizeof (buf ) ; 
int format = 0; 
TRACE ("loading system from " fn) ; 
if (strcmp (buf, "constant pressure, constant temperature MC system") == 0 ) 

format = 1; 
else 

is.seekg(0, ios::beg); 
for (unsigned i=O; i<Nx; i++) { 

for (unsigned j=O; j<Ny; j++) ( 
f o r  (unsigned k=O; k<Nz; k++) 
delete[] atoms[i][jJ[k); 

delete [ ]  (atoms [il [j 1-11 ; 
1 
delete [ J (atoms [il -1) ; 

1 
delete [ ]  (atoms-1) ; 
is >> Nx >> Ny >> Nz; 
is. ignore ( )  ; 
if (format == 1) [ 

is .getline (buf, sizeof (buf) 1 ; 
is .getline (buf, sizeof (buf) 1 ; 
is >> dnn >> avgdnn; 
is.ignore(255, '\nt); 
dnn2x2 = 2*dnn*dnn; 

1 
setup ( ) ; 
NO = 0; 
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int tl, t2; 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; i<Nx; i++) 
for (j=O; j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) 
for (1=0; 1CNUMSITESPERCELL; I++) { 
if (format == 1) I 
is >> getAtom (i, j, k, 1) ; 
is.ignore(255, '\nt); 

) else ( 
is >> tl >> t2; 
getSpecies(i, j,k,l) = (species-t)tl; 
getSpin(i, j, k, 1) = (spin-t) t2; 

1 
if (getSpecies (i, j, k, 1) == 0) 

NO++; 
1 

c = NO/ (doub1e)N; 
double d = 

pow tc* (do [O] [O] *do [O] [O] *do [O] (O] ) + (l-c) (do [l] [l] *do [Il [l] *dO [l] [Il , 
0.333333333333333333); 
double d65 = 

pow(O.6S*(dO[O] [O]*dO[O] [O]*dO[O] [0])+0.35* (dO[l] [l]*dO[l] [l]+dO[l] [ I l ) ,  
0.333333333333333333); 
/ /  set dnnO to the paramagnetic volume at T=O 
d m 0  = dnnO*d/d65; 

#if def ined (JFEFE-BOSE) 
dFeFednn02 = d0 [O] [O *do [O] [O] / (d*d) ; 

telse 
dm02 = dnnO*dnnO; 
dJ_dr2[01 [O] = dJ-dr[Ol [01/(2*dnnO); 
dJ-dr2 [l] [O] = dJ-dr [l] [O] / (2'dnnO) ; 
dJ-dr2[O] [l] = dJdr[O] [l] / (2'dnnO) ; 
dJ-dr2 [l] [ 11 = dJ-dr [l] [l] / (2'dnnO) ; 

#if def ined (JFEFEMINMAX) 
dnnl2 = dJ-dr2 [O] [O] != O ? dm02 + 200/dJ_dr2 [O] [O] : 1000*dnn02; 

lendif 
#endif 
return !is.fail(); 

1 

void 
lattice::sumNNSpins(unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1, spinsum-t 
sumSpins [NüMSPECIESI ) const 
I 
sumSpins [O] = 0; 
sumSpins[l] = 0; 
switch(1) { 
case 0: sumSpins[getSpecies(i,j,k,l)] += getSpin(i,j,k,l); 

sumSpins[getSpecies(i-l,j,k,l)j += getSpin(i-l,j,k,l); 
sumSpins [getspecies (i, j-l, k, 1) ] += getSpin (i, j-1, k, 1) ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i-1,j-l,k,l)] += getSpin(i-l,j-l,k,l); 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i,j,k,2)] += getSpin(i,j,k,2); 
sumSpins [getspecies (i-1, j , k ,  2) 1 += getSpin (i-1, j , k, 2) ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i, j,k-ï,2) 1 += getSpin(i, j,k-1,2); 
sumSpins [getspecies (i-l, j, k-1,2) 1 += getSpin(i-1, j, k-1,2) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i, j , k, 3) 1 += getSpin (i, j , k, 3 )  ; 
sumÇpins[getSpecies (i,j-1, k, 3) 1 += getSpin (i, 1-1, k, 3) ; 
sumspins [getspecies (i, j, k-1, 3) ] += getSpin (i, 1, k-1,3) ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i,j-1,k-1,3)] += getSpin(i,j-1,k-1,3); 
break; 

case 1: sumSpins [getspecies (i, j k, O) ] += getSpin (i, j , kt O) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i+l, 3, k, O)l += getSpin (i+l, j, k, 0) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i,j+l, k, 0) ] += getSpin fi, j+L, k, 0) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i+1, j+l, k, 0) 1 += getSpin (i+l, j+l, k, 0) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i,j, k, 2) 1 += getSpin (i, j , k, 2) ; 
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sumSpins [getspecies (i, j+l, k,2) 1 += getSpin (i, j+l, k, 2 )  ; 
sumspins [getspecies (i,j, k-1,2) 1 += getspin (i, j, k-i,2) ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies ( i f  j+l, k-1,2) 1 += getSpin(i, j+l, k-1,2) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i, j, k, 3) 1 += getSpin (i, j, k, 3)  ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i+l,j,k,3)] += getSpin(i+l,j,k,3); 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i, j,k-1,3)] += getSpin(i, j,k-1,3); 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i+l,j,k-1,3)] += getSpin(i+l,j,k-i,3); 
break; 

case 2: sumSpins [getspecies (i, j, k, 0) ] += getspin (i, j, k, 0) ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i+1, j, k, O) ] += getSpin(i+l, j, k,0) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i, j , k+I, O) ] += getSpin (i, j , k+l, 0) ; 
surnSpins[getSpecies(i+l,j,k+l,0)] += getSpin(i+l,j,k+l,O); 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i,j,k,l)] += getSpin(i,j,k,l); 
sumspins [getspecies (if j-1, k, 1) 1 += getSpin (i, j -1, k, 1) ; 
surnspins [getspecies (irjr k+l, 1) += getSpin (i, j , kil, 1) ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i,~k+l,l)] += getSpin(i. j-l,k+l,l); 
sumSpins [getspecies (i, 1, k, 3 )  1 += getSpin (i, j, k, 3) ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i+l,j,k,3)] += getSpin(i+l,j,k,3); 
sumSpins[getSpecies (i, j-1, k, 3) ] += getSpin(i, j-1, k, 3) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i+l, j-1, k, 3) 1 += getSpin (i+l, j-1, k, 3 )  ; 
break; 

case 3: sumSpins [ge tSpec ies ( i+k ,O) ]  += getSpin(i!j:k,O); 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i,j+l,k,O)] += getSpin(i,]+l,k,O); 
sumSpins[gerSpecies(i,~,k+l,O)] += gecSpin(i,j.k+l,O); 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i,~+l,k+l,O)] += getSpin(i,j+l,k+l,O); 
sumSpins [getspecies (i, j, k, 1) += getspin (i, j k, 1) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i-1, j, k, 1) += getSpin ( i-1, j , k, 1) ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i,j,k+l,l)l += getSpin(i,j,k+l,l); 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i-1, j,k+l,l)] += getSpin(i-l,j,k+l,l); 
sumspins [getspecies (if j, k,2)1 += getSpin (if j, k, 2) ; 
sumSpins [getspecies (i-1, j, k,2) 1 += getSpin (i-1, j, k, 2 )  ; 
sumSpins[getSpecies(i,j+rrk,2)] += getSpin(i,j+l,k,2); 
sumspins [getspecies (i-l,j+l, k, 2) ] += getspin (i-1, j+l, k, 2 )  ; 
break; 

1 
1 

void 
lattice::sumNNAtams(unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1, species-t 
sumSpecies [NUMSPECIES] ) consr 

sumSpecies[O] = 0; 
sumSpecies [l] = 0; 
switch(1) { 
case 0: sumSpecies[getSpecies(i,j,k,l)]++; 

sumspecies [getSpecies (1-1, j, k, 1) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, j-1, k, l)l++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i-1, j-1, k, 1) 1 ++; 
sumSpecies [getspecies (i, j , k, 2) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (1-1, j , kI 2) ] ++; 
sumspecies f getspecies (i, j , k-l, 2) ] ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i-1, j ,k-l, 2) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, j , k, 3 )  1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, J -1, k, 3 )  1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, 3 ,  k-1,3) ] ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (iI j-1, k-I,3) ] ++; 
break; 

case 1: surnspecies [getspecies (i, j , k, 0) ] ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i+l, j , k, 0) ] ++; 
sumspecies CgetSpecies (i, j +1, k, O ] ++; 
sumSpecies [getspecies (i+l, j +1, k, 0) 1 ++; 
sumSpecies [getspecies (i, j , k, 2) 1 ++; 
sumSpecies [getspecies (i, j +l, k, 2 )  ] ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, J ,  k-1, 2 )  1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (if ~ + l ,  k-L2) j++; 



case 2: 

case 3: 

t 
1 

double 
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sumspecies [getspecies (il j, k, 3)  1 ++; 
sumSpecies[getSpecies(i+l,jlk,3) 1++; 
sumSpecies [getspecies (i,j, k-1,3) ] ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i+l, j, k-1,3) 1 ++; 
break; 
sumspecies [getspecies Li, j! kt O) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i+l, 1, k, O) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, j , k + W )  1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i+l, j , k+l, 0) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (if j , kt 1) 1 ++; 
sumspecies CgetSpecies (i,j-1, k,l) 1 ++; 
sumSpecies [getspecies (i, j , k+l, 1) 1 ++; 
surnSpecies [getspecies (i, j-1, k+l, 1) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, j ,k, 3)  1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i+l, j , kt 3) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, j -1, k, 3) ] ++; 
surnspecies [getspecies (i+l, j-1, k, 3 )  1 ++; 
break; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i! j, k, O) 1 c+: 

sumspecies [getspecies (i, 1 +1, k, O ] ++; 
sumspecies [qetSpecies (if j , k+l, O) ] ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (il j+1, k+l, O) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, j , k, 1) j++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i-1, j, k, 1) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i, j, k + i ,  1) ] ++; 
sumspecies [getspecies (i-1, j, k+l, 1) ] ++; 
sumspecies [getSpecies (i, j, k, 2) 1 ++; 
sumSpecies [getspecies (i-1, j ,k, 2) 1 ++; 
sumspecies [getSpecies(i, j+l, k,2) ]++; 
sumSpecies [getspecies (i-1, j+1, kt 2) 1 ++; 
break; 

lattice::calcChemE(unsigned i, unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1) const 
1 
1 

const species-t el = getSpecies(i,j,k,l); 
double E = 0; 
switch(1) ( 

case O: E += U2(el, getSpecies(i,j,k,l), 
+ u2 (el, getspecies (1-1, j, k, 11, 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (if j-1, k, 1) , 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i-1, j-1, ka), 
+ ~2 (el, getspeciesk j, k,2), 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i-1, j, k, 2), 
+ ~î(e1, getSpecies(i,j,k-1,2), 
+ u2 (el, getspecies (i-1, j, k-l,2), 
+ ~2(el, getSpecies(i, j,k,3), 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i, j-1, kt 3 ) ,  
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i,j,k-l,3), 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i, j-1, k-1,3), 

break; 
case 1: E += U2 (el, getspecies (i+i, j+1, k,O) , 

+ u2 (el, getspecies (1, j, k, O ) ,  
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i+l, j, k, O), 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i.~+l,k,O), 
+ 02 (el, getSpecies (i, ]+Il kt 2 )  , 
+ ~2(el, getSpecies(i,j,k,2), 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i, j,k-1,2), 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i, j+l,k-l,2), 
+ 02 (el, getspecies (i+l, j , k, 3) , 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(.i+l, j,k-1,3), 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i, J ,  k, 3), 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i, 1,k-l,3), 

calcd2(i,jrk,1,i, j,K,l)) 
calcd2(i,j1k,1,i-l,j,k,l)) 
calcd2 (i, J, k, 1, i, j-1, kt 1) 1 
calcd2(i,],k,l,i-1,j-T,k,1)1 
calcd2(i, j,k,l,i, j,k,2) 1 
calcd2(i, j,k,I,i-1, j,k,2)) 
calcd2(it j,k,I,i, j,k-1,21 1 
calcd2(i,j,k,Ifi-1,j,k-1,2)) 
calcd2(it~,k,l,i,j,k.3)) 
calcd2(i, j,k,l,i, j-l,k,3)) 
calcd2{i,j,k,l,i, j,k-1,311 
calcd2(i,j,k11,i,j-l,k-l,3)); 
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break; 
case2: E +=U2(el, getSpecies(i+l,j,k+r,0), calcd2(i,j,ktl,i+l,j,k+l,0)) 

+ U2(el, getSpecies(i, j,k,O), calcd2(i,j,k,l,itj,k,0)) 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (iil, j ,  k, O), calcd2(itj,k,l,i+l,j,k,0)) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i, j,k+l,O), calcd2(i, j,k,l,i,f,k+l,O) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i, j,k+l,l), calcd2 (i, j, k, 1, i f  3 ,  k+l, 1) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i, j-1, k+l, 1) calcd2(i, j,k, l,i, j-1,k+1, 1) 1 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i, j-l,k,l), calcd2(i, j,k,l,i, j-l,k,l) 1 
+ U2(elt getSpecies(i, j,k,l), calcd2(i,j,kfl,i,j,k,1)) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i+l,j,k,3), calcd2(it j,k,l,i+l, j,k,31 
+ ~2 (el, getspecies (i+l, j-1, k, 31 ,  calcd2 (1, j, k, 1, i+L j-1, k, 3)  ) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(1, 1-l,k,3), calcd2(i, j,kfl,i, j-l,k,3)) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i,],k,3), calcd2(i,jtk,l,i,j,k,3)); 

break; 
case 3: E += 02 (el, getspecies (i, j+l, k+l, O), calcd2 (i, j ,  k, 1, i, j+L k+1,0) 

+ U2(el, getSpecies(i, j,k,O), calcd2(i, j,k, l,il j, k, 0) 
+ U2(elt getSpecies(i, j,k+l,O), calcd2(it j,k,l,i,],k+l,O)) 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i, j+l, k, O), calcd2(i, j , k ,  l,i, 3+1, k,O) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i,j,k+l,r)r calcd2(i,j,k,l,i, j,k+l,l)) 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i-1, j,k+l,l), calcd2(it j,k,lti-1, j,k+l,l)} 
+ U2(el, getSpecies(i-l,j,k,l), calcd2(it j,k,l,i-1, j,k, 1)) 
+ U 2 ( e l ,  getSpecies(i, J,k,lI, calcd2(i,j,k,l,i,jtk,1)) 
+ U2(e l ,  getSpecies(i, j+l, k,2), calcd2 (i, j, k, 1, i, j+l, kt 2 )  ) 
+ U2 (el, getspecies (i-1, ]+l, k,2), calcd2 (i, j, k, L, i-1, j+lt k,2) 
+ U2(el, getspeciesti-1, ],k,2), calcd2(i, j,k,l,i-1, j,k,2) 1 
+ U2 (el, gerSpecies (i, j, k, 2) , calcd2(i,j,k,l,itj,k,2)); 

break; 
1 

/ /  much slower code 
/+ double E2 = 0; 
for (unsigned m=O; m<NUMNNPERSITE; m++) ( 
e2 getSpecies(i+nn[l] [mj .di, j+nn[l] [ml .dj,k+nn[l] [ml .dkfnn[l] [ m l  -1); 
r2 = calcd2(i, j,k,l, i+nn[1] [ m l  .di,j+nn[ll [ml .dj,k+nnUl lm1 .dk,nn[U [ml -1) ; 
E += U2 (el, e2, r2) ; 

) " /  
/ *  for (unsigned m=O; m<NüM2NNPERSITE; m++) ( 
/ /  e2 = getSpecies(i+nn[l] [ml .i, j+nn[ll [ml. j, k+nntll [ml .k,nn[U [ m l  .LI ; 

r2 = 
calcd2(i, j,k,l,i+nnn[l] [ml.di, j+nnn[ll [ml -dj,k+nnn[ll [ml *dk,nnnDl [ml -1) ; 

E += U2(elt e2, r2) ; 
1'1 
return E; 

1 

double 
lattice::calcMagE(unsigned if unsigned j, unsigned k, unsigned 1) const 
{ 
spinf-t E; 
switch(1) { 
case O: E = calcJs2(i,],k,l,i,j,k,l) 

+ calcJs2 (i, J, k,l,i-1, j,ktl) 
+ calcJs2(i, j,k,l,f, j-1, k, 1) 
+ calcJs2 (i, j, k, 1,r-1, j-1, k, 1) 
+ calcJs2 (i, j, k,l, i, j, k,2) 
+ calcJs2 (i, 1, k, 1, i-1, j, k,2) 
+ calcJs2(i, ~,k,l,i, j,k-1,2) 
+ calcJs2(i, ],k,l,i-1, j,k-1,2) 
+ calcJs2(i,j,k,l,i,j,k,3) 
+ calcJs2(i, j,k,l,i, j-1, k, 3 )  
+ calcJs2(i, j,k,l,i, j,k-1,3) 
+ calcJs2(i,j,k,l,i,j-1,k-L,3); 

break; 
case 1: E = calcJs2 (i, j, k,l,i+l, j+1, k,O) 

+ calcJs2(i,j,ktl,i,j,k,0) 
+ calcJsZ(i,j,k,l,i+l,j,k,O) 
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+ calcJs2 (i, j, k, 1, i, j+1, kto) 
+ calcJs2 (i, j, k, 1, i, j+Irkr 2) 
+ calcJs2(i, j,k,l,i, j,kt2) 
+ calcJs2 (i, J ,  k, l,i, 1 , k-1, 2 )  
+ calcJs2 (i, j , k, 1, i, j+l, k-112) 
+ calcJsZ(i, j,k,l,i+l,j,k, 3 )  
+ calcJs2 (i, 1, k, 1, i+l, j, k-lr3) 
+ calcJs2(i, j, k,l,i, j, k,3) 
+ calc~s2(i, j, k,l,i,j,k-L3) ; 

break; 
case 2: E = calc~s2(i,j,k,l,i+l,j,k+l,O) 

+ calcJsS(i, j,k,l, i, jtk,O) 
+ calcJs2 (i, j ,  k, 1, i+L j, kt 0) 
+ çalcJs2 (i,], k,l, i, j,k+LO) 
+ calcJs2 (i, j, k, 1, i, J, k+l, 1) 
+ calc~s2 (i, j, k, 1, i, 1-1, k+l, 1) 
+ calcJs2 (i, j, k, 1, i, 1-1, kt 1) 
+ calc~s2(i,~,k,l,i,j,k,l) 
+ calcJs2(it J ,  k, 1, i+l, j,k,3) 
+ calc~s2 (i, J, k,l,i+l,i3I,k,3) 
+ calc~s2 (i, j, k, 1, i, 1-1, kt 3)  
+ calcJs2 (i, J, kt l, i, J , k, 3 )  ; 

break; 
case 3: E = calc~s2 (i'j, kt l,i!j+l,k+m) 

+ calcJs2(i, j,k,l,i, j,k,O) 
+ calcJs2(i,j,k,l,i,],k+~,O) 
+ calc~s2(i, j, k, L i ,  ]+ln k,o) 
+ calcJs2 (i, j, k, 1, i, j, k+l, 1) 
+ calc~s2~i.j,k~L~i-l,j,k+~,~) 
+ calcJs2(i,],k,l,i-l,j,k,l) 
+ calcJsZ(i, ],k,l,i,j,k,l) 
+ calcJs2 (i, l, kt 1, i, ]+l, k,2) 
+ calcJs2 (i, 3 ,  k, 1, i-1, j+l, k,2) 
+ calc~s2(i, j,k,l,i-l,jrk,2) 
+ calcJs2(i,j,k,lti,j,kr2); 

break; 
1 

/ /  much slower code 
/ *  position-t p, pnn; 
p.i = i; 
p.j = j; 
p.k - k; 
p . 1  = 1; 
for (unsigned m=O; mcNüMNNPERSITE; m++) ( 
pnn = p+nn[p-11 [ml; 
E -= getSpin(pnn.i, pnn.j, pnn.k, pnn.1) calcJ(p.i, p - j ,  p . k t  p.1, pnn-i, 

pnn.j, pnn.k, pnn.1)); 
) * / 

#if def ined (DO-APPLIEDH) 
return -((E+H)*getSpin(i, j,k,l) ) ;  

#else 
return - (E*getSpin (i, j, k, 1) ) ; 

#endif 
1 

va ici 
lattice::run(unsigned nsteps, unsigned startsampling, unsigned samplingstep, 
const char* in) 
I 
char buf [255] ; 

#if defined(DO-HDISTRIBUTION) 
sprintf(buf, "%s.HhfW, fn); 
ofstream o s H  (buf) ; 

#endif / /  Dû-HDISTRIBUTION 
#if defined(DO-DETAILS) 
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sprintf (bu£ "%s .mcWf fn) ; 
ofstream os-mc(buf); 

Pendif / /  Dû-DETAILS 
double Etot = calcE0; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
spinsum-t MFe = calcM (O) ; 
spinsum-t MNi = calcM ( 1) ; 
spin-t news; 

#endif 
Rif de£ ined (DO-DETAILS 
os-mc.precision(l0l; 
os-mc << "initial configuration" << t << Etot/getNumAtoms() << t << dnn 

<< ' \ tV; 
#if defined(D0-MAG) 
if (getNumAtoms (O) 1 
osmc << MFe/ (double) getNumAtoms (0) << \ t ' ; 

else 
osmc << "N/A\tW; 

if (getNurnAtoms (1) ) 
os-mc << M'Ni/ (double) getNumAtoms (1) << endl; 

else 
osmc << "N/A\nW; 

Yelse 
os-mc << '\nt; 

Rendif 
int details = 0; 

#endif / /  DO-DETAILS 
const unsigned atommc = getNufnAtoms0; 
unsigned mc, magmc; 
unsigned m; 
unsigned i, j ,  k, 1; 
double p; 
double dd, dE; 
float drE3j; 
double sigdnn = dnneSCALE-DNN*sqrt(T); 
double signnpos = dnn'SCALE-NNDEV'sqrt (Tl ; 

/ /  First, reach thermal equilibrium for the volume+magnetic system 
/ /  
unsigned successVol = 0; 
unsigned successMove = 0; 
for (mc=O; rnc<startsampling; mc++) { 

# if def ined (DO-VOLUMEMC) 
for (m=O; m<NUMMCVOLSTEPS; m++) { 
dd = siqdnn*syrnranf(); / trial dnn change (gaussian deviate propto 

sqrt (T) *dnn) 
if (testprob (calcVo1Prob (dnn+dd, dE) ) ) f 
dnn += dd; 
dnn2x2 = 2*dnntdnn; 
Etot += dE; 

1 
1 

#if def ined ( DO-ATOMICMC) 
for (m=O; m<atommc; m++) I 
/ /  select an atom at tandom 

i = Nx*ranf 0 ;  
j = Ny+ranf ( ) ; 
k = Nz+ranf(); 
1 = NUMSITESPERCELL*ranf(); 

/ /  select random gaussian displacements 
dr [O] = signnpos*symranf ( )  ; 
dr f 11 = signnpos'symranf ( ) ; 
dx [2 j = signnpos'symranf ( 1  ; 
if (!testProb(calcMoveProb (i, j, k, l,dr,dE) 1 )  I 
atoma at = getAtom(i, j , k, 1) ; 
at.dr[O] -= dr[Ol; 
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at.dr[l] -= dr[l]; 
at.dr[2] -= dr[2]; 

1 
tendif / /  DO-ATOMICMC 

for (rnagmc=O; magmccNWM-MCMAGSTEPS; magmc++) { 
#endif / /  DO-VOLUMEMC 
#if def ined(D0-MAG) 

for (m=0; m<getNumAtoms O ; m++l ( 
i = Nxtranf 0 ;  
j = Ny*ranf 0 ;  
k = Nz*ranfO; 
1 = NUMSITESPERCELL*ranfO; 
spin-t& s = getSpin (if j, k, 1) ; 

#if defined(HEISENBERG1 
f loat ct = 2*ranf ( ) -1; 
float st = sqrt (1-ct*ct) ; 
float phi = 2*M_PI*ranfO; 
float cp = cos(phi); 
neus.% = cp*st; 
news.y = phi > M-PI ? -sqrt(l-cp*cp)*st : sqrt(1-cp*cpIgst; 
news.2 = ct; 

#else 
news = -s; 

#endif 
p = calcFlipProb (i, j, k, l,news,dE) ; 
if (testProb(p)) ( 
if (getspecies (i, j ,  k, l) == 0) 
MFe += news-s; 

else 
MNi += news-s; 

s = news; 
1 

1 
#endif 
#if def ined (DO VOLüMEMC) 

Bendif / /  DO-VOLUMEMC 
Etot = calcE ( 1  ; 

#if defined(DO_DETAILS) 
os-mc << (mc+l) cc '\tt cc Etot/getNumAtoms() <C '\tl << dnn << '\t'; 

#if defined(DO-MAG) 
if (getNumAtoms (O) 
osmc CC MFe/ (double) gerNumAtoms (01 << ' \tl ; 

else 
osrnc << "N/A\t"; 

if (getNurnAtoms(1)) 
osmc C c  MNi/ (double) getNumAtoms (1) CC endl; 

else 
osmc << "N/A\nm; 

#else 
osmc <c '\nt; 

#endif / /  DO-MAG 
#endif / /  DO-DETAILS 

i 
unsigned sampl = samplingstep; 
double tl, t2; 
long double Eavg = 0, E2 = 0; 
long double EpV = O, EpV2 = 0; 
long double Vavg = 0, V2 = 0; 
long double VEpV = 0; 
long double davg = 0, d2 = 0; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
long double MFeavg = O, MFe2 = O, MFe3 = O, MFe4 = 0; 
long double MNiavg = O, MNi2 = O, MNi3 = O, MNi4 = 0; 
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long double M = 0, M2 = O, M3 = 0, M4 = 0; 
long double nf = 0, n i 2  = 0; 

#endif 
atom: :nsum = O; 
unsigned n = 0; 
for (i=O, j, k, 1; iCNx; i++) 
for (j=O; jCNy; j++) 
for (k=O; kCNz; k++) 
for (1=0; l<NUMSITESPERCELL; 1++) 
getAtom(i, j, k, 1) .resettavgO ; 

sigdnn = dnntSCALE-DNN*sqrt (T) ; 
signnpos = dnneSCALE-NNDEVtsqrt(T); 
for (; mccnsteps; mc++, sanspl++) { 

# if dei ined ( DO-VOLUMEMC) 
resetE (Etot) ; 
for (m-O; m<NUMMCVOLSTEPS; m++) I 
dd = sigdnn+symranf(); / /  trial volume change 
if (testProb (calcVolProb (dnn+ddI dE) ) ) ( 
dnn += dd; 
dnn2x2 = 2+dnntdnn; 
Etot += dE; 
successVol++; 

1 
1 

#if defined(D0-ATOMICMC) 
for (m=O; mcatommc; m++) { 
/ /  select an atom at random 

i = Nxtranf 0 ;  
j = Ny'ranf ( )  ; 
k = NzTranf 0 ;  
1 = NUMSITESPERCELLTranfo; 

/ /  select random gaussian displacements 
dr [O] = signnposTsymranf ( } ; 
dr i l ]  = signnpos*symranf ( )  ; 
dr [2] = signnposTsymranf ( )  ; 
if (!testProb(calcMoveProb(it j ,  k, l,dr,dE)) t 
atomd at = getAtom(i,j,k,l); 
at-dr [O] -= dr[O] ; 
at.dr[ll -= dr[ll: 
atOdr[2] -= dr[21; 

) else 
succeSsMove++; 

1 
#endif / /  DO-ATOMICMC 

for (magmc=O; magmccNUMMCMAGSTEPS; magrne++) f 
Wendif / /  DO-VOLUMEMC 
#if defined(D0-MAG) 

for (m=O; m<getNumAtoms ( )  ; m++) ( 
i = NxTranf ( ) ;  
j = Ny'ranf ( ) ;  
k = Nz'ranf ( ) ;  
1 = NUMSITESPERCELL*ranf(); 
spin-th s = getSpin(i, j kt 1) ; 

#if def ined (HEISENBERG) 
float ct = 2+ranf 0-1; 
float st = sqrt(1-ctect); 
float phi = 2'-PItranf(); 
float cp = cos (phi) ; 
news-x = cp*st; 
news-y = phi > M-PZ ? -sqrt(l-cptcp)*st : sqrt(1-cptcp)*st; 
news-z = ct; 

#else 
news = -s; 

#endif 
if (testProb(calcFlipProb(i,j,k,l,news,dE))) { 
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if (getspecies (i, j, k, 1) - 0) 
MFe += news-s; 

else 
MNi += news-s; 

s = news; 
1 

1 
#endif 
% if de f ined ( DO-VOLUMEMC) 

1 
#endif / /  DO-VOLUMEMC 

Etot = calcE ( 1  ; 
/ /  
/ /  sample the desired properties 
/ /  

if (sampl == samplingstep) [ 
davg += dnn; 
d2 += dnnfdnn; 
tl = Etot/getNumAtomsO; 
Eavg += tl; 
E2 += tl*tl; 
double V = dnn*dnn*dnn*M-SQRT-2; 
tl += P'V; 
EpV += tl; 
EpV2 += tl*tl; 
Vavg += V; 
v2 += v*v; 
VEpV += V*tl; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
spinf-t atomM = (MU [O] *MFe+MU [ I l  *MNi) /getNumAtoms ( )  ; 

#if defined(HE1SENBERG) 
tl = atomM.norm(); 

telse 
tl = fabs(atomM); 

tendif 
M += tl; 
t2 - tl*tl; 
M2 += t2; 
M3 += t17t2; 
M4 += tZ't2; 

#if def ined (HEISENBERG) 
alomM.normalize0; 

#else 
atomM = atomM > O ? 1 : -1; 

#endif 
if (getNumAtoms (O) ) { 
tl = (atomM+MFe) /getNumAtoms (O) ; 
MFeavg += tl; 
t2 = tl*tl; 
MFe2 += t2; 
MFe3 += t2+tl; 
MFe4 += t2*t2; 

1 
if (getNumAtoms (1) ( 
tl = (atornM*MNi) /getNumAtoms (1) ; 
MNiavg += tl; 
t2 = tl'tl; 
MNi2 += t2; 
MNi3 += t2*tl; 
MNi4 += t2* t2 ;  

1 
unsigned nFeFe; 
unsigned nfcalc = calcFrustratedFeBonds (nFeFe) ; 
nf += nfcalc; 
nf2 += nfcalc*nfcalc; 
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#endif 
double a = dnn*M_SQRT2; 
for (i=O; i<Nx; i++) 

for (j=O; jCNy; j++l 
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) 

for (1x0; l<NUMSITESPERCELL; 1++) { 
getAtom (i , j , k, 1) . sample-avg (a) ; 

#if def ined(D0-SPINAVG) 
/ /  count the "spin" as being the component along che average 

magnetization for that species 
if (getspecies (i, j, k, 1) = 0) 

getSpinSum(i,j,k,I) += MFe > O ? getSpin(i,j,k,I) : 
-getSpin ( i f  j, k, 1) ; 

else 
getSpinSum (if j , k, 1) += MNi > O ? getSpin ( i f  j, k, 1) : 

-getSpin (if j, k, 1) ; 
tendif 

t 
atom::nsum++; 
n++; 
sampl = 0; 

1 
#if defined(D0-DETAILS) 

o s m c  << (mc+l) << \ CC Etot/getNumAtoms() << t << dnn Cc '\t'; 
#if defined(D0-MAG) 

if (getNumAtoms(0)) 
o s m c  << MFe/ (double) getNumAtoms (0) << ' \t ' ; 

else 
o s m c  << "N/A\tn; 

if (getNumAtorns(I)) 
os-mc << MNi/ (double) getNumAtoms (1) << endl; 

else 
o s m c  CC "N/A\nW; 

#else 
o s m c  C c  '\nt; 

Rendif / /  DO-MAG 
Oendif / /  DO-DETAILS 

1 
/ /  cout c< 1OO*successVol/(double)(NUM~MCVOLSTEPS*(nsteps-startsam~ling! 1 << 
endl; 
/ /  cout << 10O*successMove/ (double) (atommc* (nsteps-startsampling) ) cc endl; 
/ /  
/ /  results are in. calculate averages and output them to file 
/ /  

if (n == 0) 
n = 1; 

davg /= n; 
avgdnn = davg; 
62 /= n; 
Eavg /= n; 
E2 /= n; 
EpV /= n; 
EpV2 /= n; 
Vavg /=n; 
V2 /= n; 
VEpV /= n; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
nf /= n; 
nf2 /= n; 
M /= n; 
M2 /= n; 
M3 /= n; 
M4 /= n; 
if (getNumAtoms(0)) { 
MFeavg /= n; 
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MFe2 /= n; 
MFe3 /= n; 
MFe4 /= n; 

/ /  MFeAFavg /= (ntget~umAtoms (0) ; 
/ /  MFeAF2 /= (n*getNumAtoms (O) *getNumAtoms (O) ) ; 

if (getNumAtoms(l)) { 
MNiavg /= n; 
MNi2 /= n; 
MNi3 /= n; 
M'Ni4 /= n; 

/ /  MNiAFavg /= (n*getNumAtoms (1) 1 ; 
/ /  MNiAF2 /= (n+getNumAtoms (1) +getNumAtoms (1) 1 ; 

1 
Yendif 

if (atom: :nsum) 
for (i=O, j, k t  1; i<Nx; i++) 

for (j-O; j<Ny; j++)  
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) 

for (1=0; l<NUMSITESPERCELL; 1++) 
getAtom(i, j , k , l )  .calc_avgO; 

osmain .precision (10) ; 
osmain T C <  '\tt << P << *\tl C <  davg*M-SQRT2 << '\t' cc 

sqrt(fabs(d2-davg*davg))*MMSQRT2 << '\t' << Eavg << '\t' << 
sqrt ( fabs (E2-EavgeEavg) ) ; 
#if defined(D0-MAG) 

cout << T << '\tl cc P c< '\t8 << davg*-SQRT2 << '\tf cc 
M/(c*MU[O]+(l-c)*MU[u) C <  endl; 
%else 

cout <C T << '\tt << P << '\t' C C  davgmM-SQRT2 << endl; 
#endif 

osmain << t <C EpV << t << EpV2 <c t << Vavg c< \ cc  v2 << * << 
VEpV; 

osmain <C ' \t ' c< getNumAtoms ( ) * (VEpV-Vavg'EpV) / ( 3*TtT*Vavq << ' \ t cc 
getNumAtoms ( ) (EpV2 - EpV*EpV) / (T*T) << l\ t ' <c 
TtVavg/ (getNumAtoms ( )  l (V2-Vavg*Vavg) ) ; 
/ /  osmain <C t\tl << (E2-Eavg*Eavg)/(TIT) << '\tt << 
sqrt(fabs(E4+Eavg+(-4tE3+8*E2cEavg-4CEavg*Eavg*~avg)-~2*~2))/(~*~); 
#if defined(D0-MAG) 

os-main << '\tt << M << l\tl << M2 << '\tl << ~3 << l\tl << ~ 4 ;  
OS-main << '\t' << (M2-M*M)/T;// << '\tl << 

sqrt ( f abs (MFe4+MFeavgt (-4 *~Fe3+8*~Fe2+MFeavg-4 * ~ F e a v g * ~ ~ e a v g * ~ ~ e a v q )  - ~ ~ e 2 * ~ F e 2  ) ) / 
T; 

if (getNumAtoms (O) ) f 
osmain << '\tl << MFeavg << '\t' << MFe2 << '\tt <c MFe3 cc '\tl <c MFe4; 
osmain << ' \tt << (MFe2-MFeavg*MFeavg) /T;// << '\t * c< 

sqrt ( f abs (MFe4+MFeavg* (-4'MFe3+8*MFeZtMFeavg-4*MFeavgt~~eavg*~Feavg) -MFe2*MFe2) 1 / 
T; 

t else 
osmain c< "\tN/A\tN/A\tN/A\tN/A\tN/A"; 

if (getNumAtoms (1) ) [ 
osmain << '\te << MNiavg << '\t' << m i 2  << '\tt << MNi3 << '\tl << MNi4; 
o s main << '\t' << (MNi2-MNiavg*MNiavg)/T;// << '\tu cc 

s q r t ( f a b s ( M N i 4 + M N i a v g t ( - 4 * M N i 3 + 8 * M I ' ? i 2 ' M N i 2 ) ) /  
T; 

1 else 
osmain cc "\tN/A\tN/A\tN/A\tN/A\tN/An; 

osmain <C '\tt << nf << '\tl <C sqrt(fabs(nf2-nfenf)); 
#endif 
dnnInfo dnninfo [31; 
calcAvgdnn (davgtM-SQRT2, 0, 0, hdnninf O [O] ) ; 
calcAvgdnn (davgt~-SQRT2, 1, O, adnninfo f 1 j ) ; 
calcAvgdnn (davg+M-SQRT2, 1, I f  hdnninf O (21 ) ; 
osmain << '\t' << dnninfo[O] .avg[O] ' \ t t  << dnninfo[l] .avq[O] <c l\tt c< 

dnninfo [2] .avg[O] ; 
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os-main << t << dnninfo[O].stdev[O] << t <C dnninfo[ll.stdev[O] <C ' \ c l  
<< dnninfo [2] .stdev[O] ; 
os main << '\tt << dnninfo[O).pup << '\te << dnninfo[l].pup c< '\tt << 

dnninfo 121 .pup; 
os main << '\tt << dnninfo[Ol.n << '\tt << dnninfo[lj,n << '\tt cc 

dnninfo [2] . n; 
os-main << t << dnninfo[O] .avg[l] << * t << dnninfo[O] .avg[2] ; 
os-main << t CC dnninfo[O] .stdev[l] << t CC dnninfo [ O ]  .stdev[2l; 

#if defined(D0-HDISTRIBUTION) 
unsigned nHhf = floor ( (MU [O] *HhfA + 12'MU [O] *Hhf-B) /O. 5+0.5) +l; 
double" PHhf = new double* [l3] ; 
for (unsigned i=O; ic13; i++) 
PHhf [il = new double [nHhf ] ; 

double Hhfavq = calcHhfDistribution (PHhf, nHhf, 0.5) ; 
for (unsigned j=O; j<13; j++) 
OS-H << '\tl << j; 

os-H endl; 
for (unsigned i=O; i<nHhf; i++) ( 
os-H <C i*0.5; 
for (unsigned j-O; j<13; j++)  
os-H << '\tt << PHhf[jJ [il; 

os-H << endl; 
1 
delete [ ] PHhf; 
osmain << '\tt << HhEavg; 

Ilendif 
osmain << endl; 

#if def ined (DO-SPINAVG) 
sprintf (buf, "%s.mom", fn); 
ofstream osmom(buf); 
for (unsigned i=O, j, k, 1; icNx; i++) 
for (3x0; j<Ny; j++) 
for (k=O; k<Nz; k++) 
for (1x0; l<NUMSITESPERCELL; 1++) { 
double m = getSpinSum(i, j, k, 1) / (double) atom: :nsums; 
os-mom << i << \ << j << \ t t  << k << '\tt < 1 C< \ << m << '\tt 

CC sqrt (1-m*m) << '\nt ; 
1 

#endif 
#if def ined (DO-FENNZNFO) 
sprintf (buf, " % S .  FeNN", fn) ; 
ofstream os-nn (buf) ; 
int sum [NUMSPECIES] ; 
for (unsigned i=O, j , k, 1; i<Nx; i++) 
for ( j = O ;  j<Ny; j++) 
for (k-O; k<Nz; k++) 
for (1-0; l<NUMSITESPERCELL; 1++) { 

sumNNAtoms (i, !, k, 1, s a )  ; 
os-nn << i << \tt << j << '\t' << k << '\tt << I << '\ti << 

(int)getSpecies(i,j,k,l) << '\tt << sum[O] << '\nt; 
1 

Yendif 
1 

#if 1 
int 
main (int argc, char* argv [ 1 1 
I 

/ /  warm up the random nrimber generator 
#if def ined (USE-RANI 
idum = -1; 

#else 
seedMT (4357U) ; 

#endif 
for (unsigned i=O; i<l0000; i++) 
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xanf ( )  ; 
if (argc < 4) { 
cout CC "Invalid number of parametersn << end1 cc endl; 
cout CC "Usage: mc-NTP [at.% Fe] [f lalp] [Fe3Nil FeNil FeNi3 Id] (ini file) " c< 

end1 << endl; 
cout << " where f initializes the lattice with a ferromagnetic structure" << 

endl ; 
cout C< I* a initializes the lattice with an antiferromaqnetic(00I) 

structure" << endl; 
cout << " p initializes the lattice with a random nonmagnetic 

structuren C< end1 <C endl; 
cout << IF Fe3Ni initialires the lattice with a chemically ordered 

Fe3Ni structure" << endl; 
cout << " FeNi initializes the lattice with a chemically ordered FeNi 

structure" cc endl; 
cout cc '* reNi3 initializes the lattice with a chemically ordered 

FeNi3 structure8* << endl; 
cout CC ** d initializes the lattice with a chemically disordered 

structure" << endl; 
return 1; 

char inibuf[256]; 
if (arqc == 5) 
strcpy(inibuf, argv[4]); 

else 
strcpy (inibuf, "mc-NTP. inin) ; 

ifstream is (inibuf) ; 
unsigned N; 
double d, dnn0-65; 
char buf [25S 1 ; 
is >> N >> d >> dnn0-65; 
d m 0  = dnn0-65; 
is >> J0[01 [O] >> JOtll [O] >> JOLI1 [l]; 
JO [O1 [il = JO [ l l  [QI ; 
is >> dJ-dr[0] [O] >> dJ-dr[l] [O] >> dJ-dr[l] [Il; 
dJ-dr[O] [l] = dJ-drlll [O]; 
isTignore ( 1  ; 
is >> UO[O] [O] >> UO[i] [O] >> UO[ll [il; . . -  

uo [O] [II = ~ ~ [ ï j  [O]; 
is >> do [O] [O] >> d0 [l] (O] >> dO[lj [l] ; 
d0 [O] [l] = d0 [l] [O] ; 
do2 (O] [O] = d0 [O] [O] *do [O] [O] ; 
d02[0] [Il = d0[0] [l] +d0[01 [Il; 
do2 [l] [O] = 60 [1] [O] *dO (11 [O] ; 
do2 [l] (11 = d0 [1] [Il *d0 [l] Ill ; 
tirne-t timer = GetTimeO; 
lattice Lat (N, N, N, atof (argv[l] ) ; 
lat . setdnn ( c i )  ; 
bool read = false; 
bool load-lattice = false; 
if (strcmp(argv[3], "Fe3Nin) == 0) 

lat.initialize(lattice::Fe3Ni); 
else if (strcmp (argv[3], "FeNin) == 0) 

lat.initialize(lattice::FeNi); 
else if (strcmp(argv[3] "FeNi3") == 0) 

lat.initialize(lattice::FeNi3); 
else if (strcmp(argv[3], "dn) == 0) 

lat.initialize(lattice::disordered); 
else if (strcmp(argv[3], "load") == 0) 
load-lattice = true; 

else 
if ( ! lat.readSystem(argv[3] 1 1 I 
cerr CC "unable to open file " CC argv[3] << endl; 
return false; 

) else 
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read = true; 
if (!read) 
switch (argv[2] [O] ) { 
case ' f I : lat . initialize (lattice: : ferro) ; break; 
case 'a1: lat.initialize(1attice::antiferro); break; 
case ln': lat.initialize(lattice::Niferro); break; 
default: lat.initialize(Lattice::para); 

double P; 
is >> P; 
lat.setPressure(P) ; 

#if def ined (DO-MAG) 
#if defined(JFEFE-BOSE) 
sprintf (buf, "%s c=%.3f %c '3s Bose.P=%g.dat*'. fnprefix, 

lat.getNumAtoms(0) /(double) lat.getNumAtoms0 , argv[2] [O], argv[3], lat.P, T) ; 
telse 
sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f %c %S 69 %g.P=%g.datw, fnprefix, 

lat.getNumAtorns(0) /(double) lat.getNumAtoms(), argv[2] [O] , argv[3], dJ-dr[O] [O]. 
dnn0-65, lat . Pl ; 
tendif 

telse 
sprintf (buf, "Ss c=% . 3 f  $s.P=%g.datw, fnprefix, 

1at.getNumAtoms (O) / (double) lat .getNumAtoms 0 ,  argv[3], lat .Pl ; 
Yendif 
osmain. open (buf ; 
if (!osmain) { 
cout << "unable to open " << buf << endl; 
return 1; 

1 
i n t  nsteps; 
int startsampling; 
int samplingstep; 
is >> nsteps >> startsampling >> samplingstep; 
unsigned nFeFe; 
lat . caIcFrustratedFeBonds (nFeFe) ; 
cout << 'IN = " << lat *getNumAtoms ( )  << "\tc = " << 

lat . getNumAtorns (0) / (double) lat . getNumAto ( << endl; 
OS main << "N = " << lat,getNumAtoms() << "\tc = " << 

lat .~et~um~toms (0) / (double) lat .getNumAto ( 1  << endl; 
tif defined(D0-MAG) 

#if defined(JFEFE-BOSE) 
cout << "magnetic exchange parameters:\tFit to Bose JFeFe data" << endl; 
osmain <c "magnetic exchange pararneters:\tFit to Bose JFeFe data" << endl; 
#else 
cout << "magnetic exchange paramerers:\tW << 30[O] [O] << \ << JO[O] [Il << 

'\t* << JO[i] [l] << t << dJ-dr[O] [O] << t << dJ-dr[O] [Il << \ << 
dJ-dr[l][l] << \ << dnn0-65 << endl; 
osmain "magnetic exchange parameters:\tW << J0[01 [Oj << t << J0[01 [l] << 

t c< 30[lj [LI << \ << dJ-dr[0] [O] << \ << dJ-dr[O] [II << t << 
dJ-dr[l][lJ << t << dnn0-65 << endl; 
Yendif 

#else 
cout << "no magnetic interactionsn << endl; 
os-main << "no magnetic interactionsw << endl; 

#endif 
cout << "chernical potential parameters:\tn c< UO[O][0] << t << dO[O][O] << 

\tl<< UO[Q] [il << t << dO[O] [l] << t << 00[1] [1] << t << dO[l] [lj << 
endl; 
/ /  cout C< "initial conditions:\t'* << lat.calcE() << t << lat.calcM(0) << 
t CC lat*calcM(l) << t << nFeFe << endl; 
osmain <c "chernical potential parameters:\tn << UO[O] [O] << '\t' << d0[0] [O] 

c< '\tl<< UO[O] [l] << t <c dO[O] [Il c< t c< UOII] El] << t << dO[l] [II << 
endl; 
osmain << "initial conditions:\tn CC lat.calcE0 CC t << lat.calcM(0) << 

\ << lat.calcM(1) << t << nFeFe << t << argv[S] << t << argv[j] cc 
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endl; 
os-main << nsteps << " steps, start sampling at " << startsampling << ", sample 

every " << samplingstep << endl; 
os-main "T (K)\tP (WA3)\tn << *a (A)\tsa\tn << 'CE> (K)" cc \ "sE1*  cc 

'\t*; 
osmain CC "<E+pV> (K) '* <c \tl << "< (EcpV) ̂2>" << \tl ; 
osmain << "<v> (A3)" << \ << "<vA2>" << l\tt; 
osmain << "<V(E+pV) > ( a 3 )  << '\tt ; 
os-main << "alpha (K-1)" << t << "Cp" << t << " B T  (~/Pi3)" << @\tl; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
osmain << "<M>" << \ t g  << 81cM2>t1 << \ << "CM3>** <c \ c< *'<M4>" << I\t1 

<< "chi"  << ' \ t t ;  
osmain << "<MFe>" << t << "<MFe2>" << \ << "<MFe3>'* << \ <c "<MFe4>" 

<< '\tV << "chiFen << '\tl; 
osmain << "<MNi>@I Cc t << "<MNi2>n cc t << '<MNi3>" c< \ << '*<MNi4>" 

<< '\tl << "chiNi@' << '\tt; 
osmain << "nFefrust\t\tW; 

# endi f 
osmain << "dFeFe (A)  \tdFeNi (A)  \tdNiNi (A) "; 

#if defined(D0-HDISTRIBUTION) 
osmain << '\tu << "<Hhi>"; 

Rendif 
osmain << endl; 
cout << lat.calcChemEO/lat.getNumAtoms() << endl; 

#if dei ined(D0-MAG) 
cour << lat.calcMagEO/lat.qetNumAtoms~) << endl; 

#endif 

long t = time(0); 
struct tm* tblock = localtimeI6t); 
cout << "starting calculation on " << asctime(tb1ock); 
double T; 
double TO, Tl, dT; 
is >> TO >> Tl >> dT; 
if (dT < 0) 
for (T=TO; T>T1; T+=dT) I 
if (load-lattice) { 
dnnO = dnn0-65; 
sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f %c as %g %g.P=àg.T=%g.lattice", fnprefix, 

lat.getNumAtoms (0) / (double) lat .getNumAtoms 0 ,  argv[2] [O], argv[3], d J d r  [O] [O], 
dnn0-65, lat. Pt T) ; 

if ( ! lat. readsystem (buf)} { 
cerr << "unable to read " <C buf << endl; 
continue ; 

1 
1 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
#if defined(JFEFEB0SE) 

sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f %c %s Bose.%g.%gn, fnprefix, 
lat.getNumAtoms(0)/(double)lat.getNumAtoms~), argv[2] [O], argv[31, lat.P, Tl; 
#else 

sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f %c %s %g %g.%g.%gW, fnprefix, 
lat,getNumAtoms (0) / (double) lat.getNumAtoms(), argv[2] [O], argv[3], dJdr[O] [O], 
dnn0_65, lat.P, Tl; 
#endif 

#else 
sprintf (buf, "3s cc%, 3f %S. %go %gn, fnprefix, 

lat .getNumAtoms (0) / (double) 1at.getNumAtoms 0 ,  argv[3], lat . P, T) ; 
Pendif 

lat . setTemp (Tl ; 
lat.run(nsteps, startsampling, samplingstep, buf); 
t = time (0) ; 
tblock = localtirne (dt) ; 
cout << (GetTimeO -timer) CC " seconds elapsed, " CC asctime(tb1ock) ; 

#if defined(DO_MAG) 
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#if defined(JFEFE-BOSE) 
sprintf (buf, "%s c=% .3f %c %s Bose.P=%g.T=%g. lattice'. fnprefix, 

1at.qetNumAtoms (0) / (double) 1at.qetNumAtoms) , argv[2] [O], arqv[3], lat.P, T) ; 
#else 

sprintf (buf, "%s c=%. 3f %c %s %g %g. P=%g.T=%q.lattice", fnprefix, 
lac .qetNumAtoms (0) / (double) 1at.getNumAtos ) , argv[2 1 [O], argv(31, dJ-dr [O] [O], 
dnn0i65, lat.P, T); 
Pendif 

felse 
sprintf (buf, "8s c=0 . 3 f  %S. P=%q.T=%g. lattice", fnprefix, 

lat .getNumAtoms (0) / (double) Lat .getNumAtoms ( 1  , arqv[3], lat . P t  T) ; 
#endif 

Lat. savesystem (buf) ; 
1 

else 
for (T=TO; TCT1; T+=dT) I 
if (load-lattice) { 
dnnO = dnn0-65; 
sprintf(buf, "%s c-%.3f %c %s %g àq.P=%g.T=%g.lattice", fnprefix, 

Lat .getNumAtoms (O) / (double) lat .getNumAtoms ( )  , argv(21 [O], argv(31, dJ-dr [O] [ O ] ,  
dnn0-65, lat .P, Tl ; 

if ( ! lat . readsystem (bufI ) ( 
cerr << "unable to read " CC buf << endl; 
continue; 

1 
1 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
#if defined(JFEFE-BOSE) 

sprintf (buf, "%s c=%. 3f Sc %s Bose.%g. %gl*, fnprefix, 
lat.getNurnAtoms(0)/(double)lat.getNumAtoms(), argv[2] [O], argv(31, iat.2, Tl; 
Pelse 

sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f 3c 4s 4g %q,%g,Sq", fnprefix, 
1at.getNumAtoms (0) /(double) lat.gerNumAtams() , argv[2] [O], argv[31, dJ-dr [O! [O], 
dnn0-65, lat.P, T); 

Oendif 
#else 

sprintf (buf, "8s c=%.3f %s.%q.%g", fnprefix, 
lat .getNumAtoms (0) / (double) lat .getNumAtoms ) , arqv[3] , lat. P t  Tl ; 
lendif 

lat . setTemp (T) ; 
Lat. run (nsteps, startsamplinq, samplinqstep, buf) ; 
t = time(0); 
tblack = localtime(&t); 
cout CC (GetTime ( )  -timer) << " seconds elapsed, " C< asctime (tblock) ; 

Pif defined(D0-MAG) 
#if defined(JFEFE-BOSE) 

sprintf(buf, "$s c=0.3f âc %s Bose.f=Sg.T=%g.Lattice", fnprefix, 
1at.getNumAtoms (0) / (double) lat.getNumAtom 0 ,  argv(2l [O], argv[3], lat .P, T) ; 
#else 

sprintf(buf, "8s c=%.3f %c 8s %g %g.P=%g.T=%g.lattice", fnprefix, 
~at.~etNumAtoms(O)/(double)lat.getNumAtorn~()~ argv[2] [ O ] ,  argv[3], dJ-dr[O] [O], 
dnn0l65. lat.P, Tl ; 
#endif 

#else 
sprintf (buf, "$s c=% .3f $s.P=%g.T=%g.lattice", fnprefix, 

lat .getNumAtoms (O) / (double) lat .getNumAtoms ) , argv[3], lat. Pt T) ; 
#endif 

lat . savesystem (buf ; 
1 

is >> Tl >> dT; 
while (is) { 
if (dT < 0) 
for (; T>TI; T+=dT) { 
if (load-lattice) { 
dnnO = dnn0-65; 
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sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f %c %s %g %g.P=%g.T=%g.lattice", fnprefix, 
lat.getNumAtoms(0) /(double) 1at.getNumAtorns 0 ,  argv[2] [O]. argv(31. dJ-dr[O] [O], 
dnn0-65, lat.P, Tl ; 

if ( ! lat. readsystem (buf)} ( 
cerf CC "unable to read " CC buf << endl; 
continue; 

1 
1 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
#if defined(JFEFE-BOSE) 

sprintf(buf, "%s c=$.3f %C %S Bose.%q.%gn, fnprefix, 
lat.getNumRtoms(0) / (double) lat.getNumAtoms0 , argv[2] [O], argv[3], Lat.P, T) ; 
telse 

sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f %C %S %g %g.%g.%gnl fnprefix, 
lat .getNumAtoms (0) / (double) lat .getNumAtoms 0 , argv(21 [O], argv[3] , d3dr [O] [O 1 ,  
dnn0-65, lat.P, T) ; 
#endif 

#else 
sprintf (bu£, "%s c=% .3f %s .âg.%gM, fnprefix, 

1at.getNumAtoms (0) /(double) 1at.getNumAtom O , argv[3], lat,P, T} ; 
ilendif 

lat . setTemp (T) ; 
Lat. run (nsteps, startsampling, samplingstep, buf) ; 
t = time(0); 
tblock = localtime(&t) ; 
cout C< (GetTime O -timer) << seconds elapsed, " << asctime ( t b l o c k )  ; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
#if defined(JFEFE-BOSE) 

sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f %c 8 s  Bose.P=%g.T=Sg.lattice", f n p r e f i x ,  
1at.getNumAtoms (0) /(double) lat.getNumAtoms0 , argv[2] [O] , argv[3], Lat .? ,  T) ; 
telse 

sprintf (buf, "8s c=%. 3f %c %s Sg %g.P-àg.T=Sg. lattice", fnprefix, 
lat.getNumAtoms(0) /(double)lat.getNumAtoms() , argvC21 [O] , argv(31, dJ-dr[O] [O], 
dnn0-65, lat.P, Tl; 

#endif 
#else 

sprintf (buf, "%s c=%.3f %s.P=%g,T=%g.lattice", fnpref ix, 
1at.getNumAtoms (0) /(double) lat.getNumAtoms(), argv[3j, lat.P, T) ; 
tendif 

lat .saveSystem (buf) ; 
1 

else 
for (; T<Tl; T+=dT) { 
if (load-lattice) [ 
dnnO = dnn0-65; 
sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f Sc %s %g %g,P=%g.T=%g,lattice", fnprefix, 

lat.getNumAtoms(O)/(double)lat.getNumAtams~, arqv[2] [O], argv[3], d<dr[O] [O], 
dnn0-65, lat.P, T); 

if (!lat.readSystem(buf)) [ 
cerr << "unable ro read " << buf cc endl; 
continue; 

1 
1 

#if def ined (DO-MAG) 
#if defined(JFEFEB0SE) 

sprintf(buf, "%s c=%,3f %c %s Bose.%g.%g", fnprefix, 
lat.getNumAtoms(O} /(double) lat.getNumAtoms() , argv[2] [O], argv[3], lat.P, T) ; 
#else 

sprintf (buf, "%s c=%,3f %c %s Sg %g.%g,%gn, fnprefix, 
1at.getNumAtoms (0 )  /(double) lat,getNumAtoms 0 , argvl2l [O] , argv[3], dJ-dr [O] [O], 
dnn0-65, lat,P, T) ; 

#endif 
#else 

sprintf (buf, "%s c=% ,3f %s ,%g.%gn, fnprefix, 
lat ,getNumAtoms (0) / (double) lat ,getNumAtos ) , argv[3], lat .Pr T) ; 
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#endif 
lat . setTemp (T) ; 
1at.run (nsteps, startsampling, samplingstep, buf) ; 
t = time(0); 
tblock = localtirne (&t) ; 
cout << (GetTime (1  -timer) cc " seconds elapsed, " << asctime (tblock) ; 

#if defined(D0-MAG) 
#if defined(3FEFE-BOSE) 

sprintf(buf, "%s c=%.3f %C %S Bose.P=%g.T=%g.latticeW, fnprefix, 
1at.getNumAtoms (O) / (double) 1at.getNumAtoms 0 ,  argv[2] [O], argv[3], lat. P, T) ; 
#else 

sprintf(buf, "8s c=%.3f %c %s %q %g.P=%g.T=%g.Iatrice", fnprefix, 
lat-getNumAtoms (O) /(double) 1at.getNumAtoms 0 ,  argv[2] [O], argv[3], dJ-dr [O] [O], 
dnn0-65, lat . P, T) ; 
#endif 

Pelse 
sprintf(buf, "%s c=3.3f %s.P=%g.T=%g.lattice", fnprefix, 

1at.getNumAtom.s (O) / (double) 1at.getNumAtoms O ,  argv[3], lat.P, Tl ; 
#endif 

Lat. savesystem (buf) ; 
1 

is >> Tl >> dT; 
1 
return O; 

1 
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File: mcprob.h, i n c l u d e d  in mc-ntp.cpp 
Author: Ken Lagarec 

inline bool 
testProb(f1oat pl [ 

r e t u r n  (ranf O C p l ;  
1 

i n l i n e  float 
metropolisProb (double mdE-Tl { 

return mdE-T c FMfNEXP ? O : mdE-T > O 3 1 : exp(mdE-Tl; 
1 
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F i l e :  mcspin.h, included i n  mc-ntp.cpp 
Author: Ken Lagarec 

# i f  !def ined  (mcspin-h) 
t d e f i n e  mcspin-h 

t i f  def  i ned  (HEISENBERG) 
s t r u c t  v e c t o r  ( 

f l o a t  X, y, z; 
v e c t o r o :  x (O) ,  y(O),  ~ ( 0 )  0 
v e c t o r  ( f l o a t  x-, f l o a t  y-, f l o a t  2-1 : x (x-1 . Y ( Y - ) ,  (2-1 ( 

vec to r  ( f l o a t  a )  1 
x = 0; 
y = O ;  
z = ( a  != 0) ? a / f a b s ( a )  : 0; 

1 
vec to r& ope ra to r  = ( f l o a t  a )  

x = 0; 
y  = O; 
z  = (a != 0) ? a/fabs (ai : 0; 
return * t h i s ;  

1 
vec tord  ope ra to r  += (const  vectorh v)  ( 

X += v.x; 
y += v.y; 
z  += v.2; 
r e t u r n  * t h i s ;  

1 
vec torh  ope ra to r  -= (const  vecror& v)  ( 

x -= v.x; 
y  -= v,y; 
Z -= v.2; 
r e t u r n  * t h i s ;  

1 
f l o a t  n o m 0  ( 

r e t u r n  s q r t  (x*x+yWy+z*z) ; 
1 
void  normalize O { 

f l o a t  n  = norm0; 
i f  ( n  == 0) 

r e t u r n ;  
x  /= n; 
y /= n; 
z /= n; 

1 
1; 
i n l i n e  v e c t o r  
ope ra to r  + (consc vector6 v l ,  cons t  vec tor6  v2) ( 

r e t u r n  vec to r  ( v i  ,x+v2 .x, v l  .y+v2 . y ,  v l  . z+v2. Z )  ; 

1 
i n l i n e  v e c t o r  
ope ra to r  - (cons t  vectorh v l ,  cons t  vecfor6 v2) ( 

r e t u r n  vec to r  ( v l  .x-v2 .x, v l  .y-v2 . y ,  v l .  2412. z) ; 
1 
i n l i n e  v e c t o r  
ope ra to r  (cons t  f l o a t  a, cons t  vectord v )  { 

r e t u r n  vec tor (a*v .x ,  a*v.y, a*v .z ) ;  
1 
i n l i n e  v e c t o r  
oue ra to r  / (cons t  vec tor& V, cons t  f l o a t  a )  1 - *  

r e t u r n  v e c t o r  (v.x/a,  v.y/a, v.  z /a )  ; 
1 
i n l i n e  f l o a t  
ope ra to r  (cons t  vectorh VI, cons t  vec torh  v2) i 

r e t u r n  vl.x*v2.x + vI.y+vZ,y + vl.z'v2.z; 



1 
i n l i n e  ostream6 
operator cc (ostreamS os, const  vectors  v) I 

O S  cc V . X  << ' \ t f  << v.y cc '\tl << v .z ;  
return os;  

1 
i n l i n e  istreamd 
operator >> (istreamb is, const  vector6 v) { 

is >> v . x  >> v . y  >> v .2;  
return is; 

1 

typedef vector  spin-t; 
typedef vector  s p i n s u ~ t ;  
typedef vector  spinf-t;  
Belse 
typedef s igned i n t 0  spin-t; 
typedef i n t  spinsum-t; 
typedef double spinf-t;  
#endif  
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